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Abstract
It has been shown that pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) choice can affect simple genetic algorithm (GA) performance.
However, these performance impacts are nonintuitive; PRNGs of poor quality can drive
GAs to superior performance, for certain
problems. The same PRNGs cause worse
performance for other problems. In this paper we present a plausible explanation for
this phenomenon: PRNGs of poor quality
cause higher Vose discrepancy values than do
higher quality PRNGs. Higher Vose discrepancy values could then be manifest as GA
performance differences, as GA populations
move toward fixed points of the Vose heuristic far away from the expectation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Several researchers have examined the impact
of
pseudo-random
number
generator (PRNG)
choice on genetic algorithm
(GA) performance.
Meysenburg and Foster
[Meysenburg, 1997,
Meysenburg and Foster, 1997]
examined several PRNGs, using the Knuth
[Knuth, 1997]
and
Marsaglia’s
Diehard
[Marsaglia, 1993] empirical test suites. They used the
PRNGs to drive a simple GA, applied to a collection
of several well-known GA test functions. Using a
relatively coarse-grained statistical measure, they
found no statistical evidence that PRNG quality
affected GA performance.
In a second study Meysenburg and Foster
[Meysenburg and Foster, 1999b] developed a set
of specific, empirical PRNG quality tests tailored
to the way a simple GA uses randomness. They

used a similar set of PRNGs and the same set of
GA test functions as in the previous work. They
found, however, that there was no correlation between
good performance on the PRNG tests and good
performance by the GA. In the second study, however,
a finer statistical measure was used that did reveal an
interesting phenomenon.
One of the PRNGs used was a version of the Java
language Random generator, limited to a period of
1000 numbers. With such a limited period, this PRNG
(rand1k) failed the PRNG tests miserably. However,
there was evidence that rand1k affected GA performance. It would be reasonable to assume that worse
PRNG quality would cause worse GA performance,
but this was not the case.
On several of the GA test functions, rand1k caused
the GA to perform better than other, much better,
PRNGs. On other functions, rand1k caused the GA
to perform worse than the other PRNGs. In summary, Meysenburg and Foster’s second study found
that there was evidence that PRNG choice could impact GA performance, although in non-intuitive ways.
Similar results have been noted for genetic programming (GP) systems [Meysenburg and Foster, 1999a,
Daida et al., 1997, Daida et al., 1999].
In summary, the research to date on this subject shows
that PRNG choice can impact GA (or GP) performance. However, the research shows no direct correlation between improved PRNG quality and improved
GA performance; in fact, better PRNGs can in some
cases cause worse GA performance. No one has yet
been able to explain why PRNG choice can alter GA
performance in this manner.

2

GA THEORY

Vose [Vose, 1999] has developed a general mathematical theory describing the behavior of simple GAs. Vose
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calls the search space explored by the GA Ω. If the
size of Ω is n, then GA populations can be represented
as vectors in n-space. These population vectors are elements of a set that Vose terms the simplex:
Λ = hx0 , . . . , xn−1 i : 1T x = 1, xj ≥ 0 .


(1)

Elements of the simplex are column vectors of size n,
where each component of the vector is non-negative,
and all components of the vector sum to one. A vector
p ∈ Λ represents a population as follows: component
pj is the percentage of the whole of the j th element of
Ω in the GA population.
A GA is defined in terms of a transition rule τ : Λ → Λ,
describing how a GA population evolves over time.
Given an initial population vector p, the next generation would be τ (p); the following generation would
be τ (τ (p)) = τ 2 (p); and so on. Unfortunately, we
are unable to say with certainty what τ (p) would be,
because GAs are stochastic algorithms.
To deal with the stochastic nature of GAs, Vose introduces another function G : Λ → Λ, called the heuristic
function. For a population vector p, the result of G (p)
is another vector q ∈ Λ. q is then used as a sampling
distribution to produce the next generation. The j th
component of q is the probability that the j th element
of Ω is selected to be a member of the next generation.
The various operators of the GA (selection, crossover,
and mutation, for example) are implemented in the
particular heuristic G chosen. The GA population is
moved forward by applying G to the initial population p, and using the resulting sampling distribution
to create the next population. The process repeats
until termination criteria are met.
Given an initial population vector p, repeated applications of the heuristic G produce a path through nspace. This is the expected path the GA population
should follow during a run. Fixed points of G correspond to situations where the GA converges. The
actual path followed by a GA, of course, will vary
to a certain degree from the expectation, due to the
stochastic nature of the process.
Vose has developed a formula for determining how far
away from the expected path a particular GA population vector is.
For population vector p, the probability that the next
population vector is q is shown in Figure 1. In the formula, the summations are only done for indexes where
qj > 0, and r is the number of individuals in the GA
population.

In Figure 1, the term
X

qj log

qj
G(p)j

(2)

is called the discrepancy of q with respect to the expectation G (p). The discrepancy is a measure of how
far the actual next population vector, q, is from the expected next population vector, G (p). It is a measure
of the distance between expectation and reality.
Our current research has shown that Vose’s theory can be used to explain the non-intuitive
GA behavior observed in previous studies
[Meysenburg, 1997,
Meysenburg and Foster, 1997,
Meysenburg and Foster, 1999b]. Our hypothesis is
that a PRNG of quality poor enough to drive the
GA population far from the path predicted by Vose
theory, would cause the GA to perform differently
than a GA driven by a PRNG of higher quality.
We hypothesized that a PRNG like rand1k would
cause higher Vose discrepancy values for successive
GA populations than a high quality PRNG like the
Mersenne Twister [Matsumoto and Nishimura, 1998]
would. Then rand1k might drive the GA populations
into the basins of attraction of different Vose heuristic
fixed points than the Mersenne Twister would; this
would account for GA performance differences.

3

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In order to test our hypothesis, we first collected 42 GA
test problems suitable for Vose discrepancy statistic
calculation. Since the complexity of the discrepancy
measure is O(3l ), for chromosome length l, the statistic
can only be efficiently computed for chromosomes of
approximate length 20 or less. Our test functions were
created as part of an undergraduate research project.
The functions are based on several different classes of
problems drawn from the literature, adapted to our
chromosome length restrictions. The functions have
chromosome lengths ranging from eight to 20. Our GA
test problems are briefly summarized in Table 1. More
detailed descriptions of each of the problems may be
found on the World Wide Web at the following URL:
http://ist.doane.edu/meysenburg/cooperstuff
/index.html . This page describes each test problem, as well as the parameters (crossover and mutation
rates, population size, etc.) used for each run.
Next, we ran a simple GA (of the type described by
Vose [Vose, 1999]) on each of the 42 GA test problems. We repeated the runs for each of 14 different PRNGs, ranging in quality from rand1k to the
Mersenne Twister. Finally, to reduce the likelihood
of anomalies caused by poor seed value selection, we
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repeated each of our runs for 32 different PRNG seed
values. For each problem / seed value combination,
we initialized the GA population identically, and then
used the PRNG under test for the rest of the GA run.
In this way, each of the runs for a problem / seed
value pair started at the same point in Ω. The seed
values and initial populations were constructed using
the truly random source at www.random.org .
We then used the Mann-Whitney non-parametric statistical test to determine if PRNG choice caused performance differences in our GA runs. We compared average population fitness on a generation by generation
basis in a manner similar to Meysenburg and Foster’s
second study [Meysenburg and Foster, 1999b].
Finally, we calculated the Vose discrepancy statistic
between each generation of each GA run. These calculations are complete for every GA test function where
l < 20, and are still under way for the problems where
l = 20. We used the Wilcoxson non-parametric statistical test to determine if discrepancy values caused by
the rand1k PRNG were greater than those caused by
the other PRNGs.

4

RESULTS

In our experiments, we again found that PRNG choice
impacts GA performance. Our statistical measures
here did not indicate if a PRNG caused better or worse
GA performance than the other PRNGs; the measures
only detected that a difference (in either direction) existed. Of all our GA runs, we found that the rand1k
PRNG caused performance differences in 68% of the
cases. None of our other PRNGs caused consistent
performance differences across the 42 GA test functions.
Having confirmed that rand1k causes unexpected GA
performance, we next tried to determine if the poor
quality of rand1k caused higher Vose discrepancy values than our other PRNGs. For the GA test functions
we have had time to calculate Vose discrepancy statistics for, this is indeed the case. Representative results
for three of our shorter-length GA test functions are
shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4.
The DC 19 GA test function has chromosome length
l = 12. The function is an instance of CNF-SAT, for
12 variables, 300 clauses, and five variables per clause.
The bits of the chromosome determine the values of
each variable.
The DC 37 and DC 41 GA test functions have
chromosome length l = 8. These functions are
a modified version of the emergency-unit place-

ment problem described by Haupt and Haupt
[Haupt and Haupt, 1998]. In this case, an emergency
response building must be placed on a city map, represented as a 16 by 16 grid, with a river cutting across
the map at row seven. A bridge is placed over the river
to allow vehicles to cross the river. For the DC 37 function, the bridge is in column one of row seven, while
in the DC 41 function, the bridge is in column seven
of row seven.
In the figures, the letter ’W’ represents a case where
the row-label PRNG caused statistically higher Vose
discrepancy values compared to the column-label
PRNG. The figures show that, for these GA test
functions, rand1k causes higher discrepancy values
than any of our other PRNGs. Other PRNGs cause
sporadic Vose discrepancy differences, but rand1k
causes higher Vose discrepancies compared to all other
PRNGs, in all of the GA test functions we have computed the statistics on so far. We speculate that the
sporadic Vose discrepancy differences of other PRNGs
are caused by the small population size of our GA
runs; Vose theory says that higher discrepancy values
are likely in small population GAs.
It is interesting that the infamous RANDU PRNG
[Knuth, 1997], which scores as badly as rand1k in the
Diehard suite of PRNG quality tests, does not impact
the GA in the same way rand1k does. In particular, RANDU never caused GA performance differences
in our runs (while rand1k did 68% of the time), and
neither did RANDU cause consistently higher discrepancy values than the other PRNGs (while rand1k did).
Therefore, it seems that the Diehard suite is not predictive for GA use. We have developed a GA-specific
empirical test of PRNG quality (described in a poster
presented at this conference [Meysenburg et al., 2002])
which eliminates this false positive problem. Our new
test, tailored to the specific GA parameters of our
test functions, gives poor scores to rand1k but normal
scores for RANDU.
In summary, for the GA functions we have been able
to examine to date, rand1k does cause higher Vose
discrepancy values than other, higher quality PRNGs.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER
WORK

We have shown that poor PRNG quality does correlate
with abnormally high Vose discrepancy values. We
feel that this correlation explains why a poor quality
PRNG, such as rand1k, can cause improved or degraded GA performance, compared to other PRNGs.
High enough discrepancy values could cause the GA
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to enter the basins of attraction of unexpected fixed
points of the Vose heuristic; this would be manifest as
GA performance differences.
In order to further bolster our confidence in our hypothesis, we are continuing Vose discrepancy calculations on our larger GA test functions. As the results
become available, we will determine if the correlation
between poor PRNG quality and high Vose discrepancy values continues. In addition, we would like to
determine the fixed points of the Vose heuristic for our
GA test functions, in order to confirm that rand1k
drives GA populations to fixed points different than
other PRNGs do.
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Pr {τ (p) = q}

rqj
Y G(p)j
= r!
(rqj )!
X
= exp −r
qj log

!

X p
qj
1
−
log 2πrqj +
+ O (log r)
G (p)j
12rqj + Θ (rqj )

Figure 1: Vose equation for probability that population q came from population p.

Function
DC 01
DC 02
DC 03
DC 04
DC 05
DC 06
DC 07
DC 08
DC 09
DC 10
DC 11
DC 12
DC 13
DC 14
DC 15
DC 16
DC 17
DC 18
DC 19
DC 20
DC 21

Name
Rastrigin’s Function
Michalewicz’s Function
Whitley’s Function
Rana’s Function
Schwefel’s Function
Griewangk’s Function
Schaffer’s Function
McElvain’s Fibonacci
Shaffer’s Function
Keane’s Bump Function
Shopping Cart Packing
Function F9
Schubert’s Function
16-200-4 CNF-SAT
16-50-3 CNF-SAT
20-80-3 CNF-SAT
15-5-5 CNF-SAT
20-80-3 CNF-SAT II
20-300-5 CNF-SAT
Ackley’s 2-Max Function
Ackley’s Porcupine

Length
20
16
20
20
20
20
20
16
20
20
18
20
20
16
16
20
15
20
20
20
20

Function
DC 22
DC 23
DC 24
DC 25
DC 26
DC 27
DC 28
DC 29
DC 30
DC 31
DC 32
DC 33
DC 34
DC 35
DC 36
DC 37
DC 38
DC 39
DC 40
DC 41
DC 42

Name
Ackley’s Trap Function
Ackley’s 1-Max Function
Ackley’s Mix Function
Ackley’s Plateaus Function
Hoelting’s Projectile
Koza’s Cart-Pole
New Light’s Bug Bomb
Haupt’s 4-letter Word Guesser
Koza’s Cart-Pole II
Koza’s Cart-Pole III
Koza’s Cart-Pole IV
6-city TSP
Max Clique
6-city TSP II
6-city TSP III
Haupt’s ERU Location
Haupt’s ERU Location II
Real Topology Hill-Climber
Binary-to-Gray Circuit
Haupt’s ERU Location III
Meysenburg’s DFA

Table 1: Doane College GA Test Suite functions

Length
20
20
20
20
16
20
16
20
20
20
20
18
16
18
18
8
8
9
17
8
18
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Table 2: Vose discrepancy results for DC 19
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Table 3: Vose discrepancy results for DC 37
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Table 4: Vose discrepancy results for DC 41
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LINKGAUGE: Tackling hard deceptive problems
with a new linkage learning genetic algorithm
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Abstract
A novel approach to obtaining a tight linkage between genes in a genetic algorithm is
described, and a new system based on that
approach, LINKGAUGE, is proposed. Experiments presented draw a comparison between the standard messy genetic algorithm
and LINKGAUGE, and show that the latter
avoids deceptive traps and early convergence,
with minimal computational cost. The scalability potential of the new approach is illustrated with results for two hard deceptive
problems.

1

INTRODUCTION

Since they were rst introduced, genetic algorithms
(Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989) have been considered
good all-round general problem solvers, and have since
been applied to a variety of problems, which show their
exibility and adaptability. In the standard approach,
each individual consists of a sequence of values, and
operators are provided to exchange and combine those
values, so that building blocks (short, highly t sequences of values) are constructed, and later combined
to form correct solutions. However, there is no mechanism to ensure a tight linkage between the values of
those sequences (Goldberg, Deb, Korb, 1991); when
applying standard genetic operators, this leads to an
easy disruption of building blocks, rather than their
maintenance (Harik, 1997), and therefore to an inability to scale-up to more diÆcult problems. Furthermore, an individual's genes are position dependent,
in that a given locus on the genome always codes for
the corresponding bit position in the phenotype. This
can make crossover even less likely to maintain useful
building blocks, especially if they represent geographically distant positions in the phenotype.

Conor Ryan

C.S.I.S. Department
University of Limerick
Ireland
Conor.Ryan@ul.ie
According to (Goldberg, Deb, Thierens, 1993), a successful algorithm should not only concentrate on the
production of building blocks, but also on their preservation and exchange between individuals.
In recent years, much work has been done on achieving
a tighter linkage between genes, and a family of algorithms called competent GAs has emerged (Goldberg,
2001); these are mostly based on the idea of genes coding both the position and the value of each element of
an individual. These algorithms have proven to be
successful when applied to hard problems, such as deceptive linkage problems (Goldberg, Korb, Deb, 1989;
Goldberg, Deb, Kargupta, Harik, 1993; Harik, 1997;
Pelikan, Goldberg, Cantu-Paz, 1999).
In this paper, we present a new system, LINKGAUGE,
which tackles the class of deceptive linkage problems
by using a simple yet e ective algorithm. This system is an extension of GAUGE (Genetic Algorithms
Using Grammatical Evolution), a system described in
(Ryan, Nicolau, O'Neill, 2002) and based on the idea
of encoding a position/value couple on each gene, to
create a position-independent algorithm; GAUGE, in
turn, employs many of the ideas behind Grammatical Evolution (Ryan, Collins, O'Neill, 1998; O'Neill,
Ryan, 2001; O'Neill, 2001). So far, GAUGE has been
successfully applied to both standard and deceptive
ordering problems.
Our aim when running the experiments described in
this paper was to test the aptitude of LINKGAUGE
to solve linkage problems, and its scalability when presented with more diÆcult problems; to do so, we applied the system to two hard deceptive linkage problems, and compare its performance to the standard
messy Genetic Algorithm (Deb, Goldberg, 1991). By
extending GAUGE's mapping mechanism, we have
built a new exible approach to this kind of problem; our results show by comparison that it nds a
solution faster, scales better to harder versions of the
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2

GRAMMATICAL EVOLUTION

GAUGE is based upon many of the techniques implemented in Grammatical Evolution, so we start with an
introduction to this system, to highlight the similarities and di erences between the two systems.
Grammatical Evolution (GE) is an evolutionary algorithm approach to automatic program generation,
which evolves strings of binary values, and uses a BNF
(Backus-Naur Form) grammar to map the strings into
programs. This mapping involves transforming the binary individual into a string of integer values, and then
using those values to choose transformations from the
given grammar, so that a start symbol is mapped into
a syntactically correct program.
This process is based on the idea of a genotype to phenotype mapping: an individual comprised of binary
values (genotype) is evolved, and, before being evaluated, is subjected to a mapping process to create a
program (phenotype), which is then evaluated by the
tness function. This creates two distinct spaces, a
search space and a solution space.
The degenerate genetic code employed in GE also plays
a role in the performance of the system, as seen in
(O'Neill, Ryan, 1999); by using the mod function to
normalize each integer to a nite number of production rules, di erent integer values can be used to select
the same rule. The genotype can therefore be modied without necessarily a ecting the phenotype, in a
process known as neutral mutations (Kimura, 1983;
Banzhaf, 1994).
Finally, the functionality of the values in the integer
string is dependent on the values preceding it, as those
determine which non-terminal symbols remain to be
mapped. This creates a linkage between each gene
1

Due to its variable length nature, some messy GA
runs required over 1GB of memory to store a population, comparing to less than 1MB for the most demanding
LINKGAUGE runs.

TRANSCRIPTION

This paper is organized as follows: we start by brie y
introducing Grammatical Evolution in section 2, followed by an explanation of how GAUGE works (section 3) and its extension into LINKGAUGE (section
4). In section 5 we present the problems used for our
experiments, and in section 6 we present our results.
Finally an analysis of those results is made and conclusions are drawn in section 7, followed by the outline
of some future directions of research in section 8.

Biological System

TRANSLATION

problem, and requires far less hardware resources than
the messy GA1 .
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Figure 1: Genotype to Phenotype mapping
on the chromosome and all those which precede it,
and helps the individual in preserving good building
blocks during the evolution process, where it is subjected to the harsh e ects of operators like crossover.
This has been termed the \Ripple E ect" (Keijzer,
Ryan, O'Neill, Cattolico, Babovic, 2001).

3

GAUGE

GAUGE is based on many of the same ideas behind
the implementation of GE. It uses a genotype to phenotype mapping in much the same fashion: an individual is composed of a binary sequence (genotype)
which, once ready for evaluation, is mapped onto a
string of integer values, which are decoded as a collection of (position, value) pairs to nally build a new
binary string (the phenotype), ready to be evaluated.
Figure 1 illustrates this process, and compares it to
GE's analogy to molecular biology.
Another feature of GE upon which GAUGE is based is
that the function of a gene in an individual depends on
the value of the genes preceding it; this creates a tight
linkage between adjacent genes in that individual.
Since the position and value of each bit of the phenotype string are expressed on each gene, geographically
disparate values of the phenotype can be grouped together on the genotype. This leads to the creation of
tight building blocks at the start of the genome that
can be gradually grown by the evolutionary process,
in a process we call competitive building blocks.
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Work by Bean (Bean, 1994) with the Random Keys
Genetic Algorithm (RKGA) hinted that a tight linkage between genes would result in both a smoother
transition between parents and o spring when genetic
operators are applied, and an error-free mapping to a
sequence of ordinal numbers.

case 1, giving the value 2 % 1 = 0, and place the
value 3 % 2 = 1 in it. Note that the last position
will always be mapped onto value 0, since there
is only one free position left in the nal individual.
Our phenotype, now ready for evaluation, is the string:
1 0 1 1

3.1

EXAMPLE GAUGE MAPPING

In this subsection we take a look at how an individual
is created and evaluated using GAUGE. Let us take as
an example individual the following binary sequence:
0110 0111 0001 0100 0111 1001 0010 0011

The rst step is to map it onto an integer string. For
the purpose of brevity, we will use four bits to encode
each integer (rather than the standard eight used in
the actual GAUGE code), and therefore end up with:
6 7 1 4 7 9 2 3

This string will be evaluated as a sequence of four
(position, value) pairs, and will be used to ll in a
string of four bits. We therefore take the rst position,
6, and map it onto the number of available positions in
the nal string (i.e., 4), by calculating the remainder
of the division of 6 by 4 (6 % 4), giving the value 2
(i.e., the third position in the phenotype string). We
use the same mapping process to transform the value
for that position, 7, into a binary value: 7 % 2 = 1.
This is the state of the nal array after the above
steps are executed:
? ? 1 ?

By taking the next pair, (1,4), we again map the
position onto the number of available positions, in
this case 3, which gives us 1 % 3 = 1 (second free
position), and normalize the value 4 onto a binary
value, which gives us 4 % 2 = 0 :
? 0 1 ?

3.2

EARLY RESULTS

In (Ryan, Nicolau, O'Neill, 2002), GAUGE was applied to both a standard genetic algorithm problem
and a deceptive ordering problem. On the former,
its performance was as good as that of a simple genetic algorithm, showing that its overhead processing
(namely its mapping process) does not re ect in a loss
of performance in simple problems, while on the latter,
its (position,value) speci cation was shown to provide
the exibility of swapping elements in a solution, helping the system to avoid local optima. The interested
reader is referred to the mentioned paper.

4 LINKGAUGE
In this section the LINKGAUGE system is presented.
The idea is to extend the tight linkage between the
gene positions, as seen in GAUGE, to the gene values
themselves. This is achieved by extending GAUGE's
mapping process: every time a value is to be placed on
the phenotype string, it is calculated by adding all the
previous value elds in each (position, value) pair and
then normalizing the result over the range of accepted
values. The value each gene will provide can therefore
be calculated by the formula

X

(

n

xi

)%v

i=0

where
n = order of the gene (i.e. gene 0, gene 1, etc)
xi = number in value eld for gene i
v = value to normalize (for binary strings, 2 is used)

With the next pair, (7,9), we map the position 7 onto
the number of available positions, 2, by calculating
7 % 2 = 1 (second free position, which is the last
position in the string), and the value 9 onto a binary
value, 9 % 2 = 1:

It should be noted that, theoretically, any function
could be used to introduce dependency between the
values; the suitability of other functions will be the
subject of further research.

? 0 1 1

Following the GAUGE mapping example, the pair
(6,7) will generate the same string as before:

Finally, with the last pair, we map the position
2 onto the number of remaining places, in this

4.1

EXAMPLE LINKGAUGE MAPPING

? ? 1 ?

In the next pair, however, the value is calculated by
(7+4) % 2 (i.e., the cumulative total of the previous
value elds normalized over the range of binary numbers), giving the value 1. The position calculation is
the same as before (1 % 3 = 1), so we end up with
the string:
? 1 1 ?

In the next pair, the value will be calculated by
(7+4+9) % 1, giving the value 0, and the nal value
is calculated by (7+4+9+3) % 1 = 1. The nal string
will be:
1 1 1 0

The objective of this mapping is to create a tight linkage between the value of the genes. The previously
mentioned "Ripple E ect" is therefore extended to the
values within the genes themselves.

5

ORDER-THREE DECEPTIVE
PROBLEM

The order-three deceptive problem was the rst problem reported using the original mGA, in (Goldberg,
Korb, Deb, 1989). In the original problem, ten orderthree deceptive sub-functions are concatenated together to form a 30-bit length problem. We have extended the problem, and used lengths of 30, 45, 60, 75,
90 and 105 bits.
Each sub-function has a global optimum (000) and
a deceptive local optimum (111). The objective is
to create a series of local optima that will attempt
to keep the systems from reaching the one and only
global optimum; on the 105-bit problem, this means
there are 2105 (4.05e+31) possible solutions, with 235
(3.44e+10) optima (local and global optimum combinations within each of the sub-functions), of which

1
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Figure 2: Order-Five Deceptive Problem Unitation
Graph.
only one is the global solution for the entire string.
Table 1 shows the function values for every 3-bit combination.
Table 1: Order-Three Sub-function Values.
String Value String Value
000
28
100
14
001
26
101
0
010
22
110
0
011
0
111
30

DECEPTIVE PROBLEMS

In this section we introduce the two deceptive problems which we used on our experiments. These were
used to test the performance of LINKGAUGE, and to
compare it to the messy GA, using the mGA code
available in the IlliGAL web site and described in
(Deb, Goldberg, 1991). We chose to compare our
system to the messy GA as the latter is the origin
of most modern competent GAs, introducing the concepts of primordial and juxtapositional phases, overand under-speci cation, and competitive templates.
Future work should include comparisons to other more
recent competent GAs.
5.1
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5.2

ORDER-FIVE DECEPTIVE PROBLEM

In (Goldberg, Deb, Kargupta, Harik, 1993), a
performance comparison between the original messy
GA and the Fast Messy Genetic Algorithm is made, by
using both the order-three sub-function and an orderve sub-function; we used the same problems in our
tests.
In this problem, substrings of ve bits are concatenated together, with the global optimum being
(11111) and the local optimum (00000). Figure 2
shows this problem in terms of a unitation graph, i.e.
the number of 1s in a sub-function determines its tness. This function is fully deceptive, as can be seen
in (Deb, Goldberg, 1994).

6

EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present the results obtained on the
two described problems, using both LINKGAUGE and
the original messy GA. We start by describing the experimental setup used on each system, follow with an
overview of the results obtained in our experiments,
and conclude this section with a discussion of those
results.
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Figure 3: Order-Three Results For MessyGA; No Results Were Obtained With String Lengths Over 60
Bits.
6.1

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We used a standard con guration with LINKGAUGE
for this problem. With a population of 800 individuals, the replacement strategy used was steady-state,
and the selection routine was roulette-wheel; probability of crossover was set to 0.9, and mutation was
set to 0.01, which are the standard Genetic Programming (Koza, 1992) values used in GE; no attempt was
made to optimize these values. The maximum number
of tness function calls was set to 1.6e+04, on both
systems.
Table 2: Tested combinations of settings for the messy
GA algorithm.
Parameters Set 1 Set 2
Set 3 Set 4
Maximum era
3
3
4
3
Prob. cut 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.02
Prob. splice
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
Prob. allelic mut.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Prob. genic mut.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Thresholding
no
yes
yes
yes
Tie-breaking
no
yes
yes
yes
Reduced popsize
no
yes
yes
yes
Extra members
no
no
no
no
Copies 5,1,1 5,1,1 5,1,1,1 5,1,1
Total generations
20
20
15
100
Juxtapos. popsize
250
250
250
100

Fitness Evaluations

Figure 4: Order-Three Results For LINKGAUGE.
In the messy GA, a range of di erent sets of parameters were tried as seen in Table 2; a detailed explanation of these settings can be found in (Goldberg,
Korb, Deb, 1989; Goldberg, Deb, Korb, 1991). Settings 1 (the standard messy GA values) and 2 behaved
well with the 30-bit string problem, but gave very poor
results with longer string lengths, and were therefore
discarded; settings 3 and 4 gave the improved results,
with setting 3 achieving the best performance on the
harder problems, and so was chosen for our comparison.
6.2

RESULTS

Both systems were applied to each of the problems
over 100 runs, and the graphs presented here show the
cumulative number of successful runs plotted against
the number of tness evaluations required.
6.2.1

Order-Three Problem

Results for the order-three problem, shown in Figures 3 and 4, show the messy GA achieving a superior performance with small string lengths. However, as the string length gets longer, it can be seen
that LINKGAUGE scales better to the problem; with
lengths of 75-bit, 90-bit and 105-bit, all messy GA
runs failed to nd one instance of the global optimum
(a string composed of all 1s), and therefore they are
not plotted in the graph presented.
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Figure 5: Order-Five Results for LINKGAUGE.

6.2.2

Order-Five Problem

According to results published in (Goldberg, Deb,
Kargupta, Harik, 1993), the original messy GA with
standard parameter settings would need a number
close to 1e+08 function evaluations to nd an instance
of a global solution for the order- ve problem, with
a 50-bit string. It is therefore no wonder that in our
tests, the messy GA failed to nd any instance of the
global solution over 1.6e+04 tness function calls2 .
The results obtained with LINKGAUGE (shown in
Figure 5) are, however, similar to those obtained in
the order-three problem, which suggests that the extra
deceptiveness of order- ve problems doesn't have as
strong an impact on its performance as one might expect. Over the allowed number of tness evaluations,
only in the 105-bit problem did LINKGAUGE not nd
any solution. It should be mentioned, however, that in
this class of problem LINKGAUGE worked better with
a population size of 1600 individuals using the same
number of tness function calls (and indeed found solutions for the 105-bit problem), which tends to suggest
that a better trade-o between number of generations
versus population size can be found; this could, however, be looked upon as parameter optimization, and
therefore those results are not reported here in detail.
2

It also increased its hardware requirements exponentially; on one speci c run, to specify the contents of a 30-bit
string, the average length of an individual was over 22000
genes.

6.3

ANALYSIS

On the standard order-three problem, a direct comparison with the messy GA shows LINKGAUGE's ability
to adapt to an increasing problem diÆculty; although
with smaller strings the messy GA is faster at nding
a solution (with any of the parameter sets tested), it
does not present the scalability of LINKGAUGE when
the problem gets harder.
On the order- ve deceptive problem, the lack of results for the messy GA, and the only slight loss of
performance of LINKGAUGE, underline the scale-up
properties of the latter. Results obtained (but not reported, for the sake of clarity) have shown that with
larger population sizes and the same number of tness
evaluations, LINKGAUGE's performance in this problem increased, which leads to some optimism as to the
system's ability to avoid early convergence.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new genetic algorithm based system, LINKGAUGE, for the purpose of solving hard
deceptive linkage problems. The results reported show
an interesting scale-up property for our system, which
is remarkable given that it is based on a simple genetic
algorithm; no speci c genetic operators have been introduced, and parameters such as crossover and mutation rate have been set to standard values. This is
not the case of the system compared to, messy GA,
which has a speci c implementation that slightly diverges from the original implementation ideas of genetic algorithms: although a good approach in itself,
this does make the algorithm harder to use and understand, and parameter tuning was required to achieve
a good performance. It should also be mentioned that
LINKGAUGE's xed-length, xed-population size nature results in an algorithm that has very little hardware and over-head processing requirements, especially when compared to the original messy GA.

8 FUTURE WORK
Future lines of research include numerical and statistical analysis of the data presented, to e ectively
measure the performance and the degree of scalability of the system. Also, a rigorous comparison
should be made between the system presented and
other more recent linkage learning genetic algorithms
(Goldberg, Deb, Kargupta, Harik, 1993; Harik, 1997),
to highlight similarities and di erences, and advantages/disadvantages.
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Abstract
An important decision to make when designing a GA is how to set the evolutionary parameters. Among these parameters, the mutation rate has been acknowledged as the
most sensitive one. All approaches so far
for a near-optimal setting of the mutation
rate have intrinsic limitations. A promising
guideline is, however, the heuristic suggesting pm = 1/L where L is the string length.
This paper is a ﬁrst attempt to explore the
scope and limitations of this heuristic on GAs
with bit-string representation. Speciﬁcally,
we select two real-world domains as test problems and explore (i) whether optimal mutation rates change with time; and (ii) the
interactions between the mutation rate and
other evolutionary parameters. Results suggest that a constant mutation rate of 1/L is
useful for a GA with a controlled ‘moderate’
selection pressure. It should be, however, revised for a weak or extremely strong selection
pressure, and for a small population size.

1

INTRODUCTION

It has been suggested that the most sensitive of GA
parameters is the mutation rate [Schaﬀer et al., 1989,
Bäck, 1996]. Several studies in the literature look for
‘optimal’ mutation rates, or optimal schemes for varying the mutation rate over a single run [Fogarty, 1989,
Davis, 1989,
Bäck, 1991,
Mühlenbein, 1992,
Julstrom, 1995, Tuson and Ross, 1998].
We believe that the most useful guideline so far
for an eﬀective and general setting of the mutation
rate in GAs is the heuristic suggesting pm = 1/L
(per bit), where L is the string length. This ﬁg-

ure has appeared several times in the evolutionary
computation literature. The earliest appearance we
can trace back was due to [Bremerman et al., 1966]
as quoted by [Bäck, 1996].
Also, in his dissertation [DeJong, 1975] suggested this value as
quoted by [Hesser and Männer, 1991]. The work of
[Mühlenbein, 1992] states that pm = 1/L is optimal
for general unimodal functions. This setting has also
produced good results for several NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems such as the multiple knapsack problem [Khuri et al., 1994], the minimum vertex
cover problem [Khuri and Bäck, 1994], the maximum
independent set problem [Bäck and Khuri, 1994],
and others [Bäck and Khuri, 1994]. The work of
[Smith and Fogarty, 1996] found 1/L as the best ﬁxed
setting for the mutation rate, giving results comparable to their best self-adaptive method. Other authors have found a dependence of eﬀective mutation
rates upon the string length L, although they had not
explicitly suggested pm = 1/L [Schaﬀer et al., 1989,
Hesser and Männer, 1991, Bäck, 1992, Bäck, 1993].
Thus, there may well be some true principle underlying this heuristic. In previous work, we argued that
this principle is related to the notion of error threshold from molecular evolution [Ochoa et al., 1999,
Ochoa et al., 2000]. The error threshold is the minimal replication accuracy that still maintains genetic
information in the population.
This paper is a ﬁrst attempt to explore the scope and
limitations of the 1/L heuristic on GAs with bit-string
representation. Speciﬁcally, we select two real-world
domains as test problems and explore (i) whether optimal mutation rates change with time; and (ii) the
interactions between the mutation rate and other evolutionary parameters (the selection pressure and the
population size).
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the test problems used in
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this paper: a combinatorial optimization problem —
the Multiple Knapsack problem, and an engineering
problem — the design of an optimal aircraft WingBox. Sections 3 and 4 describe our methods and results
respectively, and, ﬁnally, Sections 5 and 6 summarizes
our ﬁndings.

2

Fuselage
Top panel
Ribs

TEST PROBLEMS

Two real-world domains were selected for study,
namely, a combinatorial optimization problem — the
Multiple Knapsack problem, and an engineering problem — the design of an optimal aircraft Wing-Box.
The Multiple Knapsack is a maximization problem,
whereas the Wing-Box is a minimization problem.
This selection is somewhat arbitrary, but is consistent with the following criteria. First, both are complex problems: the Wing-Box is an engineering design
problem based on real data and constraints, and the
Multiple Knapsack is a highly constrained combinatorial optimization problem known to be N P -hard.
Second, both problems were available and relatively
easy to implement, and third, both have a natural
bit string encoding which was a requirement for the
present study. Additionally, these two problems are
completely unrelated, so common results have a good
chance to convey some generality. It is worth noting,
however, that other real-world problems may have very
diﬀerent characteristics from these two test problems.
2.1

THE WING-BOX PROBLEM

The Wing-Box problem was formulated as part of
the Genetic Algorithms in Manufacturing Engineering (GAME) project at COGS, University of Sussex
1
. An industrial partner, British Aerospace, provided
data from a real Airbus wing box.
A common problem faced in the design of aircraft
structures, is to deﬁne structures of minimum weight
that can withstand a given load. Figure 1 sketches the
elements of a wing relevant to this problem. The wing
is supported at regular intervals by slid ribs which run
parallel to the aircraft’s fuselage. On the upper part
of the wing, thin metal panels cover the gap separating adjacent ribs. The objective is to ﬁnd the number of panels and the thickness of each of these panels
while minimizing the mass of the wing and ensuring
that none of the panels buckle under maximum operational stresses. More details, and the equations
for calculating the ﬁtness function, can be found in
[McIlhagga et al., 1996].
1

http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/projects/game/

Cavity

Rib pitch

Figure 1: Relevant elements of a wing. Wing dimensions
are ﬁxed. The variable elements are the number of ribs
and the thickness of the top panels.

A full description of a potential solution to the WingBox problem requires the deﬁnition of the number of
ribs N and the thickness of the N − 1 panels. There
is a constraint on the thickness of these panels which
is that adjacent panels should not diﬀer in thickness
by more than 0.25 mm. The simplest way to accomplish this, is to encode the diﬀerences in thickness between adjacent panels rather than the absolute thickness of the panels. If we know the diﬀerence in thickness δth(i) between panels i and i+1 for i ∈ (1, N −1),
the absolute thickness of the ﬁrst panel is enough to
deﬁne everything else.
Originally, the Wing-Box parameters were encoded following the order described by Figure 2. For the experiments in this paper we ﬁxed the number of panels in
50 (i.e N = 51 ribs, since the number of ribs is 1 +
the number of panels), thus our genetic encoding is
the same, but excluding the ﬁrst gene. The thickness
of the ﬁrst panel was allowed to vary between 10 and
15 mm by steps of 10−3 mm. This requires 5 × 103
values which can be represented with a minimum of
13 bits. For all subsequent N − 2 panels the diﬀerence in thickness with the previous panel is encoded.
According to manufacturing tolerance considerations,
only ﬁve values were allowed for these diﬀerences in
thickness: {−0.25, −0.125, 0.0, 0.125, 0.25}. Three bits
are needed to encode these ﬁve values. Notice that a
change in δth(i) leads to changes in the thickness of
panel i + 1, and of all subsequent panels up to the tip
of the wing. Notice also that in both the encoding of
the ﬁrst section, and the remainder N − 2 sections,
there is an amount of redundancy in the genotype to
phenotype mapping. To sum up, the number of bits
needed for encoding an individual is 13 for the ﬁrst
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panel, and 3 for each of the others 49 panels, that is
13 + 3 × 49 = 160.
f (x) =

n


pi xi − s × max(pi )

(1)

i=1

N

th(1)

∆ th(1)=
th(2)-th(1)

...

∆ th(i)=
th(i+1)-th(i)

...

∆ th(N-2)=
th(N-1)-th(N-2)

N: Number of ribs
th
th(i): Thickness of i panel

Figure 2: Genetic representation of the wing parameters.

2.2

THE MULTIPLE KNAPSACK
PROBLEM

The combinatorial optimization problem described
here, called the 1/0 multiple knapsack problem, follows
the speciﬁcations given by [Khuri et al., 1994]. This
problem is a generalization of the 0/1 simple Knapsack problem where a single knapsack of capacity C,
and n objects are given. Each object has a weight
wi and a proﬁt pi . The objective is to ﬁll the knapsack with objects producing the maximum proﬁt P .
In other words, to ﬁnd a vector
n x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )
1}, such that i=1 wi xi ≤ C and for
where xi ∈ {0,
n
which P (x) = i=1 pi xi is maximized.
The multiple version consists of m knapsacks of
capacities c1 , c2 , . . . , cm and n objects with proﬁts
p1 , p2 , . . . , pn . Each object has m possible weights:
object i weighs wij when considered for inclusion in
knapsack j (1 ≤ j ≤ m). Again, the objective is
to ﬁnd a vector x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , x
n ) that guarann
tees that no knapsack is over-ﬁlled:
i=1 wij xi ≤ cj
for j = 
1, 2, . . . , m; and that yields maximum proﬁt
n
P (x) = i=1 pi xi .
This problem leads naturally to a binary encoding.
Each string x1 x2 . . . xn represents a potential solution.
If the ith position has the value 1 (i.e. xi = 1) then the
ith object is in all knapsacks; otherwise, it is not. Notice that a string may represent an infeasible solution.
over-ﬁlls at least one
A vector x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) that 
n
of the knapsacks; i.e., for which i=1 wij xi > cj for
some 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is an infeasible string. Rather than
discarding infeasible strings and thus ignore infeasible
regions of the search space, the approach suggested by
[Khuri et al., 1994] is to allow infeasible strings to join
the population. A penalty term reduces the ﬁtness of
infeasible strings. The farther away from feasibility,
the higher the penalty term of a string. Thus, the following ﬁtness function was deﬁned (s is the number of
over-ﬁlled knapsacks):

Hence, the ﬁtness function uses a graded penalty term
max(pi ). The number of times this term is subtracted
from the ﬁtness of a infeasible solution is equal to the
number of over-ﬁlled knapsacks that the solution produces.
A Multiple Knapsack instance, taken from the literature (termed Weish 30), was used as test problem. It
has 90 objects and 5 sacks. This (and several other)
problems are available online from the OR-library by
[Beasley, 1990]. Weish 30 is among the biggest and
more complex Multiple Knapsack instances available
in the library.

3

METHODS

For estimating optimal mutation rates in GAs we need
to deﬁne what an optimal or near-optimal mutation
rate is. The working deﬁnition used here is: an optimal mutation rate is that producing optimal performance. But then, we need a good way of measuring GA performance. Given the randomized nature of
GAs, conclusions can never be drawn from a single run.
Instead, the common practice is to consider statistics
from a suﬃciently large number of independent runs.
So, the standard performance measures for GAs are
the average and best ﬁtness values attained after a
preﬁxed termination criterion, averaged over several
runs. Within a given run, the best ﬁtness could be
either the current best in the population, or the best
ﬁtness attained so far. These measures are considered
after a ﬁxed termination criterion, or over ﬁxed intervals throughout the GA run. For the experiments in
this paper, we will consider the best ﬁtness attained
so far after a ﬁxed termination criterion. This criterion will be carefully selected in each case to be long
enough to stabilize the best and average ﬁtness of the
population. The average of several runs will be considered (typically 50) and the standard deviation will
be shown in most cases. The ﬁrst empirical section,
however, studies the time dependency of the mutation
rate. In this case best-so-far ﬁtness values are reported
at ﬁxed intervals.
To study the applicability of the 1/L heuristic, we explore the eﬀect of modifying some relevant evolutionary parameters on the magnitude of optimal mutation
rates. Speciﬁcally, we explore the eﬀects of modifying the selection pressure and population size. Unless
otherwise stated, experiments use a generational GA
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with tournament selection (tournament size = 2), a
population of 100 members, and both mutation and
recombination (two-point with a rate of 1.0). Table
1 summarizes these default settings. Further details
on the experiments and departures from the default
settings are given in the respective results subsections.
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Generational
Tournament (T. Size = 2)
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1.0
Two-point
2,000 Generations
50

13480

Best-so-far

Population replacement
Selection scheme
Population size
Recombination rate
Recombination operator
Termination criterion
Number of runs

Wing-Box Problem

Generations

Table 1: GA default parameters used in the experiments.

RESULTS

4.1

TIME-DEPENDENCY

The ﬁrst set of experiments studies the behavior of
diﬀerent mutation values over the generations of a GA
run. The evolutionary parameters used are those summarized in Table 1. Results are presented in three
stages. First the “interesting” part of the search, from
generation 100 to generation 2,000 (Figure 3). Then,
the ﬁrst stage of the search, the ﬁrst 100 generations
(Figure 4); and, ﬁnally, the last stages of the search,
from generation 2,000 to 5,000 (Figure 5). The plots
show the average best-so-far ﬁtness attained over ﬁxed
intervals throughout the GA run on both test problems (the Wing-Box and Knapsack problems). Four
mutation values were explored: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0
mutations per genotype. Standard deviations are not
shown in these plots for the sake of clarity.
For the intermediate stage of the search, on the Wingbox problem the mutation rates of 1/L and 2/L produced the best results and performed similarly (Figure
3, top). On the Knapsack problem, a mutation rate
of 1/L seems to produce the best performance in this
stage (Figure 3, bottom).
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11450
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55
0
70
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0
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19
00

Three groups of experiments were performed with the
aim of exploring: (i) the time-dependency of the mutation rate, (ii) the eﬀect of modifying the selection
pressure, and (iii) the eﬀect of modifying the population size. Experiments were run on both test problems (Wing-Box and Knapsack). For analyzing the
results, it is worth remembering that the Wing-Box
is a minimization problem whereas the Knapsack is a
maximization problem.

Knapsack Problem

Best-so-far

4

Generations

Figure 3: Comparing the performance of diﬀerent mutation rates over a GA run on both test problem. The
curves show the average best-so-far ﬁtness over ﬁxed intervals throughout the GA run for various mutation rates
(expressed as mutations per genotype).

The initial stage of the search is rather similar for
both test problems (Figure 4, recall that the Wing-Box
problem is a minimization problems whereas the Multiple Knapsack is a maximization problem) . All the
mutation values explored performed similarly. However, the mutation values of 0.5 and 1.0 mutations per
genotype seem to produce the best results in this stage.
Again, the ﬁnal stage of the search is rather similar for
both test problems. A mutation rate of 1/L produced
the best performance in both cases (Figure 5).
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Wing-Box Problem, First 100 Generations

Wing-Box Problem, Final Stages of the Search
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Figure 4: Comparing the performance of diﬀerent mutation rates over a GA run on both test problems for the ﬁrst
100 generations. The curves show the average best-so-far
ﬁtness over ﬁxed intervals throughout the GA run for various mutation rates (expressed as mutations per genotype).
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Figure 5: Comparing the performance of diﬀerent mutation rates over a GA run on both test problems for the ﬁnal
stages of the search (from generation 2,000 until 5,000).
The curves show the average best-so-far ﬁtness over ﬁxed
intervals throughout the GA run for various mutation rates
(expressed as mutations per genotype).

SELECTION PRESSURE

This subsection explores the eﬀect of increasing the
selection pressure on the magnitude of optimal mutation rates. The experiments use tournament selection
because this scheme allows the selection pressure to
be explicitly controlled. A common tournament size
is 2, but selection pressure increases steadily for growing tournament sizes. Two tournament sizes, 2 and 4,
were tested. Additionally, on the Knapsack problem,
results using proportional selection are also presented
for the sake of comparison. Figure 6 compares optimal
mutation rates (per genotype) on the two selected test

problems. The strength of selection had a noticeable
eﬀect on the magnitude of optimal mutation rates: on
the Wing-box problem and for a tournament size of 2,
the optimal mutation rate was around 1.0 − 2.0 mutations per genotype, whereas for a tournament size
of 4 it was around 2.5 − 3.0 mutations per genotype.
Similarly, on the Knapsack problem the optimal mutation values were around 1.5/L for tournament size
of 2; and around 2.0 − 3.0 for tournament size of 4.
Moreover, the curve using proportional selection on
the Knapsack problem (Figure 6, bottom), strikingly
shows the diﬀerence in magnitude of optimal mutation
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rates for a weak selection pressure. In this case, the
optimal mutation rate was as low as 0.05 mutations
per genotype.

Wing-Box Problem, Selection Pressure
13385

Best-so-far

13365
13345
T=2
T=4
13325
13305

needed for equilibrating the best-so-far ﬁtness. So the
termination criteria used were 20,000, 4,000, and 2,000
generations for population sizes 10, 50, and 100 respectively. Figure 7 shows results on the two selected
test problems. Optimal mutation rates tended to be
smaller, the smaller the population size, this tendency
was clearer on the Knapsack problem (bottom plot),
where optimal mutation rates were around 0.5 − 1.0/L
for a population size of 10, and around 1.0 − 1.5/L for
population sizes of 50 and 100. Notice that for population sizes of 50 and 100, diﬀerences in performance
for the various mutation rates tend to stabilize. This
was also the case for preliminary experiments on larger
populations.

5

DISCUSSION
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This paper has been a ﬁrst attempt to explore the validity of the heuristic suggesting a mutation rate of 1/L
for GAs with bit-string encoding. Two completely unrelated and complex real-world domains were selected
as test problems. Some common behaviors were found,
so these ﬁndings may convey some generality. Three
aspects were studied: (i) the time-dependency of the
mutation rate, and the eﬀect (on the magnitude of optimal mutation rates) of modifying (ii) the selection
pressure, and (iii) the population size. Our main results are summarized below:

Mutations per Genotype

Knapsack Problem, Selection Pressure
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Figure 6: Comparing optimal mutation rates (per genotype) for diﬀerent selection pressures on the two test problems. Tournament selection with two tournament sizes (2
and 4) was tested. Additionally, proportional selection was
tested on Knapsack problem. The curves show the average best-so-far ﬁtness attained after 2,000 generations for
various mutation rates.

4.3

POPULATION SIZE

This subsection explores the eﬀect of modifying the
population size on the magnitude of optimal mutation
rates. Three population sizes: 10, 50, and 100, were
tested. The number of generations used as a stop criterion varied according to the population size since
the smaller the population, the more generations were

Time-Dependency: It has been suggested elsewhere
that mutation rates should not be constant, but should
decrease over the GA run. Results in this paper, however, suggest that a mutation rate of 1/L will produce
optimal or near optimal results throughout the whole
search process. So, on the speciﬁc but rather standard
GA settings used here (generational GA, population
size of 100, two-point recombination with a rate of
1.0, tournament selection of size 2, best-so-far ﬁtness
as performance measure), a constant mutation regime
with a rate of 1/L would produce very competitive
results.
Selection pressure: The strength of selection had
a pronounced eﬀect on optimal mutation rates. The
stronger the selection pressure, the higher the magnitude of optimal mutation rates. The use of proportional selection (where there is no control over the selection pressure) may produce much smaller optimal
mutation rates as compared to tournament selection.
An interesting observation is that for tournament selection with tournament size of 2 (and a population
of size 100), optimal mutation rates occurred between
1.0 and 2.0 mutations per genotype, whereas for tournament size of 4 they increased to 2.5 - 3.0 mutations
per genotype (Figure 6). This result suggests that se-
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It is very diﬃcult to suggest general principles for setting evolutionary parameters. The evidence gathered
in this paper, however, suggest that for a controlled
selection pressure (tournament selection, with tournament size of 2), a mutation rate of 1/L throughout the
whole GA run, will be a good setting, producing optimal or near-optimal results. In general, we suggest
that mutation rates should be expressed as mutations
per genotype instead of as mutations per bit.
The heuristic of setting a mutation rate of one mutation per genotype (1/L) has been proposed before within the evolutionary computation community.
However, results in this paper set bounds to the validity of this heuristic. A mutation rate of 1/L would be
sub-optimal in the following cases:

13280
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CONCLUSION
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• a weak selection pressure,
Knapsack Problem, Population Size

• an excessively high selection pressure, and
• a very small population.
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Abstract
Competitive fitness is the assessment of an individual’s fitness in the context of competition
with other individuals in the evolutionary system. This commonly takes one of two forms:
one-population competitive fitness, where competition is solely between individuals in the
same population; and N-population competitive
fitness, often termed competitive coevolution.
In this paper we discuss common topologies
for one-population competitive fitness functions,
then test the performance of two such topologies,
Single-Elimination Tournament and K-Random
Opponents, on four problem domains. We
show that neither of the extremes of K-Random
Opponents (Round Robin and Random-Pairing)
gives the best results when using limited computational resources. We also show that while
Single-Elimination Tournament usually outperforms variations of K-Random Opponents in
noise-free problems, it can suffer from premature
convergence in noisy domains.

1 INTRODUCTION
Traditional evolutionary computation assesses the fitness of
an individual independently of other individuals in the system. But there also exist evolutionary procedures where
this is not the case: an individual’s fitness is dependent
on cooperation or competition with peers in the evolutionary run, and thus may change depending on the makeup of
those peers.
Such procedures have several attractive features. First, they
permit evolution to search for solutions to problems in the
absence of any obvious way to gauge an objective (peerindependent) fitness. Consider: how does one determine
the quality of a soccer player program a priori? Second,

they can gradually ramp up problem difficulty as evolution finds better solutions. This promises to smooth out the
search gradient. Third, they seem a natural match for finding solutions to problems that naturally require teamwork
or that are most easily discovered through competition.
We are tempted to bring all these procedures under the
aegis of coevolution, but there are nomenclature difficulties with the use of this term. In biology, coevolution is best
reserved for situations where there is more than one population, and an individual’s fitness is assessed in the context
of individuals in other populations. Such multi-population
coevolution is usually used as a self-adaptive mechanism
to increase problem difficulty as members of the population become more adapt at solving the given problem. The
classic example of multi-population competitive coevolution is [Hillis 1991], which coevolved a population of sorting networks and a population of problem sets. The fitness
of sorting networks was based on the number of problem
sets they properly solved, and the fitness of the problem sets
was based on the number of sorting networks they stumped.
[Rosin and Belew 1995] also used a two-population competitive system to evolve players for the games of Nim,
Tic-Tac-Toe, and Go with a 7x7 board. Multi-population
coevolution is also useful as cooperative coevolution. Here
individuals from different populations each learn subparts
of a common solution, and their fitness is based on the
combination of those subparts. Examples of cooperative
coevolution include [Eriksson and Olsson 1997; Potter and
De Jong 2000; Wiegand et al. 2001].
One-population “coevolution” rarely if ever takes cooperative form. Instead, this technique is nearly universally used
to evolve game players by competing amongst themselves.
For lack of a standardized term for one-population techniques, we call these one-population competitive fitness
functions; for the rest of this paper, whenever we say “competitive fitness functions” we imply the one-population
sort. [Luke 1998] used such competitive fitness to evolve
soccer-playing softbot teams, and [Fogel 2001] used the
technique to evolve a highly human-competitive check-
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ers program, Blondie24. One-population competitive fitness has also been used to find solutions to the Iterated
Prisoner’s Dilemma [Axelrod 1987], Tic-Tac-Toe [Angeline and Pollack 1993], Backgammon [Pollack et al. 1997;
Pollack and Blair 1998], Othello [Smith and Gray 1993],
pursuit-evasion [Cliff and Miller 1995], Go [Lubberts and
Miikkulainen 2001] and Tag [Reynolds 1994].
One important part of a competitive system’s success is its
topology: how the fitness-evaluation context is established
for a given individual. Do all individuals play against all
other individuals in the population? Are they simply paired
up for a single game each? Some topologies require a large
number of games to evaluate an individual, but may be
more accurate than those requiring fewer games.
This paper compares two topological families in onepopulation competitive-fitness games. We begin by discussing common topologies in the literature and their advantages and disadvantages. Then we introduce four problem domains, and show how various topologies fare in
these domains and under different amounts of noise in the
fitness-assessment process.

2 COMPETITION TOPOLOGIES
Not all competitive fitness topologies are appropriate for
all problems; the primary issue breaks down along lines
of fitness-assessment methodology. Imagine if one were
trying to evolve chess players. How does one establish
that player A is better than player B? The duel methodology states that A is better than B if and only if A usually
beats B in a match. This is the methodology behind singleand double-elimination tournaments. The rennaisanceman methodology says that A is better than B if A beats
more competitors than B does on average (or scores against
competitors by a wider margin on average), even if A
would lose to B in a match. This is the methodology behind
chess rankings, for example. It is interesting to note that
many sports use a combination of these two methodologies,
usually by using average success against opponents during
the season to determine the entrants to a single elimination tournament, which then determines the final champion.
Whether there is some innate superiority to this combination is questionable: more likely it is due to the excitement
of duels: after all, “in the end there can be only one”.
There are other interesting issues in designing topologies
which we will not delve into save to mention them here.
One issue is whether or not individuals should play against
themselves as part of their evaluation. Another is whether
or not to permit statistical dependencies in fitness assessment: when individual A plays against individual B, should
the outcome affect individual A’s fitness alone, or should it
also affect individual B’s fitness?
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2.1 ROUND ROBIN
One simple topology is Round Robin, where each individual plays every other individual in the population. An
individual’s fitness is the average of its scores against every other individual in the population [Axelrod 1987; Koza
1992]. The primary drawback to this method is the relatively large number of games necessary to evaluate a population of size N. The number of games is (N 2 − aN)/b,
where a = 0 if individuals may play against themselves,
else a = 1, and b = 2 if a game contributes to the fitness
of both individuals, else b = 1. At first glance it would
appear that Round Robin topologies would promote the
rennaisance-man methodology. At the beginning of an evolutionary run, this is plausible. But as the run progresses,
the trajectory of the run might shift to the “better” players,
so to speak, so that near the end of the run it is searching
not for individuals who win the most points on average, but
oddly for individuals who win the most points on average
against other such individuals.
2.2 RANDOM-PAIRING
The other extreme in the number of games is to pair all
individuals up and play one game for each pair. This is
the approach used in [Luke 1998] for evolving soccer team
strategies. The justification for this low number of games
was the extreme computational cost of a game: to be evaluated, the two teams were plugged in a simulator, and a standard game could last for up to 10 minutes. Random-Pairing
requires only N/2 games for a population of size N. The
cost savings is dramatic: for a population of 100 and ten
minutes per game, Axelrod’s Round Robin approach would
require 833 hours per generation, whereas Random-Pairing
would require about 8 hours. Smith and Gray [1993] also
used this technique to evolve Othello players. The danger
of Random-Pairing is that noisy evaluation might make it
all but impossible to determine the real quality of an individual based on a single trial. Note too that like Round
Robin, Random-Pairing has a similar tenuous claim to promoting the rennaisance-man methodology.
2.3 SINGLE-ELIMINATION TOURNAMENT
[Angeline and Pollack 1993] proposed using singleelimination tournaments (“SET”) rather than Round Robin
or Random-Pairing. Here, individuals are paired at random, and play one game per pair. The losers of the games
are eliminated from the tournament; ties are broken by random decision. The winners are again paired off at random,
and play one game per pair, with the losers again eliminated. This continues until the tournament has only one
“champion” left. The fitness of an individual is the number
of games it played. Single-Elimination Tournament is sim-
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plest to implement when the population is a power of two.
Angeline and Pollack reported good initial results when using SET to evolve players for the game of Tic-Tac-Toe.
SET has interesting properties. First, it would seem to promote the duel methodology rather than the rennaisanceman methodology. However, it only truly promotes the
duel methodology under the strong transitivity assumption:
that if player A beats player B, and player B beats player
C, then player A must beat player C. Without this assumption, Single-Elimination Tournament’s real dynamics can
be murky. The other interesting property of SET is that
it seems to allocate games to those players that most need
them. A population of size N needs only N − 1 games. But
“fitter” players will be evaluated in more of these games
than the “less fit” players — the worst individuals play only
one game each, while the champion plays ln(N) games.
Since selection will tend to pick the fitter players, SET
would seem to proportion more games, hence more accuracy, among those players more likely to be selected.
2.4 K-RANDOM OPPONENTS
In K-Random Opponents, each individual plays against K
individuals picked at random from the population. If a
given game between two individuals affects the fitness of
just the first individual, then a total of K(N −1) games must
be played. This is the approach taken in evolving tag players [Reynolds 1994]. K-Random Opponents can also be
used to affect the fitness of both individuals in a game. For
example, to evolve the Blondie24 checkers player, Fogel
[2001] had every individual play as red against five opponents chosen at random with replacement from the population. An individual’s fitness was based not only on its five
games as red, but also as its additional games as a black
opponent.
This approach does not distribute games very evenly
throughout the population, however. With some forethought, it’s possible to adapt K-Random Opponents so that
a given game affects both individuals, with each individual
using the same number of games per evaluation. The technique, which we will use in experiments below, works as
follows. Each individual maintains a count of the number of games it has played, and who it has played against.
When an individual I is to be evaluated, an opponent is chosen at random from the population to play against I with the
constraint that no individual may play against I more than
once. At the end of the game, the number-of-games counters for I and for the opponent are incremented. If either
counter reaches K, then that individual is “removed” from
the population in the sense that it may no longer be considered as a future opponent. A new opponent for I is chosen, and this process continues until individual I has been
removed. Then a new player J is picked, and evaluation
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continues similarly. At some point, for some individual K,
there may exist no individuals in the population which can
play K. When this occurs, opponents for K are picked at
random, without replacement, from among the removed individuals in the population. This approach yields between
d(KN)/2e and d(KN)/2e + bK 2/2c games.
Round Robin and Random-Pairing may be viewed as extremes of K for this second kind of K-Random Opponents.
When K = N − 1, K-Random Opponents is identical to
Round Robin. When K = 1, K-Random Opponents is identical to Random-Pairing. Later in the paper, we will examine K-Random Opponents to determine what value of K
seems to give the best results: as it will turn out, it is neither of these extremes.

2.5 HALL OF FAME
One last approach in the literature is a family of “hall of
fame” techniques, where individuals in the population are
evaluated against the good individuals discovered so far in
the evolutionary run. Karl Sims used a simple hall of fame
when evolving creatures which competed to snatch a cube
[Sims 1994]. Individuals were evaluated against the fittest
individual discovered in the previous generation.

3 PROBLEM DOMAINS
The problem domains we will test against fall into two
categories. First, we use two true competitive fitness domains, namely versions of the Nim game. Second, we
have adapted two standard evolutionary algorithm problems and cast them into a competitive fitness form. They
are the well-studied Rosenbrock and Rastrigin problem
sets. These algorithms are cast into competitive form using
a technique proposed by Ken De Jong: each individual’s
Rosenbrock (or Rastrigin) value is assessed, and an individual’s score in a game against an opponent is based on
difference in their values.

3.1 THE INTERNAL ROSENBROCK DOMAIN
The Rosenbrock function is a well-known minimization
problem widely used to study properties of different evolutionary algorithms [De Jong 1975]. The Rosenbrock function for genomes of n variables is:

Ros(x1 , ..., xn ) =

n
X
i=1

2

100(xi 2 − xi+1 ) + (1 − xi2 )
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Rosenbrock is converted to the “Internal Rosenbrock”
competitive fitness function as follows. When a player
A plays an opponent B, the score for A, known as
Reward(A : B), is given by the following normalizing formula:

Reward(A : B) =

Ros(B) − Ros(A)
max(Ros) − min(Ros)

...where max(Ros) and min(Ros) are the maximum and
minimum values of the Rosenbrock function over the
entire domain, which we had precomputed.
Thus
Reward(A : B) ranges from -1 to 1, where 0 represents
a draw. Note that this is a zero-sum, transitive game,
hence Reward(B : A) = −Reward(A : B). Keep in mind
that Rosenbrock is a minimization function: therefore the
smaller Ros(A) is compared to Ros(B), the higher the reward for A.
Parameters Internal Rosenbrock experiments used a
genome of 100 real values each between -5.12 and 5.12, a
population size of 32, a 0.5 probability of mutation, 1-point
crossover with a probability of 1.0, 5-individual elitism,
binary tournament selection, and a maximal run limit of
50,000 games.
3.2 THE INTERNAL RASTRIGIN DOMAIN
The Rastrigin function is another well-known test in function optimization; it is considered difficult to minimize because it has a single global optima with numerous local optima in its vicinity [Cervone et al. 2000]. The Rastrigin
function is defined as

Rastrigin(x1....xn ) =

n
X

xi 2 + a(1 − cos(2πxi ))

3.3 THE NIM VERSION 1 DOMAIN
There are many variations on the game of Nim, and we
have chosen two different versions as competitive fitness
function domains. The Nim Version 1 domain follows the
Nim game as described in [Rosin and Belew 1995, 1996].
This version uses 4 heaps containing 3, 4, 5, and 4 stones
respectively. Players take turns removing stones from these
heaps. A player may remove as many stones as he likes
from any single heap. Whichever player takes the last
stone wins the game. Given these rules, there exists a wellunderstood optimal player strategy for the first player.
A genomic representation for a player behavior in this
game is a vector of 599 bits, one for each possible situation (4 × 5 × 6 × 5 − 1, because the h3, 4, 5, 4i position does
not ever need to be considered). A player makes its decision as follows: for each pile p from 1 to 4, and for each
number x of stones for the given pile in decreasing order
down to 1, the individual considers whether or not to remove x stones from pile p. Removing these stones yields
a new game state which corresponds to one of the 599 bits
in the genome vector. If this bit value is 1, then the player
commits to making that move, and no other consideration
is made. If all such valid states have 0 bit values, the player
makes the first valid move it had considered.
As the existence of a perfect strategy depends on who goes
first, a competition between two individuals consists of 2
games, each player starting one of them. Reward(A : B) is
the sum of scores for player A in these two games. For each
game, a 0.5 is rewarded for a win and a -0.5 for a loss. The
sum of the rewards for the two games is therefore -1, 0, or
1.
Parameters Experiments in this domain used a genome of
599 bits, a population size of 128, a 0.003 probability of
mutation, 1-point crossover with a probability of 1.0, 10individual elitism, binary tournament selection, and a run
limit of no more than 100,000 games.

i=1

3.4 THE NIM VERSION 2 DOMAIN
...where a is a constant (set to 10.0 in our experiments).
Like Rosenbrock, Rastrigin is a minimization problem.
Rastrigin is converted to the “Internal Rastrigin” competitive function in exactly the same way as Rosenbrock was
converted (though max(Ras) was estimated).
Parameters Internal Rastrigin experiments used a
genome of 100 real values each between -5.12 and 5.12,
a population size of 32, a 0.5 probability of mutation,
1-point crossover with a probability of 1.0, 5-individual
elitism, binary tournament selection, and a maximal run
limit of 100,000 games.

The second version of Nim used in this paper contains a
single heap, but the number of stones a player can remove
is bounded by a minimum and a maximum value. For these
experiments, the heap starts at 200 stones, and each player
is allowed to pick 1, 2 or 3 stones at a time. In this configuration, the second player has an optimal strategy which
will force a win.
Just as in Nim Version 1, in this game the individuals are
represented as vectors, with a similar mapping of bits to the
199 possible states (excepting the initial state). Decisionmaking is also similar. The player first considers removing
3 stones (assuming that 3 stones are left in the heap). If 1
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Figure 1: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
Internal Rosenbrock Domain with 0% noise
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Figure 4: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
Internal Rastrigin Domain with 0% noise
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Figure 2: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
Internal Rosenbrock Domain with 30% noise
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Figure 5: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
Internal Rastrigin Domain with 30% noise
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Figure 3: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
Internal Rosenbrock Domain with 40% noise
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Figure 6: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
Internal Rastrigin Domain with 40% noise
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is in the bit position corresponding to the resulting state after removing those 3 stones, then the player will make that
move. Otherwise, the player considers removing 2 stones.
Barring that, it will consider removing 1 stone. If all three
resultant states have 0 in their bit positions, then the player
will remove the most stones permissible. A competition
between two individuals is done identically to the Nim Version 1 problem.
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0.25
0
-0.25
-0.5

Parameters Experiments in this domain used a genome of
199 boolean values, a population size of 128, a 0.03 probability of mutation, 1-point crossover with a probability of
1.0, 10-individual elitism, binary tournament selection, and
a run limit of no more than 100,000 games.

The experiments presented here probe the following question. You have 3 months until the deadline to submit
an evolved game player to a computer gaming competition. Evaluation is expensive and you’ll only get one shot.
With a fixed maximum number of games playable until
competition-time, what topologies are likely to get good
results?
We will compare SET and various K-random opponents
topologies over the four problem domains, using a singlepopulation, generational genetic algorithm, with binary
tournament selection, mutation, crossover, and elitism. Experimental runs are done by evaluating individuals up to
some maximal number of games; the maximal number was
previously specified in the parameters for each domain.
Keep in mind that an evaluation is not the same thing as a
game. Some topologies require a great many games played
before an individual’s fitness is determined. Thus each
graph compares different topologies’ performances given
the same number of resources.
Ultimately we are trying to determine what topology is
likely to give the “best results”. To compare topologies,
we need a final external fitness used for comparing bestof-run results between topologies, as opposed to the subjective internal fitness used to select individuals during the
runs themselves. For the Internal Rosenbrock and Internal
Rastrigin problems, the external fitness of an individual is
clearly objective and clearly computable: it’s just the individual’s performance on the Rosenbrock or Rastrigin functions.
For the Nim games however, we are faced with the classic
external-fitness conundrum: the only obvious external fitness measures available are subjective, that is, they’re determined in the context of other individuals. In the absence
of any clear objective measure, we must resort to a subjective way to score the final performance of the best-of-run
individuals for any given Nim topology. To do this, our
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Figure 7: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
the Nim Version 1 game
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4 EXPERIMENTS
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Figure 8: Ranking of SET and K-Random Opponents for
the Nim Version 2 game

approach is to determine the better topologies by literally
playing their “best” individuals against each other. For any
given application of a topology, we perform 50 independent runs. For each run, we determine a “best of run” by
taking the best-of-generation individuals from each generation, and placing them in a single elimination tournament.
Thus for each application of a given topology, we have 50
best-of-run individuals. To compare several topologies for
a particular problem domain, we then take the 50 best-ofrun individuals of each topology and play all of them in a
Round Robin tournament. The “quality” of a best-of-run
individual in the final tournament is equal to its average
score against others in the tournament. Thus the “quality” of a particular topology is the mean of the qualities
of its best-of-run individuals. This may not necessarily be
an ideal comparison metric (we don’t know if an ideal even
exists), but we feel it is a reasonable one.
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4.1 RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 show the effects of adding noise to the
Rosenbrock domain, and Figures 5 and 6 show similar effects for the Rastrigin domain. Noise was added by flipping a coin with the given noise probability that the players’ scores were to be swapped. Noise was not used in the
display of external fitness results.

0.995
0.99
0.985

External Fitness

We ran all experiments on the ECJ 7 evolutionary computation system [Luke 2001]. Figures 1 through 8 show boxplots1 comparing SET with K-Random Opponents. Figures
1 through 6 use values of K ranging from 1 to 31; Figures 7
and 8 use K values of 1 to 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, 100, 127. The vertical access plots external fitness values of the best-of-run individuals for various topologies. In
the Rosenbrock and Rastrigin domains, the external scores
were the actual Rosenbrock or Rastrigin function values for
the best-of-run individuals. In the Nim domains, the final
Round Robin competition to determine external scores consisted of every best-of-run individual plotted in the combined graph.
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Figure 9: Best-so-far curves for Internal Rosenbrock Domain with 0% noise
Evolution for Internal Rosenbrock Domain with 30% noise
1

0.995

0.99

Why is this happening? Our hypothesis is that in noisy or
intransitive domains, only a few games per evaluation is not
sufficient to cut through the noise, and evolution proceeds
slowly. Then as the number of games per evaluation increase, at some point it becomes overkill: more games are
simply cutting the total available evolution time.
This result is similar to the one obtained for noncoevolutionary EAs [Grefenstette and Fitzpatrick 1985]
when determining the optimal number of evaluations of an
individual in a noisy environment, where the fitness was
calculated as the average of the results of several evaluations. Grefenstette and Fitzpatrick too reported that one
sample might not provide enough information, while too
many samples might not leave enough generations for good
results when the total number of evaluations is bounded.
They reported that ten samples per evaluation gave the best
1 In a boxplot,

the rectangular region covers all values between
the first and third quartiles, the stems mark the furthest individual
within 1.5 of the quartile ranges, and the center horizontal line
indicates the median. Dots show outliers, and × marks the mean.
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Figure 10: Best-so-far curves for Internal Rosenbrock Domain with 30% noise
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K-Random Opponents Results We found that the overall layout of the graphs is very similar across all four domains: as the value of K increased, external fitness rose,
then dropped. The dome-like results for K-Random Opponents suggests that neither Random-Pairing (where K = 1)
nor Round Robin (where K is large) is likely to yield a
good result. Indeed, we imagine that Round Robin will
often come in dead last! In the Internal Rosenbrock and
Internal Rastrigin domains with no noise, Random-Pairing
performed reasonably well, but with more noise, it did increasingly poorly.
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Figure 11: Best-so-far curves for Internal Rosenbrock Domain with 40% noise
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results in an image registration problem. While we typically found fewer samples were necessary in our coevolutionary approach, ten gave reasonable results in most cases.

tions, and Vlad Staicu for his considerable help in running
the experiments. We would also like to thank our reviewers
for their helpful comments.

Single-Elimination Tournament Results The SET results were surprising. When the amount of noise is small,
SET performs as good as or better than all other methods
presented, even though it has relatively few games per evaluation. As noise is increased to 40% in the Rosenbrock
domain, though, SET’s performance loses its luster. Why?

References

Figures 9, 10 and 11 compare the external fitness best-sofar curves of SET and the best performing K-Random Opponents topology, with 0%, 30% and 40% noise respectively. These figures suggest that SET is converging too
rapidly: as the field improves, this becomes a hindrance. In
Figure 11, ultimately 7-Random Opponents is statistically
significantly better (using a t-test at 95%).
It seems that K-Random Opponents might be a better
choice than SET, particularly if noise is high. The trick,
though, is determining what value of K to use. In the absence of any prescience, SET might be the best option.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our experiments showed that the extremes of the KRandom Opponents method usually lead to worse final
results than intermediate (preferably small) values for K.
Even if games are very expensive, the concern that led
to Random-Pairing in [Luke 1998], we still think 5 to 10
games per evaluation is likely to yield a better result. A
full Round-Robin tournament appears to be always a bad
choice. Our data suggests that the Single-Elimination Tournament may be too aggressive in noisy competitions, leading to premature convergence relative to 5- to 10-Random
Opponents. Otherwise it seems to be a good choice.
Though many graphs are similar, nonetheless interesting
features stand out. One surprise is the very strong performance of Single-Elimination Tournament in the Nim Version 1 game. This suggests dynamics special to this domain
which, on closer investigation, may shed light on SET’s
performance in general. Does Nim Version 1 promote the
duel methodology in a way not found in Nim Version 2, for
example? Except for noise, the Internal Rastrigin and Internal Rosenbrock domains are fully transitive: might this explain the deterioration of SET under noise? In future work
we hope to examine the dynamics of such topologies in
these and other domains more closely.
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Abstract

This paper proposes a method that combines
competent genetic algorithms working in discrete domains with adaptive evolution strategies working in continuous domains. We use
discretization to transform solution between
the two domains. The results of our experiments with the Bayesian optimization algorithm as a discrete optimizer and  -selfadaptive mutation of evolution strategies as
a continuous optimizer combined using k means clustering suggest that the algorithm
scales up well on all tested problems. The
proposed method can be used to ll the gap
between other optimization methods working
in continuous and discrete domains and allow
their hybridization.

1

INTRODUCTION

In genetic and evolutionary algorithms, the search is
guided by selection and variation operators. Selection
biases the search towards high-quality regions by making more copies of good solutions and less copies of the
bad ones. Variation operators (such as recombination
and mutation) ensure exploration of promising regions
of the search space after applying selection. There are
two commonly used variation operators: (1) recombination and (2) mutation. Genetic algorithms focus
primarily on recombination that combines solutions by
exchanging some of their parts. On the other hand, the
dominant variation operator in evolution strategies is
mutation that perturbs the solutions slightly. There
has been a lot of progress in both mutation-based and
recombination-based approaches over the last decades.
However, only little has been done to combine the most
advanced results of these two lines of research.
The purpose of this paper is to show how some of the
advanced algorithms based on the two aforementioned

approaches can be combined to solve problems de ned
in continuous domains. In particular, the Bayesian optimization algorithm (BOA) based on recombination
is combined with a mutation-based evolution strategy (ES) with adaptive mutation strength. However,
since BOA works only on nite-alphabet strings of
xed length while ES works directly with vectors of
real numbers, it is not possible to combine the two
approaches without an intermediate step in between.
The problem of inconsistent representations is overcome by discretization. The resulting approach can
be seen both as the Bayesian optimization algorithm
with adaptive discretization or a recombinative evolution strategy capable of linkage learning. The same
method can be used to combine other competent genetic algorithms and evolution strategies with no or
only minor modi cations and to solve problems that
contain both continuous and discrete variables.
The paper starts by introducing the Bayesian optimization algorithm and evolution strategies with adaptive mutation, which are used as the basic building
blocks of the proposed algorithm. Discretization is
then discussed in context of genetic and evolutionary
computation. Section 3 describes how a competent
recombination-based genetic algorithm in a discrete
domain can be combined with a mutation-based approach in a continuous domain. Section 4 provides our
experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
Genetic and evolutionary algorithms start with a randomly generated initial population of candidate solutions. In each iteration, the set of promising solutions
is selected where the number of copies of each candidate solution is somehow proportional to the solution's
quality. New candidate solutions are constructed by
applying recombination and mutation operators to the
selected solutions. The new solutions replace some of
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the old ones or all of them and the process is repeated
until the termination criteria are met.
This section starts by introducing two fundamentally di erent approaches based on the above scheme.
First, it describes the Bayesian optimization algorithm
(BOA), which is based on recombination and has been
recently shown to solve boundedly diÆcult decomposable problems de ned on xed-length binary strings
eÆciently and reliably. BOA is capable of learning
and exploiting a decomposition of the problem by analyzing the promising solutions. Subsequently, the section describes evolution strategies (ES) that process
xed-length vectors of real numbers and use mutation
as the primary variation operator. Several methods
for adapting mutation parameters are presented. The
section ends by discussing discretization in context of
genetic and evolutionary computation that will later
be used as a way to bridge the recombination-based
discrete BOA and the mutation-based continuous ES.
2.1

BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

Recombination-based genetic algorithms generate new
solutions by combining bits and pieces of promising solutions. The simple genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989) uses problem-independent crossover operators to combine promising solutions, such as uniform
crossover and one-point crossover. Mutation is usually
used as only a background operator capable of tuning
near-optimal solutions at the end of the run or introduce diversity into the population.
(PMBGAs) (Pelikan, Goldberg, & Lobo, 2002) also try to
combine important parts of the selected solutions but
they approach recombination in a di erent way. They
view the set of selected solutions as a sample from the
region of the search space that we are interested in.
PMBGAs rst estimate the distribution of the selected
solutions and then use this estimate to generate new
solutions. The estimated distribution can encode the
interactions among the di erent variables in the problem as well as superiority of certain combinations of
values of di erent subsets of variables. The algorithms
based on this principle are also called estimation of
distribution algorithms (M
uhlenbein & Paa, 1996),
or iterated density estimation algorithms (Bosman &
Thierens, 2000). It is beyond the scope of this paper
to give an overview of PMBGAs. For a survey of PMBGAs, please see Pelikan, Goldberg, and Lobo (2002).
Probabilistic model-building genetic algorithms

In this paper, we focus on the Bayesian optimization
algorithm (BOA) (Pelikan, Goldberg, & Cantu-Paz,
1998) that uses Bayesian networks to model promis-
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ing solutions and subsequently guide the exploration
of the search space. The rst population of strings is
generated randomly with a uniform distribution. From
the current population, the better strings are selected
using one of the conventional selection methods such as
tournament or truncation selection. A Bayesian network that ts the selected set of strings is constructed.
Besides the set of good solutions, prior information
about the problem can be used in order to enhance
the estimation and subsequently improve convergence.
New strings are generated according to the joint distribution encoded by the constructed network. The new
strings are added into the old population, replacing
some of the old ones.
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph with
the nodes corresponding to the variables in the modeled data set (in our case, to the positions in the solution strings) and the edges de ning the conditional
dependencies among the variables. A directed edge
relates the variables so that in the encoded distribution, the variable corresponding to the terminal node is
conditioned on the variable corresponding to the initial
node. More incoming edges into a node result in a conditional probability of the corresponding variable with
a conjunctional condition containing all its parents.
To learn the network structure, a scoring metric, such
as the Bayesian-Dirichlet metric or the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), can be used to discriminate
competing models. A search procedure then searches
the space of all potential network structures to nd the
one that scores the most. A greedy search procedure is
often used that iteratively adds, removes, or reverses
the edge that improves the score of the network the
most until no more improvement is possible.
In BOA, the built Bayesian network encodes important interactions in the problem as well as its decomposition. The decomposition simpli es the problem,
while the interactions allow the use of reasonably sized
populations and convergence times. It has been shown
that BOA is indeed capable of learning how to properly break up the problem to optimize the problems
decomposable into subproblems of bounded diÆculty
in subquadratic or quadratic time.
2.2

EVOLUTION STRATEGIES

Evolution strategies (ES) (Rechenberg, 1973) use mutation as the driving force of the search and usually
work on solutions represented by vectors of real numbers. Mutation is usually performed by adding a number generated according to a zero-mean normal distribution to the solution. This section reviews the basic principle behind using mutation as the primary
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variation operator. We start by discussing a simple
mutation operator that mutates each variable independently and therefore the non-diagonal elements in
the covariance matrix of the mutation distribution are
equal to zero. Subsequently, we describe the basic idea
behind some more sophisticated approaches that allow
adaptation of the covariance matrix.
A simple mutation that mutates each variable independently using a normally distributed random variable
contains one parameter per variable. Each parameter speci es the standard deviation of the mutation
for the corresponding variable. The standard deviations (mutation strengths) can be either xed to some
small constant or adapted as the search progresses.
Ideally, the mutation strength should be proportional
to the distance to the optimum. A xed mutation
strength results in slower convergence at either the
beginning or the end of the run. Adaptive mutation
dynamically updates the mutation strengths to maximize the improvement in the current stage of the algorithm. The 1=5-success rule (Rechenberg, 1973),  self-adaptive ES (Schwefel, 1977), and adaptive linear
rule (Rechenberg, 1994) are examples of the adaptive
mutation strategies.
In  -self-adaptive ES, a vector of standard deviations
corresponding to each variable is attached to each solution. Before mutating the solution, its mutation parameters are modi ed by using the following rule:
i0 = i e N (0;1);

(1)

where i is the standard deviation corresponding to
the mutation of ith variable, i0 is its updated value,
N (0; 1) is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with
variance 1, and  is the learning parameter. The above
update rule assures that the mutation strength is always positive, the expected outcome of the modi cation without any selection pressure is neutral, and
smaller modi cations occur more often than the large
ones (Schwefel, 1977). Good mutations are ltered by
a standard selection mechanism based on the tness
of the resulting solutions because individuals that lead
to the best improvements are going to participate in
the reproduction in the subsequent iteration. Schwefel
suggests that  should be inversely proportional to the
square root of the total number of variables:


_ p1n 

(2)

In the above method, mutations for di erent variables
are independent. This resembles the uniform crossover
in genetic algorithms where each bit in the two parent

strings is exchanged with a certain probability independently of the remaining bits. To reduce the disruptive e ects of recombination, methods that were
able to learn the structure of the problem and adapt
the recombination accordingly were designed.
A similar approach can be used for adapting mutations
where by extracting some information from the history
of the run one can learn not only how strong the mutation for each variable should be, but also how the mutations for di erent variables should interact. Schwefel (1981) proposed to extend solutions by including
rotation angles in addition to the original deviations
(or variances) and adapt both the variances as well
as the rotation angles. The generating set adaptation
(GSA) method of Hansen, Ostermeier, and Gawelczyk
(1995) is an example of a more advanced method for
adapting the direction of the mutation together with
its strength by adapting the covariance matrix of the
mutation distribution.
Although recombination has been used in evolution
strategies since the early works in this area, it has
been seen as only a minor operator (Beyer, 1995). For
recombination in ES, a variant of uniform crossover is
usually used. For each new individual, a subset of parents is chosen. The size of the selected subset can range
from two individuals to the entire parent population.
For the value of each variable in the new individual, a
random individual is picked from the subset and the
value is copied from that individual.
When using recombination together with adaptive mutation, one must copy not only the value of each variable but also corresponding mutation strengths or the
histories of the past mutations of this variable. Since
this information is associated with each variable, no
major modi cations are required.
ES with adaptive mutation are powerful for local
search. However, without powerful recombination ES
are capable of only local search. So why not combine
recombination-based methods capable of learning how
to recombine the solutions properly in a discrete domain and mutation-based methods capable of adapting the mutation in a continuous domain? Section 3
proposes a method that combines the two approaches
using discretization to transform continuous solutions
into a discrete domain and vice versa. But rst, the
next section discusses the use of discretization in genetic and evolutionary algorithms.
2.3

DISCRETIZATION

Discretization is widely used in many elds of science
to reduce the complexity of a problem and make in-
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Figure 1: Fixed-width histogram.

Figure 2: Fixed-height histogram.

tractable problems tractable. In genetic and evolutionary computation, discretization has often been used to
rst transform continuous solutions into binary strings
and then apply the algorithm working in a discrete domain on the resulting problem. The discrete solution
can then be transformed back into the continuous domain and either taken as is or further optimized by a
local searcher such as the conjugate gradient.
There are several advantages and disadvantages of discretizing the solutions and solving the corresponding
discrete problem (Goldberg, 1991). Discrete solutions
improve the implicit parallelism of genetic algorithms
and allow them to process more partial solutions at
the same time. Moreover, the discrete space is nite
and thus it is easier to guarantee that the optimal solution in this space is found and that we supply enough
information for the optimization to succeed. On the
other hand, the locality of the solution decreases and
some phenotypically close solutions (similar solutions
in a continuous domain) may become distant in the
discrete domain. This a ects especially mutation that
attempts to make small changes in the phenotype by
making small changes in the genotype. Additionally,
one must know the range of each variable to discretize
it and the resulting binary strings may be extremely
long for large problems.
A typical way of discretizing continuous solutions in
genetic algorithms is to divide the range of each variable into (2k 1) intervals of equal width (Goldberg,
1989). Boundary points of the intervals can then be
encoded by k -bit binary strings. A string encoding n
such continuous variables contains nk bits. Increasing
k re nes the discretization by factors of 2. For many
problems only a couple of bits (say, k = 3 or 4) are
suÆcient to get a solution very close to the optimum.
Local optimization methods can then be used to re ne
the nal solutions to get a more accurate result.
A di erent way of using histograms in evolutionary al-

gorithms for continuous domains is to use histograms
as a tool to estimate the distribution of promising
points. The created model can then be used to generate new points. The points are allowed to lie within
the intervals and not only on their boundaries. That
can lead to further improvements of the nal solutions.
Algorithms that use histograms in this fashion in order to estimate a univariate distribution where all
variables are processed independently have been proposed (Bosman & Thierens, 2000; Tsutsui, Pelikan, &
Goldberg, 2001; Cantu-Paz, 2001). Using equal-width
histograms was investigated in Bosman and Thierens
(2000), Tsutsui et al. (2001), and Cantu-Paz (2001).
Equal-height histograms were investigated in Tsutsui
et al. (2001), and Cantu-Paz (2001). Decision trees
and other supervised discretization methods were investigated in Cantu-Paz (2001).
Various discretization methods were proposed and
frequently used in machine learning, statistics, and
other elds. Equal-height histograms, decision trees,
and clustering algorithms are examples of such methods. All these methods have the same important
characteristic|they map a single continuous variable
or a group of variables into a nite set of symbols. We
discuss some of these methods in the following.
2.3.1

Histograms

Histograms divide the interval for each variable into k
subintervals (bins). There are many ways of dividing
the interval into k bins. In practice, two basic types
of histograms are used: (1) xed-width histogram and
(2) xed-height histogram.
A xed-width histogram divides the interval into k
bins of equal width. An example of a xed-width histogram is shown in Figure 1. The disadvantage of
xing the width of each bin is that if points are concentrated in a couple of small regions, only a couple
of bins will be nonempty and many bins will simply
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be wasted on regions with none or only a few points.
Fixed-width histograms are also very sensitive to outliers and one or a few points far away from the rest
can signi cantly decrease the accuracy.
A xed-height histogram divides the interval for the
variable in k bins of equal frequencies (each bin contains the same number of points). An example of a
xed-height histogram is shown in Figure 2. The advantage of using xed-height histograms is that the
density of bins is increased in regions with many
points. The regions that seem interesting (those that
contain many points) are modeled with high accuracy,
while the bins with only few points are merged together to decrease the accuracy where it is not needed.
A xed-height histogram can therefore preserve more
information contained in the original set of points.
2.3.2

k -means

Clustering

In k -means clustering, each cluster (category) is specied by its center. Initially, k centers (where k is given)
are generated at random. Each point is assigned to its
nearest center. Subsequently, each center is recalculated to be the mean of the points assigned to this
center. The points are then reassigned to the nearest center and the process of recalculating the centers
and reassigning the points is repeated until no points
change their location after updating the centers.
The next section describes how to use a particular discretization or clustering method to combine BOA (or
other discrete optimizer) with ES (or other continuous
optimizer).

3

COMBINING LINKAGE
LEARNING AND ADAPTIVE
MUTATION

In the rst phase, the promising solutions are discretized. Each variable is independently mapped into
a nite number of categories (bins, clusters). Any discretization, clustering, or classi cation method can be
used to discretize the continuous variables. Let us denote the resulting number of categories for the ith
variable by ci . There are two major approaches to
represent the resulting discrete population. The rst
approach is to use binary strings and dlog2 ci e bits for
each variable. The second approach is to use an alphabet of a higher cardinality so that only one symbol is used to represent each variable. The ith letter
in the discrete string could then obtain ci values. Of
course, there are many ways between the two extremes.
Binary representation results in more possibilities to
combine the strings. On the other hand, alphabets of
higher cardinality result in shorter representation.
In the second phase, a discrete linkage learning algorithm (such as BOA) is applied to generate the new
solutions based on the set of discrete promising solutions. The o spring discrete solutions are constructed
by combining the promising solutions.
In the third phase, the resulting set of discrete solutions is mapped back into the continuous domain.
However, unlike in all previously proposed approaches,
the new points are not generated uniformly within the
boundaries of the categories for each variable. Instead,
original points within each category are used. Each
discrete string determines a category for each variable.
To \undiscretize" each variable in a particular string,
a random individual in the original set of promising
solutions that is consistent with the encoded category
for the variable is chosen. The value of the variable is
obtained by mutating the value of the variable in the
chosen individual.

2. Recombine the discrete solutions.

As a simple example, let us assume we use an equalwidth histogram with only two categories for each variable. Each candidate solution is represented in the discrete domain by a binary string with one bit per variable determining whether the variable is in the upper
or lower half of its range. To decode a binary string,
we look at the value of each of its bits. If the value is
0 (1), we randomly choose a solution from the original
set of promising continuous solutions whose value of
the considered variable is in the lower (upper) half of
the domain. The corresponding variable in the chosen
solution is copied to the newly created continuous solution. This is done for each variable separately. Finally,
the created continuous solution is mutated.

3. Map the new discrete solutions back in the continuous domain, update the mutation parameters,
and mutate the new continuous solutions.

Using adaptive mutation requires considering additional parameters in the continuous solutions. For  self-adaptive mutation, we must attach the mutation

This section describes an algorithm that combines a
discrete recombination-based algorithm (such as BOA)
with adaptive mutation techniques of ES.
The algorithm evolves a population of continuous solutions. The rst population is generated at random.
From the current population the better strings are selected. The processing of the promising solutions has
three major phases:
1. Discretize the selected promising solutions.
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Figure 3: Two-peaks function.
strength to each variable in each string. When we copy
a value of a particular variable we must also copy the
corresponding mutation strength. As we copy the values of the variables and the attached parameters into
the new continuous string, the mutation strengths are
updated by using the rule discussed earlier in the paper (see Equation 1). The new mutation strengths are
used to mutate the created solution. GSA and its successors require copying and updating a history of the
mutations or other parameters as well.
The newly generated solutions then replace the original population or its part.
Various algorithms can be used for discretization, linkage learning, and adapting the mutation. Due to our
recent successful applications of BOA to many discrete
problems, we decided to use this algorithm for linkage
learning and recombination in our experiments. To
adapt mutation, we used a simple  -self-adaptive mutation where only a mutation strength of each parameters is adapted. Application of other mutation schemes
such as GSA is straightforward. To discretize the solutions, we used equal-height histograms, equal-width
histograms, and k -means clustering, but any other
popular discretization, classi cation, and clustering
techniques can be used. Using more advanced techniques should further improve the performance. For a
discussion of some interesting alternatives, see CantuPaz (2001).

4

EXPERIMENTS

This section describes our experiments and presents
the experimental results.
4.1

PROBLEMS

We have tested the algorithm on two test functions:
(1) two-peak function and (2) deceptive function.
Both test functions are created by concatenating basis
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional deceptive function.

functions of a small order. The contributions of all the
functions are added together to determine the overall
tness and the goal is to maximize the functions. All
variables in our test functions are from [0; 1].
The two-peaks function is given by
twoP eaks(x0 ; : : : ; xn 1 ) =

X

n 1

ftwo

peaks (xi ):

i=0

Every variable of the two-peaks function contributes
to the tness by
(
f
(x=0:1; 1)
if x < 0:2;
ftwo peaks (x) = peak
fpeak ((x 0:2)=0:8; 0:9) otherwise;
where fpeak is a simple function for one peak, de ned
as
fpeak (x; h) = h cos (2 (x 0:5)) :
Figure 3 shows the two-peak function. The function
has one local and one global optimum for each variable. This yields 2n optima for a problem of size n out
of which only one optimum is global. Local optima are
much wider and almost as high as the global one. That
makes the problem more diÆcult. Using mutation only
does not yield good results on this problem. Recombination makes uses decomposability of the problem
and is capable of solving the problem very eÆciently
and reliably. Simple uniform crossover is suÆcient and
thus any ES with recombination should work well.
The deceptive function is composed of two-dimensional deceptive functions:
n

deceptive(x0 ; : : : ; xn 1 ) =

2
X

i=0

ftwo

peaks (x2i ; x2i+1 ):
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Figure 5: Results of BOA with k -means (8 clusters per variable).
Non-overlapping pairs of variables of the deceptive
function contribute to the overall tness by

p
(x2 + y 2 )=2
fdeceptive (x; y ) = fdec
where fdec is a one-dimensional deceptive function dened on [0; 1] as
(
0:8 x if x  0:8,
fdec (x) = 1 x
otherwise.
0:2
Figure 4 shows the two-dimensional deceptive function. The two-dimensional deceptive function requires
that we learn the linkage of the contributing pairs of
variables. Each variable alone is biased to the local
optimum in 0 and only when both variables are close
to 1 their combination leads to an improvement. In
early stages of the run there are more points on the local attractor than the global one. If both variables are
treated independently, combinations with both variables near the global attractor vanish and the search
progresses toward the local optimum. Moreover, the
global optimum is almost isolated and the attractor is
small. This makes it quite diÆcult to hit the global
attractor.
4.2

RESULTS

This section presents and discusses empirical results
that primarily focus on the scalability. BOA with  self-adaptivepmutation strength with a learning parameter  = 4= n is used. Due to the limited size of the
paper, we only present the results of using k -means
clustering for discretization. However, the results of

other discretization methods are comparable. In all
experiments, a binary tournament selection with replacement is used where to select each new individual,
a tournament among two randomly selected individuals is performed and the winner of the tournament
is added to the mating pool. An elitist replacement
scheme is used that replaces the worst half of the population by the o spring.
For each problem size, we performed 30 independent
runs with the optimal population size that was determined empirically for each algorithm and problem size
so that the optimum is found in all 30 runs. The average number of tness evaluations to reach solutions
whose Euclidean distance from the optimum is at most
0:01 is provided.
The two-peaks problem is very simple and could be
used by using recombination with no linkage learning
(i.e. traditional ES recombination based on uniform
crossover). However, we present the results to show
that the algorithm is capable to solve both simple
and diÆcult problems. Without recombination, the
ES with  -self-adaptive mutation can not solve any of
the discussed problems eÆciently. The deceptive problem would require exponential population sizes both if
no recombination was used as well as if a traditional
recombination based on uniform crossover was used.
Other xed recombination methods would also fail if
the variables were not ordered according to their dependencies.
Figure 5 shows the results of the proposed algorithm
with k -means clustering on the two-peaks and deceptive functions. For the two-peaks function, the population sizes ranged from N = 700 for n = 10 to N = 2100
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for n = 50, and the required number of evaluations
is approximately O(n1:32 ). For the deceptive function, the population sizes ranged from N = 900 for
n = 10 to N = 8750 for n = 40 and the required number of evaluations grows approximately with O(n2:28 ).
Therefore, the performance in both cases can be estimated by a low-order polynomial.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the paper suggest that recombinationbased methods for discrete domains and mutationbased methods for continuous domain can be combined
to utilize the strengths of both methodologies. The degree to which the methods are combined can be controlled by choosing the resolution of discretization and
recombination parameters. For coarse discretization,
the algorithm performs very similar to the ES with recombination based on uniform crossover. Re nement
of discretization yields to more possibilities for learning the linkage between di erent variables in the problem. However, learning linkage comes at a price of
increased requirements on the population size. While
ES usually require only small populations, statistical
methods of BOA require quite big populations. But
for most multimodal problems it is necessary to combine parts of promising solutions to avoid exponential
time requirements.
There are many other alternative uses of the presented
scheme. Using supervised discretization methods can
yield signi cant improvements. Additionally, many
real-world problems do not require sophisticated linkage learning procedures and simple one, two-point, or
uniform crossover may suÆce.
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Abstract
Elitism and sharing are two mechanisms that are
believed to improve the performance of a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA). Using
a new empirical inquiry framework, this paper
studies the effect of elitism and sharing design
choices using a benchmark suite of two-criterion
problems. Performance is assessed, via known
metrics, in terms of both closeness to the true
Pareto-optimal front and diversity across the
front. Randomisation methods are employed to
determine significant differences in performance.
Informative visualisation of results is achieved
using the attainment surface concept. Elitism is
found to offer a consistent improvement in terms
of both closeness and diversity, thus confirming
results from other studies. Sharing can be
beneficial, but can also prove surprisingly
ineffective. Evidence presented herein suggests
that parameter-less schemes are more robust than
their parameter-based equivalents (including
those with automatic tuning). A multi-objective
genetic algorithm (MOGA) combining both
elitism and parameter-less sharing is shown to
offer high performance across the test suite.

1

The performance of a baseline MOGA optimiser is
established in Section 3. The effects of elitism and sharing
are then considered with reference to this baseline. An
elitist strategy, based on Zitzler’s [1999] universal elitism,
is developed in Section 4. Sharing methodologies for the
promotion of diversity are discussed in Section 5. A new
parameter-less
technique,
formulated
as
an
accompaniment to Pareto-based ranking, is compared to
the standard parameter-based approach. In Section 6, a
high-performance MOGA incorporating both elitism and
parameter-less sharing is investigated.

2
2.1

An EMO empirical inquiry framework is introduced in
Section 2. The dual performance metrics of closeness and
diversity are measured using the generational distance and
spread metrics respectively. Statistical comparisons are
then made using randomisation testing. Information-rich
visualisations of the identified trade-off surfaces are
obtained using attainment surfaces. The analysis is based
on the two-criterion set of test problems proposed by
Zitzler et al [2000].

TEST SUITE

The established set of test problems developed by Zitzler
et al [2000] (ZDT) is used in this study. The suite consists
of six, tractable, two-criterion functions, with varying
characteristics as summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Test function characteristics

INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary
multi-criterion
optimisation
(EMO)
practitioners are faced with a number of design choices
beyond those encountered in a standard evolutionary
algorithm (EA). Suitable strategies for elitism and sharing
can significantly improve optimiser performance. This
paper presents new evidence and understanding
concerning elitism and sharing that will help practitioners
to make informed choices. Through the application of
tractable algorithm modifications and a rigorous
experimental framework, the effect of MOEA componentlevel choices can be more clearly exposed.

EMO INQUIRY FRAMEWORK

NAME

ATTRIBUTES

ZDT-1

Convex front

ZDT-2

Non-convex front

ZDT-3

Non-contiguous convex front

ZDT-4

Many local fronts, single global convex front

ZDT-5

Deceptive problem, convex front

ZDT-6

Non-uniform distribution, non-convex front

2.2

MEASURING PERFORMANCE

Performance of a MOEA can be decomposed into two
criteria:
•

Closeness – the nearness of the obtained nondominated solutions to the true front.

•

Diversity – the coverage of the trade-off surface by
the obtained solutions.

The ideal outcome, in test cases of this type, is a final
population with a uniform distribution of globally nondominated solutions spread across the entire trade-off
surface. Various performance metrics have been proposed
to measure closeness, diversity, and in some cases both
together. Some metrics require that the global trade-off
surface is known and can be sampled (straightforward in
the ZDT cases), whilst others involve a purely relative
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comparison of two results sets. This study utilises three
known performance metrics: generational distance to
measure accuracy, spread to measure diversity, and
attainment surfaces to provide visualisation.
•

Generational distance – an average of the Euclidean
distances between each obtained solution and the
nearest point on the true front [Veldhuizen, 1999].

•

Spread – the sum of the differences between nearest
neighbour distances and the mean of all such
distances, coupled with a term to account for the
extent of the obtained front [Deb et al, 2000].

•

Attainment surface – the boundary in criterionspace that separates the region that is dominated by
the obtained solutions from that which is nondominated [Fonseca and Fleming, 1996].

The superposition of multiple attainment surfaces can be
treated statistically and also provides a rich qualitative
indication of performance. A typical plot is shown later in
Figure 1. The heavy line indicates the 50%-attainment
surface (akin to the median), the thinner lines show the
25% and 75% surfaces (quartiles), and the dotted lines
describe the 0% and 100% surfaces. Thus location,
dispersion, and skewness information can be obtained in a
similar manner to the box plot [Cleveland, 1993].
2.3

ANALYSING PERFORMANCE

Upon completion of a single run of a specific MOEA
configuration on a particular problem, three sets of nondominated criterion vectors (and associated solutions) are
obtained, namely:
•

final population – the non-dominated vectors in the
final population of the algorithm,

•

on-line archive – the final elite set of vectors, and

•

off-line archive – the complete set of non-dominated
vectors identified by the algorithm.

The first of these sets is used for analysis and comparison
purposes in this study since it provides the most
appropriate measure of the on-line trade-off surface
maintenance capabilities of an algorithm.
An evolutionary algorithm is a stochastic process and,
thus, multiple runs (samples) are required in order to infer
reliable conclusions as to its performance. Hence, 35 runs
have been conducted for each MOEA configuration when
applied to a particular test problem. The performance of
the algorithm is expressed in the resulting distributions of
generational distance and spread. A statistical comparison
of two configurations is then possible through the use of a
test statistic.
In this study, the mean difference between two
generational distance (or, alternatively, spread)
distributions is taken as the test statistic. The significance
of this observed result is then assessed using
randomisation testing. This is a simple, yet effective,
technique that does not rely on any assumptions
concerning the attributes of the underlying processes,
unlike conventional statistical methods [Manly, 1991].
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The central premise of the method is that, if the observed
result has arisen by chance, then this value will not appear
unusual in a distribution of results obtained through many
random relabellings of the samples. The randomisation
method proceeds as follows:
1.

Compute the difference between the means of the
samples for each algorithm: this is the observed
difference.

2.

Randomly reallocate half of all samples to one
algorithm and half to the other. Compute the
difference between the means as before.

3.

Repeat Step 2 until 5000 randomised differences have
been generated, and construct a distribution of these
values.

4.

If the observed value is within the central 99% of the
distribution, then accept the null hypothesis.
Otherwise consider the alternative hypotheses. This is
a two-tailed test at the 1%-level.

The null hypothesis is that the observed value has arisen
through chance and so there is no performance difference
between the two configurations. The alternative
hypotheses are that the difference is unlikely to have
arisen through chance and that one configuration has
outperformed the other (depending on which side of the
distribution the observed difference falls, and the direction
in which the difference has been calculated).
Note that the observed value is included as one of the
random relabellings since, if the null hypothesis is true,
then this value is one of the possible randomisation
results. 5000 randomisations is regarded as an acceptable
quantity for a test at the 1%-level [Manly, 1991].
The results of randomisation testing are simple to
visualise, as shown by the example in Figure 3. The
randomised results are described by the grey histogram,
whilst the observed result is depicted as a filled black
circle. Each row shows the performance on a particular
test function (from ZDT-1 at the top, to ZDT-6 at the
bottom). The left-hand column indicates the relative
performance regarding closeness, and the right-hand
column shows the corresponding difference in diversity.

3
3.1

BASELINE MOGA
DESCRIPTION

The baseline optimiser used in this study has been
developed according to the holistic design principles
championed by Michalewicz and Fogel [2000] and has
previously been shown to be effective at solving the ZDT
test problems [Purshouse and Fleming, 2001]. A summary
of the algorithm is provided in Table 2.
The multi-criterion performance of a solution is scalarised
using Fonseca and Fleming’s [1993] Pareto-based ranking
procedure. A solution is ranked according to the number
of solutions in the population that are preferred to it. If the
entire Pareto-optimal front is to be identified, the
preference relation collapses to a test for Pareto
dominance.
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Table 2: Baseline configuration
EMO COMPONENT
GENERAL
Population size
Total generations
ELITISM
EVALUATION

SELECTION
REPRESENTATION
Real parameter
functions
Binary function
OPERATORS
For real representations

For binary
representations

STRATEGY
100
250
None
[1] Fonseca and Fleming [1993]
Pareto-based ranking.
[2] Linear fitness assignment with
rank-wise averaging.
[3] No modification of fitness to
account for population density.
Stochastic universal sampling
Concatenation of real number
decision variables. Accuracy
bounded by machine precision.
Binary string, 80 bits in length.
[1] Naïve crossover
Probability = 0.8.
[2] Gaussian mutation (initial
search power of 40% of variable
range; sigmoidal scaling set to 15;
feasibility requirement of one
standard deviation).
Probability = Expected value of 1
phenotype per chromosome.
[1] Single-point binary crossover.
Probability = 0.8.
[2] Simple bit-flipping mutation.
Probability = 1/80.

When ranking is complete, initial fitness values can be
prescribed. The population is sorted according to rank and
fitnesses are assigned by interpolating between the highest
fitness value for the best rank and the lowest fitness value
for the worst rank. In the baseline algorithm, linear
interpolation is used and fitness is varied between the
population size (highest) and unity (lowest). The ratio of
these two fitnesses is a definition of the selective pressure
of the assignment mechanism. Solutions of the same rank
then have their fitnesses adjusted to the average of the
original assignments for that rank.
Part of this study is concerned with the effect of diversitypreserving mechanisms. Therefore no manipulation of the
above fitnesses through sharing is undertaken.
Stochastic universal sampling has been chosen as the
selection mechanism [Baker, 1987]. This method achieves
maximum spread with minimal bias, but is nonparallelisable. In total, 100 selections are required since
the chosen reinsertion strategy is that all offspring replace
all parents (no generational gap) and since for the chosen
genetic operators two parents are required to produce two
offspring.
Since five of the test problems feature real number
decision variables, it is logical to use a real number
representation for these problems. Hence, a candidate
solution is described by a concatenation of phenotypic

decision variables. The other test problem, ZDT-5,
explicitly uses binary variables, thus a binary
representation is natural for this problem.
Different representations require different search
operators. For the binary chromosome case, the familiar
single-point two-parent crossover and bit-flipping
mutation operators are employed. Good results are known
to be achievable using this simple approach [Zitzler et al,
2000]. For real representations, the so-called naïve
crossover is used in conjunction with a Gaussian mutation
operator. The former of these search tools is a very simple
two-parent single-point crossover operator, where the
crossover sites are limited to points between decision
variables. This offers quite a low-power search, since it
cannot generate any values for decision variables that
were not present in the original population. However,
when coupled with a complementary high-power search
tool, the resulting search capabilities are considerable1.
Gaussian mutation is one such operator. Its main benefit is
that it provides tuneable search power in the form of the
standard deviation. This can be exploited to provide online adaptation that avoids the generation of infeasible
solutions and controls convergence speed by varying the
search from near global early on to very local towards the
end. Sigmoidal variation, as a function of the percentage
of generations completed, of the standard deviation is
useful because it allows concentrated periods of high- and
low-power search [Purshouse and Fleming, 2001].
3.2

PERFORMANCE

Attainment surfaces illustrating the performance of the
baseline algorithm are shown in Figure 1. Particularly
good results were achieved for ZDT-1, ZDT-2, and ZDT3 (Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c respectively) in terms of both
closeness to the global Pareto front and diversity across
the front. The tight envelopes of attainment indicate the
high level of consistency achieved in these cases. The
MOGA struggled to achieve good coverage of the surface
as f1 approaches zero on ZDT-2. Note that this is a region
where there is little trade-off between the objectives.
As shown in Figure 1d, the wider envelopes of attainment
produced for the multi-fronted ZDT-4 signify entrapment
in a locally non-dominated front. On no occasions did the
MOGA converge to the global trade-off surface although
coverage across the identified fronts was good.
The baseline MOGA achieved reasonable closeness to the
global front on ZDT-5. Performance on this deceptive test
function is depicted in Figure 1e. Note that on no
occasions was the algorithm able to identify the extreme
right-hand section of the discrete trade-off surface.
Rather poor performance was observed on the nonuniform ZDT-6, as shown in Figure 1f. Coverage was
especially poor on the less dense area of the front. This,
together with the missing section of the ZDT-5 front, is
1

Coincidentally, the incorporation of naïve crossover largely
prevents the convergence failures encountered by Ikeda et al
[2001], thus showing that MOEA failure cannot be solely
blamed on the use of Pareto ranking in these cases.
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Figure 1: Attainment surfaces – baseline MOGA solving the ZDT problems
the strongest indication that density-based sharing would
be beneficial. Closeness to the true Pareto front is also not
good. Only the 0%-attainment surface lies on the global
front, where coverage is particularly poor. Furthermore,
the position of this front with respect to the median and
quartiles suggests that this result is something of an
outlier.

4

ELITIST STRATEGY

Elitism is the process of preserving previous highperformance solutions from one generation to the next.
This is conventionally achieved by simply copying the
solutions directly into the new generation. Elitism has

long been considered an effective method for improving
the efficiency of an EA [De Jong, 1975]. Various recent
studies in the EMO community have indicated that the
inclusion of an elitist element can considerably improve
the performance of an MOEA [Zitzler et al, 2000; Deb et
al, 2000]. The two main issues are (1) how to manage the
size of the elite sub-population, and (2) how to use elitism
to drive the search effectively.
The elitist strategy adopted in this study is a variant on the
approach developed by Zitzler [1999] and is illustrated by
the schematic in Figure 2. The key difference is that the
archive size is allowed to vary within pre-defined limits,
whilst the number of newly generated candidate solutions
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is varied such that the total population size (elites plus
new solutions) is held constant.

premature convergence. Hence, the increased convergence
exhibited in this study is expected.
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Figure 3: Elite versus baseline
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Figure 2: Elitist strategy
The on-line archive is initialised to the empty set, whilst
the initial population is initialised to a random set of
candidate solutions (possibly seeded with information
provided by the decision-maker). The populations at
subsequent iterations of the algorithm are the combination
of new solutions and current elite solutions. The currently
non-dominated solutions in the population are identified
and are stored as the new, potentially over-sized, archive.
Over-represented solutions are then eliminated from the
archive, if necessary, using the SPEA-2 truncation
procedure [Zitzler et al, 2001]. This is an effective
reduction technique for two-criterion problems.
When the new elite set has been finalised, the size of this
set is known, and thus the number of new candidate
solutions required to fill the population can be calculated.
These solutions are created through the selection and
genetic manipulation of members of the current
population. The new solutions are then combined with the
elite set to form the total population, which completely
replaces the old population.
This elitist strategy has been integrated within the baseline
MOGA and has been applied to the test problems.
Randomisation test results between the elitist model and
the baseline are shown in Figure 3. Observed differences
to the left of the randomisation distribution offer evidence
in favour of the elitist version outperforming the baseline
case.
There is considerable evidence, clearly shown by the
results in Figure 3, that the elitist algorithm produces
results closer to the true front than the baseline for ZDT-1,
2, 3, 4, and 6. Superior performance in terms of diversity
is strongly suggested for ZDT-1, 2, 4, 5, and 6.
Elitism increases the convergence speed of the algorithm.
The danger of sub-optimal convergence is somewhat
reconciled by the distributed nature of the elite set. Highpower search operators, such as the Gaussian mutation
operator used in this work, can also reduce the risk of

The elitist scheme also maintains the characteristics of the
currently identified trade-off surface within the on-line
population. Thus, diversity of non-dominated solutions in
the population is maintained and encouraged (through the
thinning of similar criterion vectors) by the truncation
mechanism. This helps to explain the improvement in
diversity seen in the results. However, the truncation
process only represents the current distribution: it does
not, directly (though fitness), drive the search towards a
superior distribution. Despite this fact, the inclusion of
elitism did lead to improved diversity on the nonuniformly distributed ZDT-6. Modifications to the fitness,
such as those arising through sharing, may assist further in
improving diversity across the trade-off surface.

5
5.1

SHARING STRATEGY
INTRODUCTION

One of the aims of a multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm is to obtain a suitable distribution of candidate
solutions in regions of interest to the decision-maker. In
an evolutionary algorithm, this can be achieved through
the formation of sub-population clusters – known as
niches – within the global population. Fitness sharing is
the most popular method for fostering this niching process
[Goldberg and Richardson, 1987]. In this approach, the
raw fitness value of a candidate solution is reduced by a
factor dependent on the local population density. This
measure should be made in the domain over which a good
distribution is of interest: usually criterion-space.
5.2

PARAMETER-BASED METHODS

Fitness sharing has been shown to combat the problem of
genetic drift (population convergence to a single point due
to stochastic selection errors), thus helping to attenuate the
possibility of sub-optimal convergence and to enhance
coverage of trade-off surfaces. However, the power law
equation on which the technique is based requires a
definition of closeness in order to calculate the population
densities. This can be difficult to estimate in practice.
Furthermore, the method is sensitive to choice of this
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niche size parameter. Several methods have been
proposed in order to estimate the niche size, for example
Deb and Goldberg [1989] and Fonseca and Fleming
[1993], of which the dynamic approach of Fonseca and
Fleming [1995] is particularly interesting.
Fonseca and Fleming [1995] noted the similarity between
the power law sharing function and the Epanechnikov
kernel density estimator used by statisticians. The kernel
smoothing parameter used in the estimator was found to
be directly analogous to the fitness sharing niche size
parameter. The key benefit of this is that statisticians have
developed successful techniques for estimating the value
of this parameter [Silverman, 1986]. Furthermore, the
approach is amenable to update at each generation of the
EA population. This approach can be regarded as
parameter-based sharing with automatic tuning.
Epanechnikov sharing has been added to the baseline
MOGA and has been applied to the benchmark problems.
Sharing is performed using the Euclidean distance metric
in the criterion domain. Results of a randomisation
comparison with the baseline algorithm are shown in
Figure 4. Observed values that favour the sharing scheme
will lie to the left of the randomisation distribution.
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Using this scheme, if one candidate solution is preferred
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have a superior fitness value. Also, when all solutions are
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Figure 4: Epanechnikov versus baseline
The inclusion of Epanechnikov sharing has improved both
aspects of performance on the non-uniform ZDT-6. Note
in particular that a method designed to improve diversity
has also helped to improve convergence, thus suggesting
the strong interaction between the two performance
criteria. However, no improvements in either diversity or
closeness have been achieved for any other test function.
Indeed there is some evidence to suggest deterioration in
diversity on ZDT-1. The lack of improvement to diversity
is of particular concern, since the elitist results in Section
4 have indicated that diversity can be greatly improved on
these problems. A possible explanation for the lack of
success is that the automatic parameter selection is
providing poor estimates.

The results for this new sharing scheme, compared to the
non-sharing baseline model, are shown in Figure 5. The
central aim of sharing is to improve the distribution of
solutions in criterion-space and this should be primarily
evident in the spread results. There is strong evidence to
suggest that the new method improved spread on ZDT-3
and ZDT-4. The use of the Epanechnikov kernel, by
contrast, did not improve results on these problems. In no
case was the absence of a sharing mechanism shown to be
preferable. However, there is little evidence to suggest
that the use of sharing made any difference to the results
for ZDT-6. This is particularly disappointing since this
problem has a non-uniform distribution across its trade-off
surface: a situation in which sharing is considered a highly
appropriate strategy.
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6

HIGH-PERFORMANCE MOGA

The use of an elitist strategy or a parameter-less sharing
strategy in isolation has been shown to offer improved
performance. It is instructive to also consider the effect of
these schemes in combination. Attainment surfaces for
such an algorithm are shown in Figure 6. The envelopes
of attainment are generally very tight, indicating good
consistency. As evident from Figure 6d, closeness has
been greatly improved on ZDT-4: indeed the 25%attainment surface lies very close to the global front of
this difficult test problem. Complete coverage of the righthand portion of the trade-off surface has been achieved for

ZDT-5, as shown in Figure 6e. Finally, closeness and
diversity have been much improved on ZDT-6 (Figure 6f).
Comparisons with the baseline MOGA are made using
randomisation testing in Figure 7. Observed differences
that lie to the left of the randomisation distribution favour
the new algorithm. Compelling evidence points to the
algorithm substantially outperforming the baseline in
terms of diversity across all six benchmark problems. The
combination of elitism and new sharing was required in
order to achieve this notable result: neither elitism nor
sharing alone was shown to be sufficient. Improved
closeness was observed for ZDT-1, 2, 4, and 6 (the result
for ZDT-5 is not significant at the 1%-level).
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CONCLUSION

Using a progressive and tractable experimental approach,
supported by appropriate statistical and visual analyses,
this paper has shown that elitist and sharing strategies can
significantly improve the performance of an evolutionary
multi-criterion optimiser. Existing elitist heuristics are
again shown to be beneficial, this time using a new
analysis technique and in the context of MOGA.
However, the shortcomings of a popular parameter-based
sharing technique have been exposed, as have the dangers
of relying too heavily on an automatic parameter-setting
method. A new parameter-less method of sharing has been
introduced and has been shown to be more reliable than
the standard method. Impressive results were achieved
when both elitism and sharing were used together. As a
final word of caution, these results have been obtained for
two-criterion problems: further research is required to
ascertain the effectiveness of these methods as the
dimension of the problem increases.
The results described in this paper, together with an
extended research report, are available for download from
the following site:
http://www.shef.ac.uk/~acse/research/studen
ts/r.c.purshouse/
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Abstract
This study investigates the decision making
between fitness function with differing variance and computational-cost values. The objective of this decision making is to provide
evaluation relaxation and thus enhance the
efficiency of the genetic search. A decisionmaking strategy has been developed to maximize speed-up using facetwise models for the
convergence time and population sizing. Results indicate that using this decision making,
significant speed-up can be obtained.

1

Introduction

Significant progress has been made both in analysis
and design of genetic algorithms (GAs) over the last
decade. Design procedures for the development of
competent GAs have been proposed and much progress
has been made along these lines (Goldberg, 1999). A
GA is called competent if it can solve hard problems
quickly, accurately, and reliably. In essence, competent GAs take problems that were intractable with the
first generation GAs and render them tractable. Competent GAs successfully solve problems with bounded
difficulty oftentimes requiring only a subquadratic
(polynomial) number of function evaluations.
However, for large-scale problems, the task of computing even a subquadratic number of function evaluations can be daunting. This is especially the case if
the fitness evaluation is a complex simulation, model,
or computation. This places a premium on a variety
of efficiency-enhancement techniques. Therefore GA
practitioners resort to approximate fitness functions
that are less expensive to compute. Such approximations introduce error in assessing the solution quality.
Usually, one has to choose among a set of fitness func-

tions with varying degrees of error. The choice of a
fitness function has a large impact on the computational resources and the solution quality. Oftentimes,
practitioners choose a fitness function on an ad hoc basis which might not necessarily be the correct choice.
Therefore, there is a need to investigate which fitness
function should be used and under what scenarios.
However, error comes in two flavors: bias and variance. Variance and bias affect the search process in
different ways and therefore have to be handled in different manner (Keijzer & Babovic, 2000). This paper
considers the decision making under the presence of
variance alone and decision making in the presence of
bias is presented elsewhere (Sastry, 2001). This separation will not only ease the analytical burden, but also
highlight the difference in the decision-making procedure.
This paper investigates the decision-making process
between two fitness functions with differing variance
values and computational costs. Although the fitness
function with low variance requires a smaller population size and converges faster, the overall computational cost can be higher due to its higher cost. On
the other hand, the low-cost fitness function is cheaper
to compute, but both the population size and the convergence time increase, which in turn increases the total computational cost. Therefore, one has to choose
one of the two fitness functions. The objective of this
study is to develop a decision-making strategy that
yields maximum speed-up. Facetwise models for convergence time and population sizing are used to predict
speed-up and these models are verified with empirical
results along the way.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
discusses the past work on handling error in fitness
functions. The problem addressed in this paper is defined in section 3. Then, facetwise models for convergence time, population size and total number of
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function evaluations are developed in the subsequent
section. The strategy that yields maximum speed-up
is discussed in section 5. Finally, a summary and key
conclusions of this study is presented.

2

Literature Review

Efficiency-enhancement techniques are essential for
solving large-scale, complex search problems. One
such technique is evaluation relaxation. Evaluationrelaxation schemes try to reduce the computation burden by utilizing inexpensive, but error-prone fitness
assignment procedures instead of an expensive, but
accurate fitness function.
Grefenstette and Fitzpatrick (1985) studied the utility of approximate evaluations in an image registration problem and obtained significant speed-up by
random pixel sampling instead of complete sampling.
Follow-up studies (Fitzpatrick & Grefenstette, 1988;
Mandava, Fitzpatrick, & Pickens, 1989) have provided further evidence of efficiency-enhancement by
using approximate fitness evaluations. Early studies
of approximate function evaluations were largely empirical, and a design methodology for predicting the
behavior of GAs was lacking. Miller and Goldberg
(1995) provided a theoretical framework for handling
noisy function evaluations. Specifically they developed
convergence-time models in the presence of external
noise. Miller and Goldberg (1996) extended the convergence time model for different selection methods.
Miller (1997) proposed a detailed design methodology
including development of population-sizing model and
optimal sampling prediction for noisy environments.
Other studies exist on utilizing approximate fitness
functions to speed-up the genetic search (Ratle, 1998;
El-Beltagy, Nair, & Keane, 1999; Jin, Olhofer, & Sendhoff, 2000; Albert, 2001). However, an exhaustive survey is beyond the scope of this study.

3

Problem Definition

Consider two noisy fitness functions f1 and f2 for a
search problem. Functions f1 and f2 consist of zero2
2
mean Gaussian noise of variance σN
and σN
respec1
2
tively. The cost of a single evaluation of f1 is c1 and
2
2
that of f2 is c2 . Also, σN
< σN
, and c1 > c2 . That
1
2
is, f1 is a high-cost, low-variance function, and f2 is a
low-cost, high-variance fitness function. The objective
is to correctly decide which fitness function to employ
so as to obtain highest speed-up. As will be seen later,
this decision has to be made spatially. To achieve this
goal, we first have to develop appropriate models for
the convergence time and the population size required.
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4

Facetwise Models

In this section, we will develop a facetwise model for
convergence time of GAs in presence of external noise.
Then an existing model for population sizing is presented and these models are used to compute an expression for the total number of function evaluations.
Finally, these facetwise models are verified with empirical results.
4.1

Convergence Time

Understanding run duration is one of the critical factors for analyzing GAs. Elsewhere, a motivation and
the utility of understanding time has been discussed
Goldberg (in press). Three main approaches have
been used in understanding time: (1) Modeling of
takeover time, where the dynamics of the best individual is modeled (Goldberg & Deb, 1991), (2) Selectionintensity model, where the dynamics of the average
fitness of the population is modeled (Mühlenbein &
Schlierkamp-Voosen, 1993; Bäck, 1995; Miller & Goldberg, 1995; Miller & Goldberg, 1996), and (3) Higherorder cumulant model, where the dynamics of average and higher-order cumulants are modeled (Blickle
& Thiele, 1995; Prügel-Bennet & Shapiro, 1994).
Even though higher-order cumulant models are more
accurate than selection-intensity models, they do not
provide a closed-form solution for either the proportion of correct building blocks or the convergence
time. Therefore, in this study we develop a selectionintensity based convergence-time model for the OneMax domain. The OneMax problem has two key
properties: (1) Uniform building-block salience, and
(2) Gaussian fitness distribution. Uniform buildingblock salience implies that the contribution of building blocks in different partition to the fitness is equal.
The assumption of Gaussian fitness distribution is approximately true as recombination and other genetic
operators have a normalizing effect.
Therefore the fitness distribution F = N (µt , σt2 ), and
2
N = N (0, σN
). Here, µt is the mean true fitness at
time t. Furthermore, the noisy fitness distribution, F 0
can be written as F 0 = F + N, where, F is the actual
fitness distribution, and N is the external noise (in
this case, zero-mean Gaussian noise). Since both the
actual fitness and the noise are normally distributed,
the noisy fitness function is also normally distributed:
2
F 0 ∼ N (µt , σt2 + σN
).

(1)

Under these assumptions, the expected average fitness
of the population after selection, given the current av-
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Figure 1: Empirical verification of the convergence-time-ratio model (equation 8).
erage fitness is given by (Miller & Goldberg, 1995):
Iσ 2
µt+1 − µt = p 2 t 2 .
σt + σN

(2)

where, I is the selection intensity (Bulmer, 1985) and
is defined as the expected increase in the average fitness of a population after selection is performed upon
a population whose fitness is distributed according to
a unit normal distribution. The selection intensity for
tournament selection depends on the tournament size,
s, and can be approximated by the relation (Blickle &
Thiele, 1995):
r 
p

4.14 ln(s) .
(3)
I = 2 ln(s) − ln
Equation 2 can be rewritten as
µt+1 − µt =

I
σt
ρe

(4)

p
2 /σ 2 ), is the duration-elongation
where, ρe = 1 + (σN
t
factor (Goldberg, in press). Note that for a non-zero
noise, ρe > 1, and the increment in the average fitness
after selection would be less than that when the noise is
absent. In other words, the presence of external noise,

elongates the convergence time, and this elongation is
quantified by ρe .
Assume that ρe is a constant, and is equal to
r


2 /σ 2 , where σ 2 is the initial fitness vari1 + σN
f
f
ance. Note that for OneMax problem, µt = `pt , and
σt2 = `pt (1 − pt ), where pt is the proportion of correct
BBs at time t. Using these expressions, equation 4 can
be written as
pt+1 − pt =

I p
√
pt (1 − pt ).
ρe `

(5)

Approximating the above difference equation by a differential equation, and integrating it with the initial
condition, p0 = 0.5 (randomly initialized population),
gives us



It
1
√
1 + sin
.
(6)
pt =
2
ρe `
Equating pt = 1, in the above equation we can solve
for the convergence time:
√ s
σ2
π `
tconv =
1 + N2 .
(7)
2I
σ0
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Figure 2: Empirical verification of population-size-ratio model (equation 10).
It must be noted that in deriving the above
convergence-time model we assumed ρe to be a constant. However, ρe changes over time and more accurate solutions for equation 4 exist (Sastry, 2001).

factor in determining the solution quality through a
GA run. Adequate population size is required not only
to ensure a good number of initial BB supply, but also
a good decision-making between competing BBs.

In this study, we are interested in the relative value
of convergence times, rather than the absolute values. Specifically, we are interested in the ratio of convergence time when fitness function f1 is employed
to that when fitness function f2 is employed. This
convergence-time ratio is given by

Goldberg, Deb, and Clark (1992) proposed a practical population-sizing bounds for selectorecombinative
GAs. Their model was based on deciding correctly between the best and the next best BB in a partition
in the presence of noise arising from other partitions.
More recently, Harik, Cantú-Paz, Goldberg, and Miller
(1997) refined the population-sizing model of Goldberg
et al. (1992) to compute a tighter bound on the population size. They incorporated both the initial BB
supply model and the decision-making model in the
population-sizing relation. Miller (1997) extended the
population-sizing model of Harik et al. (1997) for noisy
environments.

tc,r

tconv (σN1 )
=
=
tconv (σN2 )

2
σf2 + σN
1
2
2
σ f + σ N2

! 12

.

(8)

It should be noted that using more accurate solutions
for equation 4 does not improve the accuracy of theoretical model significantly
4.2

Population Size

The previous section presented a convergence-time
model for tournament and other I-constant selection
schemes. The other factor required to determine complexity is the population-sizing model which is presented in this section. Population size is an important

The following population-sizing model for noisy environments developed by Miller (1997) is used in the
current study:
√
q
π k
2 ,
(9)
χ log(α) σf2 + σN
n=−
2d
where, d is the signal difference and is given by the
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Figure 3: Comparison of empirical and theoretical results for the ratio of total number of function evaluations.
fitness difference of the best and the second best BB,
χ is the alphabet cardinality, k is the BB size, and α
is the failure rate.
The ratio of population size required to yield a solution
of the same quality when fitness function f1 is used to
that when fitness function f2 is used is then given by
n(σN1 )
=
nr =
n(σN2 )
4.3

2
σf2 + σN
1
2
σf2 + σN
2

! 12

.

(10)

Number of Function Evaluations

Using equations 8 and 10, we can obtain the ratio of
total number of function evaluations taken if fitness
function f1 is used to those taken if fitness function f2
is used to obtain solution of the same quality.
nf e,r =

4.4

2
σf2 + σN
nf e (σN1 )
1
= nr tc,r = 2
2 ,
nf e (σN2 )
σf + σN
2

(11)

Model Validation

This section empirically verifies the models presented
in the previous sections. The empirical results are obtained for the OneMax problem with string lengths `

= 50, 100, 200, 300, and 400. Tournament selection
without replacement with tournament sizes of s = 2,
3, 4, and 5 is used. Uniform crossover with crossover
probability of 1.0 is employed to ensure effective mixing of BBs. The noise variance of fitness function f2
is taken to be 10σf2 and the noise variance of function
f1 is varied from 0 to 10σf2 .
The convergence-time ratio predicted by equation 8
is verified with empirical results and is shown in figure 1. For computing the convergence time, a GA run
is terminated if the proportion of correct BBs reaches a
value greater than or equal to (`−1)/`. The population
size is determined by the following relation (Goldberg,
2
Deb, & Clark, 1992): n = 8(σf2 +σN
). This is a conservative estimate, and is used to reduce the populationsizing effects. The empirical results are averaged over
50 independent runs. Figure 1 clearly validates the
convergence-time model of equation 8. Furthermore,
as the model predicts, the empirical results show that
the convergence-time ratio is independent of ` and s
values if the ratio of noise variance to the initial fitness
variance is constant.
For computing nr and nf e,r , a GA run was terminated
when all the individuals in the population converged
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Figure 4: Verification of the optimal decision making between fitness functions with differing variance values.
to the same fitness value. The average number of correctly converged BBs are computed over 50 independent runs. The minimum population size or the total
number of function evaluations required for the GA to
correctly converge on an average to at least m − 1 BBs
(α = 1/m), is determined by the bisection method.
The results are averaged over 25 bisection runs.
The population-size ratio predicted by equation 10 is
verified with empirical results in figure 2. The prediction of the ratio of total number of function evaluations (equation 11) is compared to the empirical results
in figure 3. The results show that the models agrees
with empirical results over a broad range of parameter
values (specifically, noise variance, problem-size, and
tournament-size values).

5

Optimal Decision

As mentioned earlier, we have to decide between two
fitness functions, one with low variance, but high cost,
and the other with high noise but low cost. The ratio
of total cost of employing fitness function f1 to that of
employing fitness function f2 to obtain solution of the

same quality is given by
c1 nf e,1
c1
ctot,1
=
=
ctot,2
c2 nf e,2
c2

2
σf2 + σN
1
2
2
σ f + σ N2

!

,

(12)

where, ctot,1 is the total cost of employing fitness function f1 , and ctot,2 is the total cost of employing fitness
function f2 . From the above relation, we can summarize the optimal decision as follows:
2
2
• If c2 /c1 > (σf2 + σN
)/(σf2 + σN
), then use f1 .
1
2
2
2
• If c2 /c1 < (σf2 + σN
)/(σf2 + σN
), then use f2 .
1
2
2
2
• If c2 /c1 = (σf2 + σN
)/(σf2 + σN
), then either f1
1
2
or f2 can be used.

This decision making process is shown pictorially in
figure 4, where the theory is verified with empirical
results. The figure plots the cost ratio of fitness functions for different values of fitness variance ratios. The
empirical results shown are obtained for the OneMax
problem with string lengths, ` = 50, 100, 200, 300, and
400. A selectorecombinative GA with tournament selection without replacement and uniform crossover is
used for this purpose.
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Figure 5: Empirical verification of speed-up predicted by equation 13.
Speed-up is defined as the ratio of the total cost of using a high-cost, low-variance fitness function to the total cost of using a low-cost, high-variance fitness function. Therefore, speed-up obtained by using the aforementioned optimal decision is given by

ηs =

(

2
σf2 +σN
2
2
σf2 +σN

ctot,1
ctot,2

c1
c2

1.0

elsewhere

>

1

(13)

This definition of speed-up assumes that one always
chooses the more accurate fitness function. The above
speed-up measures the improvement in efficiency when
a correct decision is made instead of a naive decision.
When a decision-making procedure, such as the one
developed in this section is not available, the naive
choice is the use the more accurate fitness function.
Justification for using this definition of speed-up is
given elsewhere (Sastry, 2001)
The speed-up predicted by equation 13 is verified with
empirical relations in figure 5 for different cost-ratio,
problem-size, and tournament-size values. The results
clearly indicate the a high speed-up can be obtained if
the cost-ratio of the fitness functions (c2 /c1 ) is much
lower than their fitness variance ratios (σf21 /σf22 ).

The key thing is that even though we started with
simplified assumptions, the decision-making is somewhat general in nature. The only control parameters
in the decision making process are the relative cost and
fitness variance values. Using dimensional argument,
one can extrapolate the results obtained here to other
problem domains. In such cases, the decision will be
correct in an order-of-magnitude sense. Therefore, the
core message of this section is as follows: If an optimization problem has many different fitness function
with differing values of variance, and computational
costs, then a fitness function with least product of cost
and fitness variance should be employed.

6

Conclusions

This paper addressed the issue of deciding between
fitness functions with differing variance and cost values. An approximate, but practical convergencetime model was developed and used along with a
population-sizing model to develop a decision-making
strategy and to predict speed-up. Although in this
paper only two fitness functions were considered, the
decision making can be easily extended for more than
two fitness functions.
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The decision-making suggests that the effect of variance can be handled spatially and the choice of the
fitness function depends only on the relative cost and
variance ratios of the fitness functions. Significant
speed-up can be obtained by employing the decisionmaking strategy developed in this paper. Based on
dimensional arguments, the decision-making strategy
presented here, though developed for the OneMax
problem, should be applicable to other fitness domains.
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Abstract
This study develops a decision-making strategy for deciding between fitness functions
with differing bias values. Simple, yet practical facetwise models are derived to aid the
decision-making process. The decision making strategy is designed to provide maximum
speed-up and thereby enhance the efficiency
of GA search processes. Results indicate that
bias can be handled temporally and that significant speed-up values can be obtained.

1

Introduction

Since the inception of genetic algorithms (GAs) (Holland, 1975), significant progress has been made in designing and analyzing them. A design decomposition
has been proposed for the development of competent
GAs and much progress has been made along these
lines (Goldberg, 1999). Competent GAs take problems that were intractable with first generation GAs
and render them tractable, oftentimes requiring only
a subquadratic number of function evaluations.
However, for large-scale problems, the task of computing even a subquadratic number of function evaluations can be daunting. This is especially the case if
the fitness evaluation is a complex simulation, model,
or computation. Therefore, one usually resorts to approximate fitness functions that are less expensive to
compute. However, approximations introduce error in
assessing the solution quality. Also, we may have to
choose from many fitness functions with differing error
and cost values, and that choice has a large impact on
the computational resources and the solution quality.
At present, practitioners make the choice among fitness function alternatives on an ad hoc basis. Therefore, we need to investigate which fitness function

should be used under what scenarios. Furthermore,
one has to recognize that error introduced through
approximations comes in two flavors: Bias, and variance (Keijzer & Babovic, 2000). The decision-making
strategy depends on whether variance or bias dominates the error. We have considered the presence of
bias and variance in isolation to demonstrate this difference and to ease the analytical burden.
This paper investigates decision making under the
presence of bias, while the decision making under the
presence of variance is developed elsewhere (Sastry,
2001). Specifically, we investigate the decision making between two fitness functions with differing bias
values. A fitness function with higher bias value will
yield a more inaccurate solution when compared to
the function with a lower bias value. This inaccuracy
can be eliminated temporally (not spatially). That
is, using the spatial approach—sampling the high-bias
fitness function—does not eliminate the effect of bias
and yields an inaccurate solution.
On the other hand, a high-bias, low-cost function can
be used during the initial few generations of the evolutionary process to obtain a crude solution. The lowbias, high-cost fitness function can then be used (later
part of genetic search) to refine the genetic search and
to obtain a more accurate solution. The generation
at which the fitness functions are switched, called the
switching time is an important factor in determining
the speed-up. The objective of this study is to utilize
facetwise models to predict the optimal switching time
that yields greatest speed-up and to develop a decisionmaking strategy to handle bias in fitness functions.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
discusses some previous work on handling error in fitness functions. The specific problem that we solve is
defined in section 3. Section 4 defines the test problem
used for developing models. A convergence-time model
that incorporates bias in fitness functions is derived in
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section 5. Section 6 develops models for predicting
the optimal switching time and the speed-up. Finally,
section 7 presents key conclusions of the study.

f1: Low bias function
f2: High bias function

1

Bias

0.8

Related Work
Fitness value

2

Efficiency enhancement is essential for solving largescale, complex search problems. One such technique
is evaluation relaxation, in which the computation
burden is reduced by utilizing inexpensive, but errorprone fitness assignment procedures instead of an expensive, but accurate fitness function.
Grefenstette and Fitzpatrick (1985) studied the use
of approximate evaluations for an image registration
problem. Follow-up studies (Fitzpatrick & Grefenstette, 1988; Mandava, Fitzpatrick, & Pickens, 1989)
have further analyzed the utility of approximate fitness
evaluations. However, these studies were largely empirical, and a design methodology for handling external noise was developed only recently (Miller & Goldberg, 1995; Miller, 1997). These studies consider only
the effects of variance alone, and effects of bias, albeit
to a limited extent has also been investigated (Jin, Olhofer, & Sendhoff, 2000; Albert, 2001). For further
details on these and other studies on approximate fitness functions in GAs, the interested reader should
consult the review presented elsewhere (Sastry, 2001).

3

Problem Definition

Consider two fitness function, f1 and f2 for a search
problem with bias values of b1 and b2 respectively.
That is, the optimal solution when f1 is used is x∗ + b1
and that when f2 is used is x∗ +b2 . Here x∗ is the true
optimal solution. The computational costs of f1 and
f2 are c1 and c2 respectively. Furthermore, b1 < b2
and c1 > c2 . An illustration of the fitness functions
with different bias values is shown in figure 1. The figure shows a single variable unimodal fitness functions
with and without bias. Note that the optimal value of
the fitness functions need not be the same.
Implicitly, we assume that some building blocks (BBs)
of f1 and f2 are different and others are the same. We
recognize that this assumption might not hold true if
the biased fitness function introduces multiple false optima. However, this study is the first step toward developing a decision making strategy for handling bias
in fitness functions and it serves as a starting point for
the analysis of more complex cases. It is important to
note that the proposed models can be extended and
applied to real-world problems (Albert, 2001).
Since f1 and f2 share some BBs, f2 can be used for
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Figure 1: Fitness functions with different bias values.
the first few generations to obtain good convergence
on the BBs shared by both the fitness functions. Fitness function f1 can then be used to obtain a solution of better accuracy (lower bias). The time, ts , at
which we change from f2 to f1 is called the switching time. The objective of this study is to optimize
the switching time to maximize speed-up and thus develop a decision-making strategy for choosing the correct fitness function. To develop models for solving
the problem defined above, we need to first construct
a test function. One such test function used in this
study is described in the following section.

4

Test Function

The test function used in this study is the weighted
OneMax defined as:
f=

X̀

wi xi ,

(1)

i=1

where, xi is the value of the ith allele and wi is the
weight associated with it. Similar to the OneMax
function, the weighted OneMax is a linear unimodal
function and the BBs are independent of each other.
Therefore, the weighted OneMax function reduces the
analytical burden for developing models considerably.
Furthermore, fitness functions with differing bias values can be considered as weighted OneMax functions
with different weights.
The BBs are uniformly scaled—that is, contribution of
every BB to the fitness is equal in magnitude—-if the
weights, wi , are restricted to be either ±1. Then, the
fitness variance of a randomly generated population is
equal to that for an OneMax problem. This further
eases the analytical burden and the required popu-
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lation size does not change with differing bias values.
Therefore, we only need to develop a convergence-time
model, which is presented in the next section.

5

Convergence-Time Model

Understanding time in GAs is one of the critical factors
for a successful design of GAs (Goldberg, in press).
Convergence-time model helps us in predicting the
scale-up behavior of GAs. Existing studies on understanding time in GAs can be broadly classified into
three approaches: (1) Takeover-time models, where the
growth of the best individual in the population is analyzed (Goldberg & Deb, 1991), (2) Selection-Intensity
models, where the dynamics of average fitness of the
population is analyzed (Mühlenbein & SchlierkampVoosen, 1993; Bäck, 1995; Miller & Goldberg, 1995),
and (3) Higher-Order-Cumulant models, where the dynamics of the average and higher order cumulants
of fitness of the population are analyzed (Blickle &
Thiele, 1995; Prügel-Bennet & Shapiro, 1994).
In contrast to selection-intensity models, higher-ordercumulant models do not yield closed-form solutions.
Therefore, a selection-intensity-based convergencetime model is developed in this paper. For this purpose
consider two weighted OneMax functions f1 and f2 :
f1

=

X̀

wi xi ,

(2)

X̀

wi0 xi .

(3)

i=1

f2

=

i=1

Without loss of generality assume that the fitness function f1 has zero bias and that the weights wi and wi0
are assigned as follows:

1 1 ≤ i ≤ `1
,
(4)
wi =
−1 `1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ `

1 1 ≤ i ≤ `1 + b
wi0 =
,
(5)
−1 `1 + b + 1 ≤ i ≤ `
where, b is the bias. That is, f1 and f2 share ` − b
BBs and differ only in b alleles (in this case BBs). For
example, the correct BB in any one of the b alleles for
f1 is 1 and for f2 it is 0.
Note that initially, fitness function f2 is used in the initial phase (t < ts ) of the genetic search. Assuming a
uniform BB convergence, and a Gaussian fitness distribution, the expected average fitness of the population
after selection is given by (Mühlenbein & SchlierkampVoosen, 1993):
µt+1 = µt + Iσt ,

(6)

where, I is the selection intensity and is defined as the
expected increase in the average fitness of a population
after selection is performed upon a population whose
fitness is distributed according to a unit normal distribution. Selection intensity is constant for tournament
selection and is approximately given as a function of
tournament size s by the following relation (Blickle &
Thiele, 1995):
I=

r 
p

2 log(s) − log
4.14 log(s) .

(7)

Since fitness function f2 is used in the first phase (t ≤
ts ) of the run, the mean (µf2 ,t ) and variance (σf22 ,t ) of
fitness are given by
µf2 ,t
σf22 ,t

=

`pt − (` − `1 − b) ,

(8)

=

`pt (1 − pt ) ,

(9)

where, pt is the proportion of ones at time t. Using
the mean and variance values in equation 6, we obtain
I p
pt (1 − pt ).
pt+1 − pt = √
`

(10)

Approximating the above difference equation by a differential equation and integrating it yields



1
It
−1 √
√
+ 2 sin
pt =
1 − cos
p0 .
(11)
2
`
Assuming that the initial population is randomly generated, we have p0 = 0.5, and we get the following
expression for the proportion of correct BBs as a function of time:

 
It
1
.
(12)
1 + sin √
pt =
2
`
The proportion of correct BBs at switching time ts is
therefore given by



Its
1
pts =
1 + sin √
.
(13)
2
`
At the switching time ts , the low bias fitness function
f1 is used instead of the high bias fitness function f2 .
Hence, the proportion of correct BBs changes. Since
both f1 and f2 share ` − b BBs, the proportion of correct BBs for those BBs remains the same. That is the
proportion of correct BBs for the ` − b is pts . However,
since f1 and f2 do not share b BBs, the proportion of
correct BBs, for the b alleles is 1 − pts . This implies
that there are two proportions of correct BBs one for
(` − b) alleles and the other for b alleles. The adjusted
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Figure 2: Empirical verification of the proportion of correct building blocks predicted by equations 12, 14, and
16 for different values of b, `, ts , and s.
proportion of correct BBs for the overall string, p0ts is
given by
1
[(` − b)pts + b (1 − pts )] ,
p0ts =
`


b
b
=
1−2
pts + .
(14)
`
`
From the selection-intensity model assumption, we
know that the number of correct BBs in both ` − b and
b portion are distributed normally. Since these two
portions are statistically independent of each other,
the number of correct BBs for the overall string , and
similarly the fitness is also normally distributed. The
mean and variance of fitness at time t (t ≥ ts ) is given
by `p0t − (` − `1 ), and `p0t (1 − p0t ) respectively. Proceeding in the same way as we did for t < ts , results in the
following difference equation
I p 0
pt (1 − p0t ).
(15)
p0t+1 − p0t = √
`
Solving the above equation with the initial condition
that at t = ts , p0t = p0ts , we get



q
I(t − ts )
1
√
+ 2 sin−1 ( p0ts ) . (16)
p0t =
1 − cos
2
`

From the above relation for the proportion of correct
BBs, we can derive an expression for the convergence
time, by equating p0t = 1:
√ h
q i
`
π − 2 sin−1
p0ts .
(17)
tconv = ts +
I
The models developed above are verified with empirical results. A selectorecombinative GA with tournament selection without replacement, and uniform
crossover scheme is employed for this purpose. The
probability of crossover is taken to be 1.0 and mutation is not used. The value of `1 is kept constant at
25 for all the runs. The population size is determined
by the relation 8σf2 (Goldberg, Deb, & Clark, 1992).
This population-sizing model overestimates the population size and is used to remove any population-sizing
effects. Unless otherwise mentioned the following pa`
, and ts = 10.
rameters are used: ` = 100, s = 2, b = 10
The empirical results are averaged over 100 independent runs.
The proportion of correct BBs predicted by equation 12, 14, and 16 is validated by empirical results.
The figures plot the proportion of correct BBs as a
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Figure 3: Empirical verification of convergence-time models (equation 17) for different bias values.
function of time. Different values of b, `, ts , and s
are used to validate the model and are shown in figure 2. The results show that the model capture the
dynamics accurately over a considerable range of parameter values. The discrepancy between the model
and empirical results are due to hitch-hiking and can
be further decreased by using multiple crossovers or
using a population-wise crossover (Thierens & Goldberg, 1994).
The convergence-time model (equation 17) is compared to empirical results for different bias and
problem-size values are shown in figure 3. The figure
plots the convergence time as a function of switching
time. The empirical results for the case where recombination is applied twice every generation is also shown
in the figures. As expected the agreement between the
theoretical and experimental results increases when
multiple crossover is applied. Note that the compressed convergence-time scale in figure 3 exaggerates
the error and the model accuracy is comparable to existing models for other problem domains.
With the convergence-time model at hand, we will now

proceed to derive an expression for the optimal switching time. The speed-up that can be obtained by using
the optimal switching time is also estimated in the
next section.

6

Optimal Switching Time

From the problem definition and the convergence-time
model (equation 17), total cost of function evaluation
is then given by
nf e

= n (c2 ts + c1 (tconv − ts )) ,
= nc2 (ts + cr (tconv − ts )) ,

(18)

where, cr = c1 /c2 is the ratio of cost of the high-cost
fitness function to the cost of the low-cost fitness function. Employing model 2 (equation 17) for the convergence time, the above equation can be written as
!
√
q i
2 ` hπ
−1
0
− sin
pts
. (19)
nf e = nc2 ts + cr
I
2
We can define the total number of function evaluations
in terms of time units by dividing the above equation
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Figure 4: Verification of optimal switching-time model (equation 23).
by nc2 :
n0f e

(Bäck, 1995)
√
q i
2 ` hπ
− sin−1
p0ts .
= ts + cr
I
2

(20)

Our objective is to determine ts that minimizes n0f e
(note that this is same as minimizing nf e ), which is
given by solving
∂n0f e
∂ts
√
0
∂p
1
`
ts
p 0
1 − cr
0
I
pts (1 − pts ) ∂ts

=

0,

=

0.

The optimal switching generation, t∗s , that minimizes
nf e when cr ≥ `/(` − 2b), comes out to be
q

 
√
b
1 − b`
2
`
`
.
(21)
t∗s =
cos−1 
p
2−1
I
1 − 2b
c
r
`
When cr < `/(` − 2b), t∗s = 0.
Recognizing that the convergence-time when a lowbias, high-cost fitness function is used is given by

√
π `
tconv,1 =
,
2I
and dividing equation 21 with the above quantity, we
obtain the a dimension-less expression for the optimal
switching time when cr ≥ 1/(1 − 2β):
#
"
p
2 β(1 − β)
2
t∗s
−1
p
= cos
,
(22)
tconv,1
π
(1 − 2β) c2r − 1
where, β = b/` is the bias proportion. When cr <
1/(1−2β), t∗s = 0. Equation 22 can be further reduced
using the approximation cos−1 (x) ≈ π2 − x:
"
#
p
β (1 − β)
t∗s
4
p
= 1−
.
(23)
tconv,1
π (1 − 2β) c2r − 1
Equation 23 indicates that the strategy of employing
the low cost fitness function for the first few generations yields speed-up only if the product of cost ratio, cr , is above a critical limit which is inversely proportional to the bias proportion. If this is the case,
then the optimal switching time is proportional to the
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Figure 5: Empirical verification of speed-up prediction (equation 24).
square root of the string length, inversely proportional
to the square root of the bias proportion, and inversely
proportional to the cost ratio cr . As expected, if the
number of biased bits increases, the switching time decreases, and if the cost ratio increases, the switching
time increases. Equation 23 is verified with empirical
results in figure 4. The figure plots t∗s /tconv,1 as a function of bias proportion β for different cost-ratio values.
A binary tournament selection without replacement,
uniform crossover with crossover probability of 1.0 is
used. Mutation was not used in obtaining the empirical results. The results are averaged over 50 independent runs.
Using the optimal switching-time given by equation 23,
we can compute the speed-up obtained by making the
correct decision. Here the speed-up, ηs , is defined as
the ratio of the total computational cost incurred if the
low-bias fitness function is used to that if the high-bias
fitness function is used for t∗s generations and then the
low-bias function is used till the end of the GA run.
That is,
ηs

=

nc1 tconv,1
nf e,1
=
,
nf e,2
n [c2 t∗s + c1 (tconv,2 − t∗s )]

=

cr
h

tconv,2
tconv,1



− (cr − 1) τs∗

i.

(24)

Where, τs∗ = t∗s /tconv,1 . Note that the above equation
is valid when cr ≥ 1/(1 − 2β). When cr < 1/(1 − 2β),
ηs = 1. The speed-up predicted by equation 24 is verified with empirical results in figure 5. The figure plots
ηs as a function of bias proportion β for different costratio values. Tournament selection without replacement with tournament size s = 2 is used. Uniform
crossover with crossover probability of 1.0 is employed
and mutation is not used. The results are averaged
over 50 independent runs.
Figure 5 clearly indicates the improvement in efficiency
using the decision-making strategy developed to handle bias in fitness functions. It also validates our hypothesis that bias has to be handled temporally. Furthermore, even though we made some simplifying assumptions the final result for the optimal switching
time and the speed-up are in dimensionless quantities
and should be easily applicable to other problem domains as well.
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Conclusions

This paper develops a decision-making strategy for
choosing between fitness function with differing bias
values. We proposed that bias has to be handled temporally by switching from a high-bias fitness function
to a low-bias fitness function. We also hypothesized
that an optimal switching time exists and when the
fitness functions are switched at this optimal time, the
total computation cost will be the minimum. We developed approximate, but practical convergence-time
model, and used it to determine the optimal switching
time. Based on the computational cost and the total
number of function evaluations taken by each fitness
function, a decision-making strategy was presented.
The paper shows that bias has to be handled temporally. That is, a high-bias fitness function should
be used for coarse-grain optimization and then a lowbias fitness function should be used for fine-grain optimization. Although, we considered only two fitness
functions, the decision making can be easily extended
for more than two fitness functions. Furthermore, the
models developed in this study should provide guidance to GA practitioners in choosing key GA parameters and to provide maximum efficiency enhancement.
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Abstract

It is known that the performance of a genetic algorithm depends on the survival environment and the reproducibility of building
blocks. In this paper, we propose a new encoding/crossover scheme that uses genic distance which explicitly de nes the distance between each pair of genes in the chromosome.
It pursues both relatively high survival probabilities of more epistatic gene groups and diverse crossover operators for the high creativity of new schemata. The experimental results on benchmark traveling salesman problems showed remarkable improvement in tour
cost and running time over state-of-the-art
genetic algorithms for the problem.
1

Introduction

In the context of genetic algorithms (GAs), a speci c gene pattern is called schema. Holland showed,
by Schema Theorem, that highly t schemata of
short de ning lengths and low orders have high survival probabilities in the traditional genetic framework
[1]. These short, low-order, high-quality schemata are
called building blocks. Bui and Moon [2, 3] claimed
that, in case of multi-point crossover operators, loworder, high-quality schemata with clustered speci csymbol distributions should serve as building blocks.
According to the building block hypothesis, a genetic
algorithm seeks near optimal performance through the
juxtaposition of building blocks [4]. The performance
of a genetic algorithm thus highly depends on its
survival environment and reproducibility of building
blocks.
In the light of the interrelationship between genes,
building blocks are gene groups that have strong in-

(or epistases) among participating genes in
the chromosome. Genes' interaction here means that
the contribution of a gene to the chromosomal tness
depends on the values of other genes in the chromosome. The stronger the interactions of genes are, the
higher the nonlinearity of the problem is; this makes
the problems more diÆcult [5].
For a given problem representation, the survival probability of a gene group through the crossover is determined by the distribution of genes in the chromosome, while the strength of the epistasis of the gene
group is an inherent property of the problem. Therefore, the strategy of locating each gene in the chromosome signi cantly a ects the performance of genetic algorithms. In other words, the positions (or
loci) of genes in the chromosome may be placed so
as to ensure higher survival probabilities for more
epistatic schemata. Inversion is a genetic operator devised for changing the loci of genes dynamically during the genetic process [6, 1]. The e orts to exploit
gene positions dynamically are called linkage learning
[7]. Messy genetic algorithm and fast messy genetic algorithm are examples that implicitly pursue dynamic
gene repositioning [8, 9]. The chromosomal encoding
with xed gene positions is called locus-based encoding. A number of studies on static reindexing (or reordering) of gene positions in locus-based encodings
showed performance improvement [10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
The representation power of a genetic algorithm is
highly dependent on the chromosome topology. That
is, the higher the dimension of the chromosome topology is, the higher the representation power it has. A
typical chromosome topology is a one-dimensional array. Though one-dimensional array is easy to handle and analyze, it has a poor representation power
teractions

1

1

Here, high representation power means low degree of
distortion. Generally, in representing a graph geometrically, the higher the dimension of representation space is,
the lower the degree of distortion it shows [15].
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which causes great loss of information contained in the
problems. To overcome this, the encoding/crossover
schemes with multi-dimensional arrays were suggested
and remarkable improvements were reported [16, 17,
18, 19]. Recently, Jung and Moon [20, 21] obtained
successful results by applying a crossover based on
2D Euclidean encoding to the 2D Euclidean traveling salesman problem (TSP). They used phenotypes
themselves for chromosomal cutting.
In a point of view, the studies of changing the loci of
genes are to exploit the interactions among genes implicitly. Increasing the representation power of chromosome topologies also can be understood in this context. Jung and Moon's study may be thought to be an
extreme case of such approaches to the 2D Euclidean
TSP. We keep the philosophy. In this paper, we suggest a new encoding/crossover scheme which explicitly
exploits the interactions among genes. In the scheme,
the genic distance between a pair of genes is de ned.
We apply this scheme to TSP and compare its performance with state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We summarize previous approaches to TSP in Section 2 and
explain the proposed genetic operators in Section 3.
In Section 4, we provide experimental results. Finally,
the conclusion is given in Section 5.

Figure 1: An example of 2D Voronoi regions
VQX(n; k; dg ; p1 ; p2 )

f

Given n cities, the traveling salesman problem (TSP) is
the problem of nding the shortest Hamiltonian cycle
visiting the cities. More formally, given a set of cities
fc ; c ; : : : ; cn g and the distance d(ci ; cj ) for every pair
(ci ; cj ), it is the problem of nding an ordering  that
minimizes the following:
1

for

g
for

C ( ) =

i=1

d(c(i) ; c(i+1) ) + d(c(n) ; c(1) ):

It is a well known NP-hard problem [22]. Thus one
should rely on approximation algorithms that do not
guarantee optimal solutions.
For decades, TSP has served as an initial proving
ground for new problem solving techniques because of
its diÆculty, applicability, and the simplicity of definition. Various local optimization algorithms such
as 2-opt, 3-opt, Lin-Kernighan (LK) algorithm, and
their variants were developed and problem independent techniques such as tabu search, simulated annealing, neural networks, genetic algorithms and ant
colonies were applied [23, 24].
Recently, hybrid genetic algorithms which combine lo-

each j 2 K f
0 or 1 at random;

u[j ]

each i 2 I f
( u[r[i]] = 0 ) then o[i]
else o[i]
p2 [i];
if

g
g

return

p1 [i];

o;

Figure 2: Voronoi quantized crossover

2

nX1

2

g

Traveling Salesman Problem

2

f1; 2; : : : ; ng; K f1; 2; : : : ; kg;
Select a subset R = fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sk g  I
at random;
for each i 2 I f
r[i] arg min
fd (s ; i)g; sj 2 R;
j K g j
I

cal optimization algorithms with the genetic framework have been successfully applied to the problem
[25, 26, 20]. LK algorithm [27] is the most popular and
powerful local optimization algorithm for TSP. Various
crossover operators such as order crossover [28], cycle
crossover [29], partially matched crossover [4], edgerecombination crossover [30], and matrix crossover
[31] were used for TSP. Distance preserving crossover
[32, 26], edge assembly crossover [33, 34, 35], and natural crossover [20, 21] are representative state-of-the-art
crossover operators proposed recently.
3
3.1

New Operators
Voronoi Quantized Crossover

In Voronoi quantized crossover (VQX), we adapt a
chromosome topology in which every gene has a rela-
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tive locus determined by the distances between genes,
contrary to the others in which every gene has an absolute locus. The distance is called genic distance. In
a point of view, the chromosome may be thought to
be a \complete graph" where each vertex stands for a
gene and the edge weight is determined by the epistasis between the two corresponding genes. The graph
is directed if the genic distance is asymmetric. By
adapting such type of chromosome topology, we aim
to represent a chromosome with a minimal degree of
distortion.
The name of Voronoi quantized crossover came from
Voronoi quantization which is a representative vector
quantization method [36]. Vector quantization is a
method of approximating arbitrary multi-dimensional
vectors by k code vectors each of which represents a
subspace of the whole vector space. It is used mostly in
data compression. The vector quantization that uses
Voronoi regions [37] as the subspaces is called Voronoi
quantization. The Voronoi region of a vector is de ned
to be the nearest neighborhood of the vector. Figure 1
shows an example of Voronoi regions associated with
a set of points in 2D Euclidean space.
VQX has a simple structure. Figure 2 shows the
pseudo code of VQX where n is the number of genes
and k is the crossover degree ranged from 2 to n. The
function dg : I ! R represents the genic distance.
The two parents and the o spring are denoted by p ,
p and o, respectively. Following the convention, the
notation \arg min" takes the argument that minimizes
the value. In VQX, the genic space de ned by the
genic distance dg is divided into k Voronoi regions determined by the k randomly selected genes, then a sort
of block-uniform crossover [17] is performed on the regions.
VQX has two main properties:
2

1

2



| Voronoi regions are convex [36].
Therefore, the gene groups of relatively short
genic distance have higher survival probabilities
than others.

 Diversity | It has nk 2k crossover operators .
Convexity

2

3

The rst property means that the survival probabilities of gene groups can be controlled by genic distance
assignments. We can allow high survival probabilities for building blocks by assigning genic distance inA set S 2 Rk is convex if a, b 2 S implies that a +
(1
)b 2 S for all 0 < < 1.
3
In fact, we cannot guarantee that the consequent o spring are all distinct. Di erent quantizations may generate the same o spring, although believed rare.
2

versely proportional to the strength of epistasis. The
other means that VQX has a lot of crossover operators. The number of crossover operators a ects the
creativity of new schemata. The number ofncrossover

operators of a typical k-point crossover is k . For
n = 100, k = 6 and n = 1000, k = 8, for example,
k -point crossover has about 10 and 10 crossover
operators, respectively, while VQX has about 10 and
10 . However, we should mention that we do not pursue the maximal number of crossover operators.
The time complexity of VQX is (kn).
1

10

20

11

22

3.2

Survival Probabilities

The survival probability of a gene group (or unspeci c
schema) in VQX is derived in this section. Given a
genic distance measure dg , a function h : 2I  I ! Z
is de ned as
h(S; i) = jfl 2 I : 8v 2 S; dg (l; v )
(1)
> dg (i; v )gj; S  I; i 2 I
4

+

where I = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and n is the problem size.
Given a subset R = fs ; s ; : : : ; sk g  I , the Voronoi
region assignment function r : 2I  I ! I is de ned as
r(R; i) = arg minfdg (sj ; i)g; i 2 I; sj 2 R (2)
j 2K
where K = f1; 2; : : : ; kg. Now, given S and i, the
number of R's of k elements that make all vh'sS;ini S
have the same function value r(R; v) = i is k .
Assuming that the set R is selected at random, the
probability that all genes in a gene group S belong to
the same region, i.e., the probability that r(R; j )'s are
the same for all j 's in S , is derived as

n 
X
h(S; i)
k 1
(3)
Peq (S ) = i  
:
1

2

(

=1

1

)

n
k

In the case of jS j = 2, the survival probability Psur (S )
of a gene group S is derived as
1
Psur (S ) = Peq (S ) + (1 Peq (S ))
2
n 
X
h

(S; i)
k 1

= 21 + i n
2 k
=1

(4)
:

This is used in Section 3.4 to examine the relationship
between genic distances and survival probabilities.
4
Generally, a schema is de ned by alleles of speci c
genes. In this paper, we use the term gene group rather
than schema, because we refer only the set of genes here.
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(a) cities

(b) tour A

(c) tour B

(d) Voronoi regions

(e) inherited tour segments

(f) repaired tour segments

Figure 4: An example VQX for TSP (kroA200)
VQX (n; k; dg ; p1 ; p2 )
0

f

f1; 2; : : : ; ng; K f1; 2; : : : ; kg;
Select a subset R = fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sk g  I
at random;
for each i 2 I f
r[i] arg min
fd (s ; i)g; sj 2 R;
j K g j
I

g

for

g
for

2

each j 2 K f
0 or 1 at random;

u[j ]

each i 2 I f
( u[r[i]] = 0 and u[r[p1 [i]]] = 0 )
then o[i]
p1 [i];
else if ( u[r [i]] = 1 and u[r [p2 [i]]] = 1 )
then o[i]
p2 [i];
else o[i]
nil;

if

g
o

g

GreedyRepair(o);
o;

return

3.4

Figure 3: Modi ed VQX for TSP
3.3

has no subcycle. Directly applying the VQX of Figure
2 to TSP may produce infeasible solutions. To avoid
this, we need some modi cation to the crossover.
Figure 3 shows the pseudo code of the modi ed VQX.
The word nil is used for the genes whose values are
not determined. The consequent solutions have no
subcycle but may have genes of nil value. In other
words, tour segments without any subcycle are created. We use a greedy approach to repair them.
In \GreedyRepair()", a segment is selected and connected to its nearest segment to grow into a complete
tour. Note that the performance of repairing is not
critical here, as a powerful local optimization heuristic
follows the crossover and mutation. Figure 4 shows
an example of the crossover process. It is obtained
by applying VQX0 (in Figure 3) with the genic distance assignment GD1 (described in Section 3.4) to
kroA200, a benchmark problem taken from TSPLIB
[38]. We use a random tie-breaking in applying the
equation (2) in the crossover.

Applying VQX to TSP

In this paper, the locus-based encoding of [11] is used;
one gene is allocated for every city and the gene value
represents the index of its next city in the tour. Thus,
a solution may be thought to be a mapping s from the
set of cities I to I . In TSP, a solution that does not
construct a Hamiltonian cycle is infeasible. A solution
s is feasible if and only if (i) s is one-to-one and (ii) it

Genic Distance Assignments

To apply VQX to TSP, the distances among genes
(genic distances) are needed. The genic distances may
be assigned statically or dynamically in the genetic
process. In this paper, the static assignment is used.
Intuitively, an ideal value of a genic distance is a value
inversely proportional to the epistasis. This leads to
the high survival probabilities of relatively more interactive gene groups because the survival probability of
a gene group is inversely proportional to their genic
distances in VQX. However, no practical method is
known yet for exactly computing epistases; two heuristics are used in this paper. Let I be a set of city indices
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Figure 5: Survival probability versus genic distance (lin105)
and d(i; j ) is the distance from city i 2 I to city j 2 I .
The genic distance dg (i; j ) from gene i to gene j is
de ned in two manners as

MateSelection(P; m; p1 )

f

C

 GD1: dg (i; j ) = d(i; j )
 GD2: dg (i; j ) = jfl : d(i; l) < d(i; j ); l 2 I gj.
In GD1, the Euclidean distance itself is used; in GD2,
the number of cities closer to city i than city j is used.
Usually, dg is asymmetric in GD2, while it is symmetric as far as d is symmetric in GD1.
Figure 5 shows the results of a simple test to observe
the relationship between the genic distance and the
survival probability of a gene pair. The horizontal and
vertical axes of coordinates represent the genic distance and the survival probability, respectively. The
equation (4) was used to acquire the survival probabilities from the genic distances obtained by applying
GD1 and GD2 to lin105, an instance from TSPLIB.
It shows that the survival probabilities of a close gene
pairs in the genic space are high in both cases.
3.5

Heterogeneous Mating

In a preliminary examination, VQX showed faster convergence than the other crossovers in comparison; this
may cause the premature convergence of the genetic
algorithm. To avoid this, we use a method of mating
mutually dissimilar individuals in parallel with VQX.
Hollstien called this type of breeding a negative assortive mating [39]. There are various methods, sometimes called niching methods, for maintaining population diversity [40, 41].
Figure 6 shows the pseudo code of the mating used
in this paper. First, m individuals are selected from
the population P by roulette-wheel selection. Then
the most di erent one from p among them is selected
1

for

g

;;

i 1 to m f
c Selection(P n (fp1 g [ C ));
C C [ fcg;

arg maxfdistance(p1 ; c)g;
c C
return p2 ;

p2

g

2

Figure 6: Heterogeneous mate selection
as p . Hamming distance is used for the distance
function \distance()".
2

5

Experimental Results

4

The genetic algorithm used in this paper is a steadystate hybrid genetic algorithm. Figure 7 shows the
template. In the template, n is the problem size, m
is the group size in mating, k is the crossover degree,
and dg is the genic distance measure. The two selected parents and the o spring are denoted by p , p
and o, respectively. The genetic operators and their
parameters used in this paper are summarized in the
following:
1

2

 Population Initialization | Initial solutions are
generated at random.
 Population Size | jP j = 100.
 Selection | Roulette-wheel selection. The tness
5

the number of di erent edges between two tours.
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Table 1: Experimental results of VGA1 and VGA2
Graph
(opt)
att532
(27686)
dsj1000
(18659688)
d2103
(80450)
pcb3038
(137694)
fnl4461
(182566)

Xover
VGA1
VGA2
VGA1
VGA2
VGA1
VGA2
VGA1
VGA2
VGA1
VGA2

OB
#
97
95
24
52
72
76
11
8
0
0

Best (%)
27686
27686
18659688
18659688
80450
80450
137694
137694
182573
182571

Avg (%)

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0.004)
(0.003)

27686.37
27686.69
18659952
18659809
80470.05
80467.07
137707.22
137706.78
182607.22
182605.88

p

= t

Gen

0.22
0.30
24
13
3.22
3.04
1.40
1.22
1.97
2.21

3006
3024
2803
3470
3874
4271
12234
13021
28518
28992

(0.001)
(0.002)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.025)
(0.021)
(0.010)
(0.009)
(0.023)
(0.022)

Time
(s)
103
109
1026
1251
1084
1157
835
906
2011
2057

Table 2: Comparison of VGA with DGA, EGA, and NGA
Graph
(opt)
att532
(27686)
dsj1000
(18659688)
d2103
(80450)
pcb3038
(137694)
fnl4461
(182566)

Xover
DGA
EGA
NGA
VGA2
DGA
EGA
NGA
VGA2
DGA
EGA
NGA
VGA2
DGA
EGA
NGA
VGA2
DGA
EGA
NGA
VGA2

Best (%)
27686
27686
27686
27686
18659688
18659688
18659688
18659688
80450
80450
80450
80450
137699
137694
137698
137694
182593
182598
182572
182571

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0.004)
(0)
(0.003)
(0)
(0.015)
(0.018)
(0.003)
(0.003)

value fi of the solution i is calculated as
fi = (Cw Ci ) + (Cw Cb )=4
(5)
where Ci , Cw , and Cb are the costs of the solution
i, the worst solution, and the best solution in the
population, respectively. The tness value of the
best solution is ve times as great as that of the
worst solution in the population.
 Group Size for Mating | m = 5.
 Crossover Degree | An empirical value k =
bln n + c + 2 is used where n is the problem size
and \ln" is the natural logarithm.
 Mutation | Double-bridge kick move [27] was applied once per ten o springs. Figure 8 shows a
symbolic drawing of double-bridge kick move.
1
2

Avg (%)
27692.86
27700.51
27692.13
27686.69

18660087
18679325
18659942

18659809

80500.09
80469.82
80472.05

80467.07

137751.44
137831.77
137733.10

137706.78

182822.39
182864.60
182631.82

182605.88

(0.025)
(0.052)
(0.022)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.105)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.062)
(0.025)
(0.027)
(0.021)
(0.042)
(0.100)
(0.028)
(0.009)
(0.140)
(0.164)
(0.036)
(0.022)

p

= t

Gen

0.75
0.84
0.77
0.30
78
1494
18
13
5.86
2.29
4.89
3.04
4.24
7.26
3.71
1.22
31.80
31.11
3.19
2.21

3971
13934
3563
3024
11267
41938
3266
3470
4021
82072
1970
4271
20261
199015
20582
13021
76331
338860
84247
28992

Time
(s)
89
271
167
109
1038
1867
1114
1251
630
8466
456
1157
1408
28213
1734
906
13728
160845
8832
2057

 Local Optimization | LK algorithm accelerated
by don't-look bit [42] and segment tree [43] was
used.
 Replacement | A variant of preselection [44] was
used as in [11]. Each o spring is replaced with (i)
its more similar parent if the o spring is better,
(ii) the other parent if the o spring is better, (iii)
the worst solution in the population, otherwise.
 Stop Condition | Until 70 percent of the population converge with the same cost as the best
solution in the population. This takes account of
the cases that more than one best solution of the
same quality competes with each other.
The algorithms were implemented in C on Intel Pentium III 866 MHz running Linux 2.2.14.
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Table 3: Comparison of VGA with FCGA

VGA(n; m; k; dg )

f

Graph
(opt)
eil101
(629)
lin318
(42029)
pcb442
(50778)
att532
(27686)
rat575
(6773)
u724
(41910)

Initialize population P ;
repeat

f

p1 Selection(P );
p2 MateSelection(P; m; p1 );
o VQX (n; k; dg ; p1 ; p2 );
o Mutation(o);
o LocalOptimization(o);
P Replacement(P; p1 ; p2 ; o);
0

g until (stop condition);
g

return

the best of P ;

Figure 7: Steady-state hybrid genetic algorithm for
TSP

Figure 8: Double-bridge kick move
Table 1 compares two di erent versions of VQX. VGA1
and VGA2 represent the genetic algorithms using
Voronoi quantized crossover with the genic distance
assignments GD1 and GD2 (described in Section 3.4),
respectively. In the table, the frequency of nding the
optimal solutions (OB#), the best tour cost (Best),
average
p tour cost (Avg), group standard deviation
(= t), average generation (Gen), and average running time (Time) over 100 (= t) runs are presented on
att532, dsj1000, d2103, pcb3038, and fnl4461, problem
instances from TSPLIB [38]. The parentheses after
best and average tour costs represent the percentages
above optima. VGA2 performed better than or equal
to VGA1 for all instances except att532 in average
cost. Distances between cities were computed in double precision mode and rounded to integer to remove
uncertainties.
Table 2 compares the performance of VQX with other
state-of-the-art crossovers. DGA, EGA, and NGA represent the genetic algorithms using distance preserving
crossover [32, 26], edge assembly crossover [33], and
natural crossover [20, 21], respectively. The results
of DGA, EGA, and NGA in the table are quoted from
[21] in which the same LK implementation as ours was

Xover

FCGA
VGA2
FCGA
VGA2
FCGA
VGA2
FCGA
VGA2
FCGA
VGA2
FCGA
VGA2

OB
#
50
50
50
50
50
50
23
47
43
19
41
50

Avg

Gen

629.0
629.0
42029.0
42029.0
50778.0
50778.0
27691.3
27686.9
6773.2
6773.8
41912.3
41910.0

15
6
49
221
39
739
66
3199
55
2720
50
3089

Time
(s)
2
1
60
29
233
45
304
159
500
53
845
154

used. VGA2 outperformed the others for all instances
in average cost. For att532 and dsj1000, VGA2 consumed comparable running time to NGA. But their
growth rates of time consumption with respect to the
problem size were much lower than NGA. Thus, the
speed of VGA2 for large problems pcb3038 and fnl4461
was much faster than the others. The overall results
show that Voronoi quantized crossover is the most attractive among them. They also imply that GD1 and
GD2 for the genic distance assignment are reasonable.
Table 3 compares the performance of VGA with FCGA
[35]. FCGA stands for family competition genetic algorithm which is a combination of the family competition, near 2-opt and edge assembly crossover [33]. In
the table, results over 50 runs are presented on eil101,
lin318, pcb442, att532, rat575,and u724 from TSPLIB.
These six instances are all those available for comparison in [35]. The results of FCGA in the table are
quoted from [35]. The running time is the normalized
value for Intel Pentium III 600 MHz. The average tour
costs of VGA2 were better than or equal to FCGA for
all instances except rat575. It is notable that the speed
of VGA2 was much faster than FCGA. (In Table 2,
EGA, the ancestor of FCGA, took 80 times more than
VGA2 for the instance with 4461 cities.)
5

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new crossover operator,
named Voronoi quantized crossover (VQX), that utilizes the explicit genic distances. This allows us to
exploit the interactions among genes explicitly. VQX
has two main properties of convexity and diversity.
These properties are believed to help improve the performance of genetic algorithms by encouraging the
survival probability and the reproducibility of highquality building blocks in the genetic process. The

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

experimental results supported this.
VQX may be applied to other combinatorial optimization problems than the traveling salesman problem. Of
course, a measure for genic distances must be devised
for each problem. Future studies include extending
VQX to various problems.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new method that
improves robustness of Real-Coded Evolutionary Algorithms (RCEAs), such as RealCoded Genetic Algorithms and Evolution
Strategies, for function optimization. It is
reported that most crossover (or recombination) operators for RCEAs has sampling bias
that prevents to find the optimum near the
boundary of search space. They like to search
the center of search space much more than
the other. Therefore, they will not work on
functions that have their optima near the
boundary of the search space. Although several methods have been proposed to reduce
this sampling bias, they could not cancel the
whole bias. In this paper, we propose a new
method, Toroidal Search Space Conversion
(TSC), to remove this sampling bias. TSC
converts bounded search space into toroidal
one with no parameters. Experimental results show that a RCEA with TSC has higher
performance to find the optimum near the
boundary of search space and it has improved
robustness concerning the relative position of
the optimum.

1

INTRODUCTION

Function optimization is one of the most important
optimization problems. Several Real-Coded Evolutionary Algorithms (RCEAs) such as Real-Coded Genetic Algorithms and Evolution Strategies, which use
the real number vector representation, have been proposed [3—6, 9, 10, 12, 15, 19] and they have shown
higher performance than EAs using binary or gray
representation [3, 5, 7]. In RCEAs, generally, initial individuals are placed in the search space uni-

(a) BLX-α

(b) UNDX

Figure 1: The sampling biases of BLX-α and UNDX
formly. In this case, most crossover operators, such as
BLX-α [5], Unimodal Normal Distribution Crossover
(UNDX) [10], Center of Mass Crossover (CMX) [17],
Simplex Crossover (SPX) [19], like to search the center
of search space much more than the other [1, 4, 9, 18].
This bias is called “Sampling Bias” [4, 18]. Fig.1 explains the sampling biases of BLX-α and UNDX. The
horizontal axis is domain of definition. The vertical axis is theoretical probability density of generating children when a crossover produces them from a
pair of parents, chosen out of the population that is
distributed in 0 ∼ 1 uniformly. When a crossover operator has such bias, it will not work on functions whose
optima are near the boundary of the search space.
The sampling bias grows exponentially stronger as the
dimension of search space. Therefore, in case objective
function is high dimensional and its optima are in the
corner of the search space, RCEAs like to be trapped
at a local minimum located around the center of the
search space. Recently, RCEAs have been applied to
real-applications [11,13,16]. In real-applications, since
we cannot know where are the optima, robust RCEAs
considering the sampling bias are needed.
The purpose of this paper is to present a method
that cancel the sampling bias to improve robustness
of RCEAs. In the next section, we briefly review several major methods that reduce the sampling bias and
discuss their features. We propose a new method,
Toroidal Search Space Conversion, in section three
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and reflect on the computational complexity in section four. Empirical verification is performed in section five. In the last section, we conclude this paper.

2
2.1

RELATED WORKS

2.2

BEM aims to shift the optimum located in the corner
toward the center. In BEM, individuals are allowed
to be located beyond the boundary of search space.
The functional value of individual i with real vector
~ (i) = (x(i) , . . . , x(i)
X
n ) is calculated as follows:
1

Existing Methods and Their Features

Several methods, such as Boundary mutation [7], (UX,
UNDX)+EMGG [9], boundary extension by mirroring (BEM) and boundary extension with extended selection (BES) [18], have been proposed. Boundary
mutation produces individuals on boundary of search
space. (UX, UNDX)+EMGG improves the sampling
bias of UNDX using Uniform Crossover (UX) [3]. This
method selects either UNDX or UX, they complement
their searching region each other, as the crossover operator dynamically. BEM and BES extend the search
space in order to move the relative position of the optimum toward the center of the search space. They allow
individuals to be located outside the search space. The
individuals are called “virtual individuals”. The details of BEM are introduced in section 2.2. In BES, the
number of the virtual individuals is limited by helper
individual rate and no functional value of the virtual
individuals is used. We can mention that these methods have the following three disadvantages.
(1) Dependence on Search Operator: In (UX,
UNDX)+EMGG, UX and UNDX complement their
searching region each other. However, when we use
another crossover operator as the one of the search
operators, we must invent or find the other one that
has complementary characteristics to the first one.
(2) Parameter Tuning: All methods introduced in
this section have at least one parameter, such as the
mutation rate of boundary mutation, the initial probability of applying UNDX of (UX, UNDX)+EMGG,
the extension rate of BEM and the helper individual
rate of BES, to control how much the sampling bias
is reduced. Although we cannot know the positions of
the optima and the landscape of the search space, we
must tune the parameters before search.
(3) Remaining the Sampling Bias: Although all
methods shown in this section succeed in reducing the
sampling bias, they cannot remove it. From the viewpoint of robustness, no sampling bias is desirable.
Next, we show BEM in detail because we believe it
is the best method in the existing methods. It is independent on the search operator. The number of its
parameters is only one. The eﬀectiveness is relatively
high.

BEM [18]

~ (i) ) =
f (X
~ (i) =
Y
(i)
yj

=

~ (i) ),
f (Y
(i)
(y , . . . , yn(i) ),
1
(i)

 2 minj − xj
(i)
2 maxj − xj


(i)
xj

(1)
:
:
:

if xj < minj
if xj > maxj
otherwise,

where, minj and maxj are the lower and upper limits of
parameter range on the j-th dimension of the original
search space respectively. BEM has one parameter,
re (0 < re < 1), that controls how much search space is
extended. The parameter range of the extended search
space is lj (1 + re ) when that of the original one is lj .
The initial individuals are placed in the original search
space uniformly.

3

TOROIDAL SEARCH SPACE
CONVERSION (TSC)

TSC converts search space with boundary into toroidal
one. This conversion is performed as follows:
step1 Extend the search space to the extended search
space like BEM with re =1.0, (see section 2.2)
step2 Connect each e-maxj of the extended search
space to corresponding e-minj .
where, e-minj and e-maxj are the lower and upper
limits of parameter range on the j-th dimension of the
extended search space respectively. An example of the
converted search space is shown in Fig.2. The converted search space becomes torus. In this converted
search space, the crossover operation is performed as
the following pseudo-codes (like C++):
choose k required parents;
for (int i=1; i<k; i++){
make pow(2, n)-1 clones of parent_i;
// ---- n is the dimension
select the clone whose distance from
parent_0 is the shortest out of the
clones and parent_i;
}
do crossover using parent_0 and the
k-1 selected clones;
Fig.3 shows an example of a crossover in a converted search space. First, three clones (clone 1,
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clone 1∗ , clone 1∗∗ ) at the corresponding points on
the virtual search space are copied from parent 1.
Next, clone 1 is allowed to join the crossover operation because its distance from parent 0 is shortest.
Thus, the crossover operation, using UNDX as the
crossover operator, searches in the gray region.
For implementation on a computer program, the procedures in the above for are described as follows:
clone_i = parent_i;
// ---- copy the parent_i vector to clone
for (int j=0; j<n; j++){
const double distance
= clone_i[j] - parent_0[j];
if (fabs(distance) > l){
// ---- l is the half width of the
//
extended search space
if (distance >= 0){ clone_i[j] -= 2l; }
else
{ clone_i[j] += 2l; }
}
}
Although the volume of the search space grows exponentially, the increase of the computational cost for
this crossover is only linear, O(k × n). Since the converted search space is torus, a generated individual i,
~ (i) = (x(i) , . . . , x(i)
X
n ), is modified as follows:
1
~ (i)
X
~ (i)
Z
(i)

zj

=

~ (i) ,
Z

=

(i)
(z , . . . , zn(i) ),
1 (i)

 xj + 2l :
(i)
x − 2l :
 j (i)

xj
:

=

(2)
if xj < e-minj
if xj > e-maxj
otherwise.

For example, in Fig.2, when A and B are generated
by a crossover operation, they are modified as A0 and
B 0 respectively. Using this modification, when the distance between parents is far, crossover does not generate children in the center of the search space, but does
them near the boundary close to the parents (in the
gray region in Fig.3). In TSC, initial individuals are
placed in the extended search space uniformly. Accordingly, by this proposed method, any position on
this search space become equivalent to any others.
TSC clears the three disadvantages of the existing
methods. Since TSC is a conversion method, it is independent on any search operator. TSC has no parameter. The converted search space has no sampling bias
when the initial individuals are placed in the extended
search space uniformly because it is torus.
TSC has one more significant feature. The converted
search space maintains global continuity of landscape.

Figure 2: An example of 1-dimensional converted
search space by TSC

Figure 3: An example of crossover procedure, using
UNDX as the crossover operator, on a 2-dimensional
converted search space by TSC.

The “global continuity of landscape” means that individuals around an individual have approximate equivalent functional value. In [16], the authors use a method
that connects minj and maxj when the coded vector
represents an angle. In this method, children are produced only in the supplementary angle region because
-180 degrees correspond to 180 degrees. When we apply this method to a search space that does not have
such characteristic, the global continuity of landscape
should be lost because f (x1 , . . . , minj , . . . , xn ) will be
diﬀerent from f (x1 , . . . , maxj , . . . , xn ). Since EAs assume that search space has the global continuity of
landscape [8], the global continuity of landscape should
be maintained. In TSC, it is satisfied because e-minj
corresponds to e-maxj , even if the original search space
does not have the above characteristic.

4 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Let discuss the number of samplings required to find
the optimum in a n-dimensional search space whose
volume is D, as shown in Fig.4. First, we discuss an
EA without any selection mechanism. Then, we consider an EA equipped with a selection mechanism.
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Table 1: The test functions
function
Sphere
Step
Schwefel
Rastrigin
Griewangk

equation (n specifies
dimension)
Pn the
2
x
i
Pn i=1
bxi + 0.5c2 p
i=1 P
n
418.9828873n
Pn + 2 i=1 xi sin |xi |
10n + i=1 [xi − 10 cos(2πx
³ ´i )]
1
4000

Pn

i=1

x2i −

Qn

i=1

cos

x
√i
i

+1

mul.∗1
no
no
low
high

disc.∗2
no
strong
no
no

domain
[-5.12+di , 5.12+di ]
[-5.12+di , 5.12+di ]
[-512, 512]
[-5.12+di , 5.12+di ]

di
0.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5
0.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5
0.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5

high

no

[-512+di , 512+di ]

0, 150, 300, 450

∗1: multi-modality, ∗2: discontinuity

works like URS. In this case the probability to find the
n
A
A
optimum is equivalent to URS as 22n D
= D
.
4.2

Figure 4: n-dimensional objective function, in which
D is its volume and A is the volume of the region as
the optimum.

4.1

Without Selection

In case BLX-α is used as the search operator, the probability density curve of generating children, shown in
Fig.1 (a), is expressed as follows (the details of BLX-α
and g(x) are shown in Appendix A and B respectively):
g(x)

=

2{ln 32 + (x − 1) ln(1 − x) − x ln x}
. (3)
2 ln 32 + 1

Therefore, when n is 1, the number of samplings required to find the optimum that is located at the cor1
1
= g(1)
' 2.233 times as
ner of the search space is g(0)
many as in case Uniform Random Search (URS) [20],
which searches in the domain uniformly, is used. When
1
n is 10 or 20, g(0)
n is about 3,000 or 9,500,000, respectively. In case another crossover operator whose sampling bias is stronger than BLX-α, such as UNDX, is
used, more samplings are required. The probability to
find the optimum, P , when URS is used as the search
operator is expressed as follows [20]:
¶m
µ
A
,
(4)
P =1− 1−
D
where m is the number of samplings and A is the volume of the region as the optimum. When the search
space is converted by TSC, since there is no sampling
bias even if the search operator is BLX-α, the search

With Selection

When we consider selection mechanism, the complexity of landscape is important. Unimodal function is often converted into multimodal one by TSC. Generally,
optimization of multimodal function is more diﬃcult
than that of unimodal one. Moreover TSC converts
multimodal function into more complex multimodal
one in which the number of local minima is exponentially larger. It has not been cleared that the relation
between complexity of landscape and the diﬃculty of
optimization for EAs. However, it has been known
that big hill including local minima influences the effectiveness of EAs.

5

EXPERIMENTS

In order to confirm the robustness of EAs in converted
search space by TSC, we perform experiments.
5.1

Test Functions

How test functions should be selected has been mentioned in [2]. The five functions in Table 1 are selected
under the recommendations. The optimum of Schwefel
function, f (−420.968746, . . . , −420.968746) = 0, and
those of the others, f (0, . . . , 0) = 0, are located in the
corner and at the center of the search space, respectively. To achieve the purpose of these experiments,
the relative positions of the optima in their search
space are moved by di except that of Schwefel function1 , as shown in Fig.5.
5.2

Experimental Conditions

We select UNDX+MGG [10,14] as the performed EA.
It has been reported that UNDX has strong sampling
1
In Schwefel function, when the domain is changed by
di , the optimum will be changed.
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Table 2: The experimental results (#OPT)
function

n
00
50
100
100
100
Sphere
150
100
30
100
40
99
Step
50
81
5
10
Schwefel
15
4
100
6
100
Rastrigin
8
84
30
80
40
71
Griewangk
50
69
∗ 00, 15, 30, 45 under the

NoExt
15
30
45
00
100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100
96
78
62
100
56
27
11
95
17
7
10
75
87
8
0
99
94
26
100
67
20
1
99
27
3
0
91
68
69
65
70
74
63
70
65
73
77
70
76
method names specify di .

BEM
15
30
45
00
100 100 100 100
100
99
100 100
100
98
100 100
96
80
93
100
57
35
56
96
19
8
12
88
100
57
1
100
99
86
100
77
57
13
98
26
10
0
79
71
74
65
68
67
75
73
66
74
70
73
61
For example, 15 means di

BEMe
15
30
100 100
100
98
100
96
95
86
64
28
17
7
99
56
1
97
98
84
80
34
22
76
72
67
69
69
65
= 1.5 or di

45
100
100
100
97
54
12

00
100
100
100
92
62
6

87
8
1
64
76
68
= 150.

100
96
79
65
66
63

TSC
15
30
100 100
100 100
100 100
96
99
52
80
16
35
100
100
98
100 100
79
44
35
5
66
63
60
66
58
60

45
100
100
100
100
99
83

100
100
97
73
64
62

the numbers of runs in which the method succeeded
in finding the global optimum (#OPT). The robustness of each method is evaluated through the lowest
performance in all cases of di .
di = 0

di = 1.5 or 150 di = 3.0 or 300 di = 4.5 or 450

Figure 5: The relative positions, caused by di , of the
optimum in a search space

bias as shown in Fig.1 (b) and UNDX+MGG does not
work well in a search space whose optimum is in the
corner, such as Schwefel function [9]. The details of
this EA are shown in Appendix A and C. No mutation is used for focusing on the sampling bias caused
by crossover. The population size is set to be 30 for
unimodal functions but 100 for multimodal ones. Fifty
children are produced in each generation.
TSC is compared to “No Extension method (NoExt)”,
BEM and BEMe. NoExt means that the EA is performed in the original search space. BEMe is introduced to be fair in our comparison. BEM and BEMe
are the same except that BEMe places initial individuals like TSC. TSC places initial individuals in the
extended search space, but BEM does them in the
original one. The re of BEM and BEMe are set to
be 0.25 because the value has been used in [19]. In all
experiments except TSC, when an individual is generated outside their search space, the crossover retries
to generate another inside. Each experiment is performed 100 trials. Each run continues until the optimum is found or the number of evaluation reaches a
constant that was set to be enough large number determined in pilot study. The performance measure is

5.3

Results and Discussion

The experimental results are shown in Table 2. Several results that explain the features of the methods
obviously are shown in Fig. 6.
In Sphere function, the all #OPTs are approximately
100. We believe that the optimization in the converted
search space by TSC has not become more diﬃcult,
because it has had no local minimum although it has
become multimodal. Fig.6 (a) and (c) show the robustness of the EA performed in the converted search
space by TSC. In the original search space (NoExt),
the performance when di = 4.5 is terrible. We believe
that this is caused by the sampling bias. You might
consider why the #OPTs are diﬀerent among the di
despite no sampling bias when TSC is used. Note,
the landscapes are diﬀerent among the di although the
equations are the same. In Schwefel function, which
has the optimum in the corner of the search space,
we can confirm that the performance of the EA is extremely improved by TSC. In Griewangk function, all
methods show the robustness as shown in Fig.6 (d).
From Table 1, the characteristic of this function seems
to be the same as that of Rastrigin function. However, the landscape of this function is similar to that
of Sphere function on the broad level, as shown in
Fig.7. We believe that this robustness is caused by
this similarity. In 50-dimensional Step function and
8-dimensional Rastrigin function, the diﬀerence of the
eﬀectiveness among the methods is little. Hence, we
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(a) 40-dimensional Step function

(b) 10-dimensional Schwefel function

(c) 6-dimensional Rastrigin function

(d) 50-dimensional Griewangk function

Figure 6: The experimental results (#OPT) that explain the features of the methods obviously

Figure 7: Rastrigin function (left) and Griewangk
function (right)

studied the average, the worst and the variance of the
runs. The statistics have shown that TSC works better
than the others.
The stability of convergence speed when TSC is used
is the lowest than that when the others are used. The
EA performed in the converted search space by TSC
can find the optimum located in the corner of the
search space rapidly. However, when the optimum is
located at the other positions, the convergence velocity
is slower. It is a disadvantageous feature of TSC.
5.4

Confirmation of No Sampling Bias

We perform experimental confirmation of no sampling
~ =1
bias in the converted search space by TSC. f (X)
whose dimension is two is used as the objective function. The domain of definition is [−5.0, 5.0]. The num-

NoExt

TSC

Figure 8: The distribution of the overall generated
individuals in the function, f (X) = 1

ber of evaluation is 5.0 × 104 . The population size is
set to be 100. The other conditions are the same as
the previous experiments. Since MGG performs random sampling when all individuals have the same fitness value, the all region should be searched equally if
there is no sampling bias. We plot the distribution of
the overall individuals generated in a run. Fig.8 shows
the results of NoExt and TSC. Although near boundary in the left figure is hardly searched, all region in
the right figure are searched equally. We can confirm
that there is no sampling bias.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a new method, Toroidal Search
Space Conversion (TSC), which converts search space

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

with boundary into toroidal one, to improve the robustness of RCEAs. Experimental results showed that
the eﬀectiveness of TSC is greater than those of the
other methods. TSC has following three advantages:
1. TSC can be applied widely because it is independent on search operator., 2. It is easy to apply TSC
because it has no parameter., 3. There is no sampling bias in the converted search space by TSC. On
the other hand, TSC has one disadvantage. The landscape of the converted search space by TSC is often
more complex than that of the original search space.
The variance of the convergence velocity is also caused
by this complexity. To cope with this disadvantageous
feature is future work.
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BLX-α [5] and UNDX [10]

BLX-α produces a child in the gray region in Fig.9
~ which is encoded
(left) randomly. The child vector, C,
by real number vector, is determined as follows:
~
C
ci

=
=

{c1 , . . . , cn } ,
u(min(p1i , p2i ) − αdi , max(p1i , p2i ) + αdi ) ,

where P~1 = {p11 , . . . , p1n } and P~2 = {p21 , . . . , p2n } are
parent vectors of Parent1 and Parent2 respectively.
di = |p1i − p2i |. n is the dimension of the objective
function. u(x, y) is the uniform random number selected from [x, y].
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Substitute w = (z − y)/α = 2(z − y) and c = (z + y)/2
into the above inequality,
−1 <
Therefore,

2x − (z + y)
<1.
2(z − y)
3y

< 2x + z ,

y

< 3z − 2x .

Figure 9: BLX-α (left) and UNDX (right)
UNDX generates two children around their parents using the normal distribution whose standard deviation
is determined by the third parent, Parent3, as shown
~ 2 , are
~ 1 and C
in Fig.9 (right). The children vectors, C
determined as follows:

Since the domain of x is [0.0, 1.0], g(x) = k{gA (x) +
gB (x) + gC (x)}, as follows:
Z 13 + 23 x Z 1
n(y, z) dzdy ,
gA (x) =
x
x

gB (x) =

Z

0

~1
C
~2
C

=
=

m
~ + z1~e1 +
m
~ − z1~e1 −

n
X

k=2
n
X

zk ~ek ,
zk ~ek ,

k=2

where m
~ = (P~1 + P~2 )/2. ~e1 = (P~2 − P~1 )/|P~2 − P~1 |,
~ek (k = 2, . . . , n) are the orthogonal unit vectors. z1 ∼
N (0, σ12 ) and zk ∼ N (0, σ22 )(k = 2, . . . , n) are normally distributed
√ random numbers, where σ1 = αd1
and σ2 = βd2 / n. d1 is the distance between Parent1
and Parent2. d2 is the distance of the Parent3 from
the line connecting Parent1 and Parent2. α and β are
constants.

B

gC (x) =

0

Variables

g(x) =

C

In this section, we use the following variables:
y, z
w
c
n(y, z)

the positions of parents (0 < y < z < 1)
the width in which BLX-α produces
children
the center of parents
the probability of generating children
in one crossover operation

α is set to be 0.5, which is recommended value.
B.2

Equation g(x)

After the definition of BLX-α, a child is produced in
the range of x that satisfies the following inequality.
c−

w
w
<x<c+
.
2
2

3y−2x

1

n(y, z) dzdy ,

x
xZ x

n(y, z) dzdy ,

1
2
3 y+ 3 x

1
. Integrate the above,
where n(y, z) = w1 = 2(z−y)
½
(1 − x)(ln 3 − ln 2)
g(x) = k
2
(x − 1) ln(1 − x) − x ln x
+
2¾
x(ln 3 − ln 2)
+
2
k
=
{ln 3 − ln 2 + (x − 1) ln(1 − x) − x ln x} .
2
R1
4
In order to satisfy 0 g(x) dx = 1, k = 2(ln 3−ln
2)+1 .
Hence,

EQUATION (3)

B.1

Z

Z

2{ln 32 + (x − 1) ln(1 − x) − x ln x}
.
2 ln 32 + 1

MGG [14]

MGG is a generation-alternation model.
scribed as follows:

It is de-

step1 Generate an initial population randomly.
step2 Choose a pair of individuals as parents from the
population randomly.
step3 Generate a certain number of children by a
crossover.
step4 Select the best individual out of the family, the
parents and the children.
step5 Choose an individual except the best, selected
at step4, out of the family randomly according to
fitness-based (or ranked-based) wheel selection.
step6 replace the two individuals, selected at step4
and step5, to the parents.
step7 Iterate step2 ∼ step6 until certain condition is
satisfied.
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Abstract
1 INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Genetic
Programming were inspired by ideas from
evolutionary
biology.
However
modern
Evolutionary Computation (EC) only in outline
reminds the strategies of biological evolution.
The application of other algorithms and
biological ideas may substantially improve the
performance of this area of computer science.
Namely, the selfish (or parasitic) mobile genetic
elements - transposons are good candidates for
this breakthrough. These genomic parasites live
on a substratum of genomes of whole biological
communities. Many biologists assume that
processes in the world of transposons are the
main source of evolution creativity. They
thought to act as wise higher-level mutators for
their hosts. In this communication we propose a
strategy of construction of a new approach
exploiting the most essential aspects of coevolution of the hosts-chromosomes and their
genetic parasites. We named this strategy as the
Two-level Evolving Worlds. The key feature of
the approach is usage of artificial transposons.
We apply it to one of known benchmark
problems - the John Muir ant's trail test. We
found that our enhancement of GA technique by
the artificial transposons obviously increase the
efficacy of searching of the ant's navigation
algorithm. We investigate in details the way of
the transposons action as intelligent mutators of
host-chromosomes.

Many areas of evolutionary computation, especially
genetic algorithms (GA), and genetic programming (GP),
are inspired by achievements in genetics and evolutionary
biology. However modern evolutionary biology has since
advanced considerably, revealing that genes are not
simply parameter settings, but components of a complex
biochemical machine (Cf. Luke et al., 1999; Lee and
Antonsson, 2001; Lones and Tyrrell, 2001).
On the other hand, many branches of modern
evolutionary computation research are aimed at evolution
of mechanisms (neural networks, decision trees, cellular
automata, L-systems, finite state automata). For these
domains, recent genomic achievements seems more
appropriate as an inspirational model then classic set of
Darwinian algorithms.
There is a feeling that the field of EC is getting more
inspired with the latest achievements in biology, trying to
make the evolutionary algorithms more effective. Such
techniques as transposition, host-parasite interaction,
gene-regulatory networks and some others have yet been
applied to EC.
•Host-parasite methods: These methods are based on the
co-evolution of two different populations, one of them
acting as “parasite”, and the other acting as “host”. The
parasites usually encode a version the problem domain,
and the hosts the solution to the problem (Hillis, 1990;
Potter and De Jong, 1994; 1995; De Jong and Potter,
1995; Olsson, 1996; 2001).
•Transposition operators (“bacterial” algorithms): The
basic idea of these approaches is to make intrachromosome crossovers, that is, crossover of a
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chromosome with another part of itself, or else
asymmetric crossover, in which a donor chromosome
transfers part of its genetic material to an acceptor
chromosome (Harvey, 1996, Nawa et al., 1996; Simoes
and Costa, 2001). In some cases, these operators seem to
be better than classical genetic algorithms for
combinatorial optimization problems.
•Gene-regulatory networks approach: Luke et alls (1999)
use a method similar to genetic regulatory networks to
evolve finite state automata that represent a language
grammar. It is appropriate also to mention here the Burke
et alls (1998) project, as well as “enzyme genetic
programming” (Lones and Tyrrell, 2001).
•Evolution based on the selfish elements: Corno et alls
(1998) implemented the Selfish Genetic Algorithm
inspired by Dawkins concept of the selfish gene. The
algorithm evolves a Virtual Population, in which alleles
compete for appearance in their respective locus in the
genotype.
So far, it has not been found in the literature a technique
that is general enough to be applied to a wide range of
problems, and that, in some cases, is able to yield as good
or better results than evolutionary algorithms
This stimulates us to search for prospective mechanisms
that simulate the creative, heuristic and self-organizing
character of (biological) evolution (Spirov, 1996a; 1996b;
Spirov and Samsonova, 1997; Spirov and Kadyrov, 1998;
Spirov et al., 1998; Spirov and Kazansky, 1999). The
mobile selfish genetic elements (synonymous or related
terms are jumping genes, transposons, retroviruses) are
good candidates for this breakthrough (Makalowski,
1995). Many biologists speculate that processes in the
world of transposons, living on a substratum of genomes
of the whole biological communities, are the main source
of macroevolution creativity (Doolittle and Sapienza,
1980; Orgel and Crick, 1980; Brosius, 1991).
In this connection, special interest is attracted by wellknown examples of both competitive and cooperative
strategies in populations of transposons.
In this communication we propose a strategy of
construction of a new approach exploiting the most
essential aspects of co-evolution of the hostschromosomes with their genetic parasites. We named this
strategy as the Two-level Evolving Worlds. The key
feature of the approach is usage of artificial transposons.
We treat transposons as high-level and intelligent
mutators. In the next part we give the definition of the
strategy. To demonstrate the efficacy of a new approach
we apply it to one of known benchmark problems - the
John Muir ant's trail test (Jefferson et al. 1992; Koza,
1992).
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1.1
THE TWO-LEVEL EVOLVING
WORLD
Parasites and parasite ensembles always accompany
biological evolution. Tom Ray simulated this process in
his Tierra (Ray, 1991).
A special kind of parasites is genomic parasites living in
the host genome. Known biological proverb says that “the
viruses in all of us - the viruses that make us”.
In the course of evolutionary time, parasites form
“community” of their own. They populate the united
genomic space of many hosts. We shall name these
parasites as InfoParasites (IP), and the “community of the
parasites” as IP world.
There are examples of evolvable virtual worlds such as
Swarm, Creatures, Network Tierra (Daniels, 1999; Cliff
and Grand, 1999; Ray, 2001). In the course of evolution
the worlds of that type can split over IP and host coevolving worlds, i.e. they can become the two-leveled. It
is the question of time and such worlds’ complexity. In
less complex virtual worlds similar splitting could be
realized “by hand”, as in the case of developing world of
computer viruses.
1.1.1 Strategy of Development of The Twolevel Worlds
We assume that the simplest realization of the two-layer
evolving worlds would be as follows:
the hosts-world is GA-like system (standard GA
in the simplest case). The manifold of hosts’
chromosomes-strings is the environment for IPs. In the
simplest case these GAs don’t have any mutation
operators of their own;
the InfoParasites are the LISP-like programs,
manipulating with the hosts’ strings. (For our applications
these programs must include the SEARCH function
performing the search of patterns in the host strings). IPs
live in hosts, they are transmitted vertically (when host
reproduces) and horizontally (from one host to another, as
infection or computer virus);
genotypes of parasite and host are encoded by
the same text, i.e. the same string of symbols is
interpreted in two different languages, the host’s and the
parasite’s one;
“bad” (too harmful) parasites are eliminated
together with their hosts, “good” parasites minimize their
harmfulness (for example, by exploiting unessential parts
of host’s chromosomes).
1.1.2

Intelligent Mutators

IPs acts as intelligent and sophisticated mutators. They
can generate arbitrary procedures of manipulations with
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hosts’ chromosomes. In general, these operators can be
the unitary, binary or plural ones. Each host has got the
mutators of its own. In the simplest case IPs are the only
source of the host’s mutations.
If IP founds hopeful mutation strategy, then both host and
parasite will get chance for reproduction, the parasite
rides on a new turn of evolution on the transformed host.
Virtually we have co-evolution of hosts and their
intelligent mutators-parasites.
1.2

THE ARTIFICIAL ANT PROBLEM

The artificial ant problem is the simulation of an ant
navigation aimed at passing through the labeled trail placed
in a grid world (Jefferson et al. 1992; Koza, 1992). The
trail was nicknamed as “ The John Muir Trail” in the UCLA
experiment (Jefferson et al., 1991). Each labeled cell is
numbered sequentially, from the 1st which is settled
directly next to the starting cell, through to the last cell.
The ant’s task is to pass through the labeled cells one by
one (the more the better) for the limited time period. The
ants are simple finite-state automata or an artificial neural
network, which can move along the grid world and test their
immediate surroundings. The trail starts off quite easy to
follow, and gradually gets more difficult, as the turns
become more unpredictable and gaps appear (See Fig.2).
Therefore, the successful ant’s program must be quite
sophisticated. The problem has been repeatedly used as a
benchmark problem (For references See Langdon and
Poli, 1998).

2 METHODS AND APPROACH
While the ant test was implemented at least in two
different C++ libraries (Zongker and Punch, 1995), we
gave preference to the Peter Brennan’s version (Brennan,
1994). This “ ANT program” was designed in such a way
that to isolate, as far as possible, the components of the
genetic algorithm from the trail-following experiment and
the ant representation. Brennan’s ants are finite state
automata.
2.1
TECHNIQUE OF MOBILE
GENETIC ELEMENTS - TRANSPOSONS
Mobile Genetic Elements (MGEs) - transposons are akin
to computer viruses. They are the autonomous programs,
which are transmissible horizontally (viz., from one site to
another one on the same or another chromosome) or
vertically (from the ancestor to the descendants in the
reproduction process). These autonomous parasitic
programs cooperate with the host genetic programs, thus
realizing process of self-replication - the only aim, which
can be associated with that activity. We developed some
new operators which are the computer program
procedures, performing processes of replication, mutation
and invasion of MGEs into specific sites on
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chromosomes, as well as interactions of MGE with the
chromosome (interrelations of parasite - host type).
It is appropriate here to make some notes, concerning the
terminology. MGE technique comprises the procedures
for initialization of mobile genetic elements and
procedures for operating with these elements. Hereinafter
in this section mobile elements will be referred to as
“ viruses” , whereas the procedures, operating with them
will be termed as “ MGE operators” . There are only two
types of operators. The one-place operator is an analogue
of point mutation and the two-place (binary) operator
realizing the procedure of transmission of virus from one
chromosome (host) to another chromosome (another
host).
2.1.1

Viruses

Let us recall that the ant binary string - chromosome is
coding a state transition table of finite state automation.
Altogether there are 32 finite states of automation,
ranging from STATE#0 up to STATE#31. All operators
start reading and interpreting the table beginning from the
STATE#0. For example, STATE #0 determines one of the
four actions or instructions (FWD - “ forward” , RGT - “ to
the right” , LFT - “ to the left” or NOP - “ do-nothing” ) and
the number of the next state, depending on binary input
value (0 or 1). This finite state automation can be
represented as a state transition diagram and interpreted as
a decision tree but, as far as references to already passed
by states are permissible, that tree can have loops.
Henceforward we will refer to these state number
sequences, which ant can pass through moving along the
branches of the tree and according sequences of
instructions (routines), which it will perform, as
“ patterns” . In other words, pattern is concrete sequence of
states, which an ant can come through and sequence of
instructions, which an ant can perform, when it passes
from state to state. Concrete example of patterns are given
on the Fig. 1. Hereinafter, the abbreviations of
instructions in the pattern will be referred to as elements
of pattern.
We use this concrete definition of our virus (mobile
genetic element - transposon). Virus is the pattern, having
the following properties:
the pattern should include elements which number lie
in the range between minimum and maximum values;
the pattern should not contain NOP elements and
internal circles;
the pattern should be finished up with a reference to
the initial state. The transitions cycle will be executed
until only white squares remain ahead of the ant.
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2.1.2

MGE - operators

MGE - operators scan the predetermined quota of
chromosomes in population. Successively decoding
chromosome record, this operator is seeking for procedure
sequences, which are identified as virus. But, MGE
operator perceives procedures and state transitions only
with the proviso that there is no labeled square ahead of
the ant, i.e. under condition input=0 (See fig. 1).
State

Input=0

0

LFT/#17

17

FWD/#13

13

FWD/#21

21

LFT/#9

9

LFT/#0

reference being substituted for found at random reference
to the element outside of the pattern.
3 RESULTS
The test trail, used in this work is illustrated in Fig. 2. It
can be seen that up to the 64th element our trail coincide
with the Los Altos one, but the next part of the trail
includes chaotically scattered elements of high
complexity. Being trained on much simpler preceding
trail part, the ant is not prepared to surmount the
subsequent, complicated sector (biologists would say that
the ant is not pre-adapted to new conditions it faced with
in this sector). More specifically, problems arise at
attempts to get over gaps between the 64th and the 65th, or
the 67th and the 68th cells.

Figure 1. Here is an example of a virus. The virus is a
closed five-element cycle of states transitions (0, 17, 13,
21, 9, and again, 0). There are 32 states at all. Each state
determines two alternate actions, depending on input
signal. The input signal is what an ant sees before him. If
the cell before him is black then the input is 1, in opposite
case the input is 0. Each of alternative actions includes
one of four possible movements (FWD, RGT, LFT or
NOP) and transition to the next state.

Two-place MGE operator provides the transmission of the
virus from an ant to another one, thus realizing the
reproduction procedure of this virus in gene pool of the
host (ant) population. This procedure performs the
following operations.
First, a pair of ants is chosen at random. Then, the
chromosome of any of them is scanned in search of the
virus. If the virus is found, it is replicated in the partner
chromosome, irrespectively of initial record character in
that chromosome. The chromosome scanning starts from
the zero line (state#0) and goes on as far as the first virus
is met. If no virus is met, scanning finishes up only when
the chromosome record ends. So, scanning ceases
irrespectively of the remaining chromosome un-scanned
part content.
One-place MGE operator is a sort of point mutation,
realized under particular conditions. This is what we call
an intelligent mutator. In detail, the operator acts in such a
way. If it finds a pattern in the predetermined length
range, and the action NOP completes this pattern, then
this instruction is substituted for the one of the three other
actions (FWD, RGT or LFT). Specifically, this NOP is
substituted for the action from the fifth element of the
pattern, counted in order. But, if the found pattern is
completed by the reference to the one of the elements
inside pattern (internal cycle), then we have the following.
The action of this element is substituted for the action of
the fifth element, counted backward from the end, the

Figure 2. Ant trail used in our computer experiments. The
trail itself is a series of squares on a 32x32 white toroidal
grid. Each cell is numbered sequentially, from the 1st to
the 89th. The first two gaps of the higher complexity are
between 64th and 65th and 67th and 68th.

3.1

MGES REALLY ACCELERATES THE
EVOLUTIONARY SEARCH

The preliminary computer experiments showed that the
accelerating effect of MGE is especially noticeable for
small populations, when the probability of the effective
navigation algorithm finding by applying standard
crossover and mutation operators is low.
On this basis, the following experiments were carried out
on populations of 100 ants. The choice of such a small
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population is also explained by our aim to carry out a
comprehensive analysis of MGE dynamics. Such an
analysis is not feasible for large populations of ants
because of great number of viruses.
With the aim of demonstrating of the MGE technique
efficiency we performed 100 independent runs of the
program, 5000 generations each. The results of test and
control runs (population with MGE and without MGE
correspondingly) were compared in several series with the
different values of standard mutation parameters.
Everywhere in this section we will accept that the
effective navigation algorithm should overcome the level
of maximum score in 64 for 330 time steps.
The results of program runs with the MGE operator and
without it are illustrated in Fig. 3. It can be seen, that
MGE technique obviously increases the probability of
finding of effective navigation algorithm for small
populations and for a little number of generations.

Figure 3. Numerical experiments, demonstrating
statistically certain increasing of the GA efficiency due to
the effect of MGE operators. A comparison of the mean
and the best-of-generation score dynamics (MGE operator
being activated) with the control (MGE operator is
disabled). The score values are averaged over 100 runs in
both cases. The size of population = 100; the number of
generations = 5000; the pattern size varies from 5 to 11;
crossover rate (P/bit)/generation = 0.0001; mutation rate
(P/bit)/generation = 0.04; i are the best-of-generation
scores and iii are the mean scores for the runs with MGE
operators; ii are the best-of-generation scores and iiii are
the mean scores for the control runs (without MGE
operators).
As it is evident from the graphs on Fig. 3, the mean and
the best-of-generation score scores in experiment and in
control are growing, to a first approximation, linear in
time. But the increment of growth in experiment with
MGE is substantially higher, than in control.
It may be suggested that MGE operators raise ant
variability mainly in nonspecific manner thus
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supplementing mutation effect of standard operators. But,
this suggestion is not substantiated by the detailed
analysis of mutation process. We carried out control runs
with different values of standard mutations: the high
level of standard mutation does not raise the effectiveness
of the navigation algorithm search, moreover, it decreases
this effectiveness.
3.2

HORIZONTAL TRANSMISSION OF MGES
IS NECESSARY FOR THEIR EFFECTIVE
ACTION

As far MGEs are transmitted vertically (from ancestors to
descendants), MGE of the host, that have superiority in
reproduction success is rapidly spreading in the
population and gives new forms. But this process per se is
insufficient for the effective acceleration of ant learning.
Two-place MGE operator, performing horizontal
distribution of MGE from one ant to another is a
necessary for rising of ant training ability. In Fig. 4 we
illustrate the results of comparing of the test, presented in
Fig.3, with the similar test, in which frequency of
applying of two-place MGE operator was reduced by the
factor of 10 and accounted 5%. This parameter
determines the proportion of population, which is
subjected to the action the two-place MGE operator in a
generation. In previous experiments, this quota accounted
50%.

Figure 4. The influence of decreasing of frequency of
applying of two-place MGE operator on the ant learning
abilities. i are the best-of-generation scores and iii are the
mean scores for the runs with high frequency of the twoplace MGE operator action (50%); ii are the best-ofgeneration scores and iiii are the mean scores for the runs
with low frequency of the two-place MGE operator action
(5%). The other parameters are the same as in the
previous experiments (see caption to Fig. 3).
The obvious lowering of ant learning abilities with the
decreasing of frequency of the two-placed operator
application is seen from the diagram. Disabling of the
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operator lowers the efficacy further and makes it almost
equal to the control (case without MGE).

4 DISCUSSION
The problem of programming an artificial ant to follow
the Santa Fe trail has been repeatedly used as a
benchmark problem in GP (For references See Langdon
and Poli, 1998). Recently Langdon and Poli have shown
that performance of several techniques is not much better
than the best performance obtainable using uniform
random search (Langdon and Poli, 1998). According to
these authors, the search space is large and forms a Karst
landscape containing many false peaks and many plateaus
riven with deep valleys. The problem fitness landscape is
difficult for hill climbers and the problem is also difficult
for Genetic Algorithms as it contains multiple levels of
deception.
There are many techniques capable of finding solutions to
the ant problem (GA, GP, simulated annealing, hill
clmbing) and although these have different performance
the best typically only do marginally better than the best
performance that could be obtained with random search
(Langdon and Poli, 1998). That is why the ant problem
may be indicative of real optimization problem spaces.
4.1
DOMINANT MGE ARE THE
COMPONENTS OF THE EFFECTIVE
NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS
The results of careful analysis of organization of several
tens of dominant viruses, taken from those ant
populations, which coped with the navigation task, can be
summarized as follows.
1) By the definition, the virus program begins and ends
with the zero state, i.e., it is a loop, executed over and
over until the ant will meet the labeled cell.
2) Four-fold execution of the virus-program produces in
most cases the closed ant trajectories, i.e., the ant will
return to the starting position. As a rule, the closed
contour is located in domains the size of 4×4 or 5×5 cells.
3) As a rule, the virus-program is beginning to work not
from the zero state but from the Nth state, which is
specific to every virus, not beginning with the initial, zero
state. This transition into the Nth state takes place as soon
as the ant (host of the virus) runs against the unlabeled
cell.
4) Start the virus-program from the Nth state provides the
execution of the simplest navigation algorithm, necessary
for overcoming the simplest gaps, arranged in the first
half of the trail (“looking around”, then one step ahead,
“looking around” again and so forth). This algorithm
provides the successful passage of trail up to the 64th cell
inclusive.

5) The majority of program-viruses guarantee overcoming
of the element of high complexity between the 64th and
the 65th cells.
6) Some viruses are not suitable for the navigation
programs. In that case the chromosome elements,
arranged in virus-free domain take control over
navigation.
The detailed analysis of the organization of dominant
MGE forms in populations, which are succeeded in
finding of the effective navigation programs, showed, that
the MGE themselves become the components of these
programs. Namely, the case in point is about the part of
navigation program that is used for effective “snuffing
around” in situation, when ant faces with a wide gap.
4.2
WISE MUTATORS HAVE A
SEARCH SPACE CONFINING EFFECT
The Muir’s Trail search space has rugged geometry due to
specific and discrete character of the problem. That is
why, the gradient methods are not effective here.
Moreover, this ant navigation problem is classified as a
GA hard problem, especially if trail is not designed
specially for ant population training. The efficiency of
MGE in the role of intelligent mutators can be measured
by their search space domain confining ability. Therefore,
the selection criteria inserted into MGE operators had to
increase the probability of the effective navigation
algorithm finding on the element of high complexity.
A comparison of mutation frequencies in experiment and
control with the according learning rates confirms
multiple reduction of evaluation numbers, needed for
reaching of the same required learning in experiments
with MGE. Mutation frequencies for basic experiments
(Fig.3) in control accounts: crossover rate + mutation rate
= 0.0001+0.04 P/bit/generation; MGE1 and MGE2
operators add in average 0.0027 and 0.0075
P/bit/generation accordingly. In other words, MGE in
average adds to value 0.041 about 0.012 P/bit/generation.
This addition brings to multiple acceleration of ant
population learning! Hence, according to fig. 3, up to the
end of the experiment (4622 time-step) the control set
gives max score 6.47, whereas in the test set this value is
attained already on the 451 time-step, i.e. 10 times sooner.

5

CONCLUSIONS

•

The enhancement of GA by jumping genes-mutators
substantially increases the efficacy of GA
performance in known benchmark test – ant problem.

•

The jumping genes-mutators (artificial transposons)
act as intelligent mutators, that “elaborate” code
blocks with high evolvability value.
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Abstract
Neuroevolution is currently the strongest method
on the pole-balancing benchmark reinforcement
learning tasks. Although earlier studies suggested that there was an advantage in evolving the network topology as well as connection weights, the leading neuroevolution systems evolve fixed networks. Whether evolving structure can improve performance is an
open question. In this article, we introduce
such a system, NeuroEvolution of Augmenting
Topologies (NEAT). We show that when structure is evolved (1) with a principled method of
crossover, (2) by protecting structural innovation, and (3) through incremental growth from
minimal structure, learning is significantly faster
and stronger than with the best fixed-topology
methods. NEAT also shows that it is possible to evolve populations of increasingly large
genomes, achieving highly complex solutions
that would otherwise be difficult to optimize.

1 INTRODUCTION
Many tasks in the real world involve learning with sparse
reinforcement. Whether navigating a maze of rubble in
search of survivors, controlling a bank of elevators, or making a tactical decision in a game, there is frequently no immediate feedback available to evaluate recent decisions. It
is difficult to optimize such complex systems by hand; thus,
learning with sparse reinforcement is a substantial goal for
AI.
Neuroevolution (NE), the artificial evolution of neural networks using genetic algorithms, has shown great promise in
reinforcement learning tasks. For example, on the most difficult versions of the pole balancing problem, which is the
standard benchmark for reinforcement learning systems,

Risto Miikkulainen
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NE methods have recently outperformed other reinforcement learning techniques (Gruau et al. 1996; Moriarty and
Miikkulainen 1996).
Most NE systems that have been tested on pole balancing
evolve connection weights on networks with a fixed topology (Gomez and Miikkulainen 1999; Moriarty and Miikkulainen 1996; Saravanan and Fogel 1995; Whitley et al.
1993; Wieland 1991). On the other hand, NE systems that
evolve both network topologies and connection weights
simultaneously have also been proposed (Angeline et al.
1993; Gruau et al. 1996; Yao 1999). A major question in
NE is whether such Topology and Weight Evolving Artificial Neural Networks (TWEANNs) can enhance the performance of NE. On one hand, evolving topology along with
weights might make the search more difficult. On the other,
evolving topologies can save the time of having to find the
right number of hidden neurons for a particular problem
(Gruau et al. 1996).
In a recent study, a topology-evolving method called Cellular Encoding (CE; Gruau et al., 1996) was compared to
a fixed-network method called Enforced Subpopulations
(ESP) on the double pole balancing task without velocity
inputs (Gomez and Miikkulainen 1999). Since ESP had no
a priori knowledge of the correct number of hidden nodes
for solving the task, each time it failed, it was restarted
with a new random number of hidden nodes. However,
even then, ESP was five times faster than CE. In other
words, evolving structure did not improve performance in
this study.
This article aims to demonstrate the opposite conclusion:
if done right, evolving structure along with connection
weights can significantly enhance the performance of NE.
We present a novel NE method called NeuroEvolution of
Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) that is designed to take
advantage of structure as a way of minimizing the dimensionality of the search space of connection weights. If
structure is evolved such that topologies are minimized and
grown incrementally, significant performance gains result.
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Genome (Genotype)
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1
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DIS

genotype is depicted that produces the shown phenotype. Notice
that the second gene is disabled, so the connection that it specifies
(between nodes 2 and 4) is not expressed in the phenotype.

Evolving structure incrementally presents several technical
challenges: (1) Is there a genetic representation that allows
disparate topologies to crossover in a meaningful way? (2)
How can topological innovation that needs a few generations to optimize be protected so that it does not disappear
from the population prematurely? (3) How can topologies
be minimized throughout evolution without the need for a
specially contrived fitness function that measures complexity?
The NEAT method consists of solutions to each of these
problems as will be described below. The method is validated on pole balancing tasks, where NEAT performs 25
times faster than Cellular Encoding and 5 times faster than
ESP. The results show that structure is a powerful resource
in NE when appropriately utilized.

2 NEUROEVOLUTION OF
AUGMENTING TOPOLOGIES (NEAT)
NEAT is designed to address the three problems with
TWEANNs raised in the Introduction. We begin by explaining the genetic encoding used in NEAT, and continue
by describing the components that specifically address each
issue.
2.1 GENETIC ENCODING
NEAT’s genetic encoding scheme is designed to allow corresponding genes to be easily lined up when two genomes
crossover during mating. Thus, genomes are linear representations of network connectivity (figure 1). Each genome
includes a list of connection genes, each of which refers to
two node genes being connected. Each connection gene
specifies the in-node, the out-node, the weight of the connection, whether or not the connection gene is expressed
(an enable bit), and an innovation number, which allows
finding corresponding genes (as will be explained below).
Mutation in NEAT can change both connection weights and
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Figure 1: A Genotype to Phenotype Mapping Example. A
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Figure 2: The two types of structural mutation in NEAT.

Both types, adding a connection and adding a node, are illustrated
with the genes above their phenotypes. The top number in each
genome is the innovation number of that gene. The innovation
numbers are historical markers that identify the original historical
ancestor of each gene. New genes are assigned new increasingly
higher numbers.

network structures. Connection weights mutate as in any
NE system, with each connection either perturbed or not at
each generation. Structural mutations occur in two ways
(figure 2). Each mutation expands the size of the genome
by adding gene(s). In the add connection mutation, a single new connection gene is added connecting two previously unconnected nodes. In the add node mutation an existing connection is split and the new node placed where the
old connection used to be. The old connection is disabled
and two new connections are added to the genome. This
method of adding nodes was chosen in order to integrate
new nodes immediately into the network.
Through mutation, the genomes in NEAT will gradually
get larger. Genomes of varying sizes will result, sometimes with completely different connections at the same
positions. How can NE cross them over in a sensible way?
The next section explains how NEAT addresses this problem.
2.2 TRACKING GENES THROUGH HISTORICAL
MARKINGS
It turns out that there is unexploited information in evolution that tells us exactly which genes match up with which
genes between any individuals in a topologically diverse
population. That information is the historical origin of each
gene in the population. Two genes with the same historical
origin must represent the same structure (although possibly
with different weights), since they are both derived from
the same ancestral gene from some point in the past. Thus,
all a system needs to do to know which genes line up with
which is to keep track of the historical origin of every gene
in the system.
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Figure 3: Matching Up Genomes for Different Network
Topologies Using Innovation Numbers. Although Parent 1 and
Parent 2 look different, their innovation numbers (shown at the
top of each gene) tell us which genes match up with which. Even
without any topological analysis, a new structure that combines
the overlapping parts of the two parents as well as their different parts can be created. In this case the parents are equally fit
and the genes are inherited from both parents. Otherwise, the offspring inherit only the disjoint and excess genes of the most fit
parent.
Tracking the historical origins requires very little computation. Whenever a new gene appears (through structural
mutation), a global innovation number is incremented and
assigned to that gene. The innovation numbers thus represent a chronology of the appearance of every gene in the
system. As an example, let us say the two mutations in
figure 2 occurred one after another in the system. The new
connection gene created in the first mutation is assigned the
number , and the two new connection genes added during
the new node mutation are assigned the numbers  and  . In
the future, whenever these genomes mate, the offspring will
inherit the same innovation numbers on each gene; innovation numbers are never changed. Thus, the historical origin
of every gene in the system is known throughout evolution.
The historical markings give NEAT a powerful new capability, effectively avoiding the problem of competing conventions (Montana and Davis 1989; Radcliffe 1993; Schaffer et al. 1992). The system now knows exactly which
genes match up with which (figure 3). When crossing over,
the genes in both genomes with the same innovation numbers are lined up. These genes are called matching genes.
Genes that do not match are either disjoint ( ) or excess

(  ), depending on whether they occur within or outside the
range of the other parent’s innovation numbers. They represent structure that is not present in the other genome. In
composing the offspring, genes are randomly chosen from
either parent at matching genes, whereas all excess or disjoint genes are always included from the more fit parent,
or if they are equally fit, from both parents. This way, historical markings allow NEAT to perform crossover using
linear genomes without the need for expensive topological
analysis.
By adding new genes to the population and sensibly mating
genomes representing different structures, the system can
form a population of diverse topologies. However, it turns
out that such a population on its own cannot maintain topological innovations. Because smaller structures optimize
faster than larger structures, and adding nodes and connections usually initially decreases the fitness of the network,
recently augmented structures have little hope of surviving
more than one generation even though the innovations they
represent might be crucial towards solving the task in the
long run. The solution is to protect innovation by speciating the population, as explained in the next section.
2.3 PROTECTING INNOVATION THROUGH
SPECIATION
Speciation is commonly applied to multimodal function
optimization and the coevolution of modular systems,
where its main function is to preserve diversity (Mahfoud
1995; Potter and De Jong 1995). We borrow the idea from
these fields and bring it to TWEANNs, where it protects innovation. Speciation allows organisms to compete primarily within their own niches instead of with the population at
large. This way, topological innovations are protected in a
new niche where they have time to optimize their structure
through competition within the niche.
The idea is to divide the population into species such that
similar topologies are in the same species. This task appears to be a topology matching problem. However, it again
turns out that historical markings offer a more efficient solution.
The number of excess and disjoint genes between a pair
of genomes is a natural measure of their compatibility.
The more disjoint two genomes are, the less evolutionary
history they share, and thus the less compatible they are.
Therefore, we can measure the compatibility distance  of
different structures in NEAT as a simple linear combination
of the number of excess (  ) and disjoint (  ) genes, as well
as the average weight differences of matching genes (  ):


The coefficients,



 

 

(1)

 ,  , and  , allow us to adjust the im-
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portance of the three factors, and the factor , the number
of genes in the larger genome, normalizes for genome size
( can be set to 1 if both genomes are small, i.e. consist of
fewer than 20 genes).
The distance measure  allows us to speciate using a compatibility threshold  . Genomes are compared to each
species one at a time; if a genomes’ distance to a randomly chosen member of the species is less than  , it is
placed into this species. Each genome is placed into the
first species where this condition is satisfied, so that no
genome is in more than one species. Measuring  for a
pair of genomes is linear in the number of connections even
though  precisely expresses compatibility between multidimensional topologies. This efficiency is possible because
of the historical markings.
As the reproduction mechanism for NEAT, we use explicit
fitness sharing (Goldberg and Richardson 1987), where organisms in the same species must share the fitness of their
niche. Thus, a species cannot afford to become too big
even if many of its organisms perform well. Therefore, any
one species is unlikely to take over the entire population,
which is crucial for speciated evolution to work. The original fitnesses are first adjusted by dividing by the number of
individuals in the species. Species then grow or shrink depending on whether their average adjusted fitness is above
or below the population average:



 "! $# %
  
# &

(2)

where  and  are the old and the new number of individuals in species ' , # % is the adjusted fitness of individual
( in species ' , and # is the mean adjusted fitness in the entire population. The best-performing ) % of each species

is randomly mated to generate  offspring, replacing the
entire population of the species. 1
The net effect of speciating the population is that topological innovation is protected. The final goal of the system,
then, is to perform the search for a solution as efficiently
as possible. This goal is achieved through minimizing the
dimensionality of the search space.
2.4 MINIMIZING DIMENSIONALITY THROUGH
INCREMENTAL GROWTH FROM MINIMAL
STRUCTURE
TWEANNs typically start with an initial population of random topologies (Angeline et al. 1993; Dasgupta and McGregor 1992; Gruau et al. 1996; Zhang and Muhlenbein
1

In rare cases when the fitness of the entire population does not
improve for more than 20 generations, only the top two species are
allowed to reproduce, refocusing the search into the most promising spaces.

1993). This way topological diversity is introduced to the
population from the outset. However, it is not clear that
such diversity is necessary or useful. A population of random topologies has a great deal of unjustified structure that
has not withstood a single fitness evaluation. Therefore,
there is no way to know if any of such structure is necessary. It is costly though because the more connections
a network contains, the higher the number of dimensions
that need to be searched to optimize the network. Therefore, with random topologies the algorithm may waste a lot
of effort by optimizing unnecessarily complex structures.
In contrast, NEAT biases the search towards minimaldimensional spaces by starting out with a uniform population of networks with zero hidden nodes (i.e. all inputs
connect directly to outputs). New structure is introduced
incrementally as structural mutations occur, and only those
structures survive that are found to be useful through fitness
evaluations. In other words, the structural elaborations that
occur in NEAT are always justified. Since the population
starts minimally, the dimensionality of the search space is
minimized, and NEAT is always searching through fewer
dimensions than other TWEANNs and fixed-topology NE
systems. Minimizing dimensionality gives NEAT a performance advantage compared to other approaches, as will be
discussed next.

3 POLE BALANCING EXPERIMENTS
3.1 POLE BALANCING AS A BENCHMARK
TASK
There are many reinforcement learning tasks where the
techniques employed in NEAT can make a difference.
Many of these potential applications, like robot navigation
or game playing, are open problems where evaluation is
difficult. In this paper, we focus on the pole balancing domain because it has been used as a reinforcement learning benchmark for over 30 years (Anderson 1989; Barto
et al. 1983; Gomez and Miikkulainen 1999; Gruau et al.
1996; Michie and Chambers 1968; Moriarty and Miikkulainen 1996; Saravanan and Fogel 1995; Watkins and
Dayan 1992; Whitley et al. 1993; Wieland 1991, 1990),
which makes it easy to compare to other methods. It is
also a good surrogate for real problems, in part because
pole balancing in fact is a real task, and also because the
difficulty can be adjusted.
Earlier comparisons were done with a single pole, but this
version of the task has become too easy for modern methods. Therefore, we demonstrate the advantage of evolving structure through double pole balancing experiments.
Two poles are connected to a moving cart by a hinge and
the neural network must apply force to the cart to keep
the poles balanced for as long as possible without going
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beyond the boundaries of the track. The system state is
defined by the cart position ( * ) and velocity ( +* ), the first
pole’s position (, ) and angular velocity ( , + ), and the second pole’s position (,  ) and angular velocity (, +  ). Control
is possible because the poles have different lengths and respond differently to control inputs.
Double-pole balancing is sufficiently challenging even for
the best current methods. Neuroevolution generally performs better in this task than standard reinforcement learning based on value functions and policy iteration (such as
Q-learning and VAPS; Watkins and Dayan 1992, Meauleau
et al. 1999, Gomez and Miikkulainen 2002). The question
studied in this paper is therefore whether evolving structure
can lead to greater NE performance.

3.2 COMPARISONS
Two versions of the double pole balancing task are used:
one with velocity inputs included and another without velocity information. The first task is Markovian and allows
comparing to many different systems. Taking away velocity information makes the task more difficult because the
network must estimate an internal state in lieu of velocity,
which requires recurrent connections.
On the double pole balancing with velocity (DPV) problem, NEAT is compared to published results from four
other NE systems. The first two represent standard
population-based approaches (Saravanan and Fogel 1995;
Wieland 1991). Saravanan and Fogel used Evolutionary
Programming, which relies entirely on mutation of connection weights, while Wieland used both mating and mutation. The second two systems, SANE (Moriarty and Miikkulainen 1996) and ESP (Gomez and Miikkulainen 1999),
evolve populations of neurons and a population of network
blueprints that specifies how to build networks from the
neurons that are assembled into fixed-topology networks
for evaluation. SANE maintains a single population of neurons. ESP improves over SANE by maintaining a separate
population for each hidden neuron position in the complete
network. To our knowledge, the results of ESP are the best
achieved so far in this task.
On the double pole balancing without velocity problem
(DPNV), NEAT is compared to the only two systems that
have been demonstrated able to solve the task: Cellular Encoding (CE; Gruau et al., 1996), and ESP. The success of
CE was first attributed to its ability to evolve structures.
However, ESP, a fixed-topology NE system, was able to
complete the task five times faster simply by restarting
with a random number of hidden nodes whenever it got
stuck. Our experiments will attempt to show that evolution
of structure can lead to better performance if done right.
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3.3 PARAMETER SETTINGS
We set up our pole balancing experiments as described
by Wieland (1991) and Gomez (1999). The Runge-Kutta
fourth-order method was used to implement the dynamics
of the system, with a step size of 0.01s. All state variables were scaled to -/.01 2 & 01 243 before being fed to the network. Networks output a force every 0.02 seconds between
-5.0 2 & 0 243 . The poles were 0.1m and 1.0m long. The initial position of the long pole was 076 and the short pole was
upright; the track was 4.8 meters long.
The DPV experiment used a population of 150 NEAT networks while the DPNV experiment used a population of
1,000. The larger population reflects the difficulty of the
task. ESP evaluated 200 networks per generation for DPV
and 1000 for DPNV, while CE had a population of 16,384
networks. The coefficients for measuring compatibility
804%2 and  804%2 for both experiments.
were
For

:9; 2 and   :<;%2 . For
DPNV,
DPV,  :2; < and
=>9?%2 . The difference in the  coefficient reflects the
size of the populations; a larger population has more room
for distinguishing species based on connection weights,
whereas the smaller population relies more on topology.
If the maximum fitness of a species did not improve in 15
generations, the networks in that species were not allowed
to reproduce. Otherwise, the top <@2@A (i.e. the elite) of
each species reproduced by random mate selection within
the elite. In addition, the champion of each species with
more than five networks was copied into the next generation unchanged and each elite individual had a 0.1% chance
to mate with an elite individual from another species. The
offspring inherited matching genes randomly from either
parent, and disjoint and excess genes from the better parent,
as described in section 2.2. While other crossover schemes
are possible, this method was found effective and did not
cause excessive bloating of the genomes.
There was an 80% chance that the connection weights of an
offspring genome were mutated, in which case each weight
had a 90% chance of being uniformly perturbed and a 10%
chance of being assigned a new random value. The system tolerates frequent mutations because speciation protects radically different weight configurations in their own
species. In the smaller population, the probability of adding
a new node was 0.03 and the probability of a new link was
0.05. In the larger population, the probability of adding a
new link was 0.3, because a larger population has room for
a larger number of species and more topological diversity.
We used a modified sigmoidal transfer function, BCD*FEG
IH$JLK4MON PRQ , at all nodes. The steepened sigmoid allows more
fine tuning at extreme activations. It is optimized to be
close to linear during its steepest ascent between activations .S2;%T and 2;%T .
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Method
Evaluations Generations No. Nets
Ev. Programming
307,200
150
2048
Conventional NE
80,000
800
100
SANE
12,600
63
200
ESP
3,800
19
200
NEAT
3,578
24
150

Table 1: Double Pole Balancing with Velocity Informa-

tion. Evolutionary programming results were obtained by Saravanan (1995). Conventional neuroevolution data was reported by
Wieland (1991). SANE and ESP results were reported by Gomez
(1999). NEAT results are averaged over 120 experiments. All
other results are averages over 50 runs. The standard deviation for
the NEAT evaluations is 2704 evaluations. Although standard deviations for other methods were not reported, if we assume similar
variances, all differences are statistically significant (
),
except that between NEAT and ESP.

UWVYX4Z X X1[

3.4 DOUBLE POLE BALANCING WITH
VELOCITIES
The criteria for success on this task was keeping both poles
balanced for 100,000 time steps (30 minutes of simulated
time). A pole was considered balanced between -36 and 36
degrees from vertical.
Table 1 shows that NEAT takes the fewest evaluations to
complete this task, although the difference between NEAT
and ESP is not statistically significant. The fixed-topology
NE systems evolved networks with 10 hidden nodes, while
NEAT’s solutions always used between 0 and 4 hidden
nodes. Thus, it is clear that NEAT’s minimization of dimensionality is working on this problem. The result is important because it shows that NEAT performs as well as
ESP while finding more minimal solutions.
3.5 DOUBLE POLE BALANCING WITHOUT
VELOCITIES
Gruau et al. introduced a special fitness function for this
problem to prevent the system from solving the task simply by moving the cart back and forth quickly to keep the
poles wiggling in the air. (Such a solution does not require computing the missing velocities.) Because both CE
and ESP were evaluated using this special fitness function,
NEAT uses it on this task as well. The fitness penalizes oscillations. It is the sum of two fitness component functions,
# and #  , such that \]^2;"0 # _2?% #  . The two functions
are defined over 1000 time steps:

# 

c
2

# `Ia?0 212b2
^kl"m @K nDopoqpr s l g r H h iOrpj s t l r H r u nl r H r u t nl r v
k

(3)
if `edf0 2b2 ,
otherwise.

(4)

where t is the number of time steps the pole remains balanced during the 1000 total time steps. The denominator

Method Evaluations Generalization No. Nets
CE
840,000
300
16,384
ESP
169,466
289
1,000
NEAT
33,184
286
1,000

Table 2: Double Pole Balancing without Velocity Information

(DPNV). CE is Cellular Encoding of Gruau (1996). ESP is Enforced Subpopulations of Gomez (1999). All results are averages
over 20 simulations. The standard deviation for NEAT is 21,790
evaluations. Assuming similar variances for CE and ESP, all dif).
ferences in number of evaluations are significant (
The generalization results are out of 625 cases in each simulation,
and are not significantly different.

UVwX1Z X X1[

in (4) represents the sum of offsets from center rest of the
cart and the long pole. It is computed by summing the absolute value of the state variables representing the cart and
long pole positions and velocities. Thus, by minimizing
these offsets (damping oscillations), the system can maximize fitness. Because of this fitness function, swinging the
poles wildly is penalized, forcing the system to internally
compute the hidden state variables.
Under Gruau et al.’s criteria for a solution, the champion
of each generation is tested on generalization to make sure
it is robust. This test takes a lot more time than the fitness
test, which is why it is applied only to the champion. In
addition to balancing both poles for 100,000 time steps, the
winning controller must balance both poles from 625 different initial states, each for 1000 times steps. The number
of successes is called the generalization performance of the
solution. In order to count as a solution, a network needs
to generalize to at least 200 of the 625 initial states. Each
start state is chosen by giving each state value (i.e. * , +* , , ,
and , + ) each of the values 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95 scaled
to the respective range of the input variable ( T1xy{z@|1T ).
At each generation, NEAT performs the generalization test
on the champion of the highest-performing species that improved since the last generation.
Table 2 shows that NEAT is the fastest system on this
challenging task. NEAT takes 25 times fewer evaluations
than Gruau’s original benchmark, showing that the way in
which structure is evolved has significant impact on performance. NEAT is also 5 times faster than ESP, showing
that structure can indeed perform better than evolution of
fixed topologies. There was no significant difference in the
ability of any of the 3 methods to generalize.

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 EXPLAINING PERFORMANCE
Why is NEAT so much faster than ESP on the more difficult task when there was not much difference in the easier task? The reason is that in the task without velocities,
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Figure 4: A NEAT Solution to the DPNV Problem. Node 2

is the angle of the long pole and node 3 is the angle of the short
pole. This clever solution works by taking the derivative of the
difference in pole angles. Using the recurrent connection to itself,
the single hidden node determines whether the poles are falling
away or towards each other. This solution allows controlling the
system without computing the velocities of each pole separately.
Without evolving structure, it would be difficult to discover such
subtle and compact solutions.

ESP needed to restart an average of 4.06 times per solution while NEAT never needed to restart. If restarts are
factored out, the systems perform at similar rates. NEAT
evolves many different structures simultaneously in different species, each representing a space of different dimensionality. Thus, NEAT is always trying many different
ways to solve the problem at once, so it is less likely to
get stuck.
Figure 4 shows a sample solution network that NEAT developed for the problem without velocities. The solution
clearly illustrates the advantage of incrementally evolving
structure. The network is a compact and elegant solution to
this problem, in sharp contrast to the fully-connected large
networks evolved by the fixed-topology methods. It shows
that minimal necessary structures are indeed found, even
when it would be difficult to discover them otherwise.
A parallel can be drawn between structure evolution
in NEAT and incremental evolution in fixed structures
(Gomez and Miikkulainen 1997; Wieland 1991). NE is
likely to get stuck on a local optimum when attempting to
solve a difficult task directly. However, after solving an
easier version of the task first, the population is likely to
be in a part of fitness space closer to a solution to a harder
task, allowing it to avoid local optima. This way, a difficult
task can be solved by evolving networks in incrementally
more challenging tasks. Adding structure to a solution is
analogous to this process. The network structure before the

Figure 5: Visualizing speciation. The fixed-size population is
divided into species, shown horizontally with newer species appearing at right. Time, i.e. evolution generations, are shown vertically. The color coding indicates fitness of the species (lighter
colors are better). Two species began to close in on a solution
soon after the 20th generation. Around the same time, some of
the oldest species became extinct.
addition is optimized in a lower-dimensional space. When
structure is added, the network is placed into a more complex space where it is already close to a solution. This process is different from incremental evolution in that adding
structure is automatic in NEAT whereas the sequence of
progressively harder tasks must be designed by the experimenter, and can be a challenging problem in itself.
4.2 VISUALIZING SPECIATION
To understand how innovation takes place in NEAT, it is
important to understand the dynamics of speciation. How
many species form over the course of a run? How often do
new species arise? How often do species die? How large
do the species get? We answer these questions by depicting
speciation visually over time.
Figure 5 depicts a typical run of the double pole balancing
with velocities task. In this run, the task took 29 generations to complete, which is slightly above average. In the
visualization, successive generations are shown from top to
bottom. Species are depicted horizontally for each generation, with the width of each species proportional to its size
during the corresponding generation. Species are divided
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from each other by white lines, and new species always arrive on the right hand side. Gray-scale shading is used to
indicate the fitness of each species. A species is colored
dark grey if it has individuals that are more than one standard deviation above the mean fitness for the run, and light
grey if they are two standard deviations above. These two
tiers identify the most promising species and those that are
very close to a solution. Thus, it is possible to follow any
species from its inception to the end of the run.
Figure 5 shows that only one species existed in the population until the 5th generation, that is, all organisms were
sufficiently compatible to be grouped into a single species.
In successive generations, the initial species shrank dramatically in order to make room for the new species, and eventually became extinct in the 21st generation. Extinction is
shown by a white triangle between the generation it expired
and the next generation. The initial species with minimal
structure was unable to compete with newer, more innovative species. The second species to appear in the population
met a similar fate in the 19th generation.
In the 21st generation a structural mutation in the fourth
species connected the long pole angle sensor to a hidden
node that had previously only been connected to the cart
position sensor. This innovation allowed the networks to
combine these observations, leading to a significant boost
in fitness (and brightening of the species in figure 5). This
innovative species subsequently expanded, but did not take
over the population. Nearly simultaneously, in the 22nd
generation, a younger species also made its own useful connection, this time between the short pole velocity sensor
and long pole angle sensor, leading to its own subsequent
expansion. In the 28th generation, this same species made
a pivotal connection between the cart position and its already established method for comparing short pole velocity
to long pole angle. This innovation was enough to solve the
problem within one generation of additional weight mutations. In the final generation, the winning species was 11
generations old and included 38 neural networks out of the
population of 150.
Most of the species that did not come close to a solution
survived the run even though they fell significantly behind
around the 21st generation. This observation is important,
because it visually demonstrates that innovation is indeed
being protected. The winning species does not take over
the entire population.
4.3 FUTURE WORK
NEAT strengthens the analogy between GAs and natural
evolution by not only performing the optimizing function
of evolution, but also a complexifying function, allowing
solutions to become incrementally more complex at the
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same time as they become more optimal. This is potentially
a very powerful extension, and will be further explored in
future work.
One potential application of complexification is continual
coevolution. In a companion paper (Stanley and Miikkulainen 2002) we demonstrate how NEAT can add new structure to an existing solution, achieving more complex behavior while maintaining previous capabilities. Thus, an arms
race of increasingly more sophisticated solutions can take
place. Strategies evolved with NEAT not only reached a
higher level of sophistication than those evolved with fixedtopologies, but also continued to improve for significantly
more generations.
Another direction of future work is to extend NEAT to tasks
with a high number of inputs and outputs. For such networks, the minimal initial structure may have to be defined
differently than for networks with few inputs and outputs.
For example, a fully connected two-layer network with 30
inputs and 30 outputs would require 900 connections. On
the other hand, the same network with a five-unit hidden
layer would require only 300 connections. Thus, the threelayer network is actually simpler, implying that the minimal starting topology for such domains should include hidden nodes.
Finally, the NEAT method can potentially be extended to
solution representations other than neural networks. In any
domain where solutions can be represented with different
levels of complexity, the search for solutions can begin with
a minimal representation that is progressively augmented
as evolution proceeds. For example, the NEAT method
may be applied to the evolution of hardware (Miller et al.
200a,b), cellular automata (Mitchell et al. 1996), or genetic programs (Koza 1992). NEAT provides a principled
methodology for implementing a complexifying search
from a minimal starting point in any such structures.

5 CONCLUSION
The main conclusion is that evolving structure and connection weights in the style of NEAT leads to significant performance gains in reinforcement learning. NEAT exploits
properties of both structure and history that have not been
utilized before. Historical markings, protection of innovation through speciation, and incremental growth from minimal structure result in a system that is capable of evolving solutions of minimal complexity. NEAT is a unique
TWEANN method in that its genomes can grow in complexity as necessary, yet no expensive topological analysis
is necessary either to crossover or speciate the population.
It forms a promising foundation on which to build reinforcement learning systems for complex real world tasks.
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Abstract
We consider the dynamics of variable-length Genetic
Nm
Algorithms (GAs) with strings of length N
using a recently developed exact, coarse-grained formulation where the relevant coarse-grained degrees of
freedom are “building block” schemata. We derive an
exact formal solution of the equations showing how
a hierarchical structure in time and degree of coarsegraining emerges, the effect of recombination being
to successively form more fine-grained objects from
their more coarse-grained building blocks, where in
this case the building blocks can come from strings of
different lengths. We examine the limit distributions
of the dynamics in the case of a flat fitness landscape,
one-point homologous crossover and no mutation. By
taking advantage of the existence of a set of conserved
quantities in the dynamics we provide exact solutions
for the cases Nm = 2; 3 and use these to investigate
the phenomenon of inter-length-class allele diffusion.
We also study the general case showing what exact results may be easily derived using our particular coarsegrained formulation.



1 Introduction
The dynamics engendered by a “canonical” GA and, indeed, genetic dynamics in general, is exceedingly complicated. This is true even in the case of what one might
think of as “toy” fitness landscapes such as counting ones
or needle-in-a-haystack. In fact, up until quite recently [1],
to our knowledge, no solutions have been found for the dynamics in the presence of recombination for arbitrary string
lengths even in the case of a flat fitness landscape, though
there has been recent noteworthy progress in the special
case of “genepool” recombination [2, 3], where for a given
recombination event allele mixing is over the entire population not just between two parents. For binary strings of
fixed length, N , the probability distribution that describes
the dynamics is obtained by solving N coupled, non-linear
difference equations. Important results have been derived
about this system of equations by viewing them as a dynamical system [4]. However, these coupled equations, in
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terms of the underlying string variables, are far removed
from traditional elements of GA theory such as the Schema
theorem and Building Block Hypothesis (BBH) [5, 6].
The underlying microscopic equations, however, can be
rewritten naturally in a basis other than the string basis
[7, 8, 9] yielding evolution equations that offer the benefit
of a very intuitive interpretation, that illuminate the content
of the Schema theorem and the BBH, that naturally coarse
grain from string equations to schema equations, that yield
an interpolation between the microscopic and the macroscopic and that offer new exact results or simpler proofs of
known results. These equations lead to many insights into
the dynamics of GAs offering an exact Schema theorem
that naturally incorporates a form of the BBH, although it
is important to emphasize here that the “building blocks”
that naturally emerge in this formulation are dynamic and
not necessarily short or even fit! However, creation events
due to recombination can be precisely understood in terms
of these BBs. Originally applied to a canonical GA (proportional selection, -point crossover and mutation) the basic elements have been extended to GAs with arbitrary selection schemes and any homologous crossover [1] and,
importantly, have been extended to Genetic Programming
(GP) by Poli and coworkers [10, 11].

1

There has been increasing interest in variable-length representations from different points of view [12, 13, 14] . In
this paper we will use a coarse-grained BB formulation to
investigate the dynamics of variable length GAs up to a
maximum size Nm . We present formal solutions for an
homologous crossover operator and arbitrary fitness landscape and mutation showing how the solution naturally admits an interpretation in terms of a hierarchy of BBs. We
then consider the asymptotic behaviour of the dynamics for
a flat fitness landscape, both at the formal level, discussing
generalizations of Geiringer’s theorem, and at the explicit
level, deriving exact solutions for N m
and and various exact results for arbitrary N m .

=2

3

This work is, of course, susceptible to the standard criticisms - what is the relevance of considering a small number of loci and flat fitness landscapes? There are several
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ways of rebutting such criticism. Firstly, simple models
can lead to intuitive insights that would be less transparent
in a more complex model. An important example of that is
the minimal two-bit deceptive problem [15]. Another example, is the work of Spears [16] where limit distributions
for recombination and mutation for fixed length GAs in a
flat fitness landscape were investigated in simple two and
three-bit problems. Interestingly, even in this case he had to
resort to numerical rather than analytical calculations. Additionally, understanding the structure of the dynamics in
simple problems can lead to insight about how to construct
results or proofs in more general problems and potentially
lead to insights which may be of benefit for practitioners.

In this section we introduce the notion of coarse-grained
evolution equations in a BB basis, discussing their interpretation and advantages at a formal level. We will not
derive the coarse-grained exact evolution equations here
but refer the reader to the original literature [7, 9, 10, 11].
Our interest here is variable-length GAs with homologous
crossover. As homologous crossover operators conserve
length classes [18] we will consider the corresponding
evolution equation for strings or schemata within a given
length class N , composed of strings of a fixed length, and
consider arbitrary string length N  N m , where Nm 2
; 1 . In this case, if one considers the evolution of length
N strings then one of the parents in the crossover operation
must be a length N string as well while the other parent
may be of arbitrary size. The action of the homologous
crossover we will use can be simply understood by aligning the two parents at the first loci then implementing a
mask defined on the common region of the two strings. For
example, with
and
the common region is associated with the first four loci. A one-point crossover between the second and third loci would yield
and
while a crossover between the fifth and sixth loci (of
the second string) is not allowed. Hence, the total number
of possible masks on the common region is 4 .

[1 ]

000000

110000

0011

2

Our primary object of interest will be the proportion of
N
strings of a given P
type, C N
i , P C i ; t , or of a given schema,
N ; t , within a length class
N , P N ; t
P
C
N
i
CN
i 2
N . Thus, we define a schema relative to a given length
class. However, it is important to note that all proportions
will be relative to the total population size summed over all
length classes. In the infinite population limit, which we
will generally assume throughout, P C N
i ; t is simply the
probability for finding the string C N
.
For
a string C N
i
i we
have

(

(
(

)=

)
)

(

P

(

N
Ci ; t

)

+X
1) = P ( ) ( ) +
P(
) ( )
6

C i =C j

N
CiN Pc C i ; t
N
CjN !CiN Pc C j ; t

(1

(

)

(

+

)=

( )

pc P 0 C N
i ;t

) = (1

) (

Pc C N
i ;t

(j;N )
Nm 2minX
1
X

)

(2)

(pc(m) + pc(m ))P 0 (Cji (m); t)P 0(CNi (m ); t)

j =1 m=0;even

)

where P 0 C N
i ; t is the probability for selecting the string
N
C i . pc m is the probability of implementing the mask m
on the common region between the two strings and we sum
over only even masks as this ensures that the tail comes
from the second parent which, without loss of generality
we assume to be of length N , and therefore that length is
preserved. m is the mask conjugate to m. The total number of possible masks on the common region is min(j;N ) .
j
C i m for a given mask m represents the part of the string
N
C i inherited from the first parent, which we assume to be
of length j , and C N
i m is that part inherited from the second. Both C ji m and C N
i m are schemata. (2) has a form
similar to that for the fixed length case and can be interpreted similarly, i.e. strings are created by BBs, the difference in this case being that one of the BBs can come from
a parent of other than length N . Once again we emphasize
that these BBs are dynamical not static schema averages
and are neither necessarily small or even fit!



2
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( )
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The microscopic equation (1) can be coarse-grained to an
arbitrary schema of order N 2  N and defining length l
contained within strings of size N to find

(

1)

(

+ 1) = P (N )Pc(N ; t)
+ P (=Ni !N )Pc(=Ni ; t)

P N ; t

X

(3)

=
N
i

where the sum is over all schemata, = N
i , that differ by at
least one bit from  N in one of the N 2 defining bits of  N .
In other words any schema competing with  N and belonging to the same partition. P  N
pm N2 is the
N
N
probability that  remains unmutated and P = N
i !

( ) = (1

d ( N ;
=N
i )

(1N

)

(

)

)=

N N
pm N2 dH ( ;=i ) is the probability that
the schema = i mutate to the schema  N with dH  N ; = N
i
being the Hamming
distance between the schemata  N and
P
N
N
=
N
i . Pc  ; t
C N 2 N Pc C i ; t is the probability of

pmH
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N
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of length class N after selection and
finding a schema
crossover and is given by

(

) = (1 pcA(; t))P 0 (N ; t)
(4)
X
(pc(m) + pc(m ))P 0(j (m); t)P 0(N (m ); t)

Pc  N ; t

(1)

where the sum is over all length-class N strings that differ

)

(

)

(
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2 Coarse-Grained Evolution Equations

1111

( ) = (1

N
pm N is the
by at least one bit from C N
i . P Ci
N
probability that C i remains unmutated and P C jN !CiN
d (i;j )
pmH
pm N dH (i;j ) is the probability that the string
CN
mutate
to
the string C N
j
i , dH i; j being the Hamming
N
distance between the strings C N
i and C j . Note that mutation preserves the length class of a string or schema.
N
Pc C N
i ; t is the probability of finding a string C i after
selection and crossover and is given by

+

Nm
X

j =1 m2Mr (N )
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(

)

where P 0  N ; t is the probability for selecting a schema
 N from strings of length class N .  N m for a given mask
m represents the part of the schema  N inherited from the
first parent and  N m is that part inherited from the second. Now,  N m and  N m are the BBs for the schema
 N . Thus, we see that BBs at one level are composed of
more primitive (lower order) BBs which in their turn are
composed of lower order blocks etc. thus leading to a hierarchical structure. M r is the set of crossover masks that
end in a that affect  N , i.e. the number of “allele mixing”
masks, NMr () is their number. A  N ; t determines the
survival probability of the schema and depends on the properties of the particular schema, such as order and defining
length, and, importantly, also depends on the length distribution of the strings and their corresponding fitnesses [18].

( )

( )

()

()

0

(

)

As with all coarse grained evolution equations the interpretation of (1) and (2) is very intuitive: (2) tells us how a
particular string is selected and survives crossover, or alternatively how it is built up from its BBs. The novel element
here compared to standard GAs is that the BBs come from
strings of potentially different sizes. (1) then tells us how
the string is preserved by mutation or formed by mutation
from some other string of the same partition.
We can put the basic equation (1) into a yet more elegant form, the corresponding equation for schemata follows trivially, by introducing a N -dimensional population
vector for each length class, N t , whose elements are
P CN
; :::; N . Equation (1) takes the form
i ;t , i

2
P ()

(

) =1 2
PN (t + 1) = WN PNc (t)

(5)

W

where the N  N -dimensional mutation matrix
is real,
N
symmetric and time independent and has elements
ij
N

W =

(1 Npm)
For selection schemes linear in
), Pc (t) can be written as
PNc (t) = FN (t)PN (t)
(6)

dH (i;j )
pm
P CN
i ;t

(

+

N dH (i;j ) .

min(j;N )

Nm 2
X

X

j =1 m=0;even

1

(pc(m) + pc(m ))Jj (m; t)

F ()
N

where the “cloning” matrix,
t , is diagonal
and describes both selection and survival under
crossover.
Explicitly, for proportional selection
N
f C i =f t
pc .
Finally, the
ii t
components of the “source” vector are given by
j
j
JC N m; t
P 0 Ci m ; t P 0 CN
i m ; t which cori
responds to the BB sources, from strings of length j
and N respectively, for the string C N
Defining the
i .
N
N N
cloning-mutation matrix s t
t we have

F ( ) = ( ( ) ( ))(1
)
( ) = ( ( ) ) ( () )

W ( )=W F ( )
PN (t + 1) = WNs (t)PN (t)

+

min(j;N )

Nm 2
X

X

j =1 m=0;even

1

(pc(m) + pc(m ))WN Jj (m; t) (7)

(

)

The interpretation of this equation is that J Cj N m; t is a
N
Ci

i

source which creates strings
by bringing BBs from
strings of length j and N together. The first term on the
right hand side tells us how the strings themselves are propagated, or survive, into the next generation, the destructive
effect of crossover renormalizing the fitness of the strings.
Note that the equation is linear but for the presence of string
creation. It is this division into a linear term and a source
that allows for a natural formal solution which leads to further insight into the nature of GA dynamics while at the
same time offering the possibility of exact, analytic calculations in certain circumstances.
Needless to say solutions of these dynamical equations
are hard to come by. They represent, for binary alleles,
Nm
coupled non-linear difference equations, or in
the continuous time limit - differential equations. Here, we
consider the formal solution for the case of homologous
crossover and mutation and for any selection scheme linear in P C N
i ; t . The equation (7) is always of the same
form, i.e. a first order, linear, inhomogeneous difference
(differential) equation. Its iterated solution is

2(2

1)

(

)

PN (t) = D(t; 0)PN (0) +

Nm
X

2min(j;N )

X

1

(pc(m) + pc(m ))

j =1 m=0;even

t 1
X
n=0

(8)

D(t; n)WN Jj (m; n)

D( 0) = Qt 1 WN ( )

where
t;
s n . The interpretation of (8)
n=0
follows naturally from that of (7). Considering first the
case without mutation, the first term on the right hand side
gives us the probability that a string survives from t
to t without being destroyed by crossover. In other words
t;
is the Greens function or propagator for N [1].
In the case of a flat fitness landscape without mutation for
instance Dij t;
pc t Æij . In the second term,
j
m; n , is associated with the creation of a
each element,
string C N
at
time
n via the juxtaposition of two BBs from
i
strings of length j and N respectively and associated with
a mask m. The component corresponding to C N
i of the
Qt 1
matrix
t; n
i
is
the
probability
that the
s
i=n
resultant string survives from its creation at time n to t. The
sum over masks, string lengths, j , and n is simply the sum
over all possible creation events in the dynamics. In a more
explicit notation we will denote the propagator for a string
h1    hN by Dh1 hN t; t0 .

=0

D( 0)

P

( 0) = (1
J( )

D( ) =

)

W()

( )

This formal solution above has a very natural diagramatic
interpretation both at the level of fixed length strings which
can be extended to the present case.

3 Geiringer’s Theorem
For any dynamical system fixed points and their stability are of particular interest. Hence, in this section we
will discuss the fixed point distributions for fixed and
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variable-length GAs. For a fixed-length GA evolving on
a flat landscape in the absence of mutation the fixed point
P  h1 :::hN of the dynamics for a string C i
h1 :::hN is

(

)

P  h1 :::hN

(

N
Y

) = tlim
!1 P (Ci ; t) =

P

i=1

(i

1



hi N i ;

0)
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m=0;even
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J (
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(1

)

pc t n 1 N m; n (10)

n=0

) =0

As
pc t
, hence N t ! as t ! 1
t!1
unless the summation over time leads to a cancellation
of this damping factor. Given that the BB constituents
of N m; n are associated with damping factors

)

N
(C j (m)) t
pc MrN i
M

(1

)

N
(C N (m
 )) t
pc Mr N i
,
M

(1

and
where NM is
the total number of non-zero crossover masks, this can only
occur if there is no damping of the consituent BBs and this
only happens if they are -schemata as then N Mr
.
Thus, the only term that survives in the hierarchical solution of (8) is the product of -schemata [9].

1

=0

1

The type of recombination employed controls how fast the
transient corrections to the limit distribution die out. The
damping is controlled by N Mr  , hence the bigger it is
the faster the corresponding transient dies out [1]).

()

The general approach to equilibrium is characterized by
the exponential decay of linkage disequilibrium functions
h h1 hh1 i    hN hhN i i where hOi
h1 hN
denotes the population average of O. Thus, hh i i
P i 1 hi N i . These linkage disequilbrium functions
will be seen to be natural variables in which to understand
the dynamics and approach to equilbrium. In GAs a set of
variables that have also been viewed as natural for considering the dynamics are “building blocks”.
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The generalization of Geiringer’s theorem to the variable
length case has recently been derived [18]
P  h1

(    hN ) = P (N )

where
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N
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(i 1hi #; 0) ;
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 0)

hi N ;

(11)

(i#; 0) =

P

=

where i as a string argument means the symbol  repeated
i times. This result is the well known Geiringer’s theorem
[17] for a general crossover operator. Any population that
factorizes in this manner is said to be in linkage equilbrium
and the resulting allele frequencies are known as Robbins
proportions. This result emerges naturally from equation
(8), specialized to the case of a single length class, N ,
which yields for a flat landscape in the absence of mutation
N 1
2X

and

X



P

N 0

(i+N ; 0):

Here, we see a generalization of the concept of Robbins
proportions, the corresponding proportions in the variable
i 1 h #;0)
i
length case being P (P (i #
;0) . We will see in the next
section that there are natural analogs of the linkage disequilibrium functions as well.

4 Explicit Solutions - Nm = 2; 3
In [1] it was shown for fixed length strings in the continuous time limit how an exact explicit solution corresponding to (8) could be found for a flat fitness landscape. Even
in this case however, the result is highly non-trivial due to
the complicated combinatorics of the various BB creation
events. In the case of variable length strings one would expect the combinatorics to be even more complicated. Before considering the general case we will therefore look at
some relatively simple cases for N m
;
with no mutation and using one-point crossover where we also include
crossover before the first bit and immediately after the last
bit of the shortest parent. For N m
we must solve:

=2 3
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for strings of length two and
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2
1
pc X X

2

j =1 i=0

(13)

for strings of length one. The corresponding “source” terms
are respectively

( ) = P (h1:::hi j i ; t)P (ihi+1 :::h2; t)
j
Jh (i; t) = P (h1 :::hi j i ; t)P (i hi+1 :::h1 ; t):
j

Jh1 h2 i; t
1

(14)
(15)

The explicit forms of the equations of motion are

(
+ 1) = (1 pcA(h1 h2))P (h1h2; t) +
pc
2 ( ) (h2; t) + 3 P (h1; t)P (h2; t) (16)

where A(h1 h2 ) = 21 P (1 ) + 13 P (2 ) and
P (h1 ; t + 1)
= (1 pcA(h1 ))P (h1; t) +
pc
1
(17)
2 P ( )P (h1; t)
where A(h1 ) = P (2 )=2. P (1 ) and P (2 ) are the probP h 1 h2 ; t
pc
P h1 ; t P

abilities to get any string of length one and length two respectively. Note that homologous crossover preserves the
length distribution [18].
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=2

With this simple Nm
problem equations (16) and
(17) have an intuitive interpretation that allows us immediately to investigate the phenomenon of allele diffusion
between different length classes that is an important characteristic of variable-length genetic dynamics. The factor
Ps h1    hN
pc A h1    hN describes the survival probability per generation of a particular length-N
string. For length-one strings P s h1
pcP 2 = so
it is only in the presence of length-two strings that that there
is a non-zero decay probability. This probability grows as
a function of P  2 due to the fact that there are more decay channels open to the string. For length-one strings the
only creation source is via the -schema h 1  which implies a diffusion of alleles of type h 1 from length-two to
length-one strings. For length-two strings the two corresponding creation terms are associated with getting the first
bit of the string from a parent of length one and the second
bit from a -schema associated with strings of length two
and the first and second bits from -schemata associated
with strings of length two. This second term is exactly the
same as would be found in a fixed-length GA. The novel
element is to be able to construct the desired length-two
string by interaction between a -schema associated with
length-two strings and a length-one string. Thus, in order
to solve for the dynamics for length-two strings one must
first solve for the dynamics of the size one strings. As from
(17) one can see that their dynamics depends on the dynamics of the -schemata it would seem that the dynamics of
the length-one and two strings are inextricably interwined
and must be solved for simultaneously. However, this is
not so. The reason why not is that there exist constants
of the motion that can be exploited. To see this consider
P h1 ; t
P h1 ; t
P h1 ; t . The -schema probability P h1 ; t may be determined from (16)

(

) = (1

(

))
( ) = (1

( ) 2)

( )

2

1

1

1

1

( # ) = ( )+ ( ) 1
( )
P (h1 ; t + 1) = (1 pc A(h1 h2 ))P (h1 ; t) +
pc
pc
2
P (h1 ; t)P (2 ) +
2
3 P (h1; t)P ( ; t)
( # + 1) = P (h1#; t)
P (h 1 #) is an invariant of the

(

0)

(

P h1 ; t

+ 1) = Dh P (h1; t) + p2c P (1)P (h1 #; t)
1

2)

1

( )=

(1 2c )t + (1 (1 p2c )t)P (1) P (h1; 0)
+(1 (1 p2c )t)P (1)P (h1 ; 0)
(22)
Note that even if P (h 1 ; t) = 0 inter-length-class allele difP h1 ; t

p

fusion will generate alleles h 1 in length-one strings at some
later time. Thus, unlike the fixed length case a particular
allele in a given length class may be regenerated without
the intervention of mutation. Note that at the fixed point
the contributions to h 1 are determined solely by the t
proportions of this allele from all possible length classes.
Hence, recombination in the variable length case maximally mixes the alleles among all available length classes.

=0

Having found the exact solution for strings of length one we
may proceed to strings of length two. As can be seen from
equation (16) we need to solve first for the dynamics of the
two -schemata h1  and h2 . From (16), one notices that
there are no source terms for h 2 from length-one strings.
Hence, one finds that

1

P

(h2; t + 1) = P (h2; t)

(19)

)=

(20)

(23)

and notes that the allele h 2 is conserved in agreement with
(11). The -schema P h 1 ; t
P h1
P h1 ; t can
be simply solved for to yield

(

) = ( #)

(  ) = Dht P (h1; 0) + (1

where we now revert to the propagator notation used in secpc = being the survival probability per
tion 2, Dh1

= (1

1

to find

P h1 ; t

motion. It
and hence
basically expresses the conservation of the allele h 1 associated with the first bit position and in this sense is
analogous to the conservation law P  k 1 hk N k ; t
P k 1 hk N k ;
for any k associated with fixed length
GAs. In the variable-length case however there is no conservation of alleles within a given length class due to the
phenomenon of inter-length-class allele diffusion. With
this conservation law in hand the equations (17) and (16)
can be decoupled. We write (17) as

(

) = Dht P (h1; 0) + (1 (1 Dht ))P  (h1) (21)
where P  (h1 ) = P (1 )P (h1 #)=P (#) is the fixed point
of the dynamics in agreement with the general fixed point
of (11). We may expand P (h 1 #) = P (h1 ; 0) + P (h1 ; 0)
(

P h1 ; t

1

(18)

thus adding this to (17) one finds
P h1 ; t

generation. This equation can be simply solved using equation (8) to yield

1

(

)

Dht 1  P  h1

) ( )

(24)

where the survival probability per generation for h 1  is
pc

2 and the fixed point P h1  is given by
2
 P  P h1 =P  once again in agreement with equation (11). Note that the exponential approach to this fixed point is the same as for P h 1 ; t .

= (1 )
( ) = ( ) ( #) ( #)

( )

Dh1 
P  h1

(

)

Finally, using the explicit solutions (21), (23) and (24) we
may deduce the solution of (16). P h 1 ; t and P h1 ; t
are a time-dependent source of strings P h 1 h2 ; t . Substituting in (16) the solutions (21), (23) and (24) one finds

(

(

)

)

)=
( (
0) P (h1#)P (h2 ; 0)) +
P (h2 ; 0)
(P (h1 ; 0) P (1)P (h1#))(Dht h
P (2 )
+P (h1#)P (h2; 0)

(

)

(

P h1 h2 ; t
Dht 1 h2 P h1 h2 ;

1 2

Dht 1

)

(25)
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0

In the limit t ! 1 DC N
! ; thus, we see the fixed
i
point P  h1 h2
P h1 P h2 ;
emerging in agreement with equation (11).

(

) = ( #) (

0)

The solutions can be put into a more elegant and transparent form by introducing the notion of generalized
linkage disequilibrium functions. We define h1 t
P h1 ; t P 1 P h1
and h1 h2 t
P h1 h2 ; t
P h1 P h2 . Thus, both these functions characterize
deviations from the corresponding fixed points. Immediately we see an important distinction from the fixed length
case where a single bit cannot have BBs and linkage occurs
between different bits. Here the “building blocks” of h 1
are any length-one string and any string of any length that
contains h1 . Due to the phenomenon of inter-length-class
allele diffusion there is a concept of linkage disequilibrium
for a single bit. This is due to the fact that linkage disequilibrium can be generalized to take into account correlation between corresponding bits in different length classes.
Similarly, for h1 h2 the BBs are the length class two schema
h2 and any string of any length that contains h 1 . In both
cases we see that one of the BBs is associated with a coarse
graining over all possible length classes and hence is not a
schema associated with a fixed length class. Explicitly,

( ( ) ( ) ( #))
( #) ( ))

(

(26)

1

1

and

(

1 2

1 2

)
)+ (

 3.

(
+ 1) = (1 pcA(h1 h2h3))P (h1 h2h3; t) +
pc
2 ( ) (h2h3; t) + p3 (P (h1; t)P (h2h3; t) +
c
P (h1 h2 ; t)P (  h3 ; t)) +
4 (P (h1  ; t)P (h2h3 ; t))
+P (h1h2; t)P (  h3; t)
(28)
where A(h1 h2 h3 ) = (P (1 )=2 + 2P (2 )=3 + P (3 )=2).
Once again this is a linear equation in P (h 1 h2 h3 ; t) but
with sources for which we have to solve equations for
length one and two strings and 1-schemata from two strings
and 1- and 2-schemata from length-three strings. Analogously to the case N m = 2 length-one strings satisfy an
equation that is coupled to 1-schemata of different length,
in this case P (h1 ; t) and P (h1  ; t). However, as in the
length-two case using the conservation law P (h 1 #; t) =
P (h1 ; t) + P (h1 ; t) + P (h1 h2 ; t) = P (h1 #; 0) allows
P h1 h2 h3 ; t
pc
P h1 ; t P

us to write the equation as

+ 1) = Dh P (h1; t) + 2 P (1)P (h1 #; t)
pc

1

(29)

1

( )
( # )=

) = ( # 0)

2
(  ) = Dht (h  + PP((#)) h )
P (2 )
h + Ph 
(31)
P (#)
where h  , h and Ph  are as above in the N m = 2
case. To solve (28) we still require P (h 1 ; t), P (h2 ; t),
P (  h3 ; t), P (h2 h3 ; t) and P (h1 h2 ; t). P (  h3 ; t)

P h1 ; t

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

is conserved as the final bit of the longest string cannot
mix with anything else and therefore is unaffected by interlength-class allele diffusion. P h 2 ; t can be solved for
in terms of the solution of P h 2 ; t . P h1  ; t obeys

(
)
( ) (
)
P (h1  ; t + 1) =
(1 p2c P (1) 23pc P (2))P (h1  ; t)
+ p2c P (3)P (h1 ; t) + 23pc P (3)P (h1 ; t)

1

=3

(

(
(

1

We now consider the solution for strings of length N
For Nm
we have

P h1 ; t

Thus we see a coupling to length-one and length-three
sources. The -schemata equations for P h 1 ; t and
P h2 ; t however can be solved by eliminating lengththree sources using the conservation law P h 2 ; t
P h2 ; t
P h2 ; t
P h2 ; . One obtains

) = Dht h (h h + PP((h22)) h )
P (h2 )
h + P (h1h2)
(27)
P (2 )

P h1 h2 ; t
Dht 1

=2
P (h1 h2 ; t + 1) = (1 pc A(h1 h2 ))P (h1 h2 ; t) +
pc
pc
P (h1 ; t)P (h2 ; t) +
2
3 P (h1; t)P (h2; t) +
pc
pc
2
3 P (h1  ; t)P (h2; t) + 3 P (h1h2; t)P ( ) (30)

 () =
( )=( (
)



) = Dht h + P (h1 )

P h1 ; t

The solution and associated fixed point are given by (26) as
above. Length-two strings satisfy
in the case Nm

(

)

(

(32)

)

As we already have the solution for P h 1 ; t and P h1 ; t
this can simply be solved for. P h 2 h3 ; t satisfies

(

)

(h2h3; t + 1) =
(1 p3c P (2) p4c P (3))P (h2h3; t)
+ p3c P (  h3)P (h2; t) + p4c P (  h3)P (h2; t) (33)
P

(

)

Once again, given that we have the solutions for P h 2 ; t
and P h2 ; t this can be simply solved. Finally,
P h1 h2 ; t satisifes

(

(

)

)

(  + 1) =
(1 2 ( ) 23pc P (2) p4c P (3))P (h1 h2; t)
+ p3c P (3)P (h1 h2; t) + p2c P (h2; t)(P (h1; t) +
2 P (h1; t) + 1 P (h1  ; t))
(34)
3
2
P h1 h2 ; t
pc
P 1

This is the only non-trivial equation left to solve as it is
coupled to P h 1 h2 ; t . Both equations are first order linear
inhomogeneous difference equations and can be decoupled

(

)
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by going to a second order linear inhomogeneous difference equation which can be readily solved. Due to length
constraints we will present the results elsewhere. With
these solutions in hand P h 1 h2 h3 ; t may readily be solved
for.

(

)

It is worth taking stock of what we have done here. In the
, in terms of the underlying string variables,
case Nm
there are six coupled equations to be solved. By going to a
coarse-grained schema, or BB basis, one is able to implement the conservation laws most naturally, thereby decoupling the equations and finding an exact, explicit solution.
For Nm
there are fourteen coupled equations. The
case howonly extra complication relative to the N m
ever was the fact that after implementing the conservation
laws two equations remained non-trivially coupled and had
to be decoupled by going to a higher order difference equation.

=2

=3

=2

5 Explicit Solutions - Nm arbitrary
In this section we wish to make some observations about
the general case - N m arbitrary. An important element,
seen in the last section, is the existence of conservation
laws which may be used to facilitate the solution of the
dynamics. Generally, the conserved quantities are
P

(i

1

hi

#; t) = P (i

1

# 0)

hi ;

(35)

of which there are N m . Hence, from the dynamical equations one may eliminate N m variables. As in the above
cases of Nm
; one may use this fact to obtain the exact dynamics of certain schemata. These conservation laws
are more naturally expressed in terms of schemata rather
than strings. For instance, the conservation law P
;t
in terms of string variables is P ; t P
;t

=2 3

(1# ) =
constant
(1 )+ (11 )+
P (10; t)+ P (100; t)+ P (101; t)+ P (110; t)+ P (111; t) =
constant. This is a difficult constraint to implement at the
level of the string equations themselves.

As we have emphasized, with the coarse-grained BB approach advocated here dynamical solutions are built up hierarchically beginning with low order BBs and proceeding
to higher ones. As the lowest order ones are -schemata
it is of interest to investigate the general equation for a schema from length class N . One finds that

1

P

1
(i X
hi N

A2

 6

j i;j =N

where
A1

0

=

+ 1) = A1 P (i 1hi N
A3 (j )P (i 1 hi j i ; t)
i

;t

i

)+

;t

(36)

N
i 1
X
(j ) + X
P (j )
j
A+
+ 1 j=i j + 1 j=1 P ( )
+ 1
+1

X P
i@
N
j>N

N i
N
N

+P ( )

1

1

= P(N )
i
A3 = 1 Æ (j > N )
N +1
A2

(  j  N ) j +i 1



Æ k

1

Note that -schemata from other than length-class N
strings act as sources for h i , however, there are no more
“primitive”, i.e. lower order, sources. Hence, in the sense
of section 2 this equation is really homogeneous with no
BB sources and hence can be written as

P(t + 1) = AP(t)
(37)
where the elements of the matrix A can be read off from

(36) and the values of the coefficients A 1 , A2 and A3 . The
diagonalization of this matrix yields the decay rates of the
various -schemata. With the -schemata solution in hand
we may start to reconstruct the -schemata respecting the
hierarchical structure outlined in section 2. We will not
pursue this further in this paper restricting attention to some
more specific results.

1

1

2

From (35) one immediately sees that the quantity
Nm 1 hNm ; t is conserved. Additionally, for the
length-one strings all “sources” P h 1 j 1 for P h1 ; t
appear with the same coefficient, p c = . Hence, P h1 ; t
satisfies (26) the only difference now being that P h 1
PNm
j 1; t .
j =2 P h1 
P

(

)

(

(

)

2

( )
( )
( #) =

)

Using the conservation of the last bit of the longest string
one may also determine the evolution of the last bit of
the next longest string and the last bit of the string of
length N
Nm
by using the conservation law
P Nm 2 hNm 1
. For the next to last bit
of the longest string the solution is

=

(

P
t

DNm

1
#) = constant

(Nm
2h

where DNm

Nm

hNm

1

1

Nm

1

hNm

2h

Nm

1



 + PNm

= (1


1

2h

Nm

1

 (38)

(1=Nm)(P (Nm ) +
=

hNm 
Nm
#)=P ( #) which is the
P Nm

and

2

; t) =

 Nm

2h

( )))
P (Nm )P (Nm

P

Nm

2

1

2

1

1

expected fixed point from (11).

6 Conclusions
We have investigated the dynamics of variable-length GAs
using a coarse-grained BB representation of the dynamical equations. We showed that the formal solution of the
equations could be interpreted in an analogous manner to
that of the fixed length case, i.e. the hierarchical construction of more fine-grained schemata from their more coarsegrained BBs. The novel element here is that these BBs
could come from strings of different lengths. We discussed
briefly the fixed point distribution of the equations for a flat
fitness landscape using a one-point homologous crossover
operator and no mutation showing how a generalization of
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Robbins proportions emerged that involved a generalized
notion of a BB. We then turned to a more explicit construction of the entire dynamics and quantified the approach to
the fixed point. For N m
; we were able to find explicit solutions utilizing the existence of conservation laws
for certain quantities. This in itself shows the utility of the
coarse grained BB representation, the N m
problem at
the string level corresponding to 14 simultaneous first order
difference equations which need to be solved.

=2 3

=3

From the resultant solutions we were able to investigate the
phenomenon of inter-length-class allele diffusion. We saw
that the diffusion rates, or mixing times, for different alleles or combination of alleles depended strongly on the
length distribution of strings, which in the case of a flat fitness landscape is time independent. For instance, the diffusion rate for the allele h 1 in length-class-three strings is
slower than that of the same allele in length-class-two or
one strings if P 1
= P 2 > which is the case
if the proportion of length-three strings is small. We also
can see that the closer the string bit to the beginning of
the string then typically the faster it mixes, simply because
there are more things with which it can mix. In this sense in
the variable length case the degree of exploration versus expolitation carried out by recombination is inhomogeneous
depending on the bit’s position in the string and the distribution of lengths, diversity being encouraged more at the
beginning of strings than at the end. Another interesting
aspect of inter-length-class allele diffusion is the fact that
for a given length class a lost allele from a particular bit
position can be recovered if the allele exists in the corresponding bit of another length class string.

( ) + (4 3) ( ) 1
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Abstract

1991). For the purposes of self-adaptation, the main
difference between GAs and ES/EP is that GAs usually
employ a binary representation.
With such a
representation, a per-bit mutation rate is used to control
the rate of bit-flipping mutations applied to an individual.
For a non-adaptive GA, this parameter is fixed across the
population and throughout the course of a run. However
it is natural extension to encode the mutation rate into
each individual, to allow it to vary across the population
and in time. Bäck (1992) used these ideas and performed
seminal work showing that self-adaptation in GAs is
possible. Following Bäck's work, several authors have
experimented with self-adaptation of mutation rates in
GAs (see for example, Bäck & Schütz, 1996; Smith &
Fogarty, 1996; Hinterding, 1997). Design decisions that
must be addressed with this approach are the choice of
representation for the strategy parameter and, related to
this, the means by which the strategy parameter is itself
varied to allow adaptation to occur. Bäck's early work
remained close to the traditional interpretation of a GA
and used a binary encoding of the strategy parameters
with corresponding bitwise mutation. Current thinking is
that a real-valued representation is preferable (Glickman
& Sycara, 1998). This then allows the use of lognormal
adaptation of strategy parameters as shown in (1) where
the τ parameter controls the step size of σi, the
individual's mutation rate.

Self-adaptation has been widely used in
Evolution Strategies (ES) and Evolutionary
Programming (EP), where it has proved useful in
varying the mutation step size for continuous
objective variables. To date, relatively little
work has been performed on applying selfadaptation to the canonical Genetic Algorithm
(GA). This research applies a simple discrete
model of self-adaptation to test functions with
differing characteristics. We show that the
discrete model is able to provide more reliable
problem solving than the classical lognormal
self-adaptation scheme on the test problems
examined. We find that although self-adaptation
parameter choices representing conventional
thinking perform best for unimodal functions,
very different parameter settings are required for
optimum performance on multimodal functions.
These results are discussed in terms of the
strategy parameter variety needed for selfadaptation to work effectively and we outline a
self-adaptation mechanism designed to capitalize
on these findings.

1

INTRODUCTION

In a self-adaptive Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), the
representation for individuals in the population is
extended to include strategy parameter information. The
EA operates as normal, evolving the population according
to the fitness of its members, with the additional step of
stochastically varying the strategy parameters of
individuals selected for reproduction. Self-adaptation of
mutation rates is possibly the most common application of
self-adaptation, largely stemming from its widespread use
in ES (Schwefel, 1981) and EP (Fogel, Fogel & Atmar,

σ i' = σ i ⋅ exp(τ ⋅ N (0,1))

(1)

Recent empirical (Liang et al. 1998; Glickman & Sycara
2000) and theoretical (Rudolph 1999) work has shown
that self-adaptation schemes which adapt too quickly can
lead to premature convergence to low step sizes, with the
search getting 'stuck' at local optimum. This has lead to
an interest in alternative variation schemes.
Smith (2001) introduces a dynamical systems model of a
GA with self-adaptation of mutation rates. The model is
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Table 1: Evaluation Functions
Name

f1

OneMax

Formula

l

∑x

Length (bits)/
Encoding

Optimum

128

64

Allowed Generations
w/o xover

w/xover

128

100

500

1

500

500

32

8

250

100

24

23

1000

100

64

64

1000

1000

i

i=1

f2

Inverted
Rastrigin's
Function

1

∑

l / 16

[ x i2
i =1

4 dimensions
each 16 bits

− 10 cos(2πx i ) + 10] + 1

−5.12 < x i < 5.12
f3

f4

Deb's Fully
Deceptive
Function

∑{

Matching Bits

∑{

l/4

j =1

l −1
i =1

f5

Royal Road R1

l /8

0.2⋅(3− b j ),b j < 4

1,b j = 4

∑x
i =1

0, xi +1 ≠ xi

0 ,b j <8

8,b j =8

8

where b j =

∑x

i

i =1

used to predict mean fitness of an evolving population
over time. To make the mathematics computationally
tractable, there are two key differences between the model
and the self-adaptive GAs just described. Firstly, rather
than using a binary or real-valued representation, strategy
parameters are represented by a single allele of alphabet
q, where q is small. Smith uses a value of 10 and this is
also the value used in the present work. A consequence
of this is that the mutation rate attached to an individual
can only take on one of q possible values, as opposed to
the large or effectively infinite number available with
binary or real-valued representations. Secondly, because
of the discrete nature of the strategy parameter
representation, the lognormal scheme in (1) cannot be
used to vary the strategy parameters. Although it would
be possible to provide some discrete variant of this
algorithm, for simplicity Smith uses a scheme that
modifies every individual's strategy parameter with
probability z and equal likelihood of changing to each of
the q possible alleles. Because it is possible for the
modified strategy parameter to retain the same allele as
the original one, the probability Pa that the strategy
parameter is altered is given by:

Pa = z ⋅ (q − 1) / q

i

1, xi +1 = xi

∑{
j =1

4

where b j =

(2)

Control over the degree of change of the inherited
strategy parameter is provided by z, an external parameter
known as the innovation rate. This provides the variation

needed for selection to choose preferable strategy
parameters. The conventional view is that a non-uniform
distribution is desirable, for example, the lognormal
scheme in (1), to generate many small perturbations of
strategy parameter value with larger variations being
possible, but less likely. This is in order to provide
occasional large changes in value to prevent the EA from
getting stuck when searching rugged landscapes. As
presented, Smith's model represents a considerable
departure from this view since it uses a uniform
distribution that provides equal opportunity for large or
small perturbations1. In the present work we examine the
implications of this variation scheme and the effects of
varying the innovation rate on the performance of the GA.
We do not attempt to demonstrate the need for selfadaptation, as this has been done elsewhere (see for
example, Stephens et al, 1998).

2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The GA used for the experiments provides a real-valued
strategy parameter linked to each individual in the
population. For discrete adaptation schemes, the strategy
parameter encodes one of ten representative mutation
rates in the range minrate to maxrate for the individual.
Each strategy parameter is initialized to a random allele
and varied according to (2). For continuous adaptation
schemes, the strategy parameter encodes an arbitrary
1

Although it should be noted that this is not a requirement of the model.
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The GA is generational because short-term regression is
desirable with self-adaptation to allow adequate learning
of strategy parameters (Schwefel, 1997). Selection is
performed using either truncation (extinctive) selection or
fitness proportionate (preservative) selection sampled
using Baker's (1987) SUS algorithm. The differences
between extinctive and preservative selection mechanism
are discussed in (Bäck & Hoffmeister, 1991).
A
population of 500 individuals is maintained to reduce the
variance of results and to allow adequate sampling of
strategy parameters in the mating pool even with high
selection pressure. (100,500) truncation selection is used,
based on results from ES (Schwefel, 1981). Genetic
operators are single point crossover applied with a rate of
0.7 or zero and bitwise mutation applied with the
probability given by the individual's strategy parameter.
All results presented are the mean of 50 runs unless
otherwise noted.

by ridges2, which produce similar effects to the local
optima of multimodal functions. Under this classification
the only unimodal function in the test suite, f1 (OneMax)
achieves the best performance with an innovation rate of
0.05.
Higher innovation rates tend to impact
performance, although not excessively so. In contrast, the
multimodal functions show a trend towards both faster
and more reliable performance as the innovation rate
increases.

5000
42

4000
47
Generations to Optimum

mutation rate for the individual, initialized to a random
value in the range minrate to maxrate and variation of the
strategy parameter is performed by the multiplicative
lognormal function (1). To provide consistency with the
discrete scheme, the resulting mutation rate is limited to
the range minrate to maxrate.

F1 (x50)
F2
F3
F4
F5

3000

31
31

2000

1000 23

4

29

15
12

49

18

21

28

46
4

0
0

Experiments were run on each of the functions with
innovation rates of 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
using two selection pressures: (100,500) truncation
selection and fitness proportionate selection. The ten
standard mutation rates used for these experiments were
0.0005, 0.001, 0.0025, 0.005, 0.0075, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05,
0.075 and 0.1.

0.2

0.4
0.6
Innovation Rate

0.8

1

Figure 1 - Generations to Optimum against Innovation
Rate for High Selection Pressure

For each set of experiments, two metrics were used to
compare results. Reliability was measured using the
number of times the global optimum was found out of 50
runs. Time to optimum was used to measure the ability of
the GA to solve the problem. Our stance is that a selfadaptive GA must achieve reliability before time to
optimum issues can be addressed. This is particularly
important in online applications of self-adaptation, where
the luxury of multiple runs is not feasible, for example in
process control or robotics applications.

5000
F2
F3
F4
F5

Generations to Optimum

4000
49
7

3000

30
14

13

27

33
43
41

3149
36

2000
39
4

1000

23

35

37

34

48
49
30

3

41
49

3

GA WITH NO RECOMBINATION

0
0

Figure 1 shows the time to optimum of the GA for each
function using a high selection pressure. The graph is
annotated with reliability data, where the optimum was
not found in all 50 runs. It shows that high innovation
rates provide the most reliable problem solving. These
results can be separated according to whether the function
is unimodal or multimodal. For the purposes of this work,
we classify f5 (Royal Road) as multimodal, since its
fitness landscape consists of a series of peaks connected

47

9

32 37

3

Five functions with a broad range of characteristics were
used for these experiments. These are detailed in Table 1.

3

47

42

28

0.2

0.4
0.6
Innovation Rate

0.8

1

Figure 2 - Generations to Optimum against Innovation
Rate for Low Selection Pressure
Results for the same set of experiments performed under
low selection pressure are show in Figure 2. Results are
2

The exact details of the fitness landscape depend on the operators
employed.
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not shown for f1 (OneMax) since fitness proportionate
selection failed to find the optimum in any of the 50 runs.
However, the low selection pressure is an advantage for
f3 (Deb's Deceptive function) and reliability is much
improved over high selection pressures. The graphs are
somewhat noisier than their high selection pressure
counterparts due to the lower number of runs in which the
optimum was found for some functions and innovation
rates. In general, reliability is still improved with high
innovation rates, with the exception of f2 (Rastrigin's
function), but unlike the case with high selection pressure,
time to optimum appears to peak at an innovation rate
lower than one.

200
F2 (/5)
F3
F4
F5

Generations to Optimum

150

48

100

41
50
46
49
0

4

0

GA WITH RECOMBINATION

Experiments on a GA with recombination were performed
using an inheritance mechanism, which selects one of the
two parental strategy parameters at random with equal
probability for the offspring prior to innovation. This
choice is discussed further in (Stone, 2001).
Figures 3 and 4 show the effects of innovation on
reliability and time to optimum of the GA with crossover.
With fitness proportionate selection the optimum for
function f1 (OneMax) was never located in any of the 50
runs, so no results are shown for these experiments. With
high selection pressure, reliability tends to improve as
innovation rate increases whilst time to optimum remains
relatively flat due to the effects of crossover. With low
selection pressure, it seems that high innovation rates
although still providing reliable operation are generally
detrimental to time to optimum.

Generations to Optimum

100

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5 (/10)

50

49
49 47

48

49

48

49

48

49

49

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Innovation Rate

0.8

1

Figure 3 - Generations to Optimum against Innovation
Rate for Random Inheritance with High Selection
Pressure

0.2

0.4
0.6
Innovation Rate

0.8

1

Figure 4 - Generations to Optimum against Innovation
Rate for Random Inheritance with Low Selection Pressure

5

COMPARISON OF DISCRETE
INNOVATION TO CONTINUOUS
INNOVATION

To compare the performance of the discrete innovation
scheme with the more mainstream continuous innovation
scheme we used various settings for the continuous
innovation scheme's τ parameter. The ES literature
suggests the following formula for setting τ:

τ = c/ n

(3)

where n is the number of objective variables and c is a
problem-specific constant. However, this rule of thumb
has not, to our knowledge, been exhaustively tested in a
GA environment. In ES, n is the number of objective
variables in the representation, whereas in the case of a
GA it is the length of the string in bits. It is not apparent
that the rule can be directly mapped from ES to GA
representations. Glickman & Sycara (1998) use a value
of 0.1 for τ on a string of length 1000. This corresponds
to a value of c of 3.16. In contrast, Hinterding,
Michalewicz & Peachey (1996) use a fixed value of 0.013
in their self-adaptive GA. In the absence of other
information, we tried values for c of 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and fixed
rates of 0.013 and 0.02. For the former values the
problem length (in bits) is taken into account when
arriving at the actual rates used, whereas the latter two are
fixed rates across all functions.
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Table 2: Comparison of Best Results for Discrete and Continuous Self-Adaptation

Discrete Self-Adaptation
Time to Successful
Optimum
Runs

z

6.1

Time to Successful
Optimum
Runs

τ

c

f1 (OneMax)

68

50

0.05

66

50

0.0631

2.00

f2 (Rastrigin's)

137

50

1

84

34

0.013

0.10

f3 (Deb's Deceptive) 1680

29

0.9

20

8

0.020

0.11

f4 (Matching Bits)

608

50

1

231

40

0.020

0.10

f5 (Royal Road)

298

50

1

159

50

0.013

0.10

We ran the same set of mutation-only experiments as
performed for the discrete scheme, using (100,500)
truncation selection and limiting each run to the same
number of generations as before (see Table 1). Table 2
compares the best result for each function from the
discrete and continuous schemes. Here, best is defined as
the result showing most reliability followed by smallest
time to optimum for the function. The discrete scheme
provides reliable results and acceptable time to optimum
for all functions, whereas the continuous scheme,
although apparently capable of providing superior time to
optimum, displays poorer reliability. It is also interesting
that the best results for all of the multimodal problems
arise with a value of c of approximately 0.1. This
suggests that the relationship in (3) may also hold for GAs
with a bitstring representation. However, the range of
problem lengths, l, tested is quite restricted. Further work
is needed to determine if this pattern extends to other
multimodal problems and values of l.

6

Continuous Self-Adaptation

DISCUSSION
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Results for the discrete model suggest that with a high
selection pressure, a low innovation rate is appropriate for
unimodal problems, whereas an innovation rate of one
gives the best results for multimodal problems. The
former represents conventional thinking whereas the latter
result is novel and requires some explanation. For low
selection pressures it appears that the optimal innovation
rate to achieve reliability is lower and the best
performance is worse than for high selection pressure.
We conducted ANOVA analysis which showed that the
effects of innovation rates were a statistically significant
factor in the time to optimum, and post-hoc tests with a
variety of measures confirmed the difference in
performance between high and low innovation rates.
In the following discussions, we assume a causal
relationship between mutation rate and any resulting

mutation. That is, that the change in fitness of an
individual resulting from a mutation is, in general,
directly related to the mutation rate in force for that
individual. The innovation scheme presently used mutates
strategy parameters with a uniform distribution, so any
resulting value is equally likely. However, when the
innovation rate is less than one, there is an increased
probability for the inherited strategy parameter to escape
innovation and be transmitted to the next generation. This
results in a non-uniform overall distribution for the
innovation mechanism, with existing mutation rates being
preferred. Thus, we may classify a low innovation rate as
one that exploits existing strategy parameter information.
In contrast, an innovation rate of one generates each
strategy parameter allele with equal probability and is
explorative.
We can therefore summarize these results by saying that
unimodal problems require an exploitative algorithm,
whilst multimodal problems perform best with an
explorative algorithm. This finding supports that of Bäck
(1992) who reached a similar conclusion regarding the
results of using single versus multiple strategy parameters
in a self-adaptive GA.
The continuous innovation scheme does not appear to
provide the same degree of reliability as the discrete
scheme in mutation-only experiments. This suggests that
for difficult problems, the search gets stuck in local
optima, from which it cannot escape in a reasonable
amount of time. The lognormal scheme perturbs the
inherited strategy parameter such that the perturbation is
small with high probability. Unlike the discrete scheme,
which has only a few possible mutation rates, the
continuous scheme provides effectively an infinite choice
of mutation rates. However since the strategies are
encoding for bitwise mutation probabilities, rather than
step sizes, many of these rates will have very similar
effects in terms of the number of allele values changed in
the representation. Thus although this scheme provides
variety within the population that does not exist in the
discrete scheme, when we consider the likely number of
bits mutated, a specific point in the search can vary its
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associated search strategy by a large amount with only
low probability. This is comparable to the case of the
discrete scheme with a low innovation rate and produces
similar results.
6.2

PREMATURE CONVERGENCE

Multimodal problems have landscapes containing local
optima and search information built up in previous
generations may not be particularly useful, since the
search can be attracted towards false optima. What is
good for an individual at a certain stage of the search (i.e.,
a low mutation rate) may not necessarily be optimal for
the overall search longer term, especially since the selfadaptive algorithm is inherently a greedy adaptive
process, as evidenced by the need for non-elitist schemes.
To counter this tendency, higher mutation rates must be
available if the search is to escape from local optima.

1

Mutation Rate Proportion

0.0005

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
0.0010

0
100

200

300

400

500

Generation

occur if the step size is reduced too rapidly3. At the level
of the population, this appears to be the cause of poor
reliability with the discrete scheme when using a low
innovation rate.
The fact that we see premature
convergence of strategy parameters together with poor
problem solving reliability using the discrete selfadaptation scheme suggests that this may be an effect
common to all types of self-adaptation.
The operation of self-adaptation depends on variety of
both the individual and its associated strategy parameter.
Without adequate variety, self-adaptation will proceed
only slowly. Variety is provided by the population and
the self-adaptation algorithm to varying degrees,
depending on the selection pressure and the nature of the
self-adaptation scheme in use. High selection pressure
has the characteristic of creating multiple copies of an
individual, the strategy parameters of which are varied by
innovation. With a low innovation rate and a GA
operating without recombination, there are many copies
of the individual produced with identical strategy
parameters. Low innovation rates used with a high
selection pressure are thus wasteful of function
evaluations and do not represent a good approach.
However, they may be a viable approach for low selection
pressures, because fewer copies are produced of each
individual and therefore relatively few function
evaluations are wasted, especially as the nature of the low
selection pressure is to preserve more of the population’s
variety. This view is supported by inspection of the
best/mean/worst fitness (not shown) of low and high
innovation rate experiments showing that mean fitness is
roughly the same for both low and high innovation rates.
However, the best individuals in the population are much
more fit and the least fit individuals are much poorer with
a high innovation rate. In short, the population shows a
higher fitness variance with a high innovation rate.
6.3

Figure 5 – Premature Convergence of Mutation Rates for
f2 (Rastrigin's function)
For high selection pressure, graphs of the proportion of
each strategy parameter allele present in the population
with low innovation rates show that the population
quickly assumes a small number of low mutation rates,
typically the two or three lowest available rates. As an
example, Figure 5 shows this for f2 (Rastrigin's function).
Even though they are being introduced at a fixed rate by
innovation, higher mutation rates exist in the population
with very low, possibly zero, probability.
Liang et al (1998) and Glickman & Sycara (2000) observe
premature convergence of strategy parameters with
continuous self-adaptation schemes. Rudolph (1999)
shows that convergence of the search to local optima can

METHODS FOR PROVIDING VARIETY

One approach is to assign a variety of strategy parameters
to copies of the individual, for example by using an
innovation rate of one. If the individuals are mutated and
the results evaluated, now the relative fitness of the
individual is determined solely by the strategy parameter
(ignoring the stochastic effects of mutation). Selection is
therefore evaluating the match between the individual and
its assigned strategy parameter.
This provides an
emphasis on the appropriateness of the strategy parameter
and hitchhiking of strategy parameters is discouraged. A
somewhat similar approach is used in Improved Fast
Evolutionary Programming (Yao, Lin & Liu, 1997). This
variant of EP selects the best of two offspring generated
from the same individual, one based on a step size
generated from a Gaussian distribution, the other from a
step size generated by a Cauchy distribution. Rudolph
(1999) suggests the addition of a fixed step size in order
to escape local optima. The discrete scheme with an
3

We note that Rudolph's proof is based on an elitist EA and
Rechenberg's 1/5 success rule.
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innovation rate of one takes this one stage further and
generates multiple offspring from the same individual
with stochastically selected step sizes.
A compromise between retaining the inherited strategy
parameter for testing, yet providing variety, is to pass
through one copy of the current strategy parameter,
together with several different choices of strategy
parameter for selection to test. This scheme
simultaneously allows exploration of new strategy
parameters and exploitation of existing information.
Based on the results of the experiments, these would seem
to be desirable characteristics of any self-adaptation
algorithm. Although this scheme cannot be achieved
deterministically using the current discrete innovation
algorithm, it is possible to calculate from (2) the
probability, Pv, that exactly one of the n (in the present
case, five) copies retains the inherited strategy parameter,
with the other four having different random alleles:

Pv = n ⋅ (1 − z + z / q)( z − z / q) ( n −1)

(4)

0.6

λ/µ=5
λ/µ=2

0.5

of the inherited strategy parameter being passed through
is also much higher than with the high selection pressure
over a wide range of innovation rates, such that Pv is
higher for low selection pressure than for high selection
pressure for all innovation rates except those approaching
one.
This provides further reinforcement for the
importance of selection pressure in the behaviour of selfadaptation.
As mentioned earlier, a deterministic version of this selfadaptation algorithm would provide for Pv=1 by passing
through a single copy of the inherited strategy parameter,
whilst testing other choices of strategy parameter. The
selection pressure, λ/µ, effectively determines the number
of copies of each individual made and in the present
experiments this ratio is five. However, there are ten
possible mutation rates that could be sampled, meaning
that some rates will not be tested against each individual
in a diverse population. Clearly, it would be possible to
match the number of possible mutation rates to the
selection pressure in use, especially for high selection
pressures. This has the additional advantage that no
inheritance mechanism is needed, since all mutation rates
are tested against each individual. Further work is needed
to experiment with such a scheme and determine the
minimum number of strategy parameter alleles that may
be successfully used.
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Figure 6 – Probability Pv against Innovation Rate
Figure 6, a plot of this probability against innovation rate,
shows that for high selection pressure, Pv is negligible for
low innovation rates, but increases with innovation rate,
peaking at an innovation rate of approximately 0.89. An
innovation rate of one, as used in the experiments gives a
Pv value higher than any innovation rate below about
0.74.
This demonstrates that the discrete scheme, even with an
innovation rate of one, provides good sampling of
innovative strategy parameters and still allows
transmission of inherited strategy parameter information
with a respectable probability. In addition, we find that
for low selection pressure, when fewer copies are made of
each individual, the probability distribution is
substantially different, peaking at a lower innovation rate
than that of high selection pressure. This is again
consistent with the results reported above. The probability

CONCLUSIONS

We showed that Smith's discrete model is able to provide
effective self-adaptation in a GA across a variety of
problems with better problem-solving reliability than the
typical lognormal self-adaptation scheme. Examination
of results from the lognormal self-adaptation scheme
showed that best results came from different values of the
τ parameter depending on whether the problem had
unimodal or multimodal characteristics. Multimodal
results suggest tentatively that the relationship presented
in (3) holds for GAs. Furthermore, we found that the best
results on all the multimodal problems came from using
(3) with a setting of c = 0.1.
A major finding of this work concerns the choice of an
appropriate innovation rate for the self-adaptation
mechanism. We found that although a low innovation
rate provides the best performance for unimodal
problems, in nearly all cases an innovation rate of one
gives the best overall reliability and time to optimum
figures for landscapes that have local optima or plateaus.
Our hypothesis for the reasons for the benefits of a high
innovation rate hinge on the relationship between
selection pressure and the need for variety across strategy
parameters in order for self-adaptation to function
effectively. High selection pressure and self-adaptation
algorithms favoring small step sizes have the effect of
reducing population diversity and encouraging premature
convergence. In this situation, self-adaptation schemes
need to provide a means of stimulating diversity to
counter the forces of selection. This is a side effect of
high innovation rates, but it may be possible to design

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

parameterless self-adaptation schemes that deliver this
benefit directly, whilst still providing the advantages of
traditional low innovation rate schemes, namely the
transmission of historically successful strategies when
they are appropriate. A scheme having these features was
outlined and it was shown that the discrete model with
uniform
stochastic
innovation
provides
these
characteristics to a certain extent.
Further
experimentation with purpose-designed algorithms along
these lines is needed to determine whether any further
performance benefits can accrue. In addition, we need to
test the strategy parameter diversity hypothesis on other
problems and self-adaptation schemes.
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Abstract
Within a genetic algorithm, all genes may not be
created equal. This concept is the central idea
explored in this paper. A second and equally
important idea is that this inequality in gene
importance or salience can be detected and
identified within a GA. To support these ideas, a
technique for directly measuring genetic
diversity within a GA population and thereby
indirectly measuring gene-specific importance is
provided. Diversity graphs are offered as a
powerful technique for visualizing measurement
results. Our theories, metrics and tools are tested
on GAs for two problem classes and four
different selection methods.

1

INTRODUCTION

Within a genetic algorithm (GA), all genes may not be
created equal. Anecdotal evidence of this can be obtained
from any student of genetic algorithms who has attempted
to solve a symbolic regression problem. For example,
consider a GA which finds the coefficients for the
following equation:
y = ax6 + bx5 + cx4 + dx3 + ex2 + fx + g + h cos(x) (1)
Intuitively, we expect genes representing the variables a
through h to have varying impacts on fitness evaluation
due to differences in the exponential order associated with
each term. We would further expect the a-gene and bgene to be the most important in determining fitness of an
individual. The values for genes c through h would be
largely irrelevant in terms of raw fitness until these first
two genes converged to some local optimum.
The idea of a gene’s importance or temporal-salience has
already been described in (Thierens, Goldberg & Pereira,
1998). A side effect of this property is the phenomenon
of “domino” convergence introduced in (Rudnick, 1992).
A GA with non-uniformly salient genes converges
serially over time starting with the more important genes
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and moving to less salient genes similar to the way a row
dominos falls. Domino convergence and variations in
gene importance have been shown to occur in genetic
algorithms attempting to solve exponentially scaled
fitness problems.
In subsequent works, (Goldberg, 1999) and (Srivastava &
Goldberg 2001) explored how gene salience and domino
convergence can be used to develop GAs with a serial
mode of processing. A serial GA consists of small
populations and short epochal runs. During each epoch
different salient genes converge to their respective
optimal values. Between each epoch, a continuation
operator is activated to rejuvenate the diversity of less
salient genes while leaving more important (and
previously converged) genes alone.
Without continuation operators, GAs for exponentially
scaled problems tend to converge around highly salient
genes. The GA may then drift and stall at a less than
optimal solution due to lack of diversity in less salient
genes.
The use of epochs and continuation operators was found
unproductive for problems with uniformly salient genes
(e.g., OneMax). For these types of problems, the
traditional GA’s implicit parallelism, larger populations,
and single long epoch were found to still be the most
productive method of processing.
We believe that the idea of gene-specific temporal
salience provides a valuable insight into how a GA
functions. In the case of exponentially scaled problems,
the concept opens up new opportunities for developing
continuation operators to fine tune GA performance. But
in order to use this approach, we must first find an
effective method to determine if a problem includes genes
with non-uniform salience and if so, a method for
identifying those genes that are more important than
others. This is particularly important in problems with
very large numbers of genes where a priori knowledge of
gene salience is less likely. In this work, we present a
simple method for detecting domino convergence and
identifying genes with high levels of importance. We
show how tracking gene diversity within a GA population
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can provide the information we need to obtain a
measurement of gene salience.
Our measurement technique focuses on two metrics. The
first is the variation in unique alleles associated with each
gene in a population. Unique allele counts plotted over
time (generations) constitutes a convergence profile for a
given problem and selection method. This profile clearly
indicates the presence or absence of domino convergence.
Our second metric consists of a ratio of unique subgenotypes to alleles and assigns a numeric salience value
to each gene. Graphically presented, this ratio gives us a
salience profile identifying genes of higher importance.
In this work we describe the general nature of the
experiments we performed to test the use of diversity as a
salience indicator. Experiments include GAs for different
problem classes and various selection methods. This
range of problem classes and selection methods allow us
to validate our method against previous theoretical work
performed by other researchers.

2

MEASURING GENE SALIENCE
THROUGH GENETIC DIVERSITY

The concept of gene salience or importance is all around
us. For example, normal human beings are born with two
eyes. Yet there exist numerous variations in eye color
within the population. On a simplistic level, we can
assume that the genes which affect the number of eyes in
one’s head are more important than those affecting eye
color. We can also assume that a lack of diversity in the
number_of_eyes genes relative to eye_color genes
indicates that the first is more salient than the others.
The same concept applies to genetic algorithms with nonuniform gene importance. Over time, diversity of salient
genes diminishes faster than that of non-salient genes.
Less salient genes are not subject to the same selection
pressures due to their low fitness impact. The diversity of
alleles for each gene in a population relative to other
genes provides a good indication of gene salience. The
less diverse, the more important.
Using this idea we began investigating various ways to
measure genetic diversity (or lack there of) within a GA.
Initial experiments looked at uniqueness of entire
chromosomes within a population. It was assumed that
this method would provide a good showing of genetic
diversity and illustrate how a population converges
toward a small number of similar individuals over the
course of multiple generations. This method was tested
but found to be unsatisfactory. Looking at entire
chromosomes did not single out specific genes nor
indicate their specific importance. Nor did this method
clearly show the presence or absence of domino
convergence. We also investigated convergence to fitness
values as a way of tracking convergence and diversity.
This also proved to be less than satisfactory in identifying
salient genes.
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Throughout these initial experiments, we notice that there
appeared to be a strong correlation between gene-salience
and diversity of alleles within a single gene and also
within partial chromosomes ("sub-genotypes"). The final
version of our measurement methods used this idea and
are described below.
2.1

UNIQUE ALLELES

The starting point for our method of determining genetic
diversity within a GA is to count the number of unique
alleles for each gene within a population at a given time.
An allele can be thought of as a single representation
instance of a gene. For example, using bit strings to
represent a 9-bit gene allows for 29 different alleles.
For notational purposes a single gene location within a
chromosome will be identified as Gi where 1 > i > n and n
equals the total number of genes which make up a single
chromosome. Two additional subscripts t and j are added
to further specify a gene. t indicates a specific time or
generation. j identifies an individual chromosome where
1 > j > p and p equals the population size. For example,
G3, 100, 12 denotes the third gene located on individual 12’s
chromosome at generation 100.
U(Gi,t) will be used to denote the count of unique alleles
for Gi within the total population at the start of generation
t.:
U(Gi,t) = | { Gi,t, j | Gi,t, j J Gi,t,k where 1 > j,k > p} |
To illustrate, assume that at the start of generation 54
during a GA's run, the third gene on all chromosomes
contained bit representations (genotypes) for one of the
following numbers: 12, -47, 178 or 3 (phenotypes). The
population has evolved to contain chromosomes with only
four unique alleles in the third position. In this example,
U(G3,54) = 4. Note that we are not concerned with how
many genes contain a given allele, only the number of
unique alleles within the population. U(Gi,t) provides a
measure of the diversity of Gi within the population at the
start of generation t.
Interesting results were obtained by following the
behavior of a population using this measure. A low U(Gi,t)
for a given gene relative to other genes in a chromosome
indicates that the population is converging towards a few
select alleles thus towards some local optimum.
Unfortunately, the difference between U(Gi,t) for all genes
within a GA was sometimes very small. This limited our
ability to draw any firm conclusions regarding a specific
gene's level of importance. Nor did this single statistic
provide a total picture of what was occurring within the
GA as a whole. Additional information was required.
2.2

UNIQUE SUB-GENOTYPES

Counting unique alleles gave us a way to track
convergence of a given gene. But what about the rest of
the genetic material within a chromosome?
To answer this question, we have developed the idea of a
partial chromosome or "sub-genotype". A sub-genotype
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is the entire chromosome excluding a single gene. For
notational purposes, Si,t will represent a chromosome’s
sub-genotype with respect to Gi at the start of generation t.
The sub-genotype for a specific gene consists of the
concatenation of all genetic material in the chromosome
excluding the gene itself.
The example below illustrates how allele representations
and sub-genotypes are derived from a hypothetical fivegene chromosome associated with individual 9 at
generation 60:

the symbolic regression problem. Based on the work
researchers previously cited, we should find no important
genes in the OneMax problem.
Experiments were conducted as follows:
1.

A GA was executed for 50 runs of 100 generations
each. All runs were initialized with a different
random number seed.

2.

All unique alleles and associated sub-genotypes were
counted for each gene during each generation.

3.

The allele and sub-genotype counts from step 2 were
averaged across all 50 runs.

4.

A ratio of the values from step 3 was calculated for
each generation. Ratios were summed and divided
by 100 for an average ratio across all generations.

5.

The results from 3 and 4 were plotted for each
problem as a set of six diversity graphs.

Original Chromosome #9 at Start of Generation 60:
Gene: #1
Value: 1010

#2
1111

#3
0011

#4
0000

#5
1101

Derived Gene Values and Sub-Genotypes:
G1,60,9 = 1010,
G2,60,9 = 1111,
G3,60,9 = 0011,
G4,60,9 = 0000,
G5,60,9 = 1101,

S1,60,9 = 1111 0011 0000 1101
S2,60,9 = 1010 0011 0000 1101
S3,60,9 = 1010 1111 0000 1101
S4,60,9 = 1010 1111 0011 1101
S5,60,9 = 1010 1111 0011 0000

U(Si,t) will be used to denote the count of unique subgenotypes within the total population at generation t:
U(Si,t) = | { Si,t, j | Si,t, j J Si,t,k where 1 > j,k > p} |
2.3

RATIO OF SUB-GENOTYPES TO ALLELES

As a final measure of diversity, we also looked at the ratio
of sub-genotype counts to the count of unique alleles.
This ratio (R) is equal to the sub-genotype count divided
by the unique allele count and can be shown as follows:
Ri,t = U(Si,t) / U(Gi,t)
Examples illustrating the importance of this relationship
will be given later. For now, it is sufficient to say that
this ratio "amplifies" the measurement of gene-specific
salience and provides an better indicator of this important
characteristic.

3

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Many experiments were performed to capture the metrics
described in Section 2. The purpose of these experiments
was to test our ability to detect non-uniform salience and
identify the salient order of genes within a chromosome.
Experiments involved calculating and then graphing
U(Gi,t), U(Si,t) and Ri,t for a variety of problem classes
and selection methods. An analysis of the data obtained
from the experiments supports our proposal that genetic
diversity can reveal gene-specific salience in a GA.
Two different problem classes were tested and included in
this paper: Symbolic Regression and OneMax. It was our
expectation that gene-specific salience would be found in

3.1

GA PARAMETERS AND SETTINGS

Our experiments used one of four selection methods:
Fitness Proportional, Tournament, Rank Proportional and
Random. Features and parameters incorporated into our
GA for all experiments included the following:
Population Size = 200 Individuals, Representation
Method = Bit String, Number of Genes per Chromosome
= 8, Number of Bits per Gene = 9, Crossover Type = 2Point, and Crossover Rate = 100%.
With the exception of one experiment, mutation was not
employed in any of our experiments. Our diversity
metrics are based on counts of unique alleles and subgenotypes. Mutation has the effect of increasing overall
diversity in a population and tended to obscure though not
hide our results. Leaving out mutation allows us to
remove its effects from our measurements and focus on
the evolution of individuals using only genetic material
available from the initial population. One can think of the
results of our mutation-less experiments as providing a
baseline measure of gene salience and selection pressure
within a GA.
3.2

COUNTING UNIQUE ALLELES AND SUBGENOTYPES

The method proposed in this paper for identifying genespecific salience requires that the number of unique
alleles and sub-genotypes be determined for each gene in
each generation. There are many different methods that
can be used for such a counting function, some more
efficient than others. The method employed for our
experiments was simple though not necessarily the most
efficient computationally.
All genes consisted of 9-bit binary strings representing
integer values from –255 to +255. During fitness
evaluation, these genotypic strings were converted to their
phenotypic decimal equivalents. Genes were left in their
original string format for counting purposes.
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At the beginning of each experiment an m x n array
(count) was constructed for storing unique allele counts
where m = 100 was the number of generations in a run
and n = 9 was the number of genes in each chromosome.
All array elements were initialized to 0.
A hash table was used to keep track of unique alleles. The
table was queried for the existence of each allele during
the counting process. A gene value not found in the hash
table was considered to be a new unique allele – the first
of its kind. The corresponding element in count was
incremented by 1 and the gene was added into the
hashtable. If an allele was found to already exist in the
hash table, no action was taken. The uniqueness of the
allele had already been noted and added to the count for
that gene during that generation. The following pseudocode further illustrates this process:
for (i=1; i<=number_of_genes; i++){
clear hash table;
for (j=1; j<=population_size; j++){
extract gene Gi from chromosome;
if (Gi not in hashtable){
add 1 to count[generation][i];
add Gi to hashtable;
}
else no action necessary;
}
}

A similar process was utilized to count unique subgenotypes associated with each gene. It should be noted
that the counting method described here is based
primarily on the number of genes in a chromosome and is
therefore usable with both small scale GAs and GAs with
larger gene sizes (number of bits) or populations.
3.3

VISUALIZATION OF DIVERSITY

Results were written from the count array to a commadelimited text file at the end of each experiment. The file
contained the count of unique gene values and subgenotypes for all 100 generations. Using data from this
file, two graphs were plotted for each term described
previously (U(Gi,t), U(Si,t) and Ri,t.) One graph shows
the change in the term over time (by generation) giving us
an online view. The second graph shows an offline
average value for each term for the entire GA run. Thus
for each experiment, a suite of six graphs was prepared
which, when viewed as a set, provided an excellent
picture of the changing genetic diversity within a GA.
Examples of these diversity graphs are provided
throughout the remainder of this work along with our
analysis.
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4

FINDING TEMPORAL SALIENCE

Given the introduction to this work, it is fitting that
symbolic regression be the first problem used to test our
diversity measurement technique. Predetermined x and y
values were provided as input to the GA's fitness function.
The GA's task was to find optimal values for coefficients
a through h. Positionally, these coefficients corresponded
to genes 1 through 8 on a chromosome.
Intuition and knowledge of the problem lets us know that
the first gene (G1) will be the most salient and have the
greatest impact on fitness evaluations due to its
association with the term ax6. The population should
converge around this one gene before all others. G2
representing the coefficient for bx5 would be next in
importance followed by G3, G4,G5 and so on.
Experiments were run per the design in Section 3 using
tournament selection. Unique alleles and sub-genotypes
for all runs were counted, averaged and plotted on a set of
diversity graphs (see Figure 1).
Figure 1(a) shows the convergence profile for this
problem/selection method combination. Allele diversity
for the gene associated with the a coefficient - U(G1) drops fastest followed by U(G2) and the other genes. By
generation 41, only one allele for G1 exists in the
population. The gene’s salience caused a single value to
quickly take over this gene in the entire population. This
graph also shows a similar but delayed behavior for G2
though G8 over the course of 100 generations. The result
is a staggered look to the graph clearly indicating the
domino convergence occurring in this experiment.
Figure 1(b) shows the diversity of sub-genotypes for this
problem. Diversity for all sub-genotypes drops decreases
over time as the GA converges to a single result.
Figures 1(d) and 1(e) provide an offline view of allele and
sub-genotype counts. Both of these graphs contain the
average number of unique alleles or sub-genotypes over
100 generations. For our test problem, G1 and G2 have
the lowest average unique number of alleles. On average,
only 7.7 different values for G1 existed during each
generation due to this gene’s salience. Although hard to
tell from the graph, G1 has the greatest sub-genotype
diversity. On average, any given individual in the
population will include one of 105 G2-through-G8 gene
combinations regardless of G1’s value. It was found that
generally the lower the unique allele count, the higher the
sub-genotype count within the GA.
From these first four graphs, we can see that G1 and G2 or
coefficients a and b respectively, are the more important
genes and exert a higher degree of selection pressure than
the other genes in this GA. But these graphs alone may
not be enough to clearly indicate gene salience. A more
reliable indicator has proven to be the ratio of subgenotypes to gene values (U(Si,t) / U(Gi,t)). These ratios
are plotted for our same test problem in Figures 1(c) and
1(f).
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Figure 1: Diversity Graphs for 8-Term Symbolic Regression Problem Using Tournament Selection
As mentioned earlier, this ratio R(Gi,t) tends to amplify
our ability to detect gene-specific importance and make it
easier to pick out the genes with greatest salience. Figure
1(f) is most important to us and we have called this type
of plot a “salience profile.” From Figure 1(f) it is very
clear which genes in our GA are more salient than others.

A variation on the preceding symbolic regression problem
was developed to check the previous results. In this
second problem, the positional order of terms was mixed.
The resulting equation is:
y = ax + bx4 + c cos(x) + dx5 + e + fx2 + gx6 + hx3
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Assuming our proposal is correct, G7, G4, and G2 should
exhibit behavior that typifies genes of higher importance.
Figure 2 shows the salience profile for this reordered
problem. As expected, G7, G4 and G2 had the highest
average ratio of unique sub-genotypes to alleles R(Gi,t) of
the eight genes.
Average of Unique Sub-Genotypes over Unique Alleles
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OTHER SELECTION METHODS

Graphs in Figures 1, 2 and 3 were associated with GAs
using tournament selection. How well does our
measurement technique work with other selection
methods?
To answer this
question we present
convergence and diversity profiles for GAs solving
equation (1) using random and fitness proportional
selection (Figures 4 and 5 respectively). Space does not
allow a detailed description of the results. However, a
few points should be noted.
The plots for random selection show that lack of directed
selection pressure leads only to drift in gene diversity.
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Figure 2: Saleince Profile for Symbolic Regression
Problem with Reordered Terms
This second experiment confirms that our measurement
technique can identify salient genes regardless of their
position within a chromosome.
As mentioned in Section 3, most of our experiments were
run without mutation. For sake of completeness, we
incorporated bit mutation at a rate of 0.01 in a third
experiment using equation (1). Figure 3 shows the
salience profile for this GA. A comparison of Figure 3
with Figure 1(f) shows that mutation reduced but did not
eliminate the indication of gene-specific salience
calculated from R(Gi). Using a magnified y-axis, the stair
step pattern indicating the presence of domino
convergence is still apparent.

Gene-specific salience also appears in GAs run with
fitness proportional selection. The exponential effect of
the selection method causes the GA to converge very
rapidly around highly salient genes. As a result we do
not see the stair stepped or staggered type of convergence
profile found in Figure 1. The salience profile is stronger
for genes of higher importance.
The important concept to be seen in these graphs is the
impact of selection method.
Rank or tournament
selection is best for detecting domino convergence and
identifying the gene order in terms of salience. However,
fitness proportional selection provides a very clear
indication of the importance of the most salient genes in a
chromosome. As a result, fitness proportional selection
may be most useful when results for other selection
methods are less clear.
Experiments testing our method on rank fitness were also
performed. We do not include the diversity and salience
profiles for these experiments as they were very similar to
those of tournament selection. When combined with a
OneMax problem, profiles for binary tournament and rank
selection were nearly identical as was expected based on
showings in (Blickle & Thiele, 1995).
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Figure 3: Salience Profile for Symbolic Regression
Probliem with Mutation = .01

OTHER PROBLEM CLASSES

It appears that we have found a simple method for
identifying domino convergence and gene-specific
salience in a GA. But what about detecting a lack of gene
importance? Random selection results in the elimination
of gene salience regardless of the problem type. Can we
also show that a problem class in and of itself lacks
salient genes. To further test our technique, we ran a GA
using a OneMax problem. The fitness function merely
counts the number of ones in the entire chromosome. This
problem has been shown to have uniform salience across
all genes. Figure 6(a) and (b) contain convergence and
salience profiles for this problem using tournament
selection. We can see from these plots that no gene is
more salient than another.
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Figure 4(a): Convergence Profile for Symbolic
Regression Problem with Random Selection

Figure 4(b): Salience Profile for Symbolic Regression
Problem with Random Selection
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a simple but useful
method for detecting domino convergence and genespecific salience within a given problem. It is not
uncommon for certain regions of GA individuals to
consistently converge early. Those regions are typically
expected to be regions that have high impact on the
fitness function. The ability to detect high impact regions
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Figure 6(b): Salience Profile for OneMax Problem with
Tournament Selection

would allow practitioners to potentially develop operators
that may improve GA performance on a particular
problem. Our detection method is based on a count of the
unique gene alleles and unique sub-genotypes that occur
within a short run. While both of these counts provide
some indication of gene salience, it is the ratio of the subgenotype count to the unique allele count that appears to
give the clearest picture as to which genes have the
strongest impact on the GA search process.
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We tested our method for detecting salient genes on
problems in which genes are and are not expected to have
varying impact. From results we are clearly able to detect
salient genes when they exist, regardless of their position
within a chromosome.
A comparison of salience profiles for varying selection
methods indicate that choice of selection method can
enhance or diminish gene-specific salience depending on
the desires of the GA researcher/developer. Our
experimental evidence shows that fitness proportional
selection magnifies a gene's selection pressure.
Tournament or rank fitness selection methods reduce that
pressure and allow the temporal salient nature of more
genes to shine through.
Choice of selection method is an example of how genesalience can be manipulated on a chromosomal- or
problem-wide scale. But can we manipulate selection
pressure at the gene level? The use of continuation
operators is a step in that direction. We believe that the
ability to identify salient genes within a GA will help
researchers in those development efforts.
While the information presented here is of value we do
recognize that our methods have their limitations.
Specifically, our methods were designed for GAs with
fixed gene positions and would not be directly applicable
to locus-variable situations such as messy GAs or GAs
with variable length chromosomes. We believe the
development of methods for detecting gene salience in
these other GA categories will be a productive area for
future research.
In addition, our research focused on gross numerical
counts of unique allele values and sub-genotypes This
approach can suffer from scalability issues which may be
addressed by taking measurements on restricted GA runs
(e.g., short duration or small populations.)
These
restricted runs can reduce processing time while still
providing information about the problem. Such gross
numerical counts also make no attempt to evaluate genes
or sub-genotypes qualitatively. Further research in these
areas are expected to provide a greater understanding of
genetic diversity within a GA.
Despite these limitations, we feel the knowledge gained
from our research has immediate value. We can now
detect domino convergence within a GA and thus nonuniform gene salience. In addition, we can identify
important genes within these GAs and begin to use this
knowledge towards development of better control
mechanisms.
In terms of immediate applications, our method may be
helpful in a number of ways. The programming effort
required to extract our measurements (V(Gi,t), S(Gi,t) and
R(Gi,t)) is relatively small. A few lines of code added to
any fixed position GA would allow a quick view of any
gene-specific temporal salience that the GA might
encounter.
We feel our diversity graphs will be useful in
development and evaluation of new genetic operators and
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selection methods. We have already mentioned the
strikingly similar results found for rank and tournament
selection which concur with theoretical studies. Diversity
graphs would show where new selection methods are
similar to existing methods and where they differ.
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Abstract

Interaction among decision variables is inherent
to a number of real-life engineering design
optimisation problems. There are two types of
interaction that can exist among decision
variables: inseparable function interaction and
variable dependence. The aim of this paper is to
propose an Evolutionary Computing (EC)
technique for handling variable dependence in
multi-objective optimisation problems. In spite
of its immense potential for real-life problems,
lack of systematic research has plagued this field
for a long time. The paper attempts to fill this
gap by devising a definition of variable
dependence. It then uses this analysis as a
background for identifying the challenges that
variable dependence poses for optimisation
algorithms. The paper further presents a brief
review of techniques for handling variable
dependence in optimisation problems. Based on
this analysis, it devises a solution strategy and
proposes an algorithm that is capable of handling
variable
dependence
in
multi-objective
optimisation problems. The working of the
proposed algorithm is demonstrated, and its
performance is compared to that of two high
performing evolutionary-based multi-objective
optimisation algorithms, NSGA-II and GRGA,
using two test problems extracted from literature.
The paper concludes by giving the current
limitations of the proposed algorithm and the
future research directions.

1

INTRODUCTION

Real-life engineering design optimisation problems, as
opposed to the theoretical problems (test cases), are those
that are encountered in industry. Some examples of these
problems are the design of aerospace structures for

minimum weight, the surface design of automobiles for
improved aesthetics and the design of civil engineering
structures for minimum cost (Rao, 1996). A survey of
industry and literature reveals that along with multiple
objectives, constraints, qualitative issues and lack of prior
knowledge, most real-life design optimisation problems
also involve interaction among decision variables (Roy et
al., 2000). However, lack of systematic research has
plagued the field of interaction for a long time. This can
mainly be attributed to the lack of sophisticated
techniques, and inadequate hardware and software
technologies. However, in the last two decades, with the
improvements in hardware and software technologies
some research has been carried out in this area especially
in the field of statistical data analysis (Draper and Smith,
1998). This has been further augmented in the recent past
with the growth of computational intelligence techniques
like Evolutionary Computing (EC), Neural Networks
(NNs) and Fuzzy Logic (FL) (Pedrycz, 1998). This paper
focuses on the development of an evolutionary-based
algorithm for handling variable interaction in multiobjective optimisation problems.

2

TYPES OF VARIABLE
INTERACTION

In an ideal situation, desired results could be obtained by
varying the decision variables of a given problem in a
random fashion independent of each other. However, due
to interaction this is not possible in a number of cases,
implying that if the value of a given variable changes, the
values of others should be changed in a unique way to get
the required results. The two types of interaction that can
exist among decision variables are discussed below.
2.1

INSEPARABLE FUNCTION INTERACTION

The first type of interaction among decision variables,
known as inseparable function interaction, is discussed in
detail by Tiwari et al. (2001). This interaction occurs
when the effect that a variable has on the objective
function depends on the values of other variables in the
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3

B=B2
B=B1

4

3

A2

(a)

B=B1

B=B1

•

The above discussion implies that the presence of
dependence among decision variables modifies the
shape and location of variable search space. In case
of no dependence among decision variables, both
variables A and B can independently take random
values in their respective ranges making the A-B
search space rectangular in shape. However, the
presence of dependence makes the search space take
the shape and location based on the nature of function
f(A).

2

1

A2

A1

(b)

A2

A1

(c)

Figure 1: Examples of Interaction (a) No Interaction
(b) Synergistic Interaction (c) Anti-synergistic Interaction
(Phadke, 1989)
In GA literature, the inseparable function interaction, as
defined above, is termed as epistasis. The GA community
defines epistasis as the interaction between different
genes in a chromosome (Beasley et al., 1993). A review
of literature reveals that the evolutionary-based
techniques for handling inseparable function interaction
can be classified into two broad categories based on the
approach used for the prevention of building block
disruption. These categories involve managing the race
between linkage evolution and allele selction (Harik,
1997), and modelling the promising solutions
(Muhlenbein and Mahnig, 1999).
A number of real-life examples can be found in literature
that involve this type of interaction. For example, the
temperature (T) of an ideal gas varies with its pressure (P)
and volume (V) as T=kPV, where k is the constant of
proportionality. This equation has cross-product term PV
clearly demonstrating the interaction between P and V in
the definition of T.
2.2

Both variables A and B cannot simultaneously take
random values in their respective ranges. If variable
A takes a value A1, variable B can take only those
random values that lie between [f(A1)+c] and
[f(A1)+d]. With the change in value of A, the range of
random values that B can take also changes. So, the
variables cannot be varied independently of each
other.

4
2

1

A1

•
B=B2

3

2

1

y

VARIABLE DEPENDENCE

The second type of interaction among decision variables,
known as variable dependence, is the main focus of this
paper. This interaction occurs when the variables are
functions of each other, and hence cannot be varied
independently. Here, change in one variable has an impact
on the value of the other. A typical example of this type
of interaction is the case when the function y is A2+B2,
where A and B are as defined below.
A = Random ( a , b )
B = f ( A) + Random ( c , d )

As can be seen, variable A is fully independent and can
take any random value between a and b. On the other
hand, variable B is not fully independent and has two
components. The first component, which is a function of
variable A, takes values depending on the values of A. The
second component is a random number lying between c
and d. It should be noted that in case of no dependence
among decision variables, a and b define the range of
variable A, and c and d define the range of variable B.

S
FRDV

S2

B=B2

f

S1

4

y

FRIV
S1

y

The above example reveals that the presence of
dependence among decision variables has the following
effects.

S2

function (Taguchi, 1987). This concept of interaction can
be understood from Figure 1.

T1
T2

T

Figure 2: Relationship between Stress(S) and
Temperature(T)
(FRIV: Feasible Region with Independent Variables and
FRDV: Feasible Region with Dependent Variables)
The dependence among decision variables is frequently
observed in real-life problems. As an example, the
resistance (R) of a wire is defined in terms of two
variables, namely Temperature (T) and Stress (S), where T
and S are as defined below.
R = F (S , T )
T = Random (T1 , T2 )
S = f (T ) + Random ( S1 , S 2 )

This real-life problem is analogous to the example
discussed earlier. As illustrated in Figure 2, the presence
of dependence among decision variables modifies the
variable search space. In case of no dependence among
decision variables, T-S search space is rectangular in
shape. It is shown as FRIV (Feasible Region with
Independent Variables) in Figure 2. In presence of
dependence among variables, the modified search space is
shown as FRDV (Feasible Region with Dependent
Variables) in Figure 2.
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CHALLENGES POSED BY VARIABLE
DEPENDENCE

Complex variable dependence poses a number of
challenges for multi-objective optimisation algorithms. In
the presence of variable dependence, the decision
variables cannot be varied independently of each other.
Also, the search space gets modified creating a new
feasible region based on the dependence among decision
variables. This is demonstrated in Figure 2. Depending
upon the nature of variable dependency, additional
features (such as bias (non-linearity), multi-modality,
deception and discontinuity) may also be introduced in
the problem. A generic Genetic Algorithm (GA)
independently varies the decision variables and works in
the feasible region that does not take variable dependence
into account. So, it creates solutions that have limited
practical significance since they do not lie in the actual
feasible region of the search space. Therefore, there is a
need to develop GAs that have mechanisms for handling
variable dependence in their search processes.

4

report any dedicated technique that can deal with variable
dependence. However, as shown in Table 1, the survey of
literature in related areas of research reveals some
techniques that can be used for inferring dependency
relationships among decision variables and identifying
independent variables.
Table 1: Techniques for Identification of Dependency
Relationships and Independent Variables

Identification
of
Dependency
Relationships

Identification
of
Independent
Variables

4.1

TECHNIQUES FOR HANDLING
VARIABLE DEPENDENCE

Most of the dependent-variable optimisation problems do
not have known dependency relationships. In these
problems, multiple sets of variable values are available
from which the dependency relationships need to be
inferred. An optimisation algorithm that is capable of
handling variable dependence should be able to infer
these relationships from the given data, identify the
independent variables and manage the search process
accordingly. Due to the lack of systematic research in this
area, the literature in the field of optimisation does not

• Neural Networks (NNs) (Hertz et al.,
1991; Richards, 1998; Gershenfeld,
1999)
• Probabilistic Modelling (PM) (Pelikan et
al., 1998; Larranaga et al., 1999; Evans
and Olson, 2000; Muhlenbein and
Mahnig, 1999)
• Regression Analysis (RA) (Frees, 1996;
Draper and Smith, 1998; Evans and
Olson, 2000)
• Tree Diagrams (TDs) (Banzhaf et al.,
1998; Richards, 1998; Larranaga et al.,
1999)
• Direct Analysis (DA) (Gershenfeld, 1999)

IDENTIFICATION OF DEPENDENCY
RELATIONSHIPS

Table 2 presents an analysis of the techniques that can be
used for inferring dependency relationships from the
avaiable sets of variable values. This table highlights the
following.
•

NNs: As can be seen from Table 2, the NNs require a
priori knowledge regarding the classification of
variables as dependent and independent (Hertz et al.,
1991). Since this information is rarely available in
real-life problems, the choice of the NNs is ruled out
in spite of their other attractive features.

Table 2: Analysis of Techniques for Identification of Dependency Relationships
Techniques for Identification of Dependency Relationships
Comparative Analysis

Difficulty of
Implementation

Neural Networks (NNs)

Probabilistic Modelling
(PM)

Medium

High

Very high (due to many open
issues)

Dependent on degree of RA
equation

Dependent on number of
hidden units

Dependent on choice of
modelling method

Low

High

Medium

Explicit

Explicit (for given dependent
variables)

Purely implicit

Multiple RA equations

Built-in multiple relationships
(based on choice of NN
structure)

Built-in multiple relationships

Identification of
Independent Variables

Through multiple repetitions
of RA

Not possible

Not required

Difficulty of Data Addition

Medium (repetition required)

Medium (repetition required
by most NNs)

Low (updating required)

Accuracy
Computational Expense
Features

Regression Analysis (RA)

Nature of Dependency
Relationships
Identification of Multiple
Dependency
Relationships
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•

•

4.2

PM: PM is also a very powerful technique, requiring
little information regarding the nature of variables.
As shown in Table 2, it also has a number of other
features that are required for dealing with real-life
problems. However, the application of PM to model
multiple interacting decision variables is a relatively
new area of research, and a number of research issues
need to be addressed before it could be chosen for
handling real-life problems having multiple real
variables (Evans and Olson, 2000).
RA: Table 2 reveals that the multiple explicit
equations that are identified by the RA give good
insight to the designer regarding the relationships
among decision variables. RA is also easy to
implement and maintain (Frees, 1996). Further, it
addresses most of the above-mentioned limitations of
NNs and PM. However, the accuracy of RA is
dependent on its degree.
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any cyclic dependency in those relationships. To attain
this, a strategy that ensures good ‘book keeping’ is
adopted. The salient features of this strategy are discussed
below.
•

The RA that is used in GAVD breaks down a
regression equation until it becomes nondecomposable. In this way, all the underlying
relationships among the decision variables are
identified.

•

A Dependency Chart (DC), which is a tool for DA, is
maintained to keep track of the variables that are
identified as dependent (D) and independent (I) in the
regression process. In this way, unnecessary
repetitions of RA are avoided for the variables that
have already been identified as ‘D’ or ‘I’. This also
ensures that the regression equations do not involve
any cyclic dependency.

•

When determining the regression equation for a given
variable, only those variables that are marked as ‘I’
or are unmarked in DC are considered as
independent. This guarantees that the variables that
are identified as ‘D’ are not considered as
independent in subsequent stages of the RA, thereby
ensuring that the regression equations obtained are as
non-decomposable as possible. This also reduces the
number of variables that are considered at each stage
of the RA.

IDENTIFICATION OF INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

The main strengths and weaknesses of the techniques
used for the identification of independent variables are the
following.
•

•

5

TDs: The dependence among decision variables can
be graphically represented using TDs, in which each
node represents a variable in the problem. TDs are
easy to use and have good visualisation capabilities,
but they are difficult to be encoded in a computer
language.
DA: DA involves the analysis of dependency
equations to identify the independent variables. This
method is easy to be encoded in a computer language
but is difficult to visualise.

PROPOSED GA FOR VARIABLE
DEPENDENCE (GAVD)

This section proposes a novel algorithm ‘GA for Variable
Dependence (GAVD)’, described in Figure 3. Based on
the discussion in Section 4, the RA is chosen in GAVD to
identify variable dependency equations using the data
provided. Furthermore, GAVD uses TDs for visualisation
of dependency relationships, and DA to automate the
identification of independent variables. The steps
involved in GAVD are described below.
5.1

STEP 1: IDENTIFICATION OF
DEPENDENCY RELATIONSHIPS

This step is omitted in those cases in which the
dependency relationships are known. In the other cases,
this step analyses the given data for identifying multiple
dependency equations, while keeping the computational
expense as low as possible. GAVD uses RA in such a way
that it not only identifies all non-decomposable
relationships among decision variables but also removes

5.2

STEP 2: IDENTIFICATION OF
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

TDs are used here for visual representation of
relationships among decision variables. A TD is
constructed here to give a visual representation of the
dependency relationships to the user. The end nodes of
this tree are the independent variables. The TD also aids
in the identification of cyclic dependencies that may be
present in the given dependency equations. Since TDs are
difficult to be encoded in a computer language, the DC is
used to automate the process of identification of
independent variables and remove any cyclic dependency.
Here, the DC is used to identify the independent variables
as those that are marked as ‘I’. The construction of this
chart also aids the identification and removal of cyclic
dependencies from the dependency equations.
5.3

STEP 3: OPTIMISATION

Being a high-performing latest algorithm, Generalised
Regression GA (GRGA) has been chosen as the
optimisation engine for GAVD. GRGA is a multiobjective optimisation algorithm that uses RA for
handling complex inseparable function interaction (Tiwari
et al., 2001). Here, the independent variables, identified in
the previous step, define the GA chromosome. For each
alternative solution generated by the GA, the dependency
equations are used to calculate the values of the
dependent variables. It should be noted here that the
bounds on independent variables are treated as variable
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decision variables. Therefore, the overall computational
complexity of GAVD is the complexity of GRGA
increased with the complexity of the RA, where in most
cases the latter is much smaller than the former.

limits and those on dependent variables are treated as
constraints.
Since GAVD uses GRGA as its optimisation engine, the
basic operations of GRGA also form part of GAVD. In
addition, it uses the RA to model the relationship among
Start

Given:
• Objective functions (F’s) and constraints
• Variable bounds
• Multiple sets of variable values

Step 1

Perform Regression Analysis (RA),
considering first variable as dependent
Set first regression coefficient to zero
Set next regression coefficient to zero

No

All regression coefficients (in
new equation) analysed?

Re-perform RA

Yes

Set next regression coefficient to zero

Same correlation coefficient?
(within ±10%)

No

No

All regression coefficients analysed?
Yes

Yes

Mark all RA variables in Dependency Chart (DC),
as Dependent (D) or Independent (I)
No

All variables marked?
Yes

Re-perform RA,
considering next unmarked variable as dependent
and all unmarked or ‘I’ variables as independent

Mark F’s as peak nodes of Tree Diagram (TD)
Decompose first F
Decompose first child node of F

Step 2

Are all nodes at this
level non-decomposable?

No

Decompose all dependent nodes

Yes

Are all immediate children
of F analysed?

No

Decompose next child node of F

Yes
No

Are all F’s analysed?

Decompose next F

Yes

Use GRGA as optimisation engine:
• GA chromosome defined by independent
variables (end nodes of TD or marked ‘I’ in DC)
• Dependent variables (marked ‘D’ in DC)
calculated from dependency equations
• Bounds on independent variables treated as
variable limits
• Bounds on dependent variables treated as
constraints

Optimisation

Stop

Figure 3: GA for Variable Dependence (GAVD)
5.4

A WORKED EXAMPLE

This worked example demonstrates the application of
GAVD to a problem that has dependence among its
decision variables. This problem is given below.
Objective _ Function : F = F ( x1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 )
(L)
(U )
∀x i
≤ xi ≤ xi
, i = 1...5
Given : Multiple _ Sets _ of _ Variable _ Values

Suppose the underlying relationships among decision
variables that need to be identified are as follows.

x1 = f1 ( x 2 , x 3 )
x3 = f 2 ( x 2 , x 4 , x5 )

The flowchart of Figure 3 identifies the following steps
for solving this problem.
•

Determine the following equation for x1.
x1 = v1 ( x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 )

•

No change is observed in correlation coefficient,
when the RA is performed with the regression
coefficient of x2 set to zero. The new equation is as
follows.
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x1 = v1 ' ( x 3 , x 4 , x 5 )

•

Correlation coefficients reduce, when the RA is
performed with the regression coefficients of x3, x4
and x5 set to zero in steps.

•

Mark x1 as ‘D’ and x3, x4 and x5 as ‘I’ in the DC
(Table 3).

•

Determine the following equation for x2 in terms of
those variables that are so far identified as ‘I’ or are
so far unmarked in the DC.

Correlation coefficients reduce, when the RA is
performed with the regression coefficients of x3, x4
and x5 set to zero in steps.

•

Mark x2 as ‘D’ and x3, x4 and x5 as ‘I’ in the DC
(Table 3).

•

The variables marked ‘I’ in the DC are independent
whereas those marked ‘D’ are dependent.

•

Use the dependency equations determined above for
drawing the TD for the problem (Figure 4). The
nodes that are encircled in this figure represent the
independent variables. All other variables are treated
as dependent.

•

x3, x4 and x5 constitute the GA chromosome.

Ø

x1 and x2 are determined from the dependency
equations.

Ø

Bounds on x3, x4 and x5 are treated as variable
limits.

Ø

Bounds on x1 and x2 are treated as constraints.

Table 3: Dependency Chart (DC) for Worked Example
Dependency
Chart (DC)

x 2 = v 2 ( x3 , x 4 , x5 )

•

Ø

Regression
Equations

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5

Variables
X3
X4
I
I
D
I
I

X1
D

X2

X5
I
I

F
x1
x3

x4

x2
x5

x3

x4

x3

x4

x5

x5

Figure 4: Tree Diagram (TD) for Worked Example

Use GRGA as the optimisation engine.

Table 4: Test Problems for Performance Analysis of GAVD
Problem

Objective Functions (Minimisation)

[1 − exp(− 4x1 )], ∀0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1
H
I ( x ' ' ) = 2 − exp(−2x 2 ) cos(8πx 2 ), ∀0 ≤ x 2 ≤ 1

H
D( x ' ) =
Problem-1

6

1

(1 − exp(−4))

2
2
x 2 = 1 − 0.1x 3 − 0.2 x 3 − 0.3 x 4 − 0.1x 4 − 0.3 x 3 x 4

∀ 0 ≤ x 3 ≤ 1, ∀0 ≤ x 4 ≤ 1
Data _ Generation : x 2 ' = x 2 + Normal ( 0, 0.05)

0.6
s( f1 , I ) = 2 − ( f1 / I )
H
f1 = D( x ' )
H
f 2 = s( f1 , I ) × I ( x' ' )

(Figure 5(a))

[1 − exp(− 3x1 )], ∀0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1
H
I ( x ' ' ) = 3 − exp(− x 2 ) cos(2πx 2 ) − exp(− x3 ) cos(4πx3 ), ∀0 ≤ x 2 , x3 ≤ 1
H
D( x ' ) =

Problem-2

Dependency Equations

1

(1 − exp(−3))

0.4
2
s ( f1 , I ) = 2 − ( f1 / I )
− ( f1 / I ) cos(8πf1 )
H
f1 = D( x ' )
H
f 2 = s ( f1 , I ) × I ( x ' ' )

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, GAVD is tested using two multi-objective
optimisation test problems that have dependence among
their decision variables (Table 4). The features of these
test problems make them particularly difficult for multiobjective optimisation algorithms. In the absence of any
dedicated technique for handling variable dependence,
this section compares the performance of GAVD with two

2
x 2 = 0.2 + 0.2 x 3 + 0.6 x 3 , ∀0 ≤ x 3 ≤ 1
Data _ Generation : x 2 ' = x 2 + Normal ( 0, 0.05 )

(Figure 5(b))

high-performing multi-objective optimisation algorithms:
NSGA-II and GRGA. However, unlike GAVD, both these
algorithms do not take variable dependency into account.
6.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All the tests reported here correspond to 100 population
size, 500 generations, 0.8 crossover probability, 0.05
mutation probability, and simulated binary crossover with
10 crossover distribution index and 50 mutation
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distribution index. The results obtained from these tests
are shown in Figure 6 for Problem-1 and Figure 7 for
Problem-2. The γ (convergence metric) and ∆ (diversity
metric) values corresponding to these results are shown in
Table 5 (Deb et al., 2000). These results form the typical
set obtained from 10 runs with different random number
seed values. No major variation was observed in the
results with the change in the seed values.

•

In this problem, the original Pareto front occurs when
both x2 and x3 are equal to 0. Due to the given
dependency among these variables, this is no longer
possible. This causes modifications in the search
space and the Pareto front.

•

GRGA converges to the global Pareto front of the
original problem (with no dependence among its
decision variables). However, since the new Pareto
front does not coincide with the original one, the
results from GRGA are not feasible in this case.
Similar to the previous case, NSGA-II gets trapped
on a local front, which in this case coincidentally lies
in the new search space.

•

Also, since GAVD uses quadratic RA, it is able to
exactly determine the dependency equation in this
case. Hence, the Pareto front seen by GAVD is the
same as that of the actual dependent-variable
problem. Therefore, GAVD converges to the Pareto
front and distributes the solutions uniformly across
the front.

1

x2

0.8

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

x2

0.6

0.4

0

0.2

0.4
x3

0.6

0.8

1 0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
x4

1

0.2

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

x3

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Dependency Relationships (a) Problem-1
(b) Problem-2
Table 5: Performance Metrics in Problems 1 and 2

Optimisation
Algorithms

Performance
Metrics

6.2

Problem-1

Problem-2

γ

∆

γ

∆

NSGA-II

1.209567

0.090002

0.986345

0.083956

GRGA

0.009143

0.080121

1.654703

0.045431

GAVD

0.008221

0.081124

0.001373

0.014564

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The following observations can be made from the results
obtained from Problem-1 (Figure 6, Table 5).
•

Since the dependency equation covers the full range
of x2, it does not alter the Pareto front. Therefore, the
Pareto fronts for the original problem (with no
dependence) and the dependent-variable problem
coincide with each other.

•

GRGA and NSGA-II do not incorporate variable
dependence in their solution strategies. However,
since the original and the new Pareto fronts are
coincident in this case, the GRGA is able to locate
the Pareto front. However, NSGA-II gets trapped in
one of the local fronts.

•

The dependency equation is quadratic, making it
possible for the GAVD (that uses quadratic RA) to
exactly model the dependence. Hence, the Pareto
front that the GAVD sees coincides with the true
Pareto front. Furthermore, since GAVD uses GRGA
as its optimisation engine, it is able to converge to the
Pareto front and distribute the solutions uniformly
across the front.

The following observations can be made from the results
obtained from Problem-2 (Figure 7, Table 5).

Figure 6: GAVD Performance in Problem-1
(PFIV: Pareto Front for Independent Variables,
PFDV: Pareto Front for Dependent Variables,
EPF: Estimated Pareto Front)

Figure 7: GAVD Performance in Problem-2
(PFIV: Pareto Front for Independent Variables,
PFDV: Pareto Front for Dependent Variables,
EPF: Estimated Pareto Front)
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7

FUTURE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

The current limitations of GAVD and the corresponding
future research activities are as follows.
•

•

•

8

The performance of this algorithm in identifying the
dependence among decision variables is limited by
the degree of RA that it uses. Hence, in dealing with
complex dependence, higher order RAs are required.
This implies that the use of more sophisticated nonlinear modelling tools, such as Neural Networks,
have the potential of improving its performance,
especially in modelling deceptive and complex nonlinear functions.
GAVD also needs to be fitted with a mechanism that
can learn the dependency relationships, and update it
each time a new data is added, without having to
repeat the whole process.
GAVD also needs enhancements to deal with noisy
data and qualitative issues in real-life problems.

CONCLUSIONS

There is currently a lack of systematic research in the
field of variable dependence. This paper proposes an
algorithm capable of handling variable dependence in
multi-objective optimisation problems. The performance
of proposed algorithm is compared to that of two state-ofthe-art optimisation algorithms (NSGA-II and GRGA)
using two dependent-variable test problems. It is observed
that the proposed algorithm GAVD enables its
optimisation engine (GRGA) to handle variable
dependence in optimisation problems.
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Abstract
In this paper the Family Competition Genetic
Algorithm (FCGA) is applied to analyze DNAmicroarray data. DNA Microarray technology is
a significant impact on genomics study. The
proposed approach consists of global and local
strategies by integrating the family competition,
edge assembly crossover, and neighbor-join
mutation. Experiments are performed to compare
the FCGA with several methods in some realworld biological data sets. Numerical results
indicate that FCGA performs very robustly and
is very competitive with other approaches. Using
FCGA, we are able to find a gene order to
display the microarray data in a meaningful way.

1

INTRODUCTION

DNA microarray technology can be applied to many
biological domains, such as drug discovery, molecular
diagnosis, and toxicological research. During the past few
years, the development of DNA-microarray technology
had provided the means to monitor the expression levels
of a large number of genes simultaneously.
In the microarray experiments, messenger RNAs
(mRNA) are extracted from the cell culture.
Complementary DNAs (cDNA) are generated from the
RNAs, amplified, labeled and then hybridized to a large
array of DNA probes immobilized on a solid surface. The
array is then scanned by a laser to obtain the signal for
each probe region. From the signal strengths of the probes
from a particular gene, one can infer the expression level
of the gene in the cell type under study. Fig. 1 is the
schematic procedures for monitoring gene expression
using DNA microarray. With many chips, the expression
data can be represented by a real-valued expression
matrix X where Xij is the measured expression level of
gene i in experiment j.
However with thousands of genes and hundreds of
experiments, it is difficult to evaluate the immense
amount of gene expression profiles. A large number of
approaches have been developed for analyzing the huge
microarray data. For examples, clustering, classification,
and genetic network analysis are usually adapted for
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analyzing these data. In any case, it is important to display
microarry data in a meaningful way to best illustrate
trends in gene expression.
An intuitive way to display microarray data is to find
an optimal order of genes such that genes with similar
expression profiles are blocked together. However, it is
NP-complete to find an optimal order of genes [1].
Several approaches have been proposed for solving this
problem. For example, the hierarchical clustering
approach, a widely used tool [2-6], has been used to
approximate the solution. Since the constructing process
of the hierarchical tree is greedy, this approach may get
stuck at local minima. Some approaches have been
proposed to improve the solution quality of hierarchical
clustering approach, such as flipping the internal nodes in
the tree [7] and neural networks [8]. In this paper, finding
an optimal order of genes is formulated as a travel
salesman problem (TSP). Evolutionary approaches (EAs)
are one of promising directions for solving TSPs.
Evolutionary approaches have been successfully
applied to optimization problems that are inherently
computationally complex [9-11]. EAs are an adaptable
concept for problem solving and especially well suited for
solving difficult optimization problems. They have been
used to solve problems involving large search spaces,
where traditional optimization methods are less efficient.
In this paper, we propose the family competition
genetic algorithm (FCGA) to find the optimal order of
genes with expression profiles. The FCGA combines a
family competition, the neighbor-join mutation (NJ), and
the edge assembly crossover (EAX) [12]. The family
competition, derived from (1+λ)-ES and Lin-Kernigan
heuristic, had been successfully applied to several
continuous parameter optimization problems, such as
protein docking [13] and thin-film coatings [14]. In our
pervious studies [15], we had successfully integrated the
family competition and EAX for solving traveling
salesman problems (TSPs). In order to balance
exploration and exploitation, we also designed the
neighbor-join mutation [16] to cooperate with the EAX.
The main difference in methodology between the present
work and our previous studies is the integrations of these
mechanisms.
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reference

where gi denote a gene, 1 ≤ i ≤ n , π denote a gene order,
M is number of genes and D(gi, gj) is the distance of two
genes gi and gj. This problem is the same as to determine
the shortest route passing through a set of M cities under
the condition that each city is visited exactly once. This
so-called traveling salesman problem is well known to be
NP-complete [22].
Some methods have been proposed to define the
distance D(gi, gj), or called similar, between two genes,
such as Pearson correlation, absolute correlation,
Spearman Rank correlation, Kendall's Tau, and Euclidean
distance. In this paper, we applied centered Pearson
correlation which is widely used in DNA microarray. Let
X = x1 , x2 ,..., xk and Y = y1 , y 2 ,..., y k be the expression levels

experiment

of two genes (prepared in log-transformed data) observed
over a series of k conditions. Based on Pearson
correlation the distance of genes X and Y can be given
(2)
D ( X , Y ) = 1 − s X ,Y .
Figure 1. Schematic procedures for monitoring gene expression
using DNA microarray

We illustrate features of FCGA by some TSPs
benchmarks and biological data sets. The TSPs were used
to verify the performance of FCGA by comparing with
several methods [12][17-19]. Three biological data sets
are tested to shown that FCGA is superior to the existing
heuristic methods of gene order, including hierarchical
clustering [2] and self-organizing map (SOM) [20].
Experimental results demonstrated that the FCGA is an
encouraging approach for finding the optimal order of
genes in expression profiles.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the problem of ordering genes in expression profiles.
Section 3 introduces the evolutionary nature of the FCGA.
In Section 4, some experimental results are presented to
illustrate the performance of the FCGA. We also compare
the FCGA with various approaches on three biological
problems and discuss the biological meanings.
Concluding comments are drawn in Section 5.

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

One important issue in the microarray data analysis is
to display the data in a meaningful way that best
illustrates the trends in gene expression. The problem can
be formulated as follows: find an optimal order of genes
such that genes with similar expression profiles are close
together. Different criteria result in different objective
functions: such as distances between gene expression
profiles [1] or distances between both adjacent genes and
block similarities [21]. In this paper, we used the sum of
distances of adjacent genes as our fitness function defined
as

s X ,Y =

1 k
∑
k i =1

( )( )
xi − X

σX

y1 − Y

σY

∑ D( gπ , g π
i

i +1

),

(1)

(3)

where X and σX is the mean and standard derivation of the
expression levels. The value of σX is

σX =

k

1
k

∑ (x
i =1

i

− X )2 .

(4)

According to the above steps, the problem finding an
optimal order of genes can be formulated as a TSP. Then
we applied our method to solve this problem.
Initialize population S with N solutions

Randomly select another individual
Repeat for each
individual
(“ family
parent s i”) in S

Generate an intermediate solution
(o i) by applying EAX crossover
Select the better one (Ii) from s i
and (o 1, o 2…o L )
Generate a child (c i) by applying NJ
mutation on Ii, insert c i into S next

Replace S with S next and let
S next be an empty set.
No

Satisfy terminal
conditions
Yes
Output the best solution

Figure 2. The outline of FCGA

M

i =1

sX,Y is the centered Pearson correlation defined as

Repeat L
times
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METHOD

In this section, the details of the proposed genetic
algorithm, called family competition genetic algorithm
(FCGA), for optimizing the gene order in gene expression
data are presented. The FCGA has three major
mechanisms, including a family competition, the edge
assembly crossover (EAX), and the neighbor-join
mutation (NJ). The EAX and the NJ mutation are genetic
operators considered to be able to preserve and add good
edges to generate a child. The family competition is a
local search mechanism incorporated into the EAX and
the NJ mutation. These three mechanisms have been
studied to balance exploration and exploitation in the
search space.
Fig. 2 shows the main steps of the FCGA. N solutions
are generated as the initial population. Each solution is
represented as a random permutation from 1 to M where
M is the number of genes. After evaluating the fitness,
each individual in the population sequentially becomes
the “family father (si)” to produce L offspring, (o1,...,oL),
by conducting the EAX and the family competition. The
one with lowest fitness value from o1,o2...oL and si
becomes the intermediate offspring (Ii). The NJ is then
applied to generate a child (ci) by refining from the
intermediated solution Ii. Each individual in the
population sequentially executes the above steps to
generate its child. These N solutions (c1,...,cN) become the
new population of the next generation. Therefore, LN
solutions are generated in one generation and N solutions
are selected as the parent population of the next
generation.
Our algorithm terminated when one of criteria is
satisfied: 1) the maximum preset search time is exhausted,
2) all individuals of a population are the same, or 3) all of
the children generated in continuous five generations are
worse than their parents. Please note that both the
crossover and mutation rates are 1.0. In the following
subsections, the family competition, the EAX, and the NJ
mutation are described.
3.1

REPRESENTATION

fitness from (o1,...,oL) and the family father (si) is survived.
The procedure of the family competition is described as
follows. Each individual (si) sequentially becomes the
“family father.” This “family father” and another solution
(sj) randomly chosen from the rest of the parent
population are used as parents to do EAX crossover
operation to generate an offspring (ol). For each family
father, such a procedure is repeated L times. Finally L
solutions (o1,...,oL) are produced. After L solutions
compete with “family father,” only the one (Ii) with the
best objective value survives. Since we create L solutions
from the same “family father” and perform a selection,
this is a family competition strategy. Because each
individual sequentially becomes the “family father“, LN
offspring are generated in one generation.
3.3

The EAX [10] is considered a powerful crossover
operator [23]. It has two important features: preserving
parents’ edges with a novel approach and adding new
edges with a greedy method, analogous to a minimal
spanning tree. Several issues, such as the selection
mechanism and heuristic methods, influencing EAX
performance have been discussed [15][16][23][24]. In this
paper the EAX is considered as the global search strategy
in our proposed algorithm.
The EAX is briefly described here. Two individuals,
denoted as A and B, were selected as the parents. The
EAX first merges A and B into a single graph denoted G.
The EAX travels G to generate many AB-cycles by
alternately picking edges from parents A and B.
According to the heuristic and random selection rules,
some of AB-cycles are selected to generate a quasi
solution which contains some disjointed subtours. Then,
the EAX uses a greedy method to merge these disjointed
subtours into a valid solution. This solution is returned if
the fitness of this solution is better than its parents.
Otherwise this procedure is repeated until a solution that
is better than both A and B or K children are produced
where K is the local search length.
3.4

In the chromosome representation of our FCGA, each
solution si represents a gene order π, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and
N is the population size. Assume there are M genes
{g1,…,gM}, the solution si is represented as:

EDGE ASSEMBLY CROSSOVER

NEIGHBOR-JOIN MUTATION

(5)

The neighbor-join (NJ) operator constructs a new
solution by stealing edges from other individuals in the
population or by considering the geometric information.
Although the NJ is applied only on the single solution, the
offspring is generated considering both the neighborhood
information and knowledge from other individuals. Thus,
the NJ operator is a genetic operator combining with the
characteristics of local search, mutation, and
recombination.

The family competition, derived from (1+λ)-ES and
Lin-Kernigan heuristic, is considered as a local search
procedure in FCGA. In the family competition step, L
offspring, (o1,...,oL), are generated by EAX crossover
operator and after family selection, the one with best

The NJ is inspired by the inver-over mutation [25]
and by analyzing the TSP search space [26]. The main
difference between the inver-over mutation and the other
mutations is that it inherits edges both from parent and
from other individuals in the current population.
According to the analysis of the optimal tour of att532,

si = ( gπ 1 , gπ 2 ,..., gπ M ) .
The fitness function follows the equation (1).
3.2

FAMILY COMPETITION

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

we find that most of the links in the optimal tour of att532
are the neighbor cities of each city.
The details of the NJ are described as follows. By
given the input of an individual Ii and the search length K,
the NJ applies K modifications from the start solution Ii’=
Ii. In each modification, a gene c is randomly selected
from Ii’. With equal probability, a gene c’ is randomly
selected either from the geometric nearest three neighbors
of c or from the neighbor of c of an individual, which is
randomly selected from the population. If the edge (c’,c)
does not appear in Ii’, to reconnect c and c’ together
generates four possible types. The NJ generates four
candidates by sequentially executing each type once. The
one with lowest fitness from these four candidates and Ii’
are selected as the parent of next loop. Above steps are
executed K times.
In the four candidates, two are the simple invert
operation to align c and c’ together, the other two will
result in two disjoint subtours. A greedy method is
applied to merge two disjoint subtours into a valid
solution. The greedy method works as follows: Let vi
represent a gene, (vi, vj), i≠j, represents an edge, and w(vi,
vj) be the edge length of (vi, vj). At the same time, let (vr,
vr+1) and (vs, vs+1) be the edges of the subtour Gr and the
subtour Gs, respectively. We find a pair of edges (vr, vr+1)
and (vs, vs+1) to connect these two subtours, Gr and Gs,
into a legal tour by maximizing the value of the following
equation:

w(vr , vr +1 ) + w(vs , vs+1 ) − w(vr , vs+1 ) − w(vs , vr +1 ) (6)

∀r, s; r ∈ Gr and s ∈ Gs .
The new edges (vr, vs+1) and (vs, vr+1) are inserted to
replace the original edges (vr, vr+1) and (vs, vs+1) to form
the new solution.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section FCGA first was tested on some TSP
benchmarks to verify the correctness and efficiency. Four
efficient methods for TSPs were compared with FCGA to
show the robustness of FCGA. FCGA is then applied on
three biological data sets to find the optimal gene order.
By comparing to the hierarchical clustering [2] and selforganizing map (SOM) [20], FCGA is superior to other
approaches in: 1) minimizing the cost of order, 2)
uncovering the correct cell cycle, and 3) most genes with
the same group are aligned together. Finally we conclude
this section by presenting biological results with
visualized representation.
FCGA has been implemented in C++ and executed on
a Pentium III 500MHz personal computer with single
processor. As introduced in Section 3, the population size
(N), the family competition length (L), and the local
search length (K) are the main parameters in our
algorithm. According to our previous study [15][16], the
population size (N) is roughly set to the number of cities
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(for TSP problem) and the number of genes (for
microarray data), while the family competition length (L)
is set to 5 and the local search length (K) is set to 20 for
the tradeoff between solution quality and convergence
time.
4.1

RESULTS OF STSP PROBLEMS

Table I summarizes the results of our method and four
other approaches, including nature crossover genetic
algorithm (NGA) [18], ant colony system (ACS) [19],
distance-preserving crossover genetic algorithm (DGA)
[17], and EAX genetic algorithm (EGA) [12]. NGA
integrated nature crossover and LK local search [27];
ACS is an ant colony system cooperated with 3-opt
operator; DGA combined the distance-preserving
crossover and 3-opt; and EGA used the EAX crossover.
These four approaches perform well on these test
problems according to our surveys. The results of first
three methods were directly summarized from original
papers. The average tour length and the average error of
trails are used to measure the performance of comparative
methods. The values in parentheses of the average tour
length represent the percentages of error defined as
sol − optimum
, where sol is the experimental value and
optimum
optimum is the optimum of a TSP problem.
Table I shows that our algorithm performs robustly for
testing symmetric TSPs. For each problem the proposed
algorithm can find the best tour in almost each trial and
the error rate is only 0.01% away from the optimal. Since
the solution qualities of FCGA applied on these TSPs are
good, we believe that it would also proper to optimize the
gene order in gene expression data.
TABLE I
Comparisons of FCGA with other methods, including NGA [18], ACS
[19], DGA [17], and EGA[12], on five TSP problems based on the
average tour length and average solution qualities (error) in 30 trails.
The percentages of error defined as

sol − optimum
optimum

, where sol is the

experimental value and optimum is the optimum of a TSP problem.
“N/A” represents not available in original papers.
Methods: average tour length (error in %)
Problems/
(optimum) FCGA
EGA
ACS
DGA
NGA
42029.00
42033.44 42029.00 42041.23
Lin318
N/A
(42029)
(0.000)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.011)
50778
N/A
50778
50778
50778
pcb442
(50778)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
27688.49 27718.20 27697.58 27695.61 27696.33
att532
(0.112)
(27686)
(0.0081)
(0.042)
(0.035)
(0.037)
8806.00
8837.90
8806.00
8806.00
8806.00
rat783
(0.362)
(8806)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
N/A
137760.55 137765.02 137703.77
pcb3038 137700.19
(137694) (0.0032)
(0.048)
(0.052)
(0.007)

4.2

RESULTS OF BIOLOGICAL DATA

After the robustness of FCGA is shown, we applied it
to three biological data sets to find the optimal gene order.
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FCGA was compared with four widely used methods,
including hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm
(single-linkage, complete-linkage, and average-linkage
[2]) and self-organizing map (SOM) [20].
In the aspect of data, the first and second data set, cell
cycle-cdc15 and cell cycle, are about 800 genes which are
cell cycle regulated in saccharomyces cerevisia with
deferent number of experiments [28]. Spellman et al. [28]
assigned these 800 genes to five groups termed G1, S,
S/G2, G2/M, and M/G1. These groups approximate the
commonly used cell cycle groups in the literature. The
authors used a ‘phasing’ method which compare the ‘peak
expression’ for each unknown gene with the expression of
genes that were known to belong to each of these group.
Although the group assignment is not the real grouping, it
is still meaningful to some degree. So, we also use this
information to evaluate a order of genes. The third data
set, yeast complexes, is from MIPS yeast complexes
database [2]. All these three data sets can be found in [7].
Table II gives the brief descriptions of each data set.
TABLE II
The description of three tested biological data set, including the
source, number of experiments, and number of genes of each set.
Data name

source

Cell cycle cdc15 Spellman et al. [28]

Num. of
experiment

Num. of
genes

24

782

Cell cycle

Spellman et al. [28]

59

803

Yeast complexes

Eisen et al. [2]

79

979

Two scoring systems are adapted here to verify the
correctness of a gene order π . Assume
1

2

M

is an order of genes, where M is

the number of genes. The first score is the fitness function
which is the sum of the distance between any two
consecutive genes inπ, denoted as score1(π). The score
Score1(π) is defined as:
M

Score1 (π ) = ∑ D( g π i , g π i +1 ) ,

(7)

i =1

where

g π M +1 = g π 1 ,

(8)

i =1

where g π

M +1

= g π 1 , and

G ( gπ i , gπ i +1 ) is defined as:

1, if g π i and g π j are in the same group

G(g π i , g π j ) = 

0, if g π i and g π j are not in the same group 

In a gene order π , if genes with the same groups are
aligned next to each other, score2(π) would be higher. In
summary, we use FCGA to get the optimal gene order by
minimizing the fitness function score1( π ). After the
optimal gene orderπ is got, we hope the magnitude of
score2(π) as larger as possible. Fig.3 shows an example
of calculating the score1(π) and score2(π).
Table III and IV summarizes the comparisons on
score1(π) and score2(π) of our method and these four
approaches. Both tables show that the FCGA performs
more robustly than comparative methods for testing sets
in both score1(π) and score2(π). By counting the factor:

score2 (π )
,
number of genes

(9)

we found that almost 70-80% genes with the same groups
are aligned next to each other. In other words, two
neighbor gene in the optimal gene orderπare almost in
the same group. In summary, FCGA provides a way to
reorder the genes in a meaningful order and aligns genes
with the same group together.

All these data can be download from [7]

π = ( gπ , gπ ...gπ )

M

Score2 (π ) = ∑ G ( gπ i , g π i +1 ) ,

D( g π i , gπ i +1 ) is the distance

between two genes (the distance measures are defined in
section 2). In fact, this is just the fitness function
(equation 1). The smaller the score1( π ) is, the better
order of genes we would get.
The second score, score2(π), is to measure the overall
group distribution in π . As mentioned earlier in this
section, the first and second data have descriptions about
gene group information. By this information, the score
Score2(π) is defined as:

Gene order: π = (2,3,6,1,7,4,5)
score1(π) = D(2,3)+D(3,6)+ D(6,1)+D(1,7) + D(7,4)+D(4,5)
= 0.5+0.5+0.6+0.4+0.5+0.4+0.8 = 3.7
score2(π) = G(2,3)+G(3,6)+ G(6,1)+G(1,7) +G(7,4)+G(4,5)
=1+0+0+0+0+1+0 = 2
distance matrix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
0
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.4

2
0.5
0
0.5
0.3
0.8
0.3
0.2

3
0.3
0.5
0
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.2

group category
4
0.2
0.3
0.4
0
0.4
0.5
0.5

5
0.5
0.8
0.4
0.4
0
0.6
0.6

6
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.6
0
0.3

7
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.3
0

gene Group
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
2
5
2
6
3
7
3

Figure 3. An example of calculating the score1(π) and score2(π).
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Table III
Comparisons of our method (FCGA) with other methods
including single-linkage, complete-linkage, average-linkage [2],
and self-organizing map (SOM) [20], on three gene expression
data sets based on score1(π).

FCGA
Singlelinkage
completelinkage
averagelinkage
SOM

Cell cycle
cdc15

Cell cycle

Yeast
complexes

137.347

219.233

308.801

655.483

599.329

621.311

227.828

486.717

435.314

244.792

398.15

459.529

363.453

530.635

623.169

Table IV
Comparisons of our method (FCGA) with other methods
including single-linkage, complete-linkage, average-linkage [2],
and self-organizing map (SOM) [20], on two gene expression
data sets based on score2(π).

Cell cycle cdc15

Cell cycle

FCGA

521

627

Single-linkage

251

336

complete-linkage

498

598

average-linkage

500

581

SOM

461

578

4.3

VISUALIZED RESULTS

To further understand the efficiency of our approach,
we show the results by a visualized graph. Fig.4 is the
gene expressions of the cell cycle cdc15 data [28] whose
gene order is reordered by 1) original (random
permutation) and 2) FCGA. For each gene in the figure,
the expression profiles are represented as lines of color
boxes and each box corresponding to one experiment.
Comparing to the original data (random permutation),
genes with similar expression profiles are grouped
together by using FCGA. Some genes are not connected
to their groups because: 1) the global minimization forces
some genes to separate from their original group; 2) the
missing values and the distance metric affect the overall
ordering of genes. (more data results are available at
http://bioinfo.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~survivor/ordering.)

(1)original

(2)FCGA

Figure 4. The visualized gene expressions results. This figure
shows the gene order of the cell cycle cdc15 data whose gene
order is 1) original (random permutation) and 2) reordered by
FCGA. For each gene, the expression profiles are represented as
lines of color boxes and each box corresponding to one
experiment. As we can see, (2) is more organized and most
neighbor genes in the order have similar expression profiles.

5

CONCLUSION

This study presents that FCGA has successfully
applied to solve the problem of displaying the microarray
data in an optimal order. FCGA keeps the population
diversity via the family competition and efficiently search
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the solution space via incorporating EAX crossover and
NJ mutation. Experiments of the TSPs verify that the
proposed approach is very comparative with other
evolutionary algorithms. Using FCGA on the biological
data can recover the correct cell cycle and group similar
genes in an optimal order. We believe that the flexibility
and robustness of the FCGA make it an effective tool of
analyzing microarray data.
In the future, we will: 1) test more biological data set
to reveal new biological facts; 2) use different distance
metrics to produce better results; and 3) investigate
different objective functions for nonparametric clustering
via FCGA.
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Abstract

Cooperative Coevolution (CC) has been shown
to be effective in problems where certain
architectural details of the solution are evolved.
This is the case of cascade neural networks
where the number of hidden units is not preestablished but rather emerges through learning.
We take a step towards having coadapted
subcomponents emerge rather than being hand
designed by showing that competing populations
(evolved by GAs with different mutation and
crossover probabilities) can be successfully used
in selecting the species that are subsequently
coevolved in a cooperative model. Our
experimental results indicate that retraining is an
essential step in the cooperative coevolution
model. Previous studies used evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) to train connection weights and
neuron thresholds in artificial neural networks
(ANNs). We show that by also evolving the
characteristics of the neurons themselves, the
quality of the solution (in terms of number of
hidden units) could be significantly improved.

1

INTRODUCTION

EAs have been used in the past to train and/or initialize
connection weights, evolve neural network architectures
and learning rule adaptation, etc. (Yao, 1999).
This paper shows that in the case of cascade neural
networks (CNNs) not only evolutionary strategy (ES) but
also genetic algorithms (GAs) could be successfully used
for evolving and training the nets. We also show that by
evolving the neuron characteristics in addition to the
connection weights a more compressed solution is
obtained over the case of fix neuron activation function.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss
the concept of coevolution. In section 3 we describe the

problem under study and the definition of the species used
by the EAs. In section 4 we describe the three algorithms
that are used for comparison in this study. In section 5 we
present and discuss the experimental results. In section 6
we discuss the impact of retraining in cooperative
coevolution (CC) while in section 7 we discuss the effect
of evolving the neuron characteristics followed by a
discussion on algorithm robustness in section 8. Section 9
summarizes the conclusions of this paper.

2

COMPETITIVE AND COOPERATIVE
COEVOLUTION

Coevolution is defined as a series of reciprocal
evolutionary changes in interacting species acting as
agents of selection for each other. Competitive and
cooperative coevolution are two important forms of
coevolutionary relationships. The nature of the
relationship plays an important role in determining
various components of the evolutionary model (like
problem decomposition, credit assignment, etc.).
Combining competition and cooperation within a
coevolution model has been used by cooperative
coevolutionary GAs (Potter and De Jong, 1994). In the
case of GAs, the competition is usually between
individuals and not between populations.
The CC GA model inherits the limitations commonly
associated with a GA, like pre-determining, through
experimentation, of mutation and crossover rates or the
population size. In addition to that, when new species are
introduced in the CC model, certain selection criteria or a
pool of candidates are needed to ensure the quality of the
new species.
In our study, to alleviate these problems and increase the
generality of the model, we introduce an extra step during
which multiple populations, evolved by GAs with
different mutation and crossover rates, participate in a
competitive-cooperative
coevolutionary
process
(competing among themselves but cooperating with the
previous species) that results in one winning species. The
individuals of the populations that underperform during
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the competitive phase are re-distributed between the other
populations. This process mimics real life situations when
employees of a company that goes bankrupt join other
successful companies. Consequently, during the
competitive phase the competing populations may have
slightly different sizes. The size of the population of the
winning species will be equal to the sum of all initial
populations but it is clear that the mutation and crossover
rates are not known apriori as they depend on the GA
used by the winning population. The winning species thus
joins other previous winners in the cooperative
coevolutionary phase of the algorithm. This process is
repeated for every hidden unit introduced in the CNN.
The purpose of the competitive phase is twofold. On the
one hand it selects a new species and on the other hand it
selects the GA with the most appropriate mutation and
crossover rates to evolve this new species. The purpose
of the cooperative coevolutionary phase is to find those
representatives from each species that together provide
the best solution to the problem.
We compare the competitive-cooperative coevolutionary
(CCC) GA model it with a CC model using evolutionary
strategy (ES) and a pool of 8 initial candidate species to
select from.
Both algorithms retrain all the species after a new species
is introduced in the cooperative. This is different from
other similar cooperative models (for example the cascade
neural networks architecture can also be seen as a
cooperative model) that do not perform retraining.

3

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND
SPECIES DEFINITION

Proposed first by Alexis Wieland of Mitre Corp. the twospiral has become a favorite hard problem to solve by
training neural networks.
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

Figure 1 : The training patterns.

6

The problem consists of two intertwined spirals (see
Figure 1) with 97 points on each spiral for a total of 194
points.
If a point that belongs to one spiral is input to the neural
network the output of the network should be a positive
signal and if the point belongs to the other spiral the
output should be negative. When the problem is solved in
this form, although it is rarely mentioned, we say that it is
solved according to the 50 − 50 criterion. Sometimes
(Wah and Qian, 2000) classification problems are studied
using the 40 − 20 − 40 criterion.

Solutions to the two-spiral problem could either have an
evolved architecture, like in the case of the CNNs first
proposed by Fahlman (Fahlman and Labiere, 1990a), or
they can have a fixed architecture. The best solution to the
two-spiral problem, in terms of number of hidden units
(HU), had 4 HUs and 19 connection weights and it was
arrived at based on a fixed neural network architecture
(Wah and Qian, 2000). The previously reported best
solution based on an evolved architecture had 9 HUs and
75 weights (Fahlman and Labiere 1990b).
In previous studies (Fahlman and Labiere, 1990a; Potter
and De Jong, 2000) the hidden units and the output unit
were neurons with an output range of [-1,+1] and with a
sigmoidal activation function given by the equation
x < −15
− 1,

 2
a( x) = 
− 1,
−15 ≤ x ≤ 15
(1)
−x
1 + e
1,
x > 15
We are also using neurons with a [-1,+1] range but we
treat the activation function itself as an evolvable function
with the equation.

x < −L
− 1,

aα , L ( x) = tanh(αx),
−L ≤ x ≤ L
( 2)
1,
x>L

Besides the number of hidden units, which is an
architectural element, and the connection weights (that
also include the bias) we are also evolving the
characteristics of each neuron by including the parameters
α and L (the gain and the input signal limit) in the
individual genome of a species. Defining the species for
the cooperative coevolution architecture solution to the
two-spiral problem could be successfully done in
accordance with the original cascade network training
algorithm (Fahlman and Labiere, 1990b). That method
consists in, first, evolving together all the connection
weights and neuron thresholds (which in fact are also
weights on connections to a constant +1.0 input) leading
into a new hidden unit and than, second, train all the
connection weights leading into the output unit (the twospiral problem requires only one output). Following this
idea (Potter and De Jong, 2000) assign a separate species
to the weights leading into a unit whether an output or a
hidden unit. This choice of the species has the
disadvantage that whenever a new hidden unit is
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introduced, a randomly initialized weight needs to be
added to all the individuals of the species assigned to the
output unit.
In our solution we decided to group all the connection
weights needed for a new hidden unit (input, output and
bias connections) as well as the neuron characteristics as
one species as shown in Figure 2.
Output
0
2
2
22

22
11

-

a second order gradient-descent based method as
described in (Fahlman and Labiere, 1990a). We will
refer to this method as the cascade correlation
method.

The cascade networks generated by Fahlman’s method
are comprised of symmetrical sigmoid units (both hidden
and output units) as defined by equation (1). In order to
properly compare the CCC-GA and the CC-ES algorithms
both will generate cascade networks using neurons with
an activation function as defined by equation (2) and will
include the parameters α and L among the evolved genes.
All methods try to evolve cascade networks that classify
all input patterns, and reach this objective by minimizing
the squared error sum (SES) at the output of the cascade
neural network over all the patterns in the two-spiral data
set,

11

1

11

solving the same two-spiral problem. We will refer to
this algorithm as the CC-ES method.

Error =

00
22
22

Species 1

Species 2

p

− y p )2

p

00

Inputs
11

∑ (d

00

where p is the training pattern index, d p is the desired
output and y p is the actual output.

+1.0
Species 0

Figure 2 : Cascade net with 1 output and 2 hidden units.
All elements of a species have the same number.
Each individual genome is represented by a set of 5 + i ,
genes where i = 0,1, , max HU is the index of the unit
introduced, with species 0 representing the output unit
and species 1 to maxHU representing the HUs. The first
species created represents the output unit and has 5 genes,
two for the neuron characteristics and three for the
weights on its input connections (one of the connection
weights will in fact represent the output unit bias as
previously stated). Every time a new hidden unit is
introduced, we create a new species with a genome that
has one more gene than the previous species. A new
hidden unit is always introduced between the last hidden
unit and the output unit.

L

4

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

For this study we compare three different learning
methods for evolving a cascade correlation neural
network that solves the two-spiral problem.
-

the GA-based method, that we propose, uses both
competitive and cooperative coevolution GA and we
will refer to as the CCC-GA method.

-

a cooperative coevolution method using the ( µ , λ )
evolutionary strategy (ES) as described in (Schwefel,
1995) and used by (Potter and De Jong, 2000) for

4.1

CCC-GA METHOD

The CCC-GA method has two major phases, a
competitive coevolution phase and a cooperative
coevolution phase.
The competitive coevolution phase starts with N
populations of m individuals, each population being
evolved by a GA with overlapping population, and ends
with 1 population with N ⋅ m individuals at the end of an
iterative process that sees the least fit populations being
absorbed by the fitter ones. Each GA will use a different
mutation and crossover probability described at step 1 of
the competitive phase of the algorithm.
Competitive coevolution phase of the algorithm

1.

Initialization. Create
N
populations
with
m individuals in each population. Train each
population with a similar GA but use different
mutation and crossover probability. In our study
N was set to 16, m to 64 and the mutation and
crossover
probabilities
are
distinct
pairs
( pmut , pxover ) ∈ {0.125,0.375,0.625,0.875} 2 .

2.

1-step evolution. The N populations are each trained
on the whole set of input data once.

3.

Ranking. All N ⋅ m individuals are ranked (0 to
N ⋅ m −1)
based
on
their
fitness
Fi , i = 0, , N ⋅ m − 1 calculated during training. The
population ranking will be done based on the
performance of the top M individuals in the ranking
individual order with M ≥ m . The only time when M
will be different from m is when Fm = Fm −1 in which
case we must consider all the individuals that have an
identical fitness Fm −1 = Fm = = FM −1 .

K

L
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Credit assignment. Each of the M individual is
assigned a credit Γi based on the equation
Γi = e ( M −i ) / M , i = 0, , M − 1 . If k individuals have
identical
fitnesses
F j , F j +1 , , F j + k −1
with
0 ≤ j , j + k − 1 ≤ M − 1 , they will each be assigned
the same credit value

During step 7 or 8 of the algorithm, if all the points in the
training set are correctly classified, the algorithm stops.
CCC-GA method uses a GA with overlapping populations
(final size 1024 individuals) with a 50% probability of
replacement and Tournament selection.

j + k −1 ( M −l )/ M
)/k
∑ e
l= j
Each of the N populations receives a credit
equivalent to the sum of the credits received by its
own individuals. Please note that if a certain
population has no representatives in the top M
individual ranking, it receives a credit equal to 0.

4.2

L

L

Γl = (

5.

6.

Check population elimination criterion. When a
population ranks last D times in succession it is
eliminated at step 6, otherwise we continue with step
2. In our study, D is initially set to 10. To avoid
possible processing traps, D is decreased by 1 every
10 iterations.
Population elimination. If the elimination criterion is
met, the genomes of the population that is eliminated
are one by one distributed between the other
N − 1 populations with a random starting point. After
N is decremented by 1 the algorithm continues with
step 2 if N > 1 . The algorithm iterates until only one
population with N ⋅ m individuals is left. This
population, as a separate species, joins the other
previous winning species in the cooperative
coevolution phase of the algorithm.
Cooperative coevolution phase of the algorithm

7.

8.

Winner integration. The winning species is
cooperatively coevolved with the best representatives
from the previous winning species until the SES does
not decrease by more than δ from one iteration to
another in I consecutive iterations. At any point in
time, the number of species cooperating equals the
numbers of neurons in the CNN. At the end of the
iterative process the genome with the highest fitness
is used to grow the size of the cascade correlation
neural network with one hidden unit. In our study
δ = 0.1 and I = 10 .

Retraining. After the new hidden unit is added to the
network, an attempt is made to retrain once all the
species created up to this point (i.e. all the units of the
cascade neural network). During retraining, each
species contributes to the network with its best
genome except the species that it is retrained. The
species are retrained in a random order (for other
possibilities see the section on retraining) except the
newest species that is always retrained last. The
retraining is done using the same stopping criterion
as described at point 7. If a species cannot find a
better genome through retraining, the previous one is
kept.

CC-ES METHOD

To facilitate the comparison of the results of our study
with previous results from previous studies, we used the
same ( µ , λ ) evolutionary strategy (ES) as described in
(Schwefel, 1995) and used by (Potter and De Jong, 2000)
for studying the same two-spiral problem, with the same
choice of µ = 10 and λ = 100 .
A very interesting aspect of this evolutionary algorithm is
that both the genes under study and the standard
deviations used by the mutation operator are part of the
genome and consequently are evolved together.
If x k( 0) ∈ (−10.0,10.0) n , k = 1(1) µ are the initial vectors for
the connection weights, with n the genome length, we
only have to initialize x1( 0) while the algorithm itself will
initialize the other µ − 1 individuals by addition of
(0, (σ i( 0) ) 2 ) normally distributed vectors. Just as in
(Potter and De Jong, 2000) we initialize all the n
components of the first standard deviation vector to
20 / n while the other µ − 1 standard deviation initial
vectors are initialized by Schwefel’s algorithm.
The n standard deviation components (mutation steps)
are updated by multiplying them every generation t with
e Gauss ( 0,σ i )
the initial values being given by σ i( 0) = 1 / n . In our
study we used the ( µ , λ ) implementation of the algorithm
given by the ‘korr2’ program. Although the program
allows recombination for both components of the parents
(connection weights and standard deviations) we turned
this option off and used only mutation. The recombination
was turned off for a better comparison with (Potter and
De Jong, 2000) and because we had also experienced a
degradation of the results when it was turned on.
(t )

For every new species that is created, with the exception
of the first species, the algorithm is executed eight times
to generate a pool of eight species, the best genome in
each species representing a candidate HUs. The species
that produces the genome with the best results in reducing
the network residual output error is inserted in the
cooperative of species. The number eight has been chosen
to match the size of the pool used by the cascade
correlation algorithm. The existence of a pool of
candidates and the need to pre-determine its size is a
disadvantage for the CC-ES method when compared to
the CCC-GA method that always runs the competitive
coevolution phase only once for all the newly created
species. Other cooperative coevolution models that do not
use a pool of candidates but rather introduce some criteria
of acceptance for the new species have a similar
disavantage when compared to the CCC-GA method.
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GRADIENT-DESCENT BASED METHOD

Classical methods for training neural networks have used
gradient-descent techniques such as the back-propagation
algorithm for a long time.
To speed up the learning process researchers have used a
number of schemes like second order methods (some
approximate form), conjugate gradient methods and so
on. Fahlman’s Quickprop algorithm for updating the
connection weights also uses a second-order method.
The cascade correlation learning algorithm creates and
installs new hidden units in two steps. First it tries to
maximize the magnitude of the correlation between the
new unit’s output V and the residual error signal the
algorithm tries to eliminate, which for a certain input data
pattern p and a for a certain output unit o is E p ,o ,
summed up over all input data patterns and all output
units
S=

∑ ∑ (V
o

p

− V )( E p ,o − E 0 )

p

where V and Eo are the values of V p and E p ,o averaged
over all data patterns.
The algorithm uses the Quickprop algorithm to update the
new hidden unit’s input weights while trying to maximize
the correlation value S.
In the second phase of the algorithm, the new hidden unit
is inserted in the network, its input connection weights are
frozen and the input weights for the output unit are retrained using the same Quickprop algorithm.
When this algorithm is used to solve the two-spiral
problem, it starts with a pool of eight candidates
whenever it needs to create a new hidden unit.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fifty runs were performed using the CCC-GA and the
CC-ES method because their running time is high. By
comparison, the average computer time per run for the
cascade correlation method is orders of magnitude smaller
and, consequently, we were able to perform 10,000 runs
on a comparable timescale.
Table 1: Required number of hidden units for the three
methods under study
Time1

Hidden units

1

Method

Min

Max

Mean

Fail

[s]

CCC-GA

7

16

10.54 ± 0.71

0

1620

CC-ES

8

15

9.9 ± 0.57

0

2700

Cascade
correlation

10

19

13.4 ± 0.04

7

5

Average running time calculated on a 500 MHz Pentium III PC

Table 1 shows minimum and maximum number of hidden
units produced by each method as well as the average
number of hidden units produced by each method, along
with 99-percent confidence on the mean. If a solution to
the two-spiral problem is not found after introducing 25
HUs the run is classified as a failure (non-convergence).
Our results for the cascade correlation based method have
been obtained using the ‘cascor’ program. The results are
significantly better than those reported in (Fahlman and
Labiere, 1990a) or (Potter and De Jong, 2000) but are
similar to those reported by (Hansen and Pedersen, 1994).
50

40
Squared Error Sum
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Figure 3: The average decay of the SES as a function of
the number of hidden units.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the CCC-GA method and the
CC-ES method have very similar behaviour when it
comes to decreasing the SES, the two curves being almost
identical when the results of 50 runs were averaged. Both
CCC-GA and CC-ES methods produce better results than
the cascade correlation method, both in terms of average
number of hidden units as well as the minimum number
of hidden units required for a cascade network solution to
the two-spiral problem. However the cascade correlation
learning method is a much faster method compared to
both coevolutionary methods.
The CC-ES algorithm has produced the best results in
terms of average number of hidden units but the CCC-GA
produced a cascade network with only 7 hidden units. In
fact the neural network with 7 hidden units is the smallest
evolved cascade network solution (the number of hidden
units is not known apriori) reported in the literature, we
are aware of, to the two-spiral problem.
Another important distinction between our results for the
CC-ES method and previously reported results (Potter and
De Jong, 2000) is that we had no failures in all the runs
we performed. In runs where the neuron activation
function was given by equation (1) and the training
patterns target for classification was set to {-1,+1} we
also experienced occasional failures but it was noticed
that when the algorithm stopped to converge the output
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If e p ( w) = d p − y p ( w) is the network output error for
input pattern p ∈ P the algorithm achieves the
classification goal by minimizing

E ( w) =

∑

e2p ( w)

p

where y p ( w) is the output of the neural network defined
by the parameter w and the input pattern p . Let’s
assume the neural network is comprised of hidden and
output units with the activation function given by the
equation

x < −L
− R ,

a ( x) = b( x),
−L ≤ x ≤ L
 R,
x>L

with lim b( x) = − R and lim b( x) = R , and for any
x → −∞

x →∞

input pattern there are only two possible outputs used in
training d p ∈{− R,+ R} . Let’s define an order relation on
W n , w1f < w2f ⇔ E f ( w1 ) < E f ( w2 ), f ∈ {a, b} where
the superscript f indicates what activation function is
used by the neurons in the network. If C (m) is the set of
classified data patterns and U (m) ≠ ∅ is the set of
unclassified data patterns after m HUs have been
introduced, we have P = C (m) ∪ U (m) where P is the
set of all input data patterns.
If during training a state is reached where for any pattern
p ∈ U (m), e p ( w) = 2 R for any w produced by the
algorithm, the EA search space is reduced by all the
vectors w1 , w2 such that w1b < w2b but w1a = w2a . When
this happens the search becomes purely random unless
the algorithm can find another point wr such that
e p ( wr ) < 2 R, p ∈ U (m) and E a ( wr ) < E a ( w), ∀w ≠ wr .
Please note this phenomenon could happen because of the
limitation on its input signal used by the output neuron
activation function a (x) , but could also happen because
of the computational approximation errors in calculating
the network output.

Because the two-spiral problem is a classification
problem (we shouldn’t forget that) the simplest and most
effective solution to this problem is to use different values
for the desired training values d p than those used by the
activation function as output range limits. For example, in
our study R = 1 so after we changed the training expected
values to d p ∈ {−1 / 2,+1 / 2} the problem has never
occurred again and the algorithm has always converged.

RETRAINING

6

A major difference between Fahlman’s cascade
correlation method and the two cooperative coevolution
based methods is the use of retraining. The cascade
correlation method, once it has introduced a new hidden
unit does not change its input connection weights while
both the CCC-GA and CC-ES algorithms use retraining as
an important method for further reducing the SES at the
network output. For example, when no retraining was
used by the CCC-GA method, the performance decreased
so severely that only 2 runs were successful in 10 runs
performed.
8
Squared Error Sum Imp rovemen t

error was always an integer number. It was determined
that when a pattern was misclassified such that the output
of the net was minus the desired value (for example –1
instead of +1) the squared error was an integer number. In
such cases because of the definition of the sigmoid
activation function, any changes to the connection
weights that did not result in pushing the output of the net
back into the dynamic range of the output unit were not
picked up by the algorithm and treated as “better” or
“worse” solutions as they should have been.
Consequently, the evolution was stuck in a local
minimum and the algorithm reduced to a random search.
To formally describe the problem, if the neural network is
specified by a vector parameter w = ( w1, , wn )T ∈ W n ,
(where the w is made up of the best genomes from each
of the coevolved species and W is the allowed gene
range, in our study [−10,+10] ), the task is to find the
optimum vector w* corresponding to a net that classifies
all patterns in the input set P . When the 50 − 50 criterion
is used for classification the problem is considered solved
when d p ⋅ y p ( w) > 0, ∀p ∈ P .

ES-based metho d
GA-based method

7
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Figure 4: The improvements in squared error sum (SES)
after new hidden units, retraining and the sum of the two.
While Figure 4 shows the improvements in SES are very
similar for the CCC-GA and CC-ES methods, we could
also see that starting with hidden unit 4, on the average,
the CC-ES is consistently better in retraining the cascade
neural network. This result may be due to the fact that in
the case of the CCC-GA method, the GA used to evolve
the species that get selected during the competitive
coevolution phase, remains fixed during retraining, in the
sense that both the mutation and the crossover rate are
fixed. The CC-ES uses only mutation, but the mutation
vector evolves during retraining just like the individual
genes vector does. The search mechanism would benefit
from a fully adaptive mutation and crossover probability
(White and Oppacher 1994) and the CCC-GA could be
modified relatively easily to cope with this limitation. For
example, we could do it by randomly dividing the
individuals of the species to be retrained in N
populations with m individuals in each population,
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assigning different mutation and crossover probability to
the GA used to train the populations and letting them go
again through a competitive phase. However, this would
considerably slow down the algorithm in its current form.
Another aspect of retraining we looked at was the order of
retraining the species. The results presented in the
previous sections were based on retraining all species
(including species 0 corresponding to the output unit) in a
random order. We however questioned whether retraining
done following the order in which the species have been
introduced (0 to maxHU-1) or the reverse of that
(maxHU-1 to 0) has any impact on the results. The results
of the 50 different runs performed with the CCC-GA
algorithm are presented in Table 2. In all three cases the
last hidden unit introduced (maxHU) is retrained last.
Table 2: Required number of hidden units for CCC-GA
when different retraining methods are used
Hidden units
Method

Min

Max

Mean

Fail

random

7

16

10.54 ± 0.71

0

0 → max HU − 1

8

16

10.42 ± 0.58

0

max HU − 1 → 0

8

14

10.46 ± 0.4

0

While the average number of hidden units seems to be
similar for the three methods it does appear that the
random retraining yields a slightly higher variance of the
results. This factor may favour the discovery of the
cascade network with 7 hidden units.

7

NEURON CHARACTERISTICS

In our study, the two EA methods have evolved not only
the connection weights of the neural network but also the
characteristics of the activation functions for all the
neurons of the network. To determine the effect of
including the characteristics of the neurons as evolvable
genes, we have also performed 50 runs where the
individual genomes included only the connection weights.
In this case all the neurons in the evolved cascade
network, the hidden and the output neurons, have a
sigmoidal activation function given by equation (1) that
does not change during training.
For this aspect of the study we have used only the CCCGA and CC-ES methods and the results are presented in
Table 3.
The results show clearly that including the characteristics
of the neurons among the evolved genes not only has
increased the generality of the algorithms but it has also
significantly improved the results. In the case of the ESbased method the average size of the cascade network has
decreased by two hidden units while in the case of the
GA-based method the average and the minimum number
of hidden units have decreased even more significantly.

Table 3: Required number of hidden units with fix or
evolvable neuron characteristics.
Hidden units

Neur.

Method

Min

Max

Mean

Fail

char.

CCC-GA

7

16

10.54 ± 0.71

0

Ev.

CCC-GA

10

17

13.18 ± 0.56

0

Fix

CC-ES

8

15

9.9 ± 0.57

0

Ev.

CC-ES

9

14

11.9 ± 0.45

0

Fix

These results suggest that future studies of neural network
evolution should look for a comprehensive solution and
also consider evolving the characteristics of the neural
activation function.

8

METHOD ROBUSTNESS

The number of adjustable parameters, the sensitivity of
the results to user choices, the efficiency of the model in
solving different problems, are possible criteria of
evaluating the robustness of a computational method.
When comparing the CCC-GA and the CC-ES methods
the first thing to differentiate them is the method for
choosing the next species to join the cooperative of
coevolving species.
While the CC-ES chooses from a pool of 8 different
species (why not 4 or 10?), the CCC-GA method doesn’t
have to make such a choice. In fact, if the CC-ES model
doesn’t use a pool of species and uses a randomly
initialized population, the results (for example the average
number of hidden units per evolved cascade network)
degrade very significantly. From this point of view it is
clear that the CCC-GA method is more robust than the
CC-ES method.
When it comes to the evolutionary operators used, ES
does not use crossover and the mutation probabilities are
independently evolved by the algorithm (so the user has
only to initialize an initial vector). While this seems to
introduce a clear advantage for the CC-ES method, the
CCC-GA compensates for it by evolving the species with
the crossover and mutation probabilities best suited for a
certain phase of the algorithm. In addition to that, through
experimentation we found out that if the ES initial choice
is to evolve the mutation probabilities as a group rather
than individually (each mutation step evolved
independently) the results of the CC-ES will again
degrade from the results in Table 1.
Another important parameter influencing the generality
and the robustness of the algorithm is the population size.
In order to see how the population size influences the
results we have performed 50 runs with the CCC-GA with
a change in the population size of the species selected for
the cooperative phase of the algorithm. Before the species
winning the competitive phase is to join the other species
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for the cooperative phase of the algorithm we halve the
population such that instead of 1024 individuals, each
species selected for cooperative coevolution will have
only 512 individuals. The results of the two sets of runs
are given in Table 4.
Table 4: Required number of hidden units for CCC-GA
method with different final populations
Hidden units

Pop.

Method

Min

Max

Mean

Fail

size

CCC-GA

7

16

10.54 ± 0.71

0

1024

CCC-GA

8

15

10.56 ± 0.62

0

512

The results obtained with species that have only half the
population ( N ⋅ m / 2 ) are almost identical to those
obtained using species with an entire population ( N ⋅ m )
proving that the CCC-GA method is also robust under
population variations.
The choice of the GA for the CCC-GA method is not
crucial either. A simple GA provides similar results, but it
is twice as slow.
Finally, both algorithms need some accuracy of
approximation parameters to be set.
While the CCC-GA method needs to be tested on new
problems, so far this method has shown robustness and
provides a good model for further coevolution studies.

9

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have introduced the concept of
competitive-cooperative coevolution GAs and have
shown that, when this method is used for solving the twospiral problem, the results are very similar to those
obtained by using only cooperative coevolution based on
an ES-method. The results of both methods, as far as we
are aware, are better than any previous cascade networks
solutions to the two-spiral problem. It should be noted
that previous attempts to use GAs to study the two-spiral
problem didn’t yield good results. Moreover, in the case
of CCC-GA, neither the mutation nor the crossover
probabilities are pre-determined (through prior
experiments) but are rather selected (from a finite set of
possibilities) as a result of the competitive-cooperative
coevolution phase of the algorithm.
The cascade neural networks evolved through our
methods are complete in the sense that all the
characteristics of the nets, number of hidden units,
connection weights as well as neuron characteristics are
evolved. While evolving the neuron characteristics is
natural and easy to do with EA methods it may be more
difficult to do in traditional approaches (like the gradientdescent methods). This constitutes a definite advantage of
the EA methods for evolving cascade neural networks
over other methods.

The CCC-GA algorithm uses the competitive phase to
remove the need for a pool of candidates or empirical
“goodness” criteria in introducing new species in the
cooperative coevolution process and it shows robustness
under population and method of retraining variation.
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Abstract
The paper shows that there is a key dividing
line between two types of symmetrical problems:
problems for which a genetic algorithm (GA)
benefits from the fact that genetic drift chooses
between equally good partial solutions, and problems for which all equally good partial solutions
have to be preserved to find an optimum. By analyzing in detail the search process of a selectorecombinative GA optimizing a TwoMax and
comparing this search process with that of a onedimensional Ising model, the paper investigates
the difference between these two types of symmetrical problems. For the first type of problems,
naively adding a niching technique to the genetic
algorithm makes the problem harder to solve. For
the last type of problems, niching is necessary to
find an optimum.
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solving a OneMax. Secondly, the paper shows that there is
a key dividing line between two different types of symmetrical problems: problems for which the GA benefits from
the fact that genetic drift chooses between equally good
partial solutions, and problems for which all equally good
partial solutions have to be preserved to find an optimum
and for which niching becomes a necessity. Naively adding
a niching technique to an algorithm optimizing a problem
of the first type makes the problem harder to solve.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
equally good partial solutions or non-inferior BBs and
shows how genetic drift chooses between them. Section
3 analyzes the search process of an easy symmetrical problem, a TwoMax, and shows that there exists a class of problems that benefits from the fact that genetic drift chooses
between equally good partial solutions. Section 4 and 5
compare two types of symmetrical problems: problems for
which searching in terms of non-inferior BBs is necessary
and problems that benefit from the fact that genetic drift
chooses between non-inferior BBs. Section 6 summarizes
and concludes the paper.

1 INTRODUCTION
In the context of optimization by genetic algorithms (GAs),
scaling, deception, epistasis, and noise are well known examples of problem difficulty characteristics. The presence
of one such characteristic in the representation of a search
problem indicates a certain type of difficulty the GA is to
encounter during its search for global optima. In this paper
we investigate another aspect of problem difficulty: the existence of equally good partial solutions in symmetrical or
hierarchical problems. The loss of some equally good partial solutions due to genetic drift can prevent a GA to find
an optimum, but for some problems it can also be beneficial.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, the paper analyzes the search process of a GA solving a multimodal
equivalent of the OneMax problem, the so called TwoMax,
and compares its search with the search process of a GA

2 NON-INFERIOR BBS AND NICHING
The working of a genetic algorithm can be explained by
the search for superior building blocks. Building blocks
(BBs) with above average fitness are combined to construct higher order building blocks. However, recent studies [16, 12, 7, 14] show that the search for superior BBs
is not always sufficient to find a solution. When an optimization problem contains BBs which are equally good
and superior to all alternatives, so called non-inferior BBs
[4], making a choice between such BBs can avoid a GA
to reach an optimum. A search strategy preserving all noninferior BBs can then become a necessity to solve the problem quickly, reliably, and accurately. In [14], for example, it is shown that the simple GA cannot solve the standard Ising model in a reasonable amount of time because
the population loses some non-inferior BBs due to genetic
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1
0

1

Next section describes in more detail the effect of genetic
drift on non-inferior BBs and shows how niching can prevent that genetic drift chooses between them.
2.1 NON-INFERIOR BBS AND GENETIC DRIFT
A BB is called superior if it has a higher average fitness
value than its competitors. For example, if
f
f

1

(0) = 1;
(1) = 2;

(1)

0

we say that BB   is superior to BB  . Non-inferior
BBs are BBs which are equally good or superior to all alternatives. For example, if
f
f
f
f

00

11

(01) = 1;
(10) = 1;
(00) = 2;
(11) = 2;

00

120

120

100

100

80

60

(2)

01

10

Consider following examples: A population contains BBs,

00, 11, 01, and 10, each occupying one fourth of the population. 1 The fitness value of 00 and 11 equals 2, whereas
the fitness value of 01 and 10 equals 1. Each generation, a
In the example, a BB can be seen as an individual and the
term fitness average can be replaced by fitness value.

80

60

40

40

0

11

11

00
11
01
10

20

BBs   and   are non-inferior BBs. They have
equally good fitness averages and their fitness average is superior to the fitness averages of BBs   and  . When
optimizing a problem containing equally good partial solutions (or non-inferior BBs), we distinguish two types of
genetic search: searching for superior BBs and searching
for non-inferior BBs. In the first case, the algorithm blindly
chooses between equally good partial solutions. In the second case, equally good partial solutions stay in the population with equal proportions.

1

00

proportion

0

new population is created as follows. Randomly pick two
BBs with replacement and add the BB with the highest fitness to the new population. When two BBs have equal fitness, one of them is randomly picked and added to the new
population. This selection strategy is known as binary tournament selection with replacement. Figure 1 (a) shows the
result of this selection process. Clearly, the process can be
divided into two phases (separated in the figure by a vertical line). During the first phase, there are two types of
selection: selection for good reason between BBs with different fitness, and selection due to genetic drift between
BBs with equal fitness. During this phase, BBs
and
takeover the population. Notice that at the end of the first
phase BBs and already occupy a different proportion
of the population. During the second phase, there is only
selection due to genetic drift. Both BBs have equally good
fitness; hence, there is no reason to prefer one above the
other. The stochastical errors made by randomly picking
one of them during each equal tournament cause that one
of the two non-inferior BBs disappears out of the population. This example reminds us of the fact that the standard selection process works in term of superior BBs: BBs
with high fitness average are preferred above BBs with low
fitness average, but the selection process cannot guarantee
that non-inferior BBs stay in the population with equal proportion. A well-know technique to preserve multiple good

proportion

drift. When a niching technique is used, the non-inferior
BBs are preserved and an optimum is reached quickly. The
same phenomenon can be seen when solving the H-IFF
problem [16]. H-IFF combines non-inferior BBs with a hierarchical problem structure. Without a niching technique
the simple GA is unable to solve the problem up to the highest level. Another class of functions which question the
algorithm’s search for superior BBs is the Tobacco Road
functions [3, 4]. The Tobacco road functions combine hierarchy, multimodality, and deception. At the lower level the
problem can be decomposed into several non-overlapping
folded trap functions, each having two complementary optima: ‘all s’ and ‘all s’. At the higher level the problem
consist of one or more trap functions with solution ‘all s’
and deceptive trap ‘all s’. Without keeping all alternative
low-level partial solutions, an algorithm is not able to solve
the problem.
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Figure 1: The plot shows the number of representatives of the
BBs 00, 11, 01 and 10 during the selection process. Initially, each
BB has 32 representatives in the population. In (a) no niching
technique is used. In (b) each BB has to share its fitness with all
BBs in the population which are not further away than Hamming
distance 1.
solutions is niching. Niching tries to allocate subpopulations among non-inferior BBs such that the selection process works more in terms of non-inferior BBs instead of
superior BBs. The niching technique used in this paper is
fitness sharing [6], as detailed in section 5. Figure 1 (b)
shows the result of the selection process using binary tournament selection with continuously updated sharing [10].
Each BB shares its fitness with all BBs in the population
that are not further away than Hamming distance . The
selection process has again two phases. During the first
and
takeover the population. During the
phase, BBs
second phase, the non-inferior BBs
and
are kept in

1

00

11

00

11
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The Ising model, H-IFF, and the Tobacco Road functions
ask a search strategy that works more in terms of noninferior BBs instead of superior BBs. Adding a niching
technique to evolutionary algorithms is a possible way to
get this behavior. In the context of designing a robust
problem solver which solves problems of bounded difficulty quickly, reliably, and accurately, one can therefore
ask the question if niching should be a standard component
of a competent GA. However, in next section we will see
that there exists a class of problems that benefit from the
fact that genetic drift chooses between equally good partial
solutions and become harder when a niching technique is
naively used.

3 ANALYSIS OF A TWOMAX
The OneMax or bit-counting problem is well known and
well studied in the context of GAs. In this paper, we analyze the search process of a simple GA solving a multimodal equivalent of the OneMax, the TwoMax (also called
the Twin-Peaks problem [2]), and compare its search with
the search process of a GA optimizing a OneMax. The
OneMax problem is defined by

( ) = u;

fOneMax s

(3)

with u the number of ones in the string s. The optimum
is reached in the all s string. The TwoMax problem is
defined by

1

( ) = 2`

fTwoMax s

u

+ 2` ;

(4)

with u the number of ones in the string s and ` the string
length. A TwoMax returns the number of ones if there are
more ones than zeros. If there are more zeros than ones, it
returns the number of zeros, ` u. Figures 2 (a) and (b)
.
show both fitness functions with string length

100

A TwoMax has two optima, the string containing only ones
and the string containing only zeros. Moreover, a TwoMax
contains spin-flip or bit-flip symmetry (see [9] in the context
of GAs), a symmetry which is characterized by fitness invariant permutations on the alphabet and found in the Ising
model and H-IFF. The average fitness of a schema is equal
to the average fitness of the schema’s complement, e.g.
f   
f    : The problem therefore contains
many equally good partial solutions or non-inferior BBs.

( 1 01 ) = ( 0 10 )
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the population in equal proportion. This second example
shows that when optimizing a problem using tournament
selection with continuously updated sharing equally good
partially solutions are selected for reproduction in the same
proportion and the GA will evolve in terms of non-inferior
BBs, keeping equally good partial solutions in the population.
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Figure 2: (a) OneMax and (b) TwoMax with string length 100

Our primary interest in this paper is to study the diversity
of the population and the preservation or extinction of noninferior BBs. The GAs used in the rest of the paper are socalled selectorecombinative GAs – they use only selection
and recombination. To emphasize that the GA does not use
mutation, we use the abbreviation srGA when confusion
is possible. The GA does not use a mutation operator to
add diversity to the population since mutation has only a
fairly local scope and it cannot guarantee that equally good
partial solutions are kept in the population. Unless stated
otherwise, all experiments use binary tournament selection
together with uniform crossover. The crossover rate is set
.
to , and the population size equals

1

200

3.1 CONVERGENCE MODEL
When solving a problem, it is useful to know how long it
takes before a population converges to a population containing only optimal strings. In this section we construct
a convergence model for a TwoMax using the convergence
models for OneMax [8, 13]. By doing so, we gain important insight in the search process of an srGA optimizing a
TwoMax.
We start by giving a quick reminder of how the convergence
model for OneMax is derived. The response to selection
equation,

f = ft+1

ft

= btIt ;

(5)

introduced into the evolutionary computation community
by Mühlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen [8], calculates the
difference in mean fitness of two successive populations
using the selection intensity I , the population’s fitness variance t2 , and the heritability bt . For a OneMax the heritability bt is known to be constant and equal to . This
means that the average fitness of the offspring is equal
to the average fitness of the selected parents. The OneMax problem has an interesting characteristic: one single proportion value p1t , giving the percentage of ones in
the population at generation t, reveals a lot of information
about the population at generation t. If we assume that
the proportion of ones is uniformly divided among the loci

1
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in the population, the mean fitness at generation t equals
`p1t and the fitness variance t2 can be approximated by
`p1t
p1t . The population is optimal when p1t
.
Equation 5 now yields

(1

)

=1

p1t+1

p1t

=

I

p(1

p

p1t

p1t

`

):

(6)

Approximating the above difference equation with a differential equation and integrating this equation gives


1
It
p
p1 =
(7)
2 1 + sin( ` 0) ;
with 0 = arcsin(1 2p1 =0 ). The convergence time
(p1 = 1) can then be calculated by
t

t

t



tconv

= 2 + 0



p

`

I

:

(8)

The above derivation holds for all selection strategies
which select individuals based upon their rank in the popu: is a
lation. For a random initialized population, p1t=0
. Using binary
reasonable approximation and gives 0
tournament selection, the selection intensity approximates
:
[13] and the expected convergence time for a
bit OneMax becomes : generations.
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bit OneMax and comFigure 3 plots the model for a
pares this with experimental results. The experiments converge a bit slower due to the build-up of covariances between the alleles . The model becomes more accurate when
the alleles are decorrelated by recombining twice at each
generation. More details about the creation of genetic covariance together with a refined model for OneMax can be
found in [13]. For this paper there is no need to use a more
detailed model than the one of Eq. 7.

a convergence model for a TwoMax; it has multiple values corresponding to an optimal population. In particular,
p1t
corresponds to the optimal population containing
only ‘all s’ and p1t
corresponds to the optimal population containing only ‘all s’. Therefore, we create a new
proportion value pt ,

=1

1

=0

pt

0

= 21

p1t

+ 12 ;

(9)

which gives the proportion of the value which appears the
most in the population. When pt
, the population contains only ones or only zeros and is converged to one of
: several situation are
the optimal populations. For pt
possible including two extreme ones. Firstly, pt
: corresponds to a population containing only strings with an
equal amount of ones and zeros. This population has a minimal mean fitness, 2` . Secondly, pt
: corresponds to a
third optimal population containing both optima in equal
proportion. However, we will see that an srGA without
niching never converges to an optimal population containing both optima; therefore pt will suffice to analyze the
search process of a TwoMax.

=1
=05

=05

=05

Before using proportion value pt to analyze the search process of an srGA optimizing a TwoMax, we apply it to the
OneMax problem. Note that for a OneMax individuals with
more ones have a higher fitness and are therefore favored
by the selection strategy to produce more offspring. Hence,
p1t will always increase during search and its value will
never be smaller than its initial value : . This allows us
to replace p1t by pt in equation 7, yielding convergence
model

05

= 12 1 + sin( pIt`


pt

with 0

0

)



;

(10)

= arcsin(1 2pt=0).
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Figure 3: Convergence model and experimental results of the
proportion of ones when optimizing a OneMax using tournament
selection and uniform crossover. The results are averaged over 50
independent runs.

The convergence model of a OneMax predicts the proportion of ones in the population at every generation. During search this proportion p1t rises from : , initial population, to , optimal population. The spin-flip symmetry
in a TwoMax makes it impossible to use p1t to construct

1

05

Figure 4 compares the search process of an srGA optimizing a OneMax with the search process of an srGA optimizing a TwoMax using proportion value pt . The figure shows
that except for a small delay during the first few generations
in case of the TwoMax, both searches look very similar. In
the next section we will analyze the differences and similarities of both searches in more detail.
3.2 TWO PHASES OF A TWOMAX
The individuals in a population running on a TwoMax can
be divided into two niches: niche 0, containing only individuals with more zeros than ones, and niche 1, containing
only individuals with more ones than zeros. Experiments
show that when optimizing a TwoMax using a selectorecombinative GA only one of the two optima is found. One
niche disappears out of the population which allows us to
to divide the search process of a TwoMax into two phases:
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a first phase during which both niches are still in the population, and a second phase with one niche only.
The first phase starts with a randomly initialized population. Both niches are present in the population, and
pt
: . Parents of different niches are likely to produce poor offspring. Their children have an almost equal
amount of ones and zeros, and their fitness value varies
around 2` . This slows down the creation of fit offspring.
The only good offspring are created by recombination of
parents from the same niche. After a few generations one
niche will contain more and fitter individuals than the other
niche and takes over the population. Figure 5 shows an
example of how one niche takes over the population. After generations niche has left the population. Figure 6
(a) shows for each niche the number of individuals and the
number of individuals with a fitness value above average.
The total number of individuals in the population equals
.
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Figure 4: Experimental results of the proportion value pt when
optimizing a OneMax and a TwoMax. All results are averaged
over 50 independent successful runs.
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To estimate the duration of the first phase, we experimentally determine the time when one niche dies out. The results are averaged over
runs. Figure 6 (b) shows that
the first phase scales up like the takeover time [5]. This can
be understood as the speed with which a selection strategy
takes an initial proportion of best individuals to a substantial share in the population. For binary tournament selection, the time it takes the best individual to take over the
population can be written as
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The second phase is easier to analyze. The search process is now similar to the search process of a OneMax
and we can use the convergence model described in equation 10 to model the search and to estimate the duration of
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It is important to note that we cannot use the convergence
model with pt to model the search process during the first
phase because the necessary side conditions are not fulfilled. To derive the convergence model from the response
to selection equation (equation 5), it is vital that `pt approximates ft and `pt
pt approximates t2 . This is not the
case in the first phase. Although, it is possible to end the
first phase a bit earlier, for example, when one niche has
(almost) no individuals with fitness average above the population’s mean fitness.
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with n the population size. For population size
:
generations. Experimental verification shows that
for this population size on average one niche disappears
generations. In general the first phase takes a
after :
bit less than takeover time since the fittest individuals of a
niche do not have to takeover the whole population, they
only have to make sure that the other niche disappears out
of the population.
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Figure 5: An srGA running on a TwoMax. The histograms have
the number of ones in an individual on the horizontal axis and
the number of corresponding individuals in the population on the
vertical axis. Generations 0, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 are displayed.
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efits from this choice. The population converges quickly to
an optimal population containing only one optimum. This
is not the case for the search process of an Ising model, a
search problem which can be defined by
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Figure 6: (a) shows, for each niche, the number of individuals
and the number of individuals with a fitness value above average.
(b) shows when one niche has no individuals anymore with fitness
value above average and when one niche leaves the population.
The results in (b) are averaged over 500 runs.

the second phase. Experiments show that for population
, pt equals :
at the beginning of the second
size
phase (after about generations). Plugging pt=0
:
(0
:
) into equation 10 yields the convergence
model for the second phase. The calculated convergence
generations. Figure
time for the second phase is :
7 (a) shows the convergence model for the second phase
-bit TwoMax and compares this with experimental
of a
results. The experiments again converge a bit slower due
to the build-up of covariances between the alleles. Figure
7 (b) shows the end of the first and the second phase for a
-bit TwoMax using different population sizes. Note that
the algorithm finds always an optimum. The results are avruns. The figure shows also the time when
eraged over
the first optima is found.
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if si sj ;
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The problem contains spin-flip symmetry and has as optima
the string containing only ones and the string containing
only zeros. The loss of non-inferior BBs in the population
prevents a GA (with or without a mutation operator) to optimize an Ising model. In this section we explain the difference in difficulty between easy symmetrical problems, like
a TwoMax, and a hard symmetrical problem, like the Ising
model. For a more in depth analysis of the Ising model and
its difficulties we refer to [14].
Symmetrical problems contain multiple non-inferior BBs.
Due to the finite population size, stochastical errors cause
that some non-inferior BBs disappear out of the population. This can prevent a GA to find the optimum, as it does
in case of the Ising model or H-IFF. The GA gets stuck in a
local optimum because the schemata in its current population, which are non-inferior BB of different optima, cannot
be combined to form an optimum, and the mutation operator is not strong enough to add diversity to the population.
We say that the GA has a synchronization problem [15].
havFigure 8 shows an srGA with population size
ing a synchronization problem while optimizing an Ising
model. The diversity measure at the z-axis represents the
probability that an individual in the population has a value
at a certain string position. The population is not diverse
enough to create an optimum.
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Figure 7: (a) Convergence model and experimental results of the

pt when optimizing a TwoMax using tournament selection and
uniform crossover. The results are averaged over 50 independent
runs. (b) The figure shows the end of the first phase, the time
when the first optimum is found and the end of the second phase.
The results are averaged over 500 runs.
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4 DIFFICULT SYMMETRICAL
PROBLEMS
Previous sections showed that when optimizing a TwoMax,
the srGA chooses between equally good solutions and ben-
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Figure 8: Diversity plot of an srGA optimizing an Ising model
with population size 10000. The algorithm uses only two-point
crossover.
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Comparing the BBs of an Ising model with those of a
TwoMax explains why GAs running on the Ising model
are more likely to encounter synchronization problems than
GAs running on a TwoMax. If we look at BBs whose
fixed positions are not all adjacent, we note that BBs like
   , which are not BBs of an optimum, and BBs like
   , which certainly are BBs of an optimum, have
the same average fitness value for the Ising model because
there is no interaction between the non-adjacent string positions. This means that they both have the same probability
to be selected for reproduction, although one of them is not
a BB of an optimum and leads the algorithm to a synchronization problem when diversity is lost. This is not the case
for a TwoMax. For TwoMax, BBs with equal values at all
fixed string positions have an higher average fitness value
than other BBs. The algorithm decides faster to which of
the two optima it converges and when diversity is lost, a
well sized population still contains the necessary BBs to
construct an optimum.

00 11
11 11

Symmetrical problems which frequently encounter synchronization problems are simple to characterize. In contrary to easy symmetrical problems, an increase in fitness
does not automatically imply a decrease in Hamming distance towards the global optimum. Typically, they have
highly fit candidate solutions which are at hamming distance far from an optimum and are usually combinations
of different optima. Many hierarchical problems satisfy
these characteristics and encounter synchronization problems when optimized. The Ising model shows that synchronization problems can also appear when optimizing nonhierarchical problems. A useful strategy to avoid synchronization problems and to keep all non-inferior BBs in the
population is niching.

5 NICHING
Fitness sharing [6] is a well-know niching technique that
accomplishes subpopulations or niches by degrading an individual’s fitness according to the similarity with other individuals in the population. Section 2.1 showed that when
using binary tournament selection with continuously updated sharing, the selection process works more in terms of
non-inferior BBs and equally good solutions are kept in the
population. In this section we try to find the two optima of
-bit TwoMax, and a
-bit Ising model
respectively a
using an srGA with this sharing method. To avoid linkage
problems on the Ising model, the algorithm uses two-points
crossover. As sharing function the triangular sharing function defined in [1] is used.
The sharing threshold is calcu1 ` 1 p` ; with q the problem’s number
lated by sh
2
q
of optima. Individuals at Hamming distance smaller than
: share their fitness.

100

= (+

100

)

52 5

When optimizing an Ising model, equally good partial solu-

tions should be kept in the population. Experiments show
that an srGA with sharing and two-point crossover finds
both optima quickly. For example, using population size
, both optima are present in the population after about
:
generations. This result is obtained by taking the
average over
independent runs. Adding a niching technique clearly helps an srGA running on an Ising model to
avoid synchronization problems.
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An obvious question is now: how does an srGA with
sharing perform on easy symmetrical problems, like the
TwoMax problem? A TwoMax benefits from genetic drift,
and as soon as one niche disappears the algorithm converges quickly to an optimum. When sharing is used to
keep both niches in the population, crossover between individuals from different niches produces poor offspring.
This has a pernicious influence on the search process. For
, and
example, an srGA with sharing, population size
two-point crossover is not able to find an optimum in
generations. When using an undersized population that is
not able to keep both niches in the population, sharing only
prolongs the first phase of the search process. A soon as
one niche disappears, the algorithm converges quickly to
an optimal population containing only one optimum. In
both cases sharing has no beneficial influence on the search
process.

500

2000

In contrary to an Ising model, a TwoMax becomes much
harder when traditional niching techniques are used. The
recombination operator becomes too disruptive. This is
confirmed by the analysis of an srGA without niching running on a TwoMax. As soon as one niche disappears out
of the population, the population’s mean fitness increases
drastically and the solution is found quickly. Adding a restricted mating technique that uses the Hamming distance
as a measure to determine with which individual one can
mate, to an srGA with sharing does not improve the performance of the recombination operator. The Hamming
distance is not a good measure to separate the individuals with more ones from those with more zeros, and more
complex search techniques are necessary. Good results for
a TwoMax as well as for an Ising model are found in [11]
where a clustering technique is used in combination with
an univariate marginal distribution algorithm. The disruptive effect of recombination is eliminated by only allowing
recombination between individuals of the same cluster and
niching is induced by allowing each cluster to produce an
amount of offspring proportional to their size or to their fitness average. In this way, the individuals from niche 0 and
niche 1 have their own cluster, and since the individuals
only mate within their own cluster, each cluster is actually
solving a OneMax (or a ZeroMax).
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper shows that there exists a key dividing line between two types of symmetrical problems: problems for
which the GA benefits from the fact that genetic drift
chooses between equally good partial solutions, and problems for which all equally good partial solutions have to be
preserved to find an optimum. By analyzing the search process of a selectorecombinative GA optimizing a TwoMax
and comparing this search process with that of an Ising
model, we tried to understand the difference between these
two types of symmetrical problems. For the first type of
problem, searching in terms of superior building blocks is
sufficient to find an optimum. For the second type of problems, searching in terms of non-inferior building blocks is
necessary to find an optimum and can be obtained by using
a niching technique.
In the context of designing a robust problem solver which
solves problems of bounded difficulty, designing an algorithm which solves both types of symmetrical problems
quickly, accurately, and reliably is not obvious. Naively
adding fitness sharing as a standard component of a GA
makes easy symmetrical problems like a TwoMax hard to
solve. When using traditional niching techniques, the recombination operator is too disruptive, and more complex
methods are necessary. Next to looking for more complex methods that solve both types of problems, we suggest
looking for an a priori or runtime detector which discriminates between the two types of problems and selects the
appropriate algorithm automatically.
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Abstract
Gender separation is a largely encountered in
the natural systems that allows the preservation of the genetic diversity in a species. In
this paper, we want to analyse the mechanism by which this reproduction mode may
have evolved and the way it in uences the
evolution of a population toward an optimal
individual.

1

INTRODUCTION

It is a known fact that gender separation is a powerful
biological tool that helps preserving the genetic diversity in a population by preventing organisms from selfduplicating. It has also been shown that allogen reproducing organisms have a greater capacity to quickly
adapt to diÆcult environments and to resist hostile
exterior factor like disease (Hamilton, Axelrod, and
Tanese, 1990).
The gender separation and sexual reproduction have
been of interest in the study and application of genetic
algorithms (GAs), since they are an important feature
of the living organisms. Some research has followed the
direction of sexual reproduction and the impact on the
biodiversity (Todd and Miller, 1997; Todd, 1997).

it became such a wide-spread feature in our ecosystem.
Our hypothesis is that the reproduction constraints related to the sexual reproduction alone cannot explain
the survival and spreading of this reproduction mode
in nature. Thus, the individuals that initially developed mating schemes that aim to preserve the genetic
diversity in a population can eventually lead to the
emergence of two distinct subpopulations that reproduce in general with each other.
Section 2 presents a model in which the distribution
of gender types in a given population evolves along
with the rest of the genotype. Section 3 examines the
tness of the individuals that evolve following various
reproduction modes. Section 4 studies the in uence of
the population size on the performance of each of the
models.

2

EVOLVING THE
REPRODUCTION MODE

In this section present a simulation model based on
several gender types that can evolve through genetic
operations along with the rest of the chromosome.
2.1

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Gender can also be seen as a factor for developing the
collaboration between the individuals in a population
(Hemelrijk, 1999), and can be a component for multioptimization algorithms (Allenson, 1992).

The rst experiment that we introduce in our paper
concerns the evolution of various gender types through
natural selection. We start from the assumption that
the initial population is composed in an equal way
of individuals presenting various reproduction constraints, that we classify as gender types. In the mating process, some of them require speci cally a partner
of di erent gender in order to reproduce, while others
can mate with a partner of any gender. Part of them
can even self-duplicate.

In this paper, we try to model the way gender separation has occurred in nature in the rst place and how

The gender type is inherited by the o spring from the
parents in a random fashion with no particular prefer-

In another direction, sexual reproduction can also be
viewed as a factor for developing the communication through the emergence of complex mating signals
(Werner and Todd, 1997; Noble, 1999).
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ence. The goal of the experiment is to analyse the
composition of the population as it evolves toward
individuals of higher tness through the mechanism
of natural selection. Thus, the gender distribution in
the nal population is determined by two factors: the
probability of occurrence of each gender type in the
next generation based on the reproduction constraints,
and the gender inherited by the ttest individuals in
a given generation, which are more likely to be chosen
for reproduction.
In our model, we have four types of individuals: male (M), female (F), self-fertilizing (S-F), and
hermaphrodite (H). The gender of the individual is
assigned by random in the initial population with no
preference for any of the four types. This parameter is
inherited by the o spring and thus evolves by natural
selection.
Each of the four gender types has a di erent constraint
in the mating process. The self-fertilizing individuals
can mate with any individual regardless of their gender, including themselves. The hermaphrodite individuals can mate with any individual other than themselves. The males and females can mate an individual
of any gender type di erent from their own. Thus, we
suppose that in the initial conditions of gender separation, a male or a female could mate with either a
female, or with a hermaphrodite individual presenting
the features of both gender types.
The male - female mating constraints can lead the algorithm to a deadlock in the case where the population
becomes exclusively composed of one of these two gender types, such that the reproduction is not possible
anymore. We prevent these situations by introducing
the possibility of spontaneous sex change from male
to female or the reverse in the situation where an individual has made a number of unsuccessful mating
attempts equal to the least of 25 and the quarter of
the population size.
The o spring inherits the gender type of the parents randomly, with an equal probability assigned to
each parent. Let us denote by n0M , n0F , n0S , and
n0H the number of male, female, self-fertilizing, and
hermaphrodite individuals respectively in a given generation. We can compute the expected number of occurrences of each gender type n1M , n1F , n1S F , and
n1H in the next generation considering exclusively the
mating scheme we have described and ignoring the
mechanism of natural selection. Let n0M + n0F +
n0S F + n0H = n, the size of the population.
The general reproduction scheme that we have used
consists in selecting two parents for reproduction by
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crossover, and producing exactly two children by this
operation. Since the gender type is randomly inherited by the o spring, we expect the children to have
the same gender distribution as the parents. For example, from a male and a hermaphrodite we expect to
produce again a male and a hermaphrodite, only with
a di erent genetic code.
The male and female individuals can be found in the
next generation either if they are selected as the rst
parent, or if the rst parent has a di erent gender than
their own and they are selected as a second parent.
The probability that a random individual from the
initial population is a male is equal to n0M =n, and
the probability of the contrary event is (n n0M )=n.
Considering that we select n=2 individuals as the rst
parent and the same number as the second parent, we
can compute the expected number of occurrences of
the male gender type in the next generation as

n n0M n (n n0M ) n0M
+
2 n
2
n
n
2n n0M
= n0M
< n0M
2n

n1M =

The same computation can be done for female individuals.

n n0F n (n n0F ) n0F
+
2 n
2
n
n
2n n0F
= n0F
< n0F
2n

n1F =

We can nd a hermaphrodite in the new generation if
a hermaphrodite was chosen as a rst parent, or if the
second parent is a hermaphrodite and not identical to
the rst one. We have

n1H =

n n0H n n n0H n0H n n0H n0H 1
+
+
2 n
2
n
n
2 n
n
2n 1
= n0H
< n0H
2n

In this formula, the rst term of the sum corresponds
to the event that the rst parent is hermaphrodite.
The second term corresponds to the event that the rst
parent is not a hermaphrodite, but the second parent
is, in which case they cannot be the same individual.
The third term corresponds to the event that the both
parents are hermaphrodites and di erent individuals.
The number of self-fertilizing individuals should remain stable, since they can constitute any of the parents, regardless of what the other parent is.
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nn
n1S F = 2 0S F = n0S F
2 n
As the sum of these numbers is inferior to n, we should
scale them correspondingly with a factor greater than
1. This would most probably modify the expected
number of hermaphrodite individuals in the new generation such that n1H  n0H . The result is that the
number of self-fertilizing and hermaphrodite individuals are expected to increase, while the two others may
converge to 0.
2.2

Table 1: Deception functions
decep1
decep2
decep3
decep4
decep5
decep6
decep7
decep8

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

This section presents the tness functions that the GA
must optimize and the parameter settings that we have
used for the experiment.
Fitness Functions

We have chosen three classes of problems: the set of
10 standard test functions, an NP-complete problem
and several deceptive functions. Each class presents a
special challenge for the GA.
This class contains 10 standard
minimization functions used in many cases to experiment with GAs (Whitley et al., 1996).
Standard functions

This class of problems is based
on the phenomenon of deception (Whitley, 1990; Deb
and Goldberg, 1994) and contains problems that are
known to be diÆcult for GAs. For this reason, they are
a frequent choice as test functions in the study of GAs
(Goldberg, Deb and Horn, 1992; Kingdon and Dekker,
1995; Mohan, 1998). Their diÆculty comes from the
fact that the optimal individual is isolated from other
individuals of high performance, and there are one or
more suboptimal individuals that are easier to reach
by hill-climbing.

Deceptive problems

We have chosen 8 deception problems that consist in
concatenating a number of 3-bit functions as shown in
Table 1. For these problems, the optimal individual is
represented by a string of 3 bits whose closest neighbors display the lowest performance. We have conducted our experiences with individuals composed of
100 strings of 3 bits, so the optimal individual should
have a performance of 3000.
Given a graph, does
there exist a circuit that passes once and only once
through each vertex? This problem is known to be
NP-complete (Brassard and Bratley, 1994).
Hamiltonian circuit (HC)

We have performed our experiences with 10 HC problems with graphs of 9 to 150 vertices and up to 3000
edges. The direct representation of a HC problem for

000
28
28
22
0
22
26
22
14

001
26
26
0
14
14
14
14
22

010
22
22
28
30
28
30
28
30

011
0
14
26
0
26
22
26
14

100
14
14
0
26
22
26
14
24

101
0
26
30
28
30
28
30
28

110
0
22
14
0
14
14
24
14

111
30
30
0
22
26
22
14
26

the GAs can be diÆcult. De Jong and Spears (1989)
suggest to transform the HC instances into SAT instances, whose genetic representation is easier.
(Boolean satis ability) Given a Boolean expression depending on some variables, does there exist an
assignment to those variables such that the expression
evaluates as true?
SAT

A detailed description of the reduction of a HC instance into a SAT instance can be found in (Brassard
and Bratley, 1994) or (Vrajitoru, 1999). For any given
graph, a Boolean variable corresponds to each edge,
and is given the true value if the edge belongs to the
HC. Thus, if we represent each variable as a gene, the
size of an individual is equal to the number of edges
in the graph.
To evaluate a Boolean expression to more than true or
false, we have used fuzzy logic measures, also proposed
by De Jong and Spears (1989). The 'and' operation
is evaluated to the average of the terms, while the 'or'
operation returns the maximum of the terms. Thus,
the tness function takes values between 0 and 1, and
the optimal individual has a tness of 1.
2.3

PARAMETER SETTINGS

We have performed for each problem 100 runs of the
GA, half of which without mutation, and half with a
mutation rate of 0.01. The crossover rate is equal to 1
in all the cases. Each generation contains 50 individuals and the number of generations is limited to 500. We
have used the tness proportionate or roulette wheel
selection (Goldberg, 1989), and a variant of the elitist
reproduction called monotone: the worst individual in
the new generation is replaced by the ancient best individual, if and only if the new generation contains
nothing better than it (Vrajitoru, 1999).
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Table 2: Gender convergence in 500 generations
M/F H
S-F
Standard
Deception
HC
Total
%

9
6
11
26
0.67

438
370
973
1781
45.67

553
424
1116
2093
53.66

We have used a crossover operator called combined
balanced that combines four variations of crossover in
each generation : the 1-point (Holland, 1975), 2-point
(De Jong, 1975), uniform (Syswerda, 1989), and dissociated (Vrajitoru, 1999). For each operation, one of
the four crossover forms is used by a random choice
giving each of them equal chances.
2.4

transmitted to a greater number of the new individuals
than expected from the mating constraints.
This factor can explain the mechanism by which a genetic feature that restrains the potential number of
individuals with which a given individual can mate,
has survived and currently dominates an important
part of our natural system. We can entail that the
rst organisms developing only one gender type also
presented some adaptation to their environment that
made them stronger and allowed the feature to survive
and spread.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The parameter that interests us in this rst experiment is the composition of the population in the last
generation. The simulation has shown that the distribution of the gender types in the population converges
to one of the four types very fast.
To illustrate this fact, Figure 1 shows the evolution
of the gender types in 30 generations, computed over
80 runs on 4 HC problems of various diÆculty. The
measure that we have plotted is the average number of
occurrences of each type in the population according
to the generation number.
From this gure we can see that the male and female gender types have completely disappeared after
30 generations. In 77 out of 80 runs, the population is
already completely composed of one of the two remaining gender types. In the conditions of our experiment,
the gender converges much more rapidly than the rest
of the genetic material.
A second set of results shows that after 500 generations, the population is composed completely of one
gender type in all the cases. Table 2 shows the distribution of each gender type in the last generation
for each class of problems. We can remark that although the general distribution of gender types follows
the tendency that we have also observed in Figure 1,
the number of resulting populations that are composed
of male/female individuals is not equal to the expected
number (0).
This fact is due to the in uence of the natural selection
mechanism. Thus, the best individuals are more likely
to be chosen for mating, and their gender type will be

Figure 1: Gender evolution in 30 generations

3 COMPARING THE
REPRODUCTION MODES
In this section we compare several reproduction
schemes based on the gender types previously described. We are interested in the in uence of the selffertilization and of the gender separation on the performance of the GAs.
3.1

REPRODUCTION SCHEMES

We propose four reproduction schemes that we compare using the average performance over 100 runs on
each test problem.
The rst reproduction scheme is the usual one based
on the tness-proportionate selection. In this case, all
the individuals are self-fertilizing, and thus the process
of mating doesn't require any special operation. We
denote this scheme by simple.
The second scheme is the one presented in the previous
section, where the gender types belong to any of the
four categories. They are assigned randomly in the
initial population and evolve through generations. We
denote this scheme by mixed.
The last two schemes, denoted by gender and
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Table 3: Results on the standard test functions
Problem Simple Mixed
Gender Herm

Table 5: Results on HC problems
Problem Simple Mixed Gender Herm

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10

hc9
hc10
hc11
hc12
hc13
hc14
hc15
hc20
hc25
hc30
hc50
hc60
hc70
hc80
hc90
hc100
hc110
hc120
hc130
hc140
hc150

0.192
0.449
11.85
2.894
5.14
3.205
616.627
2.115
0.125
1.456

0.177
0.31
11.84
3.053
6.208
3.407
620.549
2.306
0.132
1.725

0.155
0.59
11.97
2.751
4.765
3.228
616.096
2.429
0.13
1.357

0.182
0.365
11.83
3.013
3.943
3.475
596.507
2.237
0.138
1.622

Table 4: Results on deception problems
Problem Simple Mixed
Gender Herm
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7
d8

2684.36
2851.22
2494.2
2504.94
2767.86
2764.82
2650.18
2665.78

2697.44
2929.4
2502.12
2498.54
2771.5
2765.42
2652.48
2667.86

2699.16
2853.84
2504.92
2501.22
2767.1
2769.24
2653.22
2666.9

2689.32
2857.02
2503.88
2500.7
2772.42
2768.92
2651.22
2668.4

herm, are based on populations completely formed
of male/female and hermaphrodite individuals respectively. For both of them, an individual cannot selfduplicate. For the rst one, the mating choice is limited to about half of the population.
3.2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table 3 presents the average performance over 100
runs in 500 generations achieved by each reproduction
scheme on the set of standard function. Each problem
in this class is a minimization problem, so that the
smaller results are the best ones.
Table 4 presents the results under the same conditions
on the deception problems. This class contains optimization problems, where the maximal performance is
equal to 3000.
Table 5 shows the results of the reproduction schemes
on the HC problems. The maximal performance in
this case is equal to 1.
From these tables we can notice that the best average
performance is obtained almost in all the cases by either the two-gender or the hermaphrodite populations.

0.968
0.966
0.965
0.963
0.96
0.959
0.959
0.958
0.953
0.944
0.937
0.94
0.939
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.942
0.938
0.939
0.935
0.941

0.97
0.966
0.963
0.962
0.96
0.959
0.959
0.958
0.952
0.943
0.937
0.938
0.939
0.94
0.94
0.939
0.941
0.938
0.939
0.935
0.94

0.972
0.966
0.964
0.962
0.961
0.962
0.96
0.958
0.953
0.943
0.937
0.938
0.939
0.94
0.94
0.939
0.94
0.939
0.939
0.936
0.935

0.97
0.964
0.965
0.962
0.962
0.961
0.96
0.957
0.953
0.944
0.937
0.939
0.939
0.94
0.942
0.94
0.942
0.94
0.937
0.937
0.938

The mixed scheme, where the gender type evolves by
genetic operations, is almost never the best one. We
can deduce that avoiding self-fertilization can improve
the performance of GAs.
Table 6 summarizes the results presented in the previous tables, by counting the number of times each
scheme presents the best average performance for each
class of problems (the columns marked by ). We have
also considered the number of problems where each
scheme presented the best result for the optimal run
out of 100 (the columns marked by opt). This table
emphasizes the conclusions we have made based on the
previous tables, and shows that the best reproduction
scheme for the GAs is the hermaphrodite. This means
that for the size of the population we have considered,
it is better to allow a wider mating choice for each
individual, while avoiding the self-duplication.
From this second set of experiments, we can deduce
that given the success of gender separation in our natural system, this factor must contribute to the capacity of survival and of adaptation of the individuals to
their environment in other ways than just providing a
means of preserving the genetic diversity.
One of the possible advantages of gender separation
is the development of complex communication sys-
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Simple
Mixed
Gender
Herm
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Table 6: Summary of results
standard deception
HC
 opt
 opt
 opt

Total

3
1
4
2

22
11
19
26

3
2
1
4

1
1
4
2

3
2
3
0

7
2
4
8

5
3
3
10

tems that are enhances by the necessities of nding
a mate. A second factor could be the fact that the biological di erences between the two genders has given
way to the raise of a social structure for some of
the more evolved organisms and to the distribution
of the survival tasks. This phenomenon has evolved
into the complex social systems of the human beings,
and is also a positive factor for developing the intelligence and for preserving the experience accumulated
through generations. These hypothesis constitute the
subject of a future research.

4

THE ROLE OF THE
POPULATION SIZE

The previous experiences have shown that in the given
conditions, the gender separation can be slowing down
the search for the optimal individual. This is probably
due to the fact that during the crossover operation, a
given individual can only mate with half of the individuals in the population. Thus, the best individuals
that were found so far may not be available in the process because they are of the same gender as the rst
parent selected for reproduction.

Table 7: Results on HC problems
Population size Simple Gender Herm
50
60
70
80
90
100

0.961
0.968
0.970
0.972
0.973
0.973

0.962
0.969
0.971
0.972
0.973
0.974

0.963
0.968
0.970
0.972
0.973
0.974

the individual is around 3000 genes according to the
number of edges in the graph.
Table 7 shows the performance of the simple selffertilizing model, of the model with gender separation,
and of the model with hermaphrodite individual that
cannot reproduce with themselves. From this table, we
can see that in general, for a diÆcult problem, avoiding
the self-fertilization can help the GA in nding tter
individuals.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the performance of the
two models that avoid self-fertilization (gender separation and hermaphrodite) in 500 generations as the
population size increases. The measure that we have
considered is the average tness based on 10 experiences in the same conditions. From this gure we can
remark that the di erence between the performance of
the models decreases as the population size increases.
A second remark is that in a given number of generations, both models can nd individuals of better tness
when the population is larger.

In the natural habitat, the populations are in general
much larger than the experimental size for the GAs.
When the population size increases and if there is a
balanced distribution of the two genders in the population, it is possible for an individual to nd an individual of high tness among the opposite sex.
Our hypothesis is that the mating restriction inherent
to the gender separation presents a signi cant disadvantage only in the conditions where the population
size is small. In the following experiences we will analyze the impact of the population size on the model
with gender separation and on the model where the
individuals are hermaphrodite but cannot mate with
themselves.
We have performed experiences with a HC problem
based on a graph with 150 vertices. This problem
presents an interesting challenge because the size of

Figure 2: Comparing performance of the models according to the population size
To emphasize the e ect of the population size on the
performance of the models that we are interested in,
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the absolute di erence
between the average performance of the gender separated model and that of the hermaphrodite model. We
can clearly see that as the population size increases,
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the di erence between the average performance of the
two models is dramatically reduced.

To continue the idea from the second experiment, Section 4 examines the in uence of the population size
on the performance of each of the models. These last
results suggest that the di erence between the models concerning the tness of the evolved individuals
becomes insigni cant as the population size increases.
Moreover, for a larger size of the population, avoiding
the self-duplication can be an advantage.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 3: Absolute di erence between the models according to the population size.
The experiments introduced in this section have shown
that although the hermaphrodite model can present an
advantage over the model with gender separation, as
suggested by the previous experiences, this advantage
seem to disappear as the population size increases.
This phenomenon can explain the large occurrence of
gender separation in nature, where the size of the populations is much higher than in our simulations. We
can also observe a disadvantage of gender separation
for some of the endangered species, where the population size is too small. For some of these species, like
the Panda bears, nding a mate can be a real challenge
because of the small number of available individuals in
a given geographical area.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have used the GAs to analyse some
of the aspects related to a phenomenon that is largely
encountered in the natural system, the gender separation.
Section 2 has introduced a model in which the gender type evolves through the genetic operations as the
individuals try to adapt to a speci c problem. From
these experiments we can deduce that the rst individuals that developed this feature must have presented
some adaptation advantages over the others to allow
this feature to survive.
Section 3 compares the quality of the individuals that
evolve through various reproduction modes, some of
which are based on gender separation. The results
presented in this section suggest that for small size
populations, gender separation can slow down the rate
by which the individuals can adapt to a problem.
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Abstract

repeated applications of crossover is a population in linkage equilibrium (also known as Robbins’ proportions).

This
paper
analyzes
a
recombination/mutation/selection
genetic
algorithm
that uses gene pool recombination. For linear
fitness functions, the infinite population model
can be described by ` equations where ` is the
string length. For linear fitness functions, we
show that there is a single fixed point and that
this fixed point is stable. For the ONEMAX
fitness function, the model reduces to a linear
recurrence in a single variable which can be
explicitly solved. The time-to-convergence for
ONEMAX is given.

In gene pool recombination, the population is taken directly
to linkage equilibrium in one step. In other words, the alleles are completely decorrelated, and the population is completely described by the allele frequencies. This can be implemented for a finite population by choosing the genes for
a new individual from a pool constructed from the whole
population. In other words, the population allele distribution at a particular locus defines a probability distribution,
and the allele at that position in a new individual is selected
from that probability distribution. Gene pool recombination was introduced by Voigt and Mühlenbein in [8].

Introduction

A major goal of genetic algorithm theory is a tractable
model of a GA that gives quantitative predictions over multiple generations. The Vose dynamical system model [9] is
exact in the infinite-population limit, but it tends to be intractable for results on specific problems due to the fact
that the model keeps track of the frequency of every string.
What is needed is a “coarse-grained” model that simplifies
the model. One natural way to attempt to coarse-grain a GA
model is to look at the representations of schemata, especially low-order schemata. (See [7] and [10].) One would
like to track schema averages over multiple generations.
Crossover does not change the schema frequencies of order 1 schemata. Stated another way, it preserves the frequencies of each allele. The effect of crossover on a population is to move the population closer to linkage equilibrium. In other words, it decorrelates the alleles at different positions. In a linkage equilibrium population, the
representation of any string is determined by the allele frequencies. Geiringer’s theorem [1] shows that the limit of
∗
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After a gene pool recombination step, the complete state of
the population is determined by the allele frequencies, and
the number of these variables is linear rather than exponential in the string length. This “coarse-graining” makes
the gene pool much more tractable for analysis than the
two-parent recombination GA, and this is the focus of this
paper.
Mühlenbein, Mahnig and others have done considerable
work on the Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm
(UMDA) [6], [4]. This algorithm uses gene pool recombination, and selection, and no mutation. Response to selection is computed or approximated for a variety of selection
methods. In [3], Mahnig and Mühlenbein introduce mutation into UMDA by a technique called Bayesian prior. The
emphasis is on the interaction of the mutation rate and the
population size.
By using the Walsh basis, we are able to analyze a GA that
uses gene pool recombination, selection, and mutation. We
find and rigorously prove the stability of fixed points which
is a different approach than has been taken in the work on
UDMA which is primarily oriented towards “response to
selection”. Our work shows how the Vose dynamical system model framework can be used to model algorithms like
UMDA.
We will call the GA that uses gene pool recombination,
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selection, and mutation a gene pool GA.
The paper considers linear fitness functions. Other classes
of fitness functions, such as the class of single-peak
(needle-in-the-haystack) fitness functions will be considered elsewhere.
There has been a long history of research on the analysis
of fitness functions by means of their Walsh coefficients.
The Vose model [9] uses the Walsh transform to simplify
the model for crossover and mutation. This paper makes a
connection between these two lines of research. It should
be the first step in a research program that uses the Walsh
transform to analyze selection/mutation/recombination genetic algorithms.
In addition, the gene pool GA can suggest general properties of recombination that can then be tested for a GA that
uses two-parent recombination.
We show that for any linear fitness function over fixed
length binary strings, there is a unique fixed point which is
asymptotically stable. For the ones-counting (ONEMAX)
fitness function, explicit formulas are given for all fixed
points of the G function that defines the infinite population model. To our knowledge, this is the first time that
formulas for fixed points have been given for a GA that
involves selection, recombination, and mutation and for arbitrary string length.
A gene pool recombination GA can either be used as an
approximation to a two-parent recombination GA or as an
alternative GA. We show empirically that the gene pool GA
is a good approximation to a two-parent recombination GA
for linear fitness functions.
For all results where separate proofs are given, the proofs
are in the appendix.

2

Notation

Notation in this paper mostly follows [9].
The search space for this paper is the set of all binary
strings of length ` which will be denoted Ω. The binary
representation of a string induces a correspondence from
the elements of Ω to the set of integers from 0 to 2` − 1.
Thus, the integer 0 corresponds to the all-zeros string, and
the integer 2` − 1 corresponds to the all-ones string. A sum
over i ∈ Ω is equivalent to a sum from i = 0 to i = 2` − 1.
The bitwise mod 2 sum of two strings j and k is denoted
by j ⊕ k; Ω is a group under this operation. Note that j ⊕ k
is also the XOR of j and k. The identity element is the
string of zeros, which will be denoted by 0. The bitwise
product of strings j and k is denoted by j ⊗ k. The onescomplement of k is denoted by k.
The number of ones in a binary string k is denoted by #k.
For each u ∈ Ω, Ωu = {i ∈ Ω : i ⊗ u = i}; Ωu
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is the set of binary strings which have a 1 only in positions where u has a 1. It is also a schema denoted by a
string over {0,∗} where there are asterisks in those positions where the corresponding bit of u is 1, and where the
fixed positions are all zeros. For example, if ` = 4 and
u = 0101, then Ωu is the special schema 0∗0∗, and is also
the set {0000, 0001, 0100, 0101}. Note that Ωu is a subgroup of Ω.
Let L = {j ∈ Ω : #j = 1}. Under the identification of
Ω with the integers, L = {2k : k = 0, 1, . . . , ` − 1}. Let
Lu = {j ∈ L : j ⊗ u = j} = L ∩ Ωu . For example,
if ` = 6 and u = 21, Lu = {20 , 22 , 24 } = {1, 4, 16} =
{000001, 000100, 001000}.
The set L will be used extensively as an index set. This
might seem unnatural since L is a subset of Ω which does
not correspond to consecutive integers. Q
If this bothers the
reader, a product over i ∈ L, such as i∈L Si , could be
Q`−1
rewritten as k=0 S2k .

A population (a multiset of Ω) is represented as a population vector x indexed by Ω; xv = xv0 v1 ...v`−1 is the fraction of the population which is string v = v0 v1 . . . v`−1 ,
where v0 , v1 , . . . , v`− are the bits of v. For example, if
` = 2 and the population as a multiset is {00, 01, 01, 11},
then the corresponding population vector is [ 14 , 21 , 0, 14 ]T .
A population vector is a population-size independent representation of a population, and thus is natural for infinitepopulation models.
If a population x depends on time (or GA generation) t,
then x(t) is the population at time t.
All population
vectors are contained in the simplex Λ =
P
{x :
x
= 1 and xj ≥ 0 for all j}. The simplex
j
j∈Ω
is a natural setting for the dynamical systems model since
it allows population vectors to range continuously over a
`
subset of IR2 and thus allows derivatives and calculus to
be used.
The Walsh matrix W is an 2` by 2` matrix defined by
Wi,j = 2−`/2 (−1)#(i⊗j) The Walsh matrix is symmetric
and W = W −1 . For example, the Walsh matrix for ` = 2
is:


1
1
1
1
1  1 −1
1 −1 
W = 
1
1
−1
−1 
2
1 −1 −1
1
If x is a population vector, then the Walsh transform of
x is W x and is denoted by x
b. Let e0 , e1 , . . . , eN −1 be
the standard basis vectors for IRN . Then the vectors
eb0 , eb1 , . . . , ebN −1 form the Walsh basis for IRN . If x is a
vector then x
b = W x is expressed in the Walsh basis. In
other words, xj is the jth coordinate of x in the standard
basis and x
bj is the jth coordinate of x in the Walsh basis.
If A is a 2` by 2` matrix, then W AW is the Walsh trans-
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b
form of A and is denoted by A.

3

Linkage Equilibrium

i∈Lk

This section gives some basic results relating schema averages, the Walsh representation of a population, and properties of a population that is at linkage equilibrium.
These results will show how string and schema frequencies
can be determined from the Walsh coefficients that we use
to describe our models.
If x is a population vector and u ∈ L, let
x(u)
v =

X

xi δi⊗u,v

4
(u)

where δj,k = 1 iff j = k. In other words, xv denotes the proportion of individuals i in the population such
that the position of i corresponding to u is the same as
the corresponding position of v. For example, if x =
(01)
(01)
1
T
= 48/64 and x01 =
64 [19, 5, 29, 11] , then x00
16/64.
Definition 1 A population x is in linkage equilibrium if
Y

(u)

xu⊗k

u∈L

Thus, a population is in linkage equilibrium if the frequency of each string is the product of the corresponding 1 schema averages.
For example, the popula1
[19, 5, 29, 11]T (with Walsh basis representation
tion 64
1
T
32 [16, 8, −4, −1] ) is in linkage equilibrium.
The following relates the schema sums of the order 1
schemata and the order 1 Walsh coefficients. It follows
from the formula for the Walsh coefficients.

The Gene Pool Model in the Walsh Basis

In this paper, one generation of the gene pool GA will consist of the following three steps:
1. Gene pool recombination.
2. Proportional selection.
3. Mutation.
The dynamical system model will be described by a function G : Λ −→ Λ. In other words, if x(t) is the population
at generation t, then the population at generation t + 1 is
given by x(t + 1) = G(x(t)).
G is a composition of M, F, and U (i. e., G = U ◦ F ◦ M).
The M, F, and U functions are described below.
The next three subsections tell how to compute F, U, and
M in the Walsh basis.
4.1

Proportional selection

Following [9], the effect of proportional selection can be
described by a function F : Λ −→ Λ. The probability that
an individual k ∈ Ω is chosen to be in the new population
is F(x)k . Or stated another way, if proportional selection
is applied to a population x, then the expected frequency
vector for the resulting population is F(x).
`

Lemma 2 If u ∈ L,
x(u)
v =

Remark: While higher-order schemata will not be used
in this paper, it is interesting to note that the higher order
schemata are products of order 1 schemata for a population at linkage equilibrium. Thus, in traditional notation,
the frequency of the schema 0∗1∗ is the product of the frequencies of 0∗∗∗ and ∗∗1∗.
Theorem 5 If x ∈ Λ, then |b
xk | ≤ 2−`/2 for all k ∈ Ω.

i∈Ω

xk =

Theorem 4 If population x is in linkage equilibrium, then
Y
x
bk = 2(#k−1)`/2
x
bi


1
1 + (−1)#v 2`/2 x
bu
2

The frequency of any string can be found from the Walsh
basis representation of the population.
Corollary 3 Let x be in linkage equilibrium. For any v ∈
Ω,

Y
1 + (−1)#(i⊗v) 2`/2 x
bi
xv = 2−`
i∈L

The following theorem gives the relationship of linkage
equilibrium to the Walsh basis representation of a population. The result follows easily from theorem 10.9 of [9].

If f ∈ IR2 is the fitness function (i. e., fk is the fitness of
k) then
Fx
F(x) = T
f x
where F is the diagonal matrix such that Fk,k = fk .
The average fitness f T x when computed in the Walsh basis
Tx
is the same: fc
b = (f T W )(W x) = f T x. Thus,
bb
[ = WFx = WFWWx = Fx
F(x)
fbT x
b
fbT x
b
fbT x
b

Lemma 6 For any i, j ∈ Ω,

Fbi,j = 2−`/2 fbi⊕j
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Let σk denote the 2` × 2` matrix defined by (σk )i,j =
δi⊕k,j . Then it is easy to show that (σk x)i = xi⊕k .
The following corollary tells how to compute proportional
selection in the Walsh basis.
Corollary 7
[
F
(x)k =

4.2

P

b

bi
i∈Ω fi⊕k x
2`/2 fbT x
b

Mutation

=

P

b

bi⊕k
i∈Ω fi x
2`/2 fbT x
b

=

fbT σk x
b
2`/2 fbT x
b

In the infinite population model, the population y resulting
from applying gene pool recombination to population x has
the property that ybu = x
bu for #u = 1. In addition, y is at
linkage equilibrium. Thus, the Walsh coefficients of the
population after gene pool recombination can be computed
from theorem 4.
As with proportional selection and mutation, we can describe gene pool recombination through a function M :
Λ −→ Λ. By theorem 4, we have:
\ = 2(#k−1)`/2
M(x)
k

Y

i∈Lk

The effect of mutation can be described by a function U :
Λ −→ Λ. The probability that an individual k ∈ Ω is
chosen to be in the new population is U(x)k .
If the probability that a bit is mutated (flipped) is µ, then
the probability that an individual i ∈ Ω is mutated to an
individual j is µ#(i⊕j) (1−µ)`−#(i⊕j) . (Note that #(i⊕j)
is the Hamming distance from i to j.) Thus, we can define
a 2` × 2` mutation matrix U with Ui,j = µ#(i⊕j) (1 −
µ)`−#(i⊕j) , and U(x) = U x.
Following Vose (section 4.3 of [9]), we define a vector µ
indexed over Ω by

x
bi = 2−`/2

Y

i∈Lk

2`/2 x
bi

This formula tells how to compute gene pool recombination in the Walsh basis. Note that if k ∈ L (i. e., #k = 1),
\
then M
(x)k = x
bk . In other words, M is the identity on
the order-1 Walsh coefficients.

5

Linear fitness and the ONEMAX problem

Definition 11 A fitness function represented by a fitness
vector f is linear if
X
bj δi⊗j,j
fi = c +
j∈L

µi = (µ)#i (1 − µ)`−#i
(Whether µ denotes the scalar mutation rate or the mutation
vector should be clear from the context.) The following
lemma is proved in [9].
Lemma 8
µ
bk = 2−`/2 (1 − 2µ)#k

The Walsh transform of U is easily shown to be diagonal.
b is a diagonal matrix which diagonal entries
Lemma 9 U
given by:
bi,i = (1 − 2µ)#i
U
Theorem 10

[ = (U
bx
U(x)
b)k = (1 − 2µ)#k x
bk
k

Thus, mutation is very simple in the Walsh basis: it corresponds to multiplication by a diagonal matrix.
4.3

Gene pool recombination

To implement gene pool recombination in a finite population GA, the order 1 schema sums x(u) for #u = 1 are
computed from the current population x. Then each individual of the new population is constructed by choosing
each bit according the probabilities determined by these
schema sums. Thus, the probability that the bit at posi(2i )
tion i is 0 is x0 and the probability that the bit at position
(2i )

i is 1 is x2i .

where c and bj , j ∈ L are constants. (Note that if j = 2k ∈
L, then i ⊗ j = j if and only if bit k of i is 1.)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that bj ≥ 0 for
j ∈ L. If some bj < 0 where j = 2p , this says that a string
with 0 at position p is more fit than the same string with a
1 at that position. Thus, a change of representation where
0 and 1 are interchanged in all strings at that position will
make bj > 0.
The ONEMAX fitness function is the linear fitness function
where c = 0 and bj = 1 for all j ∈ L.
The following lemma shows that when a linear fitness is
expressed in the Walsh basis, only the order 0 and order 1
coefficients are nonzero.
Lemma 12 For any k ∈ Ω,

P
`/2
`/2−1

2 c + 2
j∈L bj
`/2−1
b
fk = −2
bk

0

if k = 0
if k ∈ L
otherwise

If c ≥ 0 and bj ≥ 0 for j ∈ L, then fbj ≤ 0 and fb0 ≥
P
− j∈L fbj .
Since we are working in the Walsh basis, it will convenient
to simply characterize a linear fitness in terms of its Walsh
coefficients. So in this section, we assume that fbk = 0 for
P
k∈
/ L ∪ {0}, fbj ≤ 0 for j ∈ L and fb0 + j∈L fbj ≥ 0.
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These correspond to the assumptions that fitness is linear,
bj ≥ 0, and c ≥ 0.
We can now compute selection in the Walsh basis. For k ∈
L,
bT
[ = f σk yb
F(y)
k
2`/2 fbT yb
P
b bi⊕k
i∈Ω fi y
=
P
bi
2`/2 i∈Ω fbi x
P
2−`/2 fbk + fb0 ybk + 2`/2 j∈L\{k} fbj ybj⊕k
=
P
fb0 + 2`/2 j∈L fbj ybj

Now assume that y = M(x) where M denotes gene pool
recombination. Then ybk = x
bk and ybj⊕k = 2−`/2 x
bj x
bk for
for j, k ∈ L by theorem 4.

5.1

The ONEMAX problem

For a rescaled ONEMAX fitness function, we can take
fb0 = ` and fbj = −1 for all j ∈ L. Rescaling has no
effect on the G function or the fixed points, but it does affect the total fitness. From lemma 12, this original ONEMAX fitness is 2`/2−1 times the rescaled ONEMAX fitness. From an earlier remark, the average rescaled fitness
P
P
is 2−`/2 (fb0 + fbj zbj ) = 2−`/2 (` − zbj ). Thus, the averP
P
age ONEMAX fitness is 12 (fb0 + fbj zbj ) = 12 (` − zbj ).
If we assume a symmetric population, i. e., if we assume
that zbj = w for all j, then the recurrence simplifies to:
(` − 1)w(t) − 1
`
1 − 2µ
(1 − 2µ)(` − 1)
w(t) −
=
`
`

G(w(t)) = w(t + 1) = (1 − 2µ)

For k ∈ L,

For µ = 0, this recurrence is equivalent to one given in [4].
[ = ebT U(F(M(x)))k
G(x)
k
k
This linear recurrence can easily be solved. Let A =
P
bj (1−2µ)(`−1) , C = 1−2µ .
2−`/2 fbk + fb0 x
bk + 2`/2 x
bk j∈L\{k} fbj x
`
`
= (1 − 2µ)
P
 t

bj
fb0 + 2`/2 j∈L fbj x
A −1
t
t
G (w) = w(t) = A w(0) − C
This formula is a recurrence that defines the gene pool
A−1
model for linear fitness in terms of the variables x
bk for
The fixed point is:
k ∈ L.
−C
1 − 2µ
Notation is simplified by a variable substitution. Let zbk =
wf ixed =
=−
`/2
A
−
1
2µ(`
− 1) + 1
2 x
bk . Then if z is in the simplex, lemma 5 shows that
−1 ≤ zb ≤ 1. The recurrence written in terms of the zbk is:
We can evaluate the average fitness for the original ONEP
MAX fitness at this fixed point.PFrom above, the averfbk + fb0 zbk + zbk j∈L\{k} fbj zbj
d = (1 − 2µ)
G(z)
P
age ONEMAX fitness is 12 (` −
zbj ) = 21 (` − `w) =
k
fb0 + j∈L fbj zbj
`
2 (1 − w). At the fixed point w = wf ixed , this evalu1
fbk (1 − zbk2 )
ates to `(1+µ`−2µ)
1+2µ`−2µ . If the mutation rate is µ = ` , this is
(1)
= (1 − 2µ)b
zk + (1 − 2µ)
P
b
b
`(2−2/`)
f0 + j∈L fj zbj
≈ 2` .
3−2/`

Later we will want to be able to evaluate the average fitness
in terms of the zbj . The average fitness is
X
f T x = fbT x
b = 2−`/2 fb0 +
fbj x
bj
X
= 2−`/2 fb0 +
fbj 2−`/2 zbj
X
= 2−`/2 (fb0 +
fbj zbj )

The fixed point equations are:


X
2µ
fb0 +
fbk zbk2 +
fbj zbj  zbk − fbk = 0
1 − 2µ

3

Theorem 15 Let  > 0 and let α = `µ so that µ = α/`. If
the gene pool GA model is started on the ONEMAX fitness
function from a random population (w(0) = 0), and if t
generations are done where t is chosen so that
t>
then

−` ln 
1 + 2α

|G t (0) − wf ixed |
<
|wf ixed |

(2)

In other words, the relative error after t generations is at
most .

Lemma 13 If fitness is linear and 0 < µ < 1/2, then the
gene pool GA has a unique fixed point in the simplex.

The theorem says that for a fixed mutation rate, the number
of generations is Θ(`). Section 13.2 of [9] says that G for
general fitness is logarithmically convergent. Theorem 15
agrees with this result, only it gives explicit values for the
constants for the ONEMAX fitness function.

j∈L

Theorem 14 For linear fitness and 0 < µ < 1/2, the gene
pool GA model has a unique fixed point, and this fixed point
is asymptotically stable.
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The theorem also says that the time to convergence goes
down as the mutation rate increases. However, as the mutation rate increases, the fixed point moves closer to the middle of the simplex, so the algorithm has less far to go. When
the mutation rate is 1/2, the fixed point is at the center of
the simplex, and the algorithm starts at the fixed point.
5.2

Empirical comparisons

The gene pool GA gives a good approximation to a twoparent GA for linear fitness functions. Figure 5.2 show the
average fitness and figure 5.2 shows the number of optimal individuals for 99 generations with gene pool, uniform,
and one-point recombination, where a crossover rate of 1 is
used for uniform and one-point recombination. The string
length was 18, and the mutation rate was 0.01. The graph
shows an average of 10 runs, each with a population size of
500000. The errors are negligible.

15

This paper should be the first step in the unification of
the Walsh basis analysis of crossover/mutation given in [9]
with the Walsh basis analysis of fitness functions.

Appendix

First is a technical lemma.
Lemma 16

14

Average fitness

Discussion and Conclusion

In the paper we have given an exact infinite population
model of a selection/mutation/recombination genetic algorithm that is tractable for large string lengths. We have
shown that for linear fitness functions, there is a unique
fixed point, and this fixed point is asymptotically stable
in the space of all populations. For the ONEMAX problem, the model reduces to a single variable, and an explicit
solution to the recurrence equation is given for symmetric
populations. The fixed point equation is a single quadratic
equation in one variable, so an explicit formula for the fixed
point is given. The time to convergence is shown to be O(`)
generations, where ` is the string length.

7

ONEMAX, string length 18, mutation rate 0.01

16

6

X

13
OnePoint
Uniform
Genepool

12

(

2#u
0

if w ∈ Ωu
otherwise

Proof. Suppose that w ∈ Ωu . This implies that j ⊗ w = 0
for all j ∈ Ωu . Thus, the summation is equal to the number
of elements in Ωu , which is 2#u .

10

9

0

10

20

30

40

Generation

50

60

Figure 1: The average fitness for different types of recombination

Now suppose w ∈
/ Ωu . The we can write w = q ⊕ v where
#q = 1, q ∈ Ωu , and q ⊗ v = 0. Note that Ωq = Ωu⊗q =
{0, q}. Then
X
(−1)#(j⊗w)
j∈Ωu

4

=

ONEMAX, string length 18, mutation rate 0.01

4

x 10

X

X

(−1)#((i⊕k)⊗(q⊕v))

i∈Ωu⊗q k∈Ωu⊗q
3.5

Count of individuals of maximum fitness

=

j∈Ωu

11

8

(−1)

#(j⊗w)

=

(−1)#(i⊗q)

i∈Ωu⊗q

3

2.5

=

OnePoint
Uniform
Genepool

2

X

k∈Ωu⊗q

X

(−1)#(k⊗v)

(4)

k∈Ωu⊗q

(−1)#(k⊗v) −

X

(−1)#(k⊗v) = 0

(5)

k∈Ωu⊗q

Equation (4) follows from (3) since (i ⊕ k) ⊗ (q ⊕ v) =
(i⊗q)⊕(k⊗v), and since #((i⊗q)⊕(k⊗v)) ( mod 2 ) =
#(i ⊗ q) + #(k ⊗ v) ( mod 2 ) . Equation (5) follows from
(4) since Ωq = Ωu⊗q = {0, q}.
2

1.5

1

0.5

0

X

(3)

0

10
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Generation

60

70
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90

100

Figure 2: The number of optimal individuals for different
types of recombination

Proof of lemma 5: The simplex Λ is the convex hull of the
basis vectors e0 , e1 , . . . , eN −1 of the standard basis. The
vectors eb0 , eb1 , . . . , ebN −1 are the same geometric points expressed in the Walsh basis, so the simplex is still the convex
hull of these points. But these correspond to the columns
of the Walsh matrix, and every entry of the Walsh matrix
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is ±2−`/2 . Thus x
bk is a convex combination of 2−`/2 and
−`/2
−2
.
2

Proof of lemma 6:
X
X
Fbi,j = 2−`
(−1)#(u⊗i)
(−1)#(v⊗j) Fu,v
u∈Ω

= 2−`

X

(−1)#(u⊗i)

=2
=2

−`

X

(−1)#(v⊗j) δu,v Fu,u

v∈Ω

u∈Ω
−`

Now we assume that the minus sign is used in equation (6)
and derive a contradiction. Thus,


q
1
2
2
b
zbk < 1 =⇒
−B − B + fk < 1
fbk
q
=⇒ B + B 2 + fbk2 < −fbk
q
=⇒ B 2 + fbk2 < −fbk − B

v∈Ω

X

(−1)

#(u⊗i)

(−1)#(u⊗j) fu

u∈Ω

X

(−1)#(u⊗(i⊕j) fu

u∈Ω

= 2−`/2 fbi⊕j

2

Proof of lemma 12:
X
fbk = 2−`/2
(−1)#(k⊗i) fi
= 2−`/2 c

(−1)#(k⊗i)

i∈Ω

+ 2−`/2

X

bj

j∈L

= 2`/2 cδk,0 + 2−`/2
X

X

Thus, the plus sign must always be used in equation (6),
and there is a unique fixed point.
2

(−1)#(k⊗i) δi⊗j,j

i∈Ω

X

j∈L

(−1)#(k⊗v)

v∈Ωj

bj
X

=⇒ B 2 + fbk2 < fbk2 + 2fbk B + B 2
=⇒ 0 < 2fbk B

Since fbk < 0 and B > 0, this is a contradiction.

i∈Ω

X

First we
P claim that B > 0. Recall that we assumed that
fb0 + j∈L fbj ≥ 0 and fbj < 0 for all j. Since zb is in
the simplex, and since mutation is positive, zbj < 1 for all
j ∈ L by lemma 5. It follows easily that B > 0.

(−1)#(k⊗u) δ(v⊕u)⊗j,j

u∈Ωj

To prove theorem 14 we will use the Gershgorin Circle
Theorem (page 685 of [2]).
Theorem 17 Let J by an n by n real-valued matrix, and
let λ be an eigenvalue of J. For some integer k,
X
|Jk,k − λ| ≤
|Jk,j |
j6=k

Note that (v ⊕ u) ⊗ j = v ⊗ j and δv⊗j,j = 1 iff v = j.
Thus,
X
X
fbk = 2`/2 cδk,0 + 2−`/2
(−1)#(k⊗u)
bj (−1)#(k⊗j)
j∈L

= 2`/2−1 δk,0 (2c +

X

j∈L

bj ) − 2`/2−1

u∈Ωj

X

δk,j bj

j∈L

The last statement of the lemma follows easily from the
formula.
2
Proof of Lemma 13: Let zb be a fixed point in the simplex.

In the special case where fbk = 0, zbk = 0, so throughout
the rest of the proof we assume that fbk < 0.
P
µ
(fb0 + j∈L fbj zbj ). Solving equation (2) for
Let B = 1−2µ
zbk gives:


q
1
−B ± B 2 + fbk2
zbk =
(6)
fbk

We claim that for a solution to be in the simplex, the plus
sign must be used in equation (6). So assume that zb represents a solution in the simplex.

Proof of theorem 14: The existence and uniqueness of the
fixed point was proved in lemma 13.
We calculate the differential of G from equation (1).

fbk fbi zbk2 − 1
∂G(b
z )k
= (1 − 2µ) 
2
P
∂b
zi
fb0 + j fbj zbj


2
b0 + P
bj zbj − fb2
f
f
k
j∈L\{k}
∂G(b
z )k
= (1 − 2µ)
(7)

2
P
∂b
zk
fb0 + j fbj zbj

Equation (2) can be rewritten in the form:


X

2µb
zk fb0 +
fbj zbj  + (1 − 2µ)fbk zbk2 − 1 = 0 (8)
j∈L

We claim that for a solution zb of these equations, zbk ≤ 0
for all k. This follows from the equations since we have
P
assumed that fbk ≤ 0 and fb0 + j∈L fbj zbj ≥ 0, and we
know that |b
zk | ≤ 1 since zb corresponds to a point in the
simplex.
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Assume that zb is a fixed point. Then using equation (8):


bi zbk fb0 + P fbj zbj
−2µ
f
j
−2µfbi zbk
∂G(b
z )k
=
=
P


2
P
∂b
zi
fb0 + j fbj zbj
fb0 + j fbj zbj

P
We assumed earlier that − j fbj ≤ fb0 . Since zb corresponds to point in the simplex, zbk ≥ −1, or −b
zi ≤ 1.
Thus,
X

i∈L\{k}

2µ(−b
zk )
∂G(b
z )k
=
P b
b
∂b
zi
f0 + j fj zbj
≤

Using equation (7),

X

i∈L\{k}

(−fbi )

2µ
P b fb0 < 2µ
b
f0 + j fj zbj

The Gershgorin Circle Theorem shows that any eigenvalue
of the differential is less that 1.
2
Proof of Theorem 15: The relative error after t generations
is:
t

C
A−1

= At
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UR~bOÊLdX¥a9PURU^DLd`nOmoOdmo~$LµLmZaLdPU`bVAXa9RUcSaXcSPUX¤P¬LdmoORUL9cSX»PULÔeÄOuVOVÄ^D`b`bVAa`bVD^§eAeA`bmkJ`nm``eAO`beAcSiDLiDOc/O~u~OQRU¨ c~X~bLÍA~bOLdRUaVAcuadLRUiAcS^DTcOQgiAR/~GªqOQO]RRUPUL¥LOQRSÍARVAORUaVAX¤^DuLLcSV cc
`bY©VAXQPUY©XT}PUT_OQRUOQ`bXZRUV`bXZVÂRUX`bV\NDPUNALcSPUL9LPSmkmo`L/XiDcVAZX¤uLVDVL9PÍAOQR%RU`bOXZ~bVA~bLdcµ~bLOcVA eIiDcSLcRU^A`c`bV
RURU^A^ALLdiATVANA`GPUãoRUXiDXN L:ZLLRUPSRUXRq^ANDpL9`bPdahXZ YM`bVDRUPUP^AXZO`bicSc#L9ND~P§L9`bVDmoSÊLx¤~WÈ`b`bÉoVoc#yQRURUOL9^APvuL|Ox¤acsÈZRURU`niAÉomoy¤eAL pZXZLXY VAÑ LdLc_PULRUeXIXLVDmZ XZL¬~nmoXL Yv
RUu^A^ALLPULdLOQPU^A~b`LµLcscSR_iAZaZXZLTcsRUNJLdie§RUL9O-P}a9cSPU`bXZTcScSiAX¤~GmoO]L9RUP%`XRUVD^DcOQR$XZY$OcSZcSLXkVDaL9`RUOQ`bRUaLdcucspOcsRUmZLdO]T-PU`bc
RU~bOQ`bL9DVAP~bOL:OacsZRU£`bLXZOQV/QNAPUNDXZ`bLiVARqNJ¢uc/LNALdJPUVµXOJcSZLOQLeÂDVA`bLdX~bc#`nVgRqadpMRUXYG^DiDXL~bP)e`nPL¤ OcsaL¢£^µOOQeA~bNAXkeNDaPU`biALdVDc0cS¬cSXZLYANAeO£PUXWcsJpRSPUOQYG`bDXVD`bPU~bT-`b)RU`b`ª«LVAVc  
RUa9 X_PU^AXZÎXZcSLcScSX¤PUL%XkmoZ¢L9LPMYGVAXRULdPUX¬c:TueA`bO-`ncsRUPU^_~bi`bVNDcSoT_RMLdORUe^D~b~nOQmZPURMXZOQi~iAPUN§XZLie N0LdNAadPUOX$iAJcSXZOQLµ~bDe`b`bRu~`nL9RU`bPU`bc%LAcuiAvVA{`~b`nXQLoPSbLdvWÂ~np¬a~bOXZYGVAXcSe LP
KML9¦kLNDÂ~`baS`nxdRUÈZ~bp}ËZÈo~b|`VeAL9mZ`bLcSVALdLde}cuRUiD^AcSL`bVAÓU_T_mZLO]cScsPUp`GO]J$~b$LÔ-~bLVDOc£QRUO^§VcsOQRSRSPURU`bVALTZcND2Rh$RUVX
OO~nVALRUPUeL9PUmZVJSOO]x¤~bRUÈZiA`bÈmZLÛocuL|XZcSRUaY.^D^AOQLdLdR$T-VAOQLLc%RSRU£iALOTcScu`bVANDNA}RUPULLdOe¬cSLPURUVoLXNARULdadPUeLXcS¯LdWL9VomopRXZOQzM~nmoRUOQLM`bXZPURUV¬`n^AuL/O^DVAN `be\XZacS^§$`nRUa`XZXXZ~bVDeVc
cSeA`b`beAcsRLOPVA~adXWLuad`M LORqc¬¢NLLdXV_`VoNRUc¬X`VoXZRUVàchO»eDLaVA`bXPURUa`b~bVAL¥µuRU`n^ARULd^Ò`nP¢RU~b^D`bVALgPUOLdZOL~n|mjWOT-~biD`nLRU^e
VJOAOVALRUeZ`bca2Jv ¶uXZeAZN LdOQVALPSPXRqOQRUp¥RU`bVAXQSP£§x¤ÈZur)ÈZÛZ^Dw£|L9RUeA^A¶L9Lmo PLRU~`b^DXQRNOQ`RLceOQ~bRS`bORVAOZr#aLd`b^DVeILc#RUOX§RUZX$L$`bRUL¤w:cOQmoa VA^XLd~bZmk`bZL`^oVAVD-L|XZRq$i¢PUL9X c
RUXZXZX§V¬V RUX^AL}VDLMLD~O`bL¯VAYGeAR2e`nPUOLRUVA^AaeRUL/`bXZPU~L`bVDZYGOR^o~bR£~nJOp\PUL-~bcs`bVAN XZZLdV¬Lda9eIRURU`n^DmoWLLpI~bXQpZRUcS.^DL¡RSL9RUP2`bNJVA O§Ld`nYGP2XRU^AXZPULML}Y#ZRUPU^AL`bZVAL9^opLdRc£¢^DJOLOPUeL
RUaXZXZZVAL9cSRU`eA^AL9LPUP2LdYGePUXO%T3J~bTXkaUiA ~bRU³`nr)NJw£OQPUL¶ÒVoRUOc£~bRU~XdX-uYGc³XPURUTå^ALdcSVDL¢L9®D~XW`bVAaeDc#`nmRU`bX/eAiDaXZOT-~bc L
H  =
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tu$LdavALVWORUVk~npZiAvuTµ OQLcSP£LdeXZY.XZ$VÌ%RU¯^D~b`nL\oLMaXZOVo~bZmoXQL9PUPU`bZRUL^AVDT-achLg^DNAOdPUmoXL$N LPSLdRqLpV¬XZeAYL9moRUL^D~bL 
XXNN LL9PegOQRURUX^JP/O]R/uPU`nLRU^\ND~OO¬aNALPURUX^DJL}OQD$`b~b`bcs¨ RUc/`aN XPUL9NDNAiAPU~LdOQcSRUL`bXZVoVÂROQRUOQ`bVDXZe\VÂaOPUVAXeÂcScSX¤moLdVL9P
L9r)PL¤OQOQRUPU`bVAXZVÒ`bVAT- L9|ÇRU^D¢XWª«e0r. :W p¬^AÇ£L O.X~biQ´SNDO¬iAS~x¤OQÈZRU`bÈ XZkV:¯Ç2LmoOXcS~bLmZeLdc2ª«VAOaNAPULPUXT_JLOQVoDR`bO~b~
`nVWRqiAp-Tmo LaL9RUP$XQXPdY.vkRUcS^AXZLu~bimZRUOQ`X~iAVDLcuchOQXZPUYLµuLd^AVA`aL9^POQOQRUPULdL$e¬`bVA`bOQRUcS`LdOe§~b`bÎXZLdVeRURU^AXL/ÞNA ÉkPUXA 
NDLOQcsDiAR`bcS~b^D`bL9RULmZ`beLOQc%~iDRU`bX¤OQV¥£RU`bRUOQXZ^APUVeAL§cumZåRULd^Aa9LRUVAXLZPd(Ld VA L9cSL9P^AROQLRUXZLNAY£e§PUcSXcSXZJXZ~bOQ~biiDRURU`b`b`b~XZXZ`nVARqVpcumoOQL`nPURUaL}^RUXQZRUPML^AVALµ`Lc%P^ARUO]`b^ARUZLdLd^Ve 
iRUAO^AaLdadL$c XQRUmoPU`bLeD~b~a9`bRUVARUXL9P£PUT_RUX/P`bVDOQRU^AeDOQRUL%iDLOie~bN ~n³p_eD$OQcSc|^ARUL`bcSYGe-LdRhOQmoRUPULdXaa9^-PURULXNANAPdPUPUvkXZLOQcSVAPULdLde_VocSR£cSRUL^A^AcLu`vWaRU^^ApL2aL~bmmL2OO~bad~biDXiAOQVWLdRURUc `b`bXZV`bVV 
NANAcSXZPUPU~bXXiNJRUOQXZ`bXZDcSVÒL`b~eÂ`nRqmop/RUL^Aa9mZL_RULdXa9aPURUXZcX!TP.N`bzMVDOQ`nO]aRURPU`O`b$~b`bvuÎd'Lr#e/XaQRU X/$XÞkOQâÉ%%VDe®YGRUX^DP.OQ$L¤RµXZOQ~bOa e~b^cS XZLLPUL9ÌVAmoL¢XZS~n~x¤moXWÈZLadÈZcµiAËocO  
cS XZ^A~bi`bc.RU`bNDXZPUVAXQc£JO]Ji`bRu~b`n`bRqc£piAmoN LeDaRUOQXRUPLe`bc:uO~b`nRUcSXM^iDOcSLeAe`nÑ RULXMPULZVoLRuVAL~bLdPOQOQPURUVAL2`bOMVDcSL9PUR:iAX~bL Y
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l$a9PUVAXZ`bcSY©cSXX¤PUmoT L9P\a9qPUjoXZpcScscS¢X¤moL9L9PUPeJOk`vµcx¤RUÈ^AËZL¡ÈoàZLVDªqRL9PaOPU~bLd`bÎ¤OQO]RURUL`c}XV3XÑ XZcsNAY\PU`bØ VAZN c}XZ`bWVWp R
RURUeA^A^ALdL}L}a`beAOQX`~RUVA~b^ALAL~bL-v0PYGXNJXYhOQPPURULdLd^DOVoOQaRdR^g DJ `nR`nR/^AuL}XZ`bY:eARU^\RULd^AaRU`bLcS^A`NJL-XOQVÊadPUXL`PScµVoPURdLT}v0csNuOeAXZ^AVAL}L9eARUiA^D`VAcSL9`b§P/VDgRUOX¬~bO§~bLdcs~ba£LXZOQ`bXNV Y
D`x$ncSN)^AvZX¤`¯u LZc2nvZORUV¬^AL£L9NA¦APUOXTJNDOQ~bDL$`b~bXZ`nRqY)pOQXNAYNJcs~np£`bOQVANAµNDRU`b^DVDL$/iA`bcVDÜ¬`bYGXÝPUT(Þß ÉkaPU X³cScS`X¤iAmoPUL9LP
XN L9POQRUXP2RUXRq¢X}Û¤J`nRucsRSPU`bVANJOQPULVWRUc
jo£OQNAND`bVD :PUX0n Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü
fhX`V .~b`nNAND`VAA
      
f|PULdOQRULe[gOcs Þ x Þ x Þ x
%NAND~np`bVA-[gOcs   
OQOQPUPULLVoVoRR !#"] Þx xx Þx xx xx Þ x
jo£OQNAND`bVD  

fhfh^D^D`b`b~b~b%e%e $&$'"] Þx xx Þx xx xx Þx
.a9PU`bXZZcSicSPUX¤LmoL9Pux u^A$L9PUV5L£ÜL9¦AÝÌOTÞßâNDÉk~b L!XN L9POQRU`bXZV5XY»RU^AL!iAVD`bYGXPUT
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æOVA^Ae L#V"QN vkL9¢PUY©L%XÍAPUT-PUcs`bR£VD$LdiAVAVDL9`bPYGOQXRUPULMTOµaT_PUXZOcScscS_XdmoDL`nP:R|XkVp_RqD¢`nRhXMWNJp OQPUD`LnVoNARUNDc `VA
NARUOµXPUadXXZZJ`biAOQV}`bDeAiA`bLµ~Vo`nRqRUJpµ^A`OLÜcSLa9ÝàPUeAXZ~npoÞcScSvß ÉkX¤`mZ LZLnP$v^AkLLdp§VAZL9L9LdP¦VAOQa L9RU^DP`bOVDOQVARULZeÞ`bVAXT}_P/OQRUxucs^AXZucS`b`nLc2RU^¬DRU^A`nOQRULdVc$VL¤XZiAãoY cSiJLOQe ~
OOQPUVAL§e OÌ#"Ó¤x9RUÔI^JO]`bRV»aRUX^DPSLPULT}csN OXZcsVAeIORUVAXeRU~^DLdL_OdmN `bVAXZcS\`nRURU`bXZ^AVALcDu`nRU^Ac-L9XZPUL}Y$XQRU^ARU^DL9PUL9LP
~bxXkvkaRU`0^AXZLMY eA!X¤%OuVoVA£e OQPU#e"/O]iAPSVAPUX¤a u^DOc2VAT_ZLOQePSo¢L$e}c%k`bpI~b~biA(Ó cs0RSÔPOQ`bRUV}Lde¬RU^A`bLMV ~b³`bVD`Lc¢iAPUXL Y
NRUÓU^A%XZLµcSNA`nOQRUND`b~~nXZ~bpLVA`b~bVDcuLdc£¬uX[g^AY L9O!PUcsL%OkRUÔ§Q^DVDL9OQe PUVDLµeÌ)`b"/c$Ó9O]joOÂPU£LÓ¤OQx9L9NAÔ¦NDa`b`^JVVAOQZRUVDÔ^ALµadLdXeT}PS PUOQLcscsN XZOVAVAe\e§RUuX^ARUL^DPULL
ª«ÕoVÌXZVANAO]vµPOx¤T_ÈÈL9x]RUL9v£PU`RUÎ^ALL¥eeAiALVAad`b`bY©cSX`bPUXZT VYGa9XPUP¬XZcSLdcSOX¤amZ^ÒLPÊ~bXkqajoiANcLdOQ`bc}PUcT_OOVAeAeL§K/Wp L
DaXZ`OiAcS~Ldee adLµXX`V RU^AD`L9P$nNARUND^D`VAOV¥Av|Þ`¯  ÉkLZunvhz$RU^AX¤¢LL9csmo£L9OQPdvNANDRU^A`bVDLµ\eDLNDPUPUXQLLO]JXZ`bY³~b`nDRqp§`GOQcÜ v
RU`YÏOQ^ALaLbRdvvhx9RU^DRUD^AL`nLRUmZc2OmZOQ~bOPUiA~bL$iALLiAXVDY)XZ`bY|Ü#YGXv0ÜÌPUT_`cMT_~nRUp_Od^ApÄeAL`bcscURSOL§PUT_`neADL`niAÑ RUY©LXLPUePµLVoOQX¤R}~mZ~.LYG~bP£XXkP}RUa^A`:LdL$OOVAaT}^¸e\Ocs~^DXWLad VAiAª«adcV L v
RU^DOQR-`bcv:RU^AL\x9D`nRUc-T_OdpI L¬VDXVA¯iAVA`bY©XPUT-~npÊeA`bcsRSPU`bDiRULe
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0.5
Swapping Probability

X¤moL9P¢RU^AL$T}Ocs  ^A`ch`bchPULdO~b`ÎLeOeDOQNARU`nmoL~bp-`VjW$±$l$²
=   = =   = =³=
 
ÍADL9¦kPUXcsRSPRµPU`bRUVD`b^DVocSLgRS`baPUXkaRUeAXZLdVoiAVAmoadeALdLLdVAVARU`b^ALa9VDp»LaadXZLgXYMVDXZOaYµ~bL9~beDNDLd~bLRULc/cSa9mXZPUO`bY|NA~b`biDRUVW`b`bRSXZVAPUVÂ`bVAOYGcSX`bVAa-P}eàOQOÂRSORSVDPULdO`nDVA~npiLcSRU`b~LcXWv%adOiA¢VAce L 
ª«O\V\RU`b^AmZLdL_V»XNANARUPU`bXT_D~bOLd~ TcSXZvh~bYGiXRUP}`XO\V¸LdLVAVDLaXk~beAXkLadeÂiAc-`bV\`bY%J`n`bRUVDc_OQPSOQpg~~bLcs~bRSL¬PU`b`bVAck$x¬X`bR Y
`bc¥adO~b~bLde 9v2 XRU^ALPSu`bcSL9vµ`bYM`bY`nRU`ncRUcgO~bO~bL~b~b~LL~LÂadO`bV¸cgÞ¸L§`nR¥L`n`bRUc§^ALa¤PO~bÞI~bLeXP¥ x
`n`bR/VoRS`PUc/`VAadcSO`b~ba~v$Le XQPVALdiRSPâO~MæeAL9^ANL9RUL^DVAL9eAPµcO¬XV~bXkaRUiD^AcML¥`NDcPUx9XQ¯J`bVW~bLRST PU`bVAcScSX`baZ~bmZv)LdÞQe 
cSY©OXQL9VAP_PSeRULdO¥eILZVALadr)VAXWL9L¬eDmo`bLd~bVAXkVAÌad`biAaUcS cav:v0^Ax¤`bLdY2ÈZT-ÈZRUL^AÉZvL:LYGK/PU LdibãWvPUiA`buVALdVA-^Aa9L9RUpÊRU^A^DLMXZL9YP\PUiAx`bVD¨ VocVARS`bPU`VAVÄXZ_VA`bcÂRUXcY.O]O}OQPUL»~~b$L`b~bVLdc v
X¤xmo ÞWL9P/uRU^A`bLRU^¸N XRU`bNDT_iALZ~OQZRU`bLXZVAV¥LPRUOQLRUVA`beDXZVc$RUv¢X¬`nR`VA`ba9cPUL¤adOQOcS~bL~bLdeÏRUX} RU^DL~b`T-`nRMÖ/X`bYY
RUÞ^A ÞWLv£YGPU`bLdR}ãWiA`bc_LVDa¤a9Op~b~bLXZeY2x ¨ c%RULdVAeAcuRUÖ$X}XeARULd^Aa9LPUPSLduOcS`bcSLLv£ÏRU`bX_Y$RURU^A^ALL9PU~bL§`bT-`bc}`bRuVAXX Y
RULVDeALVAap§/æXY:^A`bVAL9RUa^DPULdL9OP/cSO}`bVA~XWadXQiAPMc$eD`bLca9PUx9L¤¯`bOVAcSa`bVA~`bAVAvLe0`nR$v `bÞQc$¯`ba¤VAOad~b~b~b`bLVAe Ldev XP
VAcSaXZ^DVL¯T-`bVDLZavA~b`bZVDLdLVAe_L9eARU`bLa/N XLN VALeDPchO]XZRUXV_PUcuRU^AOLuVANAePUX`bVAD`b~RUL`T¹O~ acSXZXZ~nVAmoeDL`neRU`bvkXZLdVAVAca XkeA`VA
l$~bXkcSaiD`#ORU~b^D~np/OQROVAO]ePUL¬^Ax9X¯N `bVWLY©RSiAPU`b~bVA~bp$cS`bOa¬c0RUXQ^APµL¢Þ]$¯`ÄVoRSNAPU`bPUVAXZcSQ`bPUaQLd¢cScSuL`bc~v]~³RUOQ^ANAXZN cSL:L¤OQZP$LVDRUXL
`bVgL¬RUx9^A¯L_`bVAOQad~~b~b`bLVA~bLdLdeÊc$XZXY|P/RU^AÞQ¯Ld`bcSVALad~b~b`bXkVAaLd`³euv `b~`~³ LZLnmov LRUVo^ARULiDOYPU~bL¤~bp¥ãWiAaLXZVAVoamop§L9PUXZYuLxRU¨ X c
TW_xpOQXRUOQP£`beQXZ´sÞWV_iAcs¢ORUc:jW`VAY©$LL±$eARUl$^AJL/²àOaUcs£T_`bOQOQVANAoY©NDXLc¢`PUVAT_iAcSOQLMNARU`bPUXZXZXYVJRUOQRU^AXD``c¢eA~b`na`nRqPUXZpLVoaYGmoRXL9PuRUPU^DZLdL2LdOVAa a^aPUL$X~cSXW`bcSVDadX¤YGiAmoXcL9PS P
æI~bXkaLgiDcu`bX¤~mZ~$LiAPcSLÂRU^ARUL\^AL\N XYNDPUL¤iAãW~OQiARUL`bVAXZaVÐpÒXZLdY}ãWiAx`b¨mcO~b`bLVÌVWRURU~n^ApLI¢OQLI~~bLad~bOLdVàc`bOVà~bcSXO
iAaXcSPSL/PURULd^AcsN LXZYVAPUL¤eAãW`bVAiA/LVAcsa£pO]NDXZY³ND`bÞVA¨ $cuONDc£PUXQRU^AO]LµJOQ`b~bPU`nRqpµiDT-XZYALRUVW^JR9O]|R:RUX~bXka¤aOiA~bca iA ~GO]^DRULL
RUYGPU^ALLdLMãWRUiAeA^DLLLVD~bPUa9LLdpÊVDL$QXZXZRUYY)^\xaXZXZ¨ cY:Vomo`bDV»L9`bVJPUOgZO]LdPS~bVAp¥XkaacsL$iARSPURUc`X¥¨ VAcZÓ¤Ocx~bvÔ~bL ~Y©L¤XQcP£RUa¤U^DOOQVÊR£ 2 ~bXkL¬Ýåa~biAXkx cX oßdr#ßLße»L9R¢OQ c
RUeAx ^ALdLMßdVAßXN ß RUXL¢¢NDRUiA.^A~GeDL2O]LRUY`VAPUXL¤XVãoRUiDL2OQLR2RUVA^ARUaL%`bpT-csXZ£LY³OQxNAZ¨ NDLc:VA``bVAVLµPRUO]NA^ARUPU`LuXXOV J~b OQ~bLD¢O~`bL~bc.`nVARq`bpeVXZÜ~bYXk¤a~bXkiAadc UiA%)c X¤ ³.moOQL9Ý PR
RULd`bãWT_iDLOQRU`bXZ V YPU^AXZLdTVvh OQ¤c-cS^AU|X¤uRUXMV»Ü`b¤V .U`bhZi`bc2PUL Z`nkmov LVRU^DOL¬c2adY©XZO~b~b~baX¤iDu~OQcRU `bXZV
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±$iA~X¤OQÌRU`bXZeDViPU^D`bOVAcuRU^ALLL$V§L9moZXZLdVA~biL9RUP`bOQXZRUV}Le0XZvDY¢RU^DLL/ÍA$PUcsRMvAadOOY~bRUadLiAP£~OQOµRULMVALRUÌ^ALN eAX`bNAcs
RS`nRqPUp}`nDÜiA¤RU`bXZV§USXZ%YuYGxQX¨PcL¤ O¤a^ÂU~bXk/adiA^Ac/LdVAXdmoaLLPRU^ARU^ALLcs£N XOQNANDNJiA~`bVAOQRU`bXZNAVPU XJ OQ^ADLd`b~bV 
¢L}a¤OQVIN L9PUY©XPUTájW$±$l$² XQNL9POQRU`bXZVAcæÌ^ALdVÊOQNAND~bpk`VA
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.`bZiPUL W¢f¢O~badiA~OQRUL/O~bXkaiDc¨ c2cs£OQNAND`VANAPUXJOQD`~b`nRqpZ
NÜDjW]$`bVD±$l$UOM²adXZv$.`bVRU`bVJ^ADOQL»`~O~nT_pZcSLdv0OeARUcs~n^Ap®L-RU`ZX/c¥LZVADLL`nVDRgPL9O]PRUWOQLdp¡RUeÂLuDT_O`bRgOÓ¤csxZ\ÔMLdVA`bucL9`nPRUiAOQ^cSRULLNAeÂe°PUXRUJWXpOQZDiAJ``b~b`bn`neANARqp L 
RUiA^AVALu`YGaXPUPUXZT'cScSa9XdPUmoXZLcSP|cSRUX¤^AmoLuL9PdcU OT_.`bL2Zi£PUOdLp_}Oc|cS^A`nR|X¤uZiAc`eAOVgLc:LRU¦^AOL2T-RSPNDO~bLeA`bXZRU`bY|XZOQVDNAO ~
ND~np`bVDjW$±$l$²'RUXÊRU^AL¥cUOT-L§NO]PULdVoRUcOc`bV .`bZiPUL»xQ
x¨ c APUL¤ãJ:`bV~bXka`¯ Þ Þ ÞâÛ Þ È ÞâÈ Þk
f¢O~baiA~GO]RU`VAA      
jo£OQNANJ`bVA :PUX0b Þ Þ Þ Þbx Þx Þk
Ç£`OcSLe .~b`nNDND`bVAA      
f|PUL¤O]RULde[gOcs  x Þ x Þ Þ Þ
%NAND~bpk`VA[gOcs  

OQOQPUPULLVWVWRR !#"Qd Þx xx Þx xx xx Þ x
jo£OQNANJ`bVAA 

fhfh^A^A`b`b~b~b%e%e $&$'"Qd Þx xx Þx xx xx Þx
³`iAPULk:$VL9¦AOTNJ~bLMXN L9POQRU`bXZVXZY:jW$±$l$²
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GENETIC ALGORITHMS

DL9moiXZPU~nAmov¬Lc/x¤ÈZRU^DÛZyWLcSÖ LDRPOOQcSLDPd`nv¬RUcxdÈZXÉoPµy¤m O~biAN LdL9c/P\u`nRULd^ÂVAL9LdRUO`aIa^ID`b`bVARgeDO`nmVA`beeAiDaOX~ 
æa9PUXZ`nRUcS^°cSX¤mojWL9$P.±$OQPUl$L:²csNJv£Ouad`^JOO]~b~nR§pMXZ¢VALÊ~npMOXZeAVAeàL:RUPUX¸LdO~ZRSPmoOLeAaRU`nRUX`P0XVJRU^DOQOQ~/R)iAPUVDLd`baYGXXPUPUeAT c
RURU^A`bXZL\VDOYPU~b~nL¤p§ãoiDXLVDVA~np§ap¸XVDXZLYµcsXRVDOQLRUc`bcsRUYGX`badP¬c%L¤N OL9aP^Ì~bLdXkVAadL9iAPcOQv$RU`bOXZVAV§eÌRU^JadO]XRT-adNDOi~baRiAOQ
~OQOQDRU`bL~b`bc¢RqpDRU^A_L/YGXYGPUPLdãWL¤iAOLda^VAa9p~XWadXZiAY#cX VDLc/^D^D`bcLVAcSad`bT-L$RUND^D~bL\LMcsL9£¦kRSOQPNAO»ND`bcsVARO]RUNA`csPURUX`bAac
aRUO`bXZeAXZT-eAV LdNDe\~bv.L9`b¦RUc%`n^ARq¢L}poLd VW~b~³iAJTPUXQL9P}£L9L¤OQPOPUeAaXZ^¸LdY¢e\csa£PU`bV¥XOQcSNARUcSNJ^AX¤moL`bVAL9cSZPLdcVAXXZcSN LVÊL9PXZcsOQY|RSRUPU`ba`bXZXZVAV¸TZcNJOQR_iXY2RZOQ~bLdRULVA`bVDXZL9QVDPRUOQO^  ~
`c  §XZVÄRU^ALOdmoL9POZLu`nRU^ÄiAVA`YGXPUTa9PUXZcScSX¤moL9P_OVAe

P~bLdO~bVAL eAc¥XZT-Ü^A]L~bpVDa`bL§UVA`nRURU^Au`GOQL§`n~RU`b^csÎ£LdejWOQv¢$NANJRU±$^A`bVAl$L\Ê²YPUNA:L¤PUãoæXiDJ^ALOQVALDVa`p~b`nRURq^DpJXZLY_x`bN V¨ Xc¬NDL¤`biDOVÒ~aOQ^ÒRURU^A`b~bXZLÂXkV¸aOQiD`b~bcc
`b ccsµRO]aRUPU`XcscSRUcS`bad`VAOZ~b~nc¢pÂY©XOQP$ XZjWi$R±$Þl$ Ék²v kuz$^AX¤`ba¢^ÄL9moZL9`nPdmovLuc`nXRUVÊ^}RURU^D^AL%L¬PUOdiAmoVDL9VAPO`bVAZL
XZaXZYµVoRUmo^ALLÊPU$LRUX\vxx9¯O`bVoVARSeÂPU`VAÞcSPU`baÂLcsNOVALda9eàRU`nÞQmo¯Ld`b~nVWp§RSPUO`bVAVAegcS`ba\RU^AZLdL`nVDPLOc¬cScSRUXkLdaVA`eÌOQRULRUeX
csS£x]OQ NAND`b^AVD`bc%NDPULPUcSXQiA~nO]RUc$J`b`b~bV`nRU`bPULdLcheDeDiALaa9LdPUe§L¤OVWcSiDL/TµO adaLXPMPUXeAY `bVAa9PUXZRUcSXcS`bL¤VAãoZiJc%O]uRU``nXRUV^

$`bjWV»$c$YÏ±$RUOQ^Al$aLRd²v:N vY©XL9`ND¢ LZiALn~GP-v O]RUO`VAXeVg adYGLÜX¢VW]mZL9PLPUUZx¨Lccv0`VÊu`nRURUk^D^g%L¬iA$T_VAVA`bOY©e§csXIPURUT'^AuL9PU`ba9~LZPU~h¨XZc$`bcSVWcST_mZX¤XZmZX~nLPUmoLPdL v
aY©OXQXZPUa VoT(^DmoOLVAaPUPUZXZLdLcSe-vJcSRUXdD^Dmo`nOQRULcP2Ru.OQ`bc[gPUvJLMXT_cUcsOdRhOmZVoXZLdp¬YeRUa^DWPUpLXZcScSL2jWcS`b$£VAZ±$OQc%csl$RUOQLd²PUe_L/ka9$£PUXZc¢OcScs`bcSRU~b`b~LVAiAeZcsRSc|XZPVWOQpRURUL^AiDe}XZVAcS`b`nV L 
D.iAiVA`bZRU`YGi`XXPUPUVÊLÄTÐXZx¥aYMPUOxXZVA¨cScµe cSXdX¤mokmoLvuL9P|POT}Y~bRUXkOLaPeA`:L£aT}VALPSOdXRpgOiD`bcSVL2LXZOYJLdcµVARU^AL9cSP^D`c OQXdRU`buVD`bXZVÊYGVAXPUc}`VT_RUOQ^A.RUL¥`b`bZXZeAiV`bPUcsLORSVAPUW`be  v
csRU`b~b~ZLdVAL9POQRULe aPUXZcScS`bVAZc£u^D`b~bLjW$±$l$²¡ZLVALPO]RULde k
$L9PSVARqp XRU^AXZLYgP2`bT-T-XNDPU~bL/`bad`b`nT-RN ZXLPSVDRLàOQVW~bR¢`VNXO`ZVoLR2 XZY jWjW$`T-±$`b~l$OQP²¡RU`bXc2`nRUAc¢PONAcSPUL9XPdNA¨ c
a9ZPULXZVAcSLdcScµX¤moJL9OPcSL eÊDPXZOVIcSL9RUPd^AvL`bx¤PÈZÉocs£ydOQNAvND`bjWVA$§±$NAl$PUX²JOQODeD`b~OQ`nRUNA`bRUL`bcmZ Ld~nDp¡XP~b`VL9¦kc
OOTVAeND~`LTv.ND`b~bV `a.`nRU`b~nZpi~bPU`bVL oLde_~bXk aL` a¤¥OiAOcSVAL%eRU^AÉ§L%O]NAPUPULXJT-OQXDPU`bL}~`nRqap_XZVoYGXmoP¢LPURU^ALdLVoT R
RUjWX$a±$Xl$¯L9²moXZeA~nmo`bÑLuL9mPU`c#OYGPUa9XZPUXZT cScSAX¤PmoOL9cSP£L9Pd`bc¢¨ c³Þa9ßbPUx XZ)cScSÞX¤ßmox L9¥P Þ`bVß È RU)^JÞO]R|ßâÈjWÝÌ$±$Þßâl$Ë W² 
XZa9OPUV\eDXZOQcSXZNAcSVARUX¤L-c¢moL9XZcSP|VA`bTT-L$NDNAXk~PUeALX`nÍJJcsRLOQOQc.DRUXZ`b`b~bcsVA`bRURqL£`bpadNAc$moPULdNXa9JLRUP/OQXDP¢Z`bLdY©~bX`bVARqP2L9pPOOQmo~bRUL~`ba`bXZVDRUVgXeAP:`numYGX`b^AeAP:`biD~LdL OO~bAa c|^PJO`bcSOVAL9cSeAPdL¨`be c
m`beAiDO~ N LPua9PUXZcScSX¤moL9PuJOcSLeXZVOPOQVDeAXZTå~bL¤O]PUVD`bVAPUiA~L
z$OVAL9e/PULNAPU¢XLJOQTDiA`b~cs`nRRqpkVDJXQRUOLcSLRUe^AOL~bZPULXQ~PUOQ`bRURU^A`bXZT-VAcSc ^A`bÇ2NgO~bi]L´URqO¢vWLxdLÈZVÄÈ AjWÖ$zM±$OQl$PU`n² v
zR$x¤OÈZX¤`bÈVA¢ËoLdL9e°mo L9 NAPdvPU^DXL9RUJp^DOQXOQDcSPU`bL¸Lµ~b`bRqOOp®~b~b~ZmoXLPUOQa9`ncSRURULd^AXeT_PÂXZcgRUVXiANDcScUL»PUOXQTRU^DNJO]L»J~bL»`b~bL9`ncSRq¦kXZpND~b~ieD`bRUa`b`cs`nXRURS~bPUVDpà`ncgDiT_uRUO`^AX`b`VAV0~bL  
cRUsjWR^A$OQL$RU±$`bcScsl$LRUVA`b²°adcSc-LMXXZ`bAVAY0RY©OOQXNA`bPUVAT_NDcu~bOQpkRURU`^AVA`bXZLV¸eANA`b`bPUcsTXRSPUJND`nOQJ~`bDia`b`nRU~R-`b`nXZRq`bpV¬V¸moNARULdPU^Aa9XRULJXOQPdN DvWX`bRUND~^A`niARqLp~p_OQYGRUOQPU`bXZXPUL$TåVÌeARUiD^Dª«OV L ~
iAO~bcSZLXPURU`n^ARUL}^AT-csRcOQ RU`b csRU^A`bL$adcµT_`bVAXQRUY©X`bmPUOQT_RU`bOQXZRUV-`bXZXVIY³`bjWT-$ND±$~b`bl$ad`n²àR``bVIc|RURUX^AL}L9¦kN NDX~bND`badiA`nRU~OQ~np 
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OQPU^AL-LheAtuL9X¤mpo`bcSOLd~Wegt%RUXZXOeµ`bVoY©moiALVAcsaRURU`Z`bXZOQVARUL}ch $DXPS¨ PUc/LdcsNR.L9OQPUY©VDXQeµPUT}[gO`nVARUaa^ALLdu~b~vk`bRUx¤^gÈÈ PUoL9
cs`beAN L¤LdOa9~bR`bÎRULdXge¬cSYGaX^DPUTLT_ O¥tuNDX¤pWPUXWOad~0Lt%cScSXZ`bOVDe\Y©OiAVAVAeÄa9RUPU`XLdVDaXZc Tµ J%O`bVDOQVARUe `bXZ VÄ"M`bVaXZOVV 
RÛ O`bV»D`nRR%OD`b~b`bXVDPSOQ¯PST_pOcseARSL¬PU`bVADZiAc`~bueAwh`bVAO\a^¥D~bcSXka a^AkLc§T}OcSa ^A:Ld`T_c%OZc `nmoµLV¥OQcSO_Lde¸adXkLXZYGV 
ÍDXPUadeA`bLL9VoPÊR `b cÂ:RUu^A^DL`baVk^¥iA`bTµc% L¤LãWPÊiDOX~)YRUX}ÍA¦`nRULc%eÐXPUN eAXZLcSP `nRUk`bXZ VA qc\/u¯O}`nRUcS^Da`b^AVLdT_RU^DOOQ¨ cR
cSXZaY0^DuLT_^A`OWa^¬Ld Oa ua^¬^DXZVAOc%cS`bcsËRUcuOe]XZ´UY OËaLeAVW`bR2c©´SXZiAVAVALacRU `nmo LM"$XadPUXeAVDLPScSq`bcsËRUc£cSa XZ^AY)LY©T}XZiOQPc
~bOLcmZLd ~bcµv|XZY2~bL9cSmoaL^D~MLx¬T_^DOcO_c ~b\LmZXQLdPU~heDÞÊL9PSUÏx¤Û§XQRScSRUa XZ^ATLT}~bL9OQmoc-Ld~©X$Yu`ucµ^ARU`b^AaL}^»cUL¤OOQT_a ^ L
RacSaOXZ^D`bTVALcDT_`b/VAOcLdXchPU`beARqVà¢LPSX_~b L moOQLeQ~cS´SaOx^DavLdLVoT_OQR2VDOcSecha L¤^AÍDOQLVJaT}^}OQO~~nac£pÒXZ`bTV¬~bLDmo~bL`bLVAmo~`bLVD~ÌÞÏRqvARU¢~b^ALXLÂmoLOQX~ eQNA´SORU`baaT}XZLdVoVOR ~
cSa^DLT_OWhadXTD`bVALdc£RU^AL cSa ^ALT}OQcu`bV~L9moL~ k
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An Enhanced Annealing Genetic Algorithm for Multi-Objective
Optimization Problems

Zhong-Yao Zhu
Dept. of Computer Science & Engineering
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong

Abstract
In this paper, we present a new algorithm —
an Enhanced Annealing Genetic Algorithm
for Multi-Objective Optimization problems
(MOPs). The algorithm tackles the MOPs
by a new quantitative measurement of the
Pareto front coverage quality — Coverage
Quotient. We then correspondingly design
an energy function, a fitness function and
a hybridization framework, and manage to
achieve both satisfactory results and guaranteed convergence.

1

Introduction

Many real world decision-making problems involve simultaneous optimization of several incommensurable
and often competing objectives. Usually, there is no
single optimal solution, but rather a set of alternative solutions. These solutions are known as Paretooptimal solutions, to which no other solutions in the
search space are superior in all the objectives.
Often, for a multi-objective optimization problem
(MOP), a full perception of all the Pareto-optimal solutions would be highly desirable (even imperative) to
the decision-makers so that a comprehensive and high
quality decision can be made. To achieve this, a practical algorithm should have the capability of simultaneously searching a set of Pareto-optimal solutions.
Among various candidates, Evolutionary Algorithms
(EAs) are particularly suitable for this purpose.
In this paper, we present a new algorithm — an
Enhanced Annealing Genetic Algorithm (eAGA) for
MOPs. The algorithm tackles the MOPs by introducing a quantitative measurement of the Pareto front
coverage quality — Coverage Quotient (CQ). Based on
CQ we can derive the energy function in the Simulated

Kwong-Sak Leung
Dept. of Computer Science & Engineering
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Annealing Algorithm (SAA) and the fitness function
in the Genetic Algorithm (GA). In the algorithm, a
population is interpreted as a state in the search space.
The proposed algorithm explores the search space from
state to state by means of genetic operations (selection,
crossover, and mutation) and converges to a minimal
energy state containing only Pareto optima. Both satisfactory results and guaranteed convergence can be
achieved with the eAGA.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives
a brief introduction to multi-objective optimization
problems and an overview of the EA implementation.
Our algorithm is detailed in section 3, followed by the
theoretical analysis in section 4. The simulation results are presented in section 5. The last section is the
conclusion and the future work.

2

Background

In this section, the basic concepts of multi-objective
optimization problems are introduced. A brief survey
of EAs implementation in MOPs and their strength
and weakness are briefed as the motivation of our algorithm.
2.1

Multi-objective Optimization

A general multi-objective optimization problem is to
optimize a set of objectives subject to some constrains.
Mathematically, a MOP may be stated as in (Rao,
1991):
Min/Max
Subject to

fi (x)
gj (x) ≤ 0
hk (x) = 0

i = 1, 2, ..., N
j = 1, 2, ..., J
k = 1, 2, ..., K

where alternative x is a p-dimensional vector having
p design or decision variables, fi (x) (i = 1, 2, ..., N )
are the objective functions, and gj (x) (j = 1, 2, , ..., J)
and hk (x) (k = 1, 2, ..., K) are the constraint functions.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Solutions to the MOP are mathematically characterized in terms of the non-dominated alternatives. Let
F (x) = (f1 (x), f2 (x), ..., fN (x)) represent the objective vector. In a minimization problem, for instance,
alternative x(1) is said to be partially less than alternative x(2) (denoted by x(1) ≺ x(2) ), if no component
of F (x(2) ) is less than that of F (x(1) ) and there is at
least one component of F (x(2) ) is strictly greater than
that of F (x(1) ). If x(1) is partially less than x(2) , alternative x(1) is said to dominate x(2) . Any alternative
that is not dominated by others is said to be a nondominated point. Any non-dominated points associated with the MOP are called optimal solutions (more
precisely, Pareto-optimal solutions or non-dominated
solutions) of the MOP. Usually, the image of all Pareto
optimal solutions in objective space is called the Pareto
front.
2.2

Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms

According to Zitzler (Zitzler, 1998), the current EA
implementation can be categorized as plain aggregation approaches, population-based non-Pareto approaches and Pareto-based approaches.
Plain aggregation approaches combine the objectives
into a higher scalar function which is used for fitness
calculation; they produce one single solution and require profound domain knowledge which is often not
available. Population-based non-Pareto approaches,
however, are able to evolve multiple non-dominated
solutions in parallel; thereby, the population is mostly
monitored for Pareto optima. However in contrast to
the Pareto-based approaches, they do not make direct use of the concept of Pareto dominance. Such
designed algorithms are effective to some extent, but
they usually suffer from prematuring to some special
areas (Schaffer, 1985). Pareto-based EAs compare solutions according to the ≺ relation in order to determine the reproduction probability of each individual.
This strategy can meet our requirement well. Nevertheless identifying the ≺ relation among individuals usually brings higher running time consumption
(Srinivas, 1994).
More comprehensive overviews of EAs in MOPs can
be found in (Zitzler, 1999) (Carlos, 1999),
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the non-dominance of solutions, and 2) the coverage
of the Pareto front.
As suggested by its name, the new algorithm is a
hybridization of the Simulated Annealing Algorithm
(SAA) (Laarhoren, 1989) and the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) (Goldberg, 1989). The algorithm tackles the
MOPs by introducing a quantitative measurement of
the Pareto front coverage quality — Coverage Quotient (CQ). The energy function in SAA and the fitness function in GA are derived from this measurement
correspondingly. In the algorithm, a population is interpreted as a state in the search space. The neighborhood relationship between states is defined in terms of
their individual discrepancy. The proposed algorithm
explores the search space from state to state by means
of genetic operations (selection, crossover, and mutation). Ultimately, the exploration converges to a minimal energy state which can be proved to contain only
Pareto optima. The details are given in the following
subsections.

3.1

Uniform Expression of Population

For clarity and simplicity, we define an alternative representation of populations. In this representation, all
populations that differ from each other only in the
order of individuals are treated as the same and expressed in a unique format.
Suppose the individuals are all expressed as L bits binary strings. Then the individual space is given by
{0, 1}L and can be isomorphic to the finite-state space:
{0, 1, · · · , i, · · · , 2L − 1}
where i (0 ≤ i ≤ 2L − 1) is the index of individuals (Reeves, 1993). From this point of view, a
population Φ with size n can then be represented as
Φ = (φ0 φ1 · · · φi · · · φ2L −1 ) where φi is the number
of times of individual i appearing in the population Φ.
It is clear that there are at most n nonzero elements
2L
−1
P
in Φ and
φi = n.
i=0

3

The Enhanced Annealing Genetic
Algorithm

In this section, we present the new algorithm — an
Enhanced Annealing Genetic Algorithm (eAGA) for
MOPs. As most of non-dominated sorting GAs, we
design our algorithm based on two considerations: 1)

The set consisting of all the populations with size
n is denoted as Sn . Each population is interpreted
as a state in Sn . The neighbors of a state Φ =
(φ0 φ1 · · · φ2L −1 ) are defined as all the populations
2L
−1
P
Φ0 = (φ00 φ01 · · · φ02L −1 ) which satisfy:
|φi −φ0i | = 2.
i=0

All the neighbors of Φ are denoted as N (Φ).
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3.2
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The Pareto Front Coverage Quality
Measurement

The Coverage Quotient (CQ) gives a quantitative measurement of the Pareto front coverage quality. It is
based on the idea that a good coverage of the Pareto
front by a population Φ should minimize the potential
that a non-Pareto point is wrongly judged as a Pareto
point when compared against Φ. The formal definition
is given as follows:
Definition. 1: Given F is a MOP and N is the number
of objectives:.

Thus we can reduce the risk of misjudgment by maximizing the dominating region Dn (Φ) or equivalently,
minimizing the Coverage Quotient CQ(Φ). However,
a direct calculation of CQ from Formulas (1) and (2) is
difficult for high dimension objectives. Thus in Def.2,
an alternative definition of the Coverage Quotient is
presented:
Definition 2: Given F , N , Φ, U and D(·) as in Def.1:
• Let P (Φ) = {d1 , d2 , .., dnp } ⊂ Φ (np ≤ n) be all the
individuals which satisfy;
1. di 6= dj ( 1 ≤ i, j ≤ np );
2. ∀ di ∈ P (Φ), 6 ∃ dj ∈ Φ, s.t. dj ≺ di
(1 ≤ i ≤ np , 1 ≤ j ≤ n).

• Let P mini , P maxi be the minimum and maximum of
all the Pareto points in objective i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ), the
hyper-cube

The Coverage Quotient (CQ) of Φ is defined as

U = [P min1 , P max1 ] × ... × [P minN , P maxN ],

CQ(Φ) = −

which contains all the Pareto points, is defined as PCube of F .
• Given a population Φ = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn },
= [F (di )1 , ∞] × ... × [F (di )N , ∞], and
= D(d1 ) ∪ D(d2 ) ∪ ... ∪ D(dn )
(1)
are defined as the dominating region of individual di
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and dominating region of population Φ
respectively.
D(di )
Dn (Φ)

di 6=dj ∈P (Φ)

|(D(di ) ∪ D(dj )) ∩ U |.

In Def.2, the calculation of CQ just needs n2 running
time complexity. Meanwhile, with such defined CQ,
the proposed algorithm can be guaranteed to converge
to a population consisting of only distinct Pareto individuals as proved in section 4.
Correspondingly, we define the energy function of a
state Φ as:
E(Φ) = CQ(Φ),

• The Coverage Quotient (CQ) of Φ is defined as
CQ(Φ) = |U | − |U ∩ Dn (Φ)|.

X

(2)

and the fitness function of an individual d i ∈ Φ (1 ≤
i ≤ n) as:
CQ(Φ\di )−M inCQ(Φ)
f it(di , Φ) = e M axCQ(Φ)−M inCQ(Φ) ,

• The population Φ is said to be an optimal coverage of
the Pareto front if
CQ(Φ) = min
{CQ(Φ0 )| Φ0 ∈ Sn }.
0

in which:

Φ

M inCQ(Φ)
M axCQ(Φ)

3.3
Figure 1: The Coverage Quotient in 3 cases: (a) evenly
distributed Pareto points, (b) crowded Pareto points, and
(c) non-Pareto points

A graphic illustration of Def.1 is given in Figure 1.
Assuming the curve is the Pareto front, the shadowed
regions represent the Coverage Quotient in 3 cases respectively.
In Def.1, when we identify an individual’s nondominance by comparing it with population Φ, it can
be correctly justified only if it is located inside Dn (Φ).

= min{CQ(Φ\d)}
d∈Φ

= max{CQ(Φ\d)}
d∈Φ

State Transformation (ST) Operation

In the eAGA, the ST operation is the primary search
technique. A GA-like evolutionary process is adopted
to form the backbone of the ST operation. Furthermore, an additional acceptance procedure is employed
to guarantee the global convergence of our algorithm.
The framework of this operation is given as follows:
For a population Φ = {φ0 φ1 .......... φ2L −1 }:
1. Perform Roulette selection on Φ to choose two individuals d1 and d2 as the parents.
2. Perform crossover and mutation on d1 and d2 to produce two children d01 and d02 .
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3. Randomly select a parent d ∈ {d1 , d2 } and a child
d0 ∈ {d01 , d02 }.
4. Replace d in Φ with d0 to form a new population Φ0 .
5. Accept Φ0 to be the new state at probability
P (d,Φ0 )
min{1, P
(d0 ,Φ) }

in which, P (k, Φ) is the probability at which individual
k (k ∈ {0, 2L − 1}) is produced by performing selection, crossover, and mutation on population Φ. It is
calculated as follows:
Given the indices of the nonzero elements in Φ are
L

0 ≤ p1 < p2 < p3 < ....pn0 ≤ 2 − 1

then

(n ≤ n),
(3)

0
where Fe (Φ) = (Fe0 (Φ), ..., Fen0 (Φ)) ∈ Rn with

Fei (Φ) =

f it(pi , Φ)φpi
n0
P
f it(pj , Φ)φpj

0

i = 1, ..., n .

(4)

j=1

ri,j (k) (i, j = p1 , . . . , pn0 ) is the probability at which
individual k is produced from the crossover and mutation of the individuals i and j. It is computed by
means of the transformation:
(5)

Bmini
Bmaxi

= min
= max

{F (Imink )i , F (Imaxk )i | k = 1, ..., N }
{F (Imink )i , F (Imaxk )i | k = 1, ..., N }
(1 ≤ i ≤ N.)
(6)

3.5

Algorithm Framework

The overall framework of our algorithm is given as
follows:
1. Initialization

and
ri,j (0)

=

1
2

L
P

k=0

Rc
L+1 ((1

H(m1 (i,j,k))

− Rm )L−H(m1 (i,j,k)) Rm
H(m (i,j,k))

+(1 − Rm )L−H(m2 (i,j,k)) Rm 2
H(i)
+ 12 (1 − Rc )((1 − Rm )L−H(i) Rm
L−H(j) H(j)
+(1 − Rm )
Rm )

)

k

m1 (i, j, k) = i ⊗ (2 − 1) ⊕ j ⊗ (2k − 1),
m2 (i, j, k) = i ⊗ (2k − 1) ⊕ j ⊗ (2k − 1),

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Select an initial population Φ
Select an initial temperature T
Select an annealing function S(T ) = α · T
Perform non-dominated sorting on Φ and fill the
Bmin, Bmax, Imin and Imax

2. State Transformation

where
0 ≤ k ≤ L,

with Rc being the crossover rate; Rm being the mutation rate; ⊕ being the exclusive-or operator; ⊗ being
the logical-and operator; − being the inverse operator; and H(m) being the Hamming distance between
individuals m and 0 (Vose, 1991) (Vose, 1995).
3.4

(Note: / denotes or).
Once an Imini /Imaxi is modified, Bmax and Bmin
must be updated correspondingly by:

It is proved in section 4 that this estimation can approximate and eventually converge to the P-Cube as
the algorithm progresses.

e
e i,j ) = (rpi ,pj (k)) ∈ Rn0 ×n0 .
and R(k)
= (R(k)

ri,j (k) = ri⊕k,j⊕k (0)

• d ≺ Imini /Imaxi ; or
• d and Imini /Imaxi are non-dominated to each
other, but F (d)i < Bmini /F (d)i > Bmaxi .

0

e Fe(Φ),
P (k, Φ) = FeT (Φ)R(k)

as the algorithm proceeds. In the algorithm, two arrays Bmini and Bmaxi and 2N binary strings Imini
and Imaxi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) are maintained. The Bmini
and Bmaxi record the minimal and maximal values in
the ith objective of all the Pareto points ever found
and the Imini and Imaxi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) record the individuals which attain Bmini and Bmaxi in the ith
objective respectively. For Imini /Imaxi , it is replaced
by a new Pareto point d iff

2.1 Perform Roulette selection on Φ to choose two
individuals d1 and d2 as the parents.
2.2 Perform crossover and mutation on d1 and d2 to
produce two children d01 and d02 .
2.3 Randomly select a parent d ∈ {d1 , d2 } and a child
d0 ∈ {d01 , d02 }.
2.4 Replace d in Φ with d0 to form a new population
Φ0 .
2.5 Update the Bmin, Bmax, Imin and Imax with
individual d0 .
2.6 Accept Φ0 to be the new state at probability

P-Cube Approximation

Notice that identifying P-Cube requires pre-knowledge
of all the Pareto optima, which is usually unavailable
in most cases. In the eAGA, a dynamic estimation approach is adopted which can approximate the P-Cube

min(1,

P (d, Φ0 )
E(Φ) − E(Φ0 )
)
min{1,
e
}
P (d0 , Φ)
T

2.7 If Φ0 is accepted, then Φ := Φ0 ,
3. T := S(T )
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4. If stop criterion is not met, then goto 2.1
5. Exit.

Note: α is an annealing parameter which satisfies 0 <
α < 1.

4

Proof: (By contradiction). Suppose dk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is not
a Pareto individual. Then there exists a Pareto individual
d which dominates dk .
1. If d ∈ Φ, then replace dk with a Pareto individual
d0 6∈ Φ to form a new population Φ0 . It is easy to see
that:
E(Φ) > E(Φ0 ),

Convergence Analysis

In this section, the theoretical analysis of the proposed
algorithm is presented.
Lemma 1: For MOP F , suppose Bmingi and
Bmaxgi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) are minimal and maximal values of all Pareto points in the ith objective; Imin gi
and Imaxgi ∈ {0, 1}L (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) are the individuals which attain Bmingi and Bmaxgi in the ith objective respectively. Given mutation rate Rm is nonzero,
the estimations Bmini and Bmaxi will converge to
Bmingi and Bmaxgi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) as the algorithm
progresses.
Proof: We prove the Lemma in two steps:
1. We will prove that Imingi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) will be found
as the algorithm proceeds. Let pn
i be the probability
that Imingi is not found in iteration n. It is obvious
n
L
that pn
i ≤ 1 − Rm < 1. Then the probability Pi that
Imingi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) is not found in the first n iteration
is:
Pin =

n
Y
j=1

pji < (1 − Rm )n −→ 0 (n → ∞).

2. We will prove that once an Imingi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) is
found, it cannot be replaced by other individuals.
Suppose Imingi is found, then an individual d will
replace it iff
Case 1: d ≺ Imingi ; or
Case 2: d and Imingi are non-dominated to each
other, but F (d)i < Bmingi .
Because Imini is a Pareto point, Case 1) would not
happen. If Case 2) happens, this means that there
exists another non-dominated individual d0 satisfies:
F (d0 )i < Bmingi which contradicts with the assumption.
The Imaxgi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) case can be proved in the same
way.
Combining 1, 2 and Formula (6), we finish the proof of
Lemma 1.

Lemma 2: Given population Φ = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn } is
the optimal coverage in Def.1, then di (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are
all Pareto individuals. (Suppose there exist more than
n Pareto individuals).

which contradicts with the definition of optimal coverage.
2. If d 6∈ Φ, then replace dk with d to form a new population Φ0 . It is the same as in 1 that:
E(Φ) > E(Φ0 ),
which contradicts with the definition of optimal coverage.
This finishes our proof of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3: Given population Φ = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn } is
the optimal coverage in Def.2, then di (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are
all distinct Pareto individuals. (Suppose there exist
more than n Pareto individuals).
Proof: The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to that of Lemma
2 with minor modification.

Theorem : As T → 0, the eAGA converges to a population consisting of only distinct Pareto individuals.
Proof: It is clear that for any fixed temperature T, as the
population evolves, the eAGA defines a homogeneous finite
state population Markov chain. Let M be the number of
total populations. Then the probability transition matrix
of the Markov chain can be expressed as (Iosifescu, 1980):
For states Φi and Φj ,


j 6= i
 Gi,j (T )Ai,j (T )
M
P
Pi,j (T ) =
Gi,l (T )Ai,l (T ) j = i .
 1−

(7)

l=1,l6=i

Here

Gi,j (T ) =

and



P (Φi , Φj )min{1,
0

Ai,j (T ) = min{1, e(
j

i

P (d,Φi )
}
P (d0 ,Φj )

E(Φi )−E(Φj )
)
T

0

i

Φj ∈ N (Φi )
otherwise.
(8)
},
0

(9)
j

in which: d ∈ Φ and d 6∈ Φ ; d ∈ Φ and d 6∈ Φ .
From Formula 8, we can see that Gi,j (T ) = Gj,i (T ).
From Formula 9, it follows that whenever E(Φi ) ≤
E(Φj ) ≤ E(Φk ),
Ai,k (T ) = min{1, e(

E(Φi )−E(Φk )
)
T

} = Ai,j (T )Aj,k (T )

and whenever E(Φi ) ≤ E(Φj ), 0 ≤ Ai,j (T ) ≤ 1 and
lim e(

T →0

E(Φi )−E(Φj )
)
T

= 0.
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Accordingly, lim Ai,j (T ) = 0. By the Folklore’s lemma
T →0

(Laarhoren, 1989), the stationary distribution q(T ) of the
Markov chain exists and satisfies
lim qi (T ) =

T →0

1
χS (i),
|Sopt | opt

(10)

in which Sopt = {Φ|E(Φ) attains the minimum}, and
χSopt (i) =



1
0

i ∈ Sopt
otherwise.

To make the comparisons fair, the algorithms are executed 30 times on each of the test problems. In each
run, all algorithms begin from the same initial population. The final results are taken as the average of
these 30 runs. All algorithms are executed for the same
length of time.
Independent of the algorithms and the test problems,
each simulation is carried out using the following parameters:
Population size
Crossover rate
Mutation rate
Individual length
Niching parameters σshare
Elitist population size

from Formula 10, lim Φ(T ) ∈ Sopt follows.
T →0

This finishes the proof of the Theorem.

5

Simulation

:
:
:
:
:
:

100
0.8
0.01
12
0.48862
100

Particularly, in the eAGA we take:
In this section, we show the effectiveness and efficiency
of the eAGA in a set of simulations. The test problems
are given as follows:

M in. T3 (x) =
f1 (x) =
f2 (x) =
g(x) =
h(f1 , g) =
where

In Figures 2 to 5, the Pareto fronts achieved by the
different algorithms are displayed.
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Figure 2: Test function T 1
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The simulations are carried out to verify: 1) the
efficiency of the eAGA, and 2) the effectiveness of
the Coverage Quotient in both definitions. For these
purposes, the execution results of eAGA-I, eAGA-II,
SPEA (Zitzler, 1999) and NSGA (Srinivas, 1994) are
compared in terms of: 1) the non-dominance of resulting solutions, and 2) the coverage of the Pareto front,
which are two main considerations in most of the current EA-based MOP algorithms. (Note: eAGA-I and
eAGA-II are abbreviations for the eAGA with CQ defined by Def.1 and Def.2 respectively).

(2)

1

f2

M in. T4 (x) =
f1 (x) =
f2 (x) =
g(x) =
h(f1 , g) =
where

(f1 (x), f2 (x))
x1
g(x)h(f1P
(x), g(x))
n
1 + 9 × i=2 xi /(n − 1)
2
1 − (f1 /g)
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, n = 30

1000
0.97

f2

(f1 (x), f2 (x))
x1
g(x)h(f1P
(x), g(x))
n
1+9
×
x /(n − 1)
i=2 i
p
1 − f1 /g
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, n = 30

:
:

f2

M in. T2 (x) =
f1 (x) =
f2 (x) =
g(x) =
h(f1 , g) =
where

√1 )2 )
n
√1 )2 )
n

f2

(f1 (x), f2 (x))
Pn
1 − exp(− i=1 (xi −
Pn
1 − exp(− i=1 (xi +
−4 ≤ xi ≤ 4, n = 3

f2

M in. T1 (x) =
f1 (x) =
f1 (x) =
where

Initial Temperature T
Annealing Parameter α
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Figure 3: Test function T 2
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Figure 4: Test function T 3
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The value C(X 0 , X 00 ) = 1 means that all solutions in
X 00 are dominated by or equal to solutions in X 0 . The
opposite, C(X 0 , X 00 ) = 0 represents the situation that
none of the solutions in X 00 are covered by the set X 0 .
Note that both C(X 0 , X 00 ) and C(X 00 , X 0 ) have to be
considered, since C(X 0 , X 00 ) is not necessarily equal to
1-C(X 00 , X 0 ).
The comparison results of C metric are given in Table 1. For each ordered algorithm pair, there are 30
C values according to the 30 runs performed. Each C
value is computed on the basis of the non-dominated
sets achieved by the pair of algorithms with the same
initial population. The final result is taken as the average of these 30 C values.
Table 1: Comparison of C(X 0 , X 00 ) and C(X 00 , X 0 ), in
which X 00 is the outcomes of eAGA-I and X 0 is the
outcomes of eAGA-II, SPEA, and NSGA respectively.
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Figure 5: Test function T 4
(1): eAGA-I (2): eAGA-II (3): SPEA (4): NSGA

It can be observed from the figures that eAGA-I has
the best performance in all the four test problems.
In T2, T3, and T4, eAGA-II can yield similar performance as eAGA-I. However, in T1, SPEA slightly
outperforms eAGA-II which misses some Pareto optima close to the boundaries.
In measuring the non-dominance of results, we adopt
a quantitative metric, C metric, presented in (Zitzler,
1999). To identify the non-dominance of a solution,
we need to compare it with all the other individuals in
the search space. This is definitely unrealistic. Thus,
instead of identifying the absolute non-dominance of
a solution, C metric compares the non-dominance relationship between the outcomes of two algorithms.
Given a pair of algorithms A1 and A2 , C metric estimates the non-dominance of A1 by calculating the
percentage of the solutions of A1 which are dominated
by those of A2 . Mathematically, C metric is defined
as follows:
Let X 0 , X 00 ⊆ X be two sets of decision vectors.
The function C maps the ordered pair (X 0 , X 00 )

In measuring the coverage of the Pareto front, we
adopted the metric presented by (Deb, 2000). This
metric is based on the consecutive distances among
the non-dominated solutions. The non-dominated solutions are compared with a uniform distribution and
the deviation is computed as follows: Given a set of
non-dominated solutions P ,

∆=

|P |
X
|di − d|
i=1

|P |

,

in which, di is the Euclidean distance between two
consecutive solutions in P in the phenotype space and
d is the average of all the di s. In order to ensure that
this calculation takes into account of the spread of solutions in the entire region of the Pareto front, the
boundary solutions are included in P . In our implementation, the boundary solutions are the individuals
which attend minimum in at least one objective function.
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The deviation measure ∆ of these consecutive distances is then calculated for each run. An average of
these deviations over 30 runs is calculated as the measure (∆) for comparing different algorithms. Thus, it
is clear that an algorithm having a smaller (∆) is better, in terms of its ability to widely and evenly spread
solutions in the Pareto front.
Table 2 shows the average deviation, (∆) in all the test
problems.
Table 2: Comparison of average deviation ∆ obtained
using eAGA-I, eAGA-II, SPEA, and NSGA.

eAGA-I
eAGA-II
SPEA
NSGA

T1
0.0064
0.0072
0.0069
0.0174

T2
0.0175
0.0211
0.0261
0.0318

T3
0.0093
0.0101
0.0144
0.0295

T4
0.0222
0.0338
0.0482
0.0765

The quantitative comparison in Tables 1 and 2 conforms with our observation in Figures 2 to 5. In all
the four test problems, eAGA-I is observed to have the
best performance in both the non-dominance of solutions and the coverage of the Pareto front. In T2 and
T4, the results of eAGA-I can cover more than 70%
of those of SPEA. Nevertheless, the results of SPEA
can only cover less than 23% of the those of eAGAI. Similar performances are yielded by eAGA-I and
SPEA in T2 and T3. But the results of eAGA-I have
much more even distribution along the Pareto front as
shown in Table 2. As eAGA-II, in T2 and T3, eAGA-I
outperforms it by covering more than 53% of its results. Meanwhile, it can only cover less than 35% of
those of eAGA-I. In T1 and T4, eAGA-I still has better performance, even the superiority is not so remarkable. In measuring the coverage of the Pareto front,
eAGA-I and eAGA-II outperform SPEA and NSGA
in most of the cases. However, in T1 and T4, eAGAII fails to find the Pareto optima in the regions near
the boundaries. We believe that this failure is caused
by the limitation of Def.2 which assigns less reproduction potential to the individuals in these regions. We
acknowledge the existence of such limitation and will
focus our attention to improve this weakness in the
future work.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an Enhanced Annealing Genetic Algorithm (eAGA) for Multi-Objective
optimization problems. We have also proved its convergence. On four difficult test problems borrowed
from the literatures, it is found that the proposed
eAGA-I and eAGA-II outperform SPEA and NSGA

— two well known multi-objective EAs in the explicit
goals of the non-dominance of the solutions and the
coverage of the Pareto front. With the properties of
high effectiveness and superior performance, the eAGA
should find increasing attention and applications in the
near future.
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